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Framework



1
Introduction

Overview

This book develops a framework for analyzing the security policies of states.
The framework is grounded in structural theories of International Relations
and Comparative Politics. It highlights the effect of international structures
on how states act in the security realm. In particular, it draws attention to
the effects of the international distribution of power and historically grown
institutions of security policy. Its main argument is that these international
structures induce states to pursue a policy of ‘constrained balancing’.

The decision to develop such a structural perspective on security policy
is based on dissatisfaction with the main thrust of current Foreign Pol-
icy Analysis (FPA). The bulk of FPA focuses on the characteristics of states
or of domestic decision-making and explores how these affect the foreign
and security policies of states. The role of structural constraints on how
states act internationally is either neglected or conceived in rather simplistic
terms. This is all the more troublesome as we have witnessed a considerable
change in international structure in 1989–90. Understanding the impact of
this change on individual states’ security policies requires a somewhat more
elaborate understanding of how such structures affect foreign policies. The
objective of this book is to contribute to such an understanding.

It will do so by developing a theoretical framework that deals in detail
with the effects of some features of international structure on national
security policies. The consequences of this framework for the analysis of
security policy will be illustrated by applying it to the post-1990 security
policies of Britain and Germany. In particular, I will look at one aspect of
their security policies: how did they relate to the emergence of the Euro-
pean Union’s Security and Defense Policy, that is, the European Union’s
(EU’s) military capability for autonomous crisis intervention? Howwere their
policies toward the creation of an autonomous EU military capability for
crisis management affected by the shift in the international distribution of
power and by the institutions of security policy in which they had become

3
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embedded during the Cold War? Viewed through the lens of the analytical
framework, their policies represent a form of constrained balancing against
preponderant US power. Both states responded to the principal change in
the international distribution of power after 1989–90, which prompted them
to seek autonomy from the United States. However, the way they adjusted
to the changes of 1989–90 was modified, or constrained, by the respective
institutions in which their security policies had become embedded over the
course of the Cold War. This application of the framework will demonstrate
the added value of a structural perspective in analyzing security policies. And
it will help to further refine our understanding of the link between structure
and security policy.

The remainder of this book will develop this argument in detail and this
introduction will set the stage. It will first reflect on the situation in FPA
and International Relations (IR) theory and argue that the link between
international structure and foreign policy is not being treated adequately
there. FPA has a heavy bias toward domestic variables; and IR theory focus-
ing on structural-level variables has often paid little attention to the link
between structures and state action. Where the issue was addressed this was
mostly done in a way which is not fully satisfactory in terms of theory. I will
illustrate this below by reflecting on the debate about balancing that began
in IR theory soon after 1990. An analysis of this debate will demonstrate
the shortfalls of structural theory-building in concrete terms: the relation
between structural changes (in the international distribution of power) and
security policy (‘balancing’) is commonly oversimplified and needs to be
reconceptualized.

I will then briefly outline my suggestions for such a reconceptualization
and introduce the main building blocks of my analytical framework. The
first one stems from structural realist theory: changes in the international
distribution of power induce (yet do not compel) disadvantaged states to
engage in ‘balancing’. The second building block is provided by histori-
cal institutionalism. Institutions, in which security policies have become
embedded over time, will induce states to maintain past policies. Institutions
therefore lead to a structurally induced disposition toward policy continu-
ity, which is often underappreciated when other circumstances lead analysts
to expect policy change. If integrated in one framework these approaches
point to the expectation that states which are subject to an unfavorable shift
in the distribution of power will tend to engage in a constrained form of
balancing.

To illustrate the potential merits of such a framework it will be applied in
Part II of this book to British and German policies toward European Security
and Defense Policy (ESDP). This introduction will briefly introduce ESDP and
outline how UK and German policies toward the issue may reflect incentives
for constrained balancing before it concludes by outlining the overall plan
of the book.
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Structures in foreign policy analysis: A fallow field

Valerie Hudson and Christopher Vore (1995: 222) have rightly characterized
FPA as a field where ‘a hundred flowers bloom’. This picture aptly captures
the multitude of approaches that exist in FPA for analyzing and explain-
ing foreign policy. There is, however, one compartment in the field that
appears to be a fallow land. While there is no shortage of approaches that
look at state characteristics, domestic policy processes or traits of individ-
ual decision-makers to explain foreign policy, the link between international
structures and foreign policy has received little attention.

By structures I simply refer to the relations between actors.1 Most research
explains foreign policy by pointing to characteristics of states rather than by
reference to the relations in which they are embedded. This lack of struc-
tural theorizing about foreign policies is at least in part due to an academic
division of labor which has developed especially in the United States. There
is a strong tendency to separate the field of FPA from that of IR. Accord-
ing to this separation, FPA deals with ‘actor-specific’ theory which examines
actual foreign policies of individual states or groups of states and attempts
to account for these foreign policies by pointing to specific characteristics
of these states. Much of IR, on the other hand, is concerned with ‘actor-
general’ theory, which deals with the analysis of general structural dynamics
in international relations (i.e. the dynamics emanating from the relations
between actors rather than from characteristics of the individual actors).
Such dynamics affect all actors in a similar way and are thus ‘generally’ appli-
cable to different actors regardless of their specific characteristics (Hudson
2005).

This distinction is indeed apparent in most of FPA research in the past
decades. There is a voluminous literature dealing with the link between all
kinds of domestic-level variables and foreign policies. Research has exam-
ined state-level variables like the influence of material state characteristics
(Rosenau 1966; Rummel 1972, 1979) or culture (Hudson 1997). It has further
broken down the state and looked at sub-state-level variables, like state–
society relations (Katzenstein 1976; Skidmore and Hudson 1993; Freund
and Rittberger 2001), the impact of public opinion (Holsti 2004) and the
role of opposition for foreign policy (Hagan 1993). It has further broken
down government and looked at organizational processes (Snyder et al.
1962), bureaucratic politics (Allison 1971; Allison and Zelikow 1999), coali-
tion dynamics (Kaarbo 1998; Hagan et al. 2001) and small-group processes
(Janis 1972, 1982; t’Hart et al. 1997). Finally, it has further broken down
small groups in foreign-policy decision-making and examined characteris-
tics of individual decision-makers, for example their cognitive traits (Young
and Schafer 1998) or their leadership style (Preston 2001).

While the cited works are just a tiny fraction of foreign policy research in
the past decades (for a recent overview, see Hudson 2007), it is nonetheless
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a representative collection in that it indicates that FPA has tended to look at
the characteristics of the state and to explore ever more fine-grained specifics
of the state and how they may relate to foreign policy (Peters 2007).

On the other hand, structural IR theory has focused on grand struc-
tures as international anarchy, the international distribution of power (Waltz
1979), international institutions (Keohane 1984) or the social structures of
the international system (Wendt 1999). This high level of abstraction has
either led structural IR theorists to claim that they have to focus on ‘a
small number of big and important things’ (Waltz 1986: 329), implying that
foreign policies are simply not covered by the theories, or to make stark sim-
plifications along the lines that dissimilar states which are similarly placed
in international structures will behave similarly.

This is not to say that there is no research investigating how international
structures affect foreign policies. However, where the issue is addressed at all
it is usually done in a way that is not fully satisfactory in theoretical terms.
One strand of research simply assumes the link to be determinate: structures
determine how states act. Most interpretations of the balance-of-power the-
ory, for instance, argue along this line. They claim balance-of-power theory
to hold that international anarchy forces states to engage in balancing (see
the debate in Vasquez and Elman 2003). There are also some strands of insti-
tutionalist theorizing which implicitly rely on such a line of reasoning in
their assumption that a state, when embedded in an international institu-
tion, will cooperate. I will deal in more detail with such arguments in the
following chapter.

The problem with such arguments is that they tend to purge agency from
international politics altogether. There are good reasons to argue that this
would be an extraordinary oversimplification. States would be reduced to
slaves of international structure faithfully carrying out what structure forces
them to do. Where such strong conformity of state behavior under identical
structural circumstances has been postulated, it could either not be con-
firmed empirically (see, once again, the balancing debate discussed below) or
was confined to rather small parts of international relations (e.g. Finnemore
1996).

A second strand of research attempts to deal with the issue by addressing
additional intervening variables located at the state level. Thus the prob-
lem of structural determinism is avoided because now states that are placed
similarly in the international structure may nonetheless be seen to act differ-
ently. One of these arguments, for instance, holds that it is not international
structure itself but how states or their decision-makers perceive international
structures that affect foreign policy (e.g. Wohlforth 1995; Schweller 1998).
The problem with this kind of research, at which I will also look in more
detail in Chapter 2, is that most of its energy goes into identifying the
intervening variables, which distracts attention from the actual influence
of international structure on foreign policy.
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My goal in this book therefore is to devise a framework for the analy-
sis of foreign policies that makes visible how basic international structures
affect foreign policies. As such, this study is an exercise in what I would
call structure-based FPA. I will, however, not be able to address the full
range of foreign policies and therefore focus on a single issue area: secu-
rity policy. Security is the issue area, for which the structural setting has
been most widely discussed in IR. It is also an area in which the deficiencies
of attempts to link structure to foreign policies have become particularly
apparent.

Structures and security policy: Shortcomings
of the balancing debate

My starting point for constructing a model of international structures will
be the most parsimonious structural theory that has been formulated in IR
theory: structural (or: neo-)realism. This theory focuses on two structural
features of the international system and seeks to explore their impact on
international politics: international anarchy and the variable distribution of
power among states. Most succinctly stated, structural realism posits that the
occurrence of power imbalances in the anarchic international system will
induce disadvantaged states to seek power; they face incentives to engage in
‘balancing’.

I will devote much of the theoretical part to explore structural realist
theory in order to arrive at a clearer conception of how, from the point
of view of this theory, structure induces states to balance: how strong is
the proposed link between structure and state behavior, under what cir-
cumstances will states engage in balancing and which means will they
employ?

The concept of balancing which will result from my reading of structural
realism will differ crucially from the notion of balancing as it is currently
employed in many analyses. Balancing has received much attention since
the early 1990s when a debate took off dealing with the question whether
balancing will occur after the end of the Cold War. Even though this lit-
erature purports to apply neorealist concepts, it is in fact dominated by
a common-sense notion of balancing that owes more to traditional con-
ceptions of balance of power than to the core of structural realism. The
balancing debate aptly illustrates the problems of employing a truncated
conception of structural effects on foreign policies. It has a heavy bias
toward a determinist notion of structure according to which structure is the
focus of states’ calculations, narrowly circumscribes the options available to
them and may even force them into one particular behavior. A closer look
at the balancing debate will serve to clear the ground for a more strictly
structure-based analysis of security policy.
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The balancing debate

When read against the backdrop of structural realist theorizing, three defi-
ciencies of the common usage of the balancing concept in current debates
stand out in particular. First, the means which states can employ to balance
are often conceived much more narrowly than warranted by structural real-
ism. Secondly, the literature links balancing more directly to state intentions
than a structural realist approach would suggest. And finally, most analyses
expect a direct and perfect correlation between changes in the international
distribution of power and state responses in the form of balancing, a deter-
ministic view which cannot be based on structural realism either. To make
clear how my view of the relation between international structure and state
choices differs from common understandings of balancing, I will briefly
recount the post-Cold War debate about balancing and then spell out in
more detail why I consider the common conception of balancing in this
debate defective.

The start of the balancing debate is intimately linked to the end of the
Cold War, which unsettled both decision-makers and IR scholars alike. The
immediate reaction in both areas was a search for new orientation and order.
While in the political realm discussions began about the future security
order, academics, for their part, engaged in paradigmatic debate and tried
to evaluate how well their approaches were suited to deal with the new
political circumstances. One of the central topics here was the ability of ‘tra-
ditional’ approaches to account for the unfolding political dynamics. The
focus was very much on structural realism, for at least two reasons. First,
the propositions of realism with its focus on power and military means had
for decades provided a focal point of academic debate and structural real-
ism had inherited this central position after its authoritative formulation
in 1979. Throughout the 1980s IR scholars had implicitly used neorealism
to define the spectrum of approaches toward the study of IR. Approaches
were neorealist, critical of neorealism or outright opposed to it (e.g. Keohane
1986a). This did not change immediately with the end of the Cold War, so
it was an almost natural frame for post-1989–90 discussions to ask whether
neorealism or alternative approaches were better suited to account for the
end of the Cold War itself and the emerging dynamics of post-Cold War
international politics. Secondly, the end of the bipolar order constituted
a change in neorealism’s most important causal variable, the distribution
of power, and thus created an ideal test case for neorealism. Although
there is some disagreement on what exactly Waltz’s theory can and can-
not claim to explain and to predict, there is one proposition everybody
will count among the major propositions of structural realism: balances of
power recurrently form. The end of the bipolar order seriously disturbed
the balance of power and appeared to leave a single unchallenged pole of
power in international politics, the United States. Neorealism leads one to
expect that this situation cannot endure: US power will be balanced and
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thus a new balance of power will emerge. If, however, the bipolar era of
US–Soviet confrontation was not followed by a new emerging balance of
power, structural realism would have been dealt a serious, maybe fatal, blow
(e.g. Kegley 1993).

The occurrence of balancing against the United States after the Cold
War thus constituted and continues to constitute an important strand in
IR debates about the utility of realist approaches after 1990. The parame-
ters of this debate shifted somewhat as evolving processes in international
relations helped to evaluate some of the earlier predictions. In the early
1990s the debate centered mainly around the plain question whether US
power would be balanced or not. Proponents of structural realism argued
that, following the neorealist logic, a new balance of power would have to
emerge and therefore that new great powers were to rise. Kenneth Waltz
(1993) and Christopher Layne (1993) presented the most assertive versions
of the argument and dared make some concrete predictions. Waltz, for
instance, predicted that US power was likely to be balanced ‘in the fairly
near future, say ten to twenty years’ (Waltz 1993: 50) and foresaw Germany
(or a Western European state emerging from the European Communities),
Russia and Japan to rise to great power status in a new multipolar world
order. Former allies would increasingly edge away from the United States,
and NATO would ultimately disintegrate. While Waltz based his argument
on his version of structural realism, Christopher Layne relied primarily on
historical analogy to derive a similar prediction. Especially Germany and
Japan were seen to qualify as great powers and Layne was also frank about
the timeframe he envisioned: unipolarity was to ‘give way to multipolarity
between 2000–2010’ (Layne 1993: 7).

Counterarguments were made in particular by attacking the theoretical
(e.g. Hoffman et al. 1990; Lebow 1994) and historical (e.g. Schroeder 1994)
basis of the arguments. Moreover, around the mid-1990s the actual devel-
opments in international politics appeared not to play out as predicted by
neorealist theory. NATO did not disintegrate and instead prepared for expan-
sion. German unification appeared to pose serious problems to Germany
rather than promote it to great power status and Japan’s rise stalled due to
economic problems, whereas US economic growth took off in an impressive
fashion. The world appeared to have become even more clearly unipolar
and the predictions about the emergence of multipolarity appeared falsified.
The debate about balancing nonetheless survived, yet its parameters shifted
somewhat in response to these political developments. Now that everyone
agreed that balancing as originally predicted by Waltz and Layne had not
occurred, basically three positions could be distinguished: that balancing
would occur but that time horizons had to be adjusted; that balancing had
not occurred and would not occur in the future; and that balancing was
already taking place, but that it had taken on a different form than originally
expected.
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The first of these positions was basically the same as in the early 1990s, yet
couched in somewhat more defensive terms, and its most important pro-
ponent, again, was Kenneth Waltz (1997, 2000). He now agreed with his
critics that a balance had not yet occurred but insisted it would develop ‘not
today but tomorrow’ (Waltz 2000: 27). Moreover, ‘to all but the myopic’
multipolarity could ‘already be seen on the horizon’ (Waltz 1997: 915).
Besides Japan, the EU/Germany and Russia, China was now counted among
the prospective great powers and Asia was judged to be the place where
balancing against the United States would become most pronounced.

The second position was, and still is, clearly dominant in the debate. It is
supported by a wide variety of arguments. In its most moderate version, the
absence of balancing and the low probability of a new balance of power is
attributed to empirical factors, like US behavior and the actual position of
the United States in the international system. By playing its cards sensibly
the United States has been able, and will be in the future, to prevent the rise
of balancing attempts (Mastanduno 1997; Ikenberry 1998; Kupchan 1998).
Moreover, the preponderance of the United States is argued to be so over-
whelming that all attempts to balance it must appear futile from the start
(Wohlforth 1999). Other arguments proceed on a more fundamental level
and attack the theoretical basis of the balancing proposition. They posit that
balance of power theory is inadequate altogether, either because it is inappli-
cable today (Levy 2004) or because it is inferior to other, even power-based,
theories (e.g. Lemke 2004).

The third position rose to prominence since 2003. Its proponents hold
that under the peculiar conditions of unipolarity after the Cold War states
will adopt balancing strategies different from those of earlier periods. In
particular, states will not resort to military means (alliances and military
build-ups) to balance other states but rely on non-military means – they
will pursue ‘soft balancing’ instead of ‘hard balancing’. Today, the term ‘soft
balancing’ is in use in a variety of different meanings. It was probably intro-
duced into the debate in an op-ed piece by Robert Pape in 20032 and was
later conceptually specified especially by Pape (2005) and Paul (2004, 2005).
Pape (2005) argues that under unipolarity balancing attempts face challeng-
ing obstacles. In particular there is no single state that obviously qualifies as
an anchor for a balancing coalition. Consequently states willing to balance
hegemonic power will encounter serious coordination problems. Therefore
hard balancing will be delayed or not occur at all. Instead secondary states
rely on measures that are easier to employ, measures which ‘do not directly
challenge a unipolar leader’s military preponderance’ but which ‘can delay,
complicate, or increase the costs of using that extraordinary power’ (Pape
2005: 17). In a similar vein, yet differing in detail, T.V. Paul (2005) argues that
balancing is always set off by a preponderant power’s policies if and when
they appear threatening to other states. If these policies do not yet appear
threatening enough to invest in military resources, states will resort to soft
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balancing as a mitigated and potentially less costly form of balancing. Instru-
ments of soft balancing may include the denial of territorial access for the
launch of military campaigns, entangling diplomacy, economic strengthen-
ing of the hegemon’s opponents and signals of resolve to resort to balancing
in the future (see Pape 2005: 36–7). Especially the international opposition
to the US-led 2003 Iraq war is cited as an instance of soft balancing efforts of
second-tier states against the United States, but other post-Cold War issues
are also discussed (e.g. Joffe 2003; Layne 2003; Oswald 2006).

Conceptual problems

In certain respects my own argument belongs to this third category. The
analytical framework proposed here entails a notion of balancing which
significantly differs from common conceptions of the term. Moreover the
case studies will demonstrate with respect to British and German ESDP
policies that such ‘constrained balancing’ policies are visible in the post-
Cold War world. However, this argument should not be understood as a
rephrasing of recent arguments about soft balancing. The soft balancing lit-
erature has been heavily criticized (see Brooks and Wohlforth 2005; Lieber
and Alexander 2005), in particular for conceptual stretching to such an
extent that it becomes difficult to distinguish between balancing, on the
one hand, and ordinary bargaining, on the other. Rather than stretching the
concept, I would argue, it is necessary to link the concept more firmly to
structural realist balance of power theory. Although most of the balancing
debate is couched in terms of an application or test of neorealism, most of
the texts employ an excessively narrow conception of balancing which is
largely detached from the theoretical underpinnings they purport to apply.

Implicitly or explicitly most of this literature is based on a rather straight-
forward conception of balancing. Balancing states, or the decision-makers
acting for them, are usually expected to act along the following lines: They
first recognize that another state or a coalition of states is more powerful
than they are themselves. Therefore they judge this state or coalition to
pose a threat to them. To counter this threat they consciously engage in
efforts to increase their military power, either through military build-ups or
through the creation of counter-alliances directed against the threatening
states. Their goal is either to create a balance of power or to become more
powerful than their threatening counterpart.

There are at least three tendencies in this common usage of the term that
do not accord with the structural realist variant of balance of power theory.
My first critical point about this usage of the term ‘balancing’ concerns the
narrow conception of the means which states will apply when they engage
in balancing. Military power is accorded the highest salience and, indeed,
balancing is often taken to be restricted to military measures only. Randall
Schweller’s definition of balancing is indicative of this tendency. Schweller
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(2006: 5) holds that balancing is constituted by ‘the decision to check unbal-
anced power by means of armies and allies – and to go to war if these
deterrent measures fail’. Schweller’s definition is obviously modeled closely
after nineteenth- and early twentieth-century European balance of power
politics in which armies and allies were of prime importance for determining
a state’s position in the international system and for the outcomes of interna-
tional interactions. Jack Levy (2004) demonstrates a general tendency in the
balancing literature to speak of balancing and to mean nineteenth-century
style policies. Rising powers are to be identified above all by their military
capability, the major threat they pose is to others’ territorial integrity, the pri-
mary indicator of balancing efforts is the creation of counter-alliances and
war is considered a means for restructuring interstate relations. Whenever
illustrations of clear and unambiguous instances of balancing are needed,
scholars resort to pre-World War II Europe.

It is obvious that a theory that conceives of power only in military terms
will have little to tell us about Western relations after the Cold War. For
nineteenth-century Europe a balance of power theory that zeroes in on mil-
itary relations focuses on one of the most salient aspects of state power at
that time. But this does not hold for the North-Atlantic community of the
early twenty-first century. The fact that in the North-Atlantic community
states do not threaten each other with all-out war, however, does not imply
that there are no power relations between these states; nor that power is
unimportant for determining the outcome of state interactions and thus for
states to achieve their goals. Power relations remain salient here too. Yet
they do not rest exclusively on military means which one state could use to
threaten another state. And there is nothing inherent in balance of power
theory that forces one to apply it in an overly restrictive fashion that focuses
exclusively on military threats. Especially in its structural realist variant bal-
ance of power theory is formulated in highly abstract terms which make it
possible to apply the theory in different historical contexts without presup-
posing that power imbalances will primarily result in military threats or that
states will mainly rely on creating military threats to address them. After all,
Waltz was at pains in his Theory of International Politics to emphasize that the
theory implied the dissolution of the distinction between ‘high’ and ‘low’
politics (Waltz 1979: 94).3

Therefore I disagree with the conclusion Jack Levy draws from his obser-
vation that applications of balance of power consistently draw on the model
of nineteenth-century Europe. He regards this as an indication of the histor-
ical boundedness of balance of power theory. Since it deals primarily with
military threats, he argues, its applicability is restricted to historical periods
in which this issue was most salient. I will argue in Chapter 2 that balance
of power theory in its abstract structural realist variant is not confined to
systems in which all states affirm their power predominantly by militarily
threatening each others’ existence. Rather, power imbalances are generally
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troublesome for disadvantaged states. Even if a superior state does not pose a
direct threat to a weaker one, the way it uses its power may nonetheless have
harmful implications for the weaker state. In threatening situations it may,
for example, withhold help from a weak ally or choose policies that place
exceedingly high costs on an inferior partner. It may even do so for purely
selfish reasons without intending to hurt any other state. This is why power
imbalances induce disadvantaged states to address them, yet not necessarily
by building up a military threat against the superior states, but by increas-
ing their own power in a more general sense. This includes, as we will see
in Chapter 2, a wide array of material resources and also autonomy in using
these resources.

Proponents of soft-balancing have acknowledged the need to broaden the
range of means of which to conceive as a means of balancing. However,
they run into different problems. Since their notions of ‘soft’ and ‘asym-
metric’ balancing are only loosely linked to balance of power (or balance
of threat)4 theories, it becomes difficult to tell whether any given policy in
a concrete case qualifies as balancing (hard, soft or asymmetric) or repre-
sents just an instance of ‘normal’ diplomatic friction or regular interstate
bargaining. This becomes particularly apparent in Stephen Walt’s definition
of the term. According to Walt (2005: 126) ‘soft balancing does not seek or
expect to alter the overall distribution of capabilities. Instead, a strategy of
soft balancing accepts the current balance of power but seeks to obtain better
outcomes within it.’ Here balancing turns into a policy that is no longer
linked to (intentional or unintentional) changes in the overall distribution
of power, which leaves little to distinguish it from everyday politics except
that it is pursued jointly (ibid.). This form of conceptual stretching consti-
tutes a problem specific to the main strand of the soft-balancing literature,
for which it has been rightly criticized (Brooks and Wohlforth 2005; Lieber
and Alexander 2005).

A second general problem is shared by almost all contributions to the bal-
ancing debate. Most of this literature does not only conceive of the means
of balancing more narrowly than theoretically warranted, but also of the
goals and intentions which states and the decision-makers acting for them
pursue. Balancing states are held to balance because they want to balance or
in order to balance. This idea that balancing is primarily driven by a desire
to balance rests on a venerable tradition. The classical ‘balance of power
as a policy’ approach (see Claude 1962: 17–20) is based on the conception
that a balance of power is a diplomatic contrivance that is intentionally pur-
sued by decision-makers. Most contributors to the recent balancing debate
would probably not agree that equilibrium was the ultimate goal of decision-
makers. But there is a widely held view that only such policies qualify as
balancing that have the express goal of diminishing someone else’s power or
of achieving a more equitable distribution of power in the system. William
Wohlforth (1999: 36), for example, insists that under unipolarity balancing
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means ‘balancing to restructure the system toward multipolarity’. Concern-
ing the goals and intentions which states pursue through balancing, most
proponents of soft balancing would agree. Thus ‘the purpose of balancing
is to prevent a rising power from assuming hegemony’ (Paul 2004: 2), or to
‘delay, complicate or increase the costs of using that extraordinary power’
(Pape 2005: 17).

Thus a balancing state is assumed to pursue goals that primarily relate to
other states. The objective of balancing necessarily is to counter another state
and to reduce its power or the returns it receives from its power. This, once
again, does not concur with the structural realist view. One of the central
twists of structural realism is the insight that states’ intentions and policy
effects do not necessarily coincide. At its core the term ‘balancing’ signifies
a policy effect. It characterizes a policy that contributes to a more balanced
distribution of power in the international system. Neorealism posits that
policies which produce these effects are induced by the structure of the
international system. This does not entail, however, that states need to be
aware of these effects and, in particular, that these effects constitute their
primary goal when they engage in the structurally induced policies. They
may conceive of their policies in purely self-regarding terms. This bifurca-
tion of structural incentives identified by the researcher and actual motives
perceived by the actors themselves is one of the key claims of neorealism:
‘From the theory, one predicts that states will engage in balancing behavior
whether or not balanced power is the end of their acts’ (Waltz 1979: 128; see
also Waltz 1997: 914; Art in Art et al. 2005: 184).

This will also become clear in Chapter 2, when we look at balancing
strategies in somewhat more detail. A brief example might help to illustrate
the point. Take an (almost) anarchic realm, say, a university department in
which six professors receive individual budgets by splitting up the common
departmental budget. There may be a long-standing agreement as to how
the departmental budget is divided among the professors and everyone may
appear satisfied. What will happen if, at one point in time and for what-
ever reason, one of them manages to get a larger share of the budget? Most
probably her colleagues will feel compelled to react to this situation. After
all, their own budgets must have shrunk. They will most probably try to
at least regain their former share. Yet how they will do so remains open.
They may ally against their more prosperous colleague and aim deliberately
for confrontation. Yet they may also find the other’s work valuable and
not intend to harm her. Nonetheless they will also find their own work
valuable and try to ensure that they receive the same resources for it as
before. Hence they may also try to improve their material situation without
intentionally seeking confrontation. Since it is a zero-sum game, however,
they are bound to threaten others’ resources and, if successful, eventually
harm them. Yet this is not necessarily the declared and intended goal of
their actions.
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Systemic incentives may thus set off certain policies, which in turn will
have predictable consequences for the system; yet the actors may not
necessarily conceive of their own actions in systemic or relational terms. Bal-
ancing may even be ‘unconscious’ (Snyder 1997: 157), that is, not the motive
of the actors but the effect of their policies. The colleagues may only look at
their own budgets and only pursue what they regard as absolute gains, and
still their policies will necessarily have balancing effects for the system. They
may even regret these effects but still produce them. The absence of align-
ments and open hostility does not imply the absence of balancing behavior.
To equate balancing with the intentional construction of counter-threats
thus mistakes a policy which concurs with systemic incentives with one that
intends to produce certain systemic effects.

Most of the current literature on balancing appears not to agree with this
point and to prefer instead a conception of balancing as a policy whose goal
it is to confront the United States head-on. The lack of such confrontational
policies among European states is interpreted as a lack of balancing (and a
failure of realism to account for current international politics; see, for exam-
ple, Brooks and Wohlforth 2005: 91–3; Howorth and Menon 2009: 733–5).
My argument is that to base an analysis of foreign policies on a structuralist
view would add to the understanding of recent transatlantic relations and
help to recognize the dynamics of a balance of power system today.

My third criticism deals with a tendency in the literature to suggest that
neorealism posits states will necessarily select unequivocal balancing strate-
gies in the face of power imbalances. This tendency becomes most obvious
when cases in which states did not choose obvious balancing strategies
are judged to indicate neorealism’s failure. Paul Schroeder’s (1994) often-
cited piece on the historical inadequacy of neorealist theory is a case in
point. The argument in this article has a theoretical and an empirical step.
First, a theoretical proposition about state behavior is ascribed to neoreal-
ism, namely that ‘states generally tend to balance against power or threat’
(111). Then the balance-of-threat version is selected and the proposition
is translated into a question for empirical analysis: ‘Do all states, or virtu-
ally all, or all that really count, actually resort to self-help in the face of
threats to their security and independence?’ (116). Self-help is then trans-
lated into balancing (i.e. confronting a threat instead of hiding, transcending
or bandwagoning with it). A meticulous and highly informative historical
analysis of international, and in particular European, politics from the late
eighteenth to the early twentieth century demonstrates that states which
faced similar threats did not uniformly choose the same policies to react
to them. Not all, and not even most, states chose unequivocal balancing
strategies when reacting to threats. Rather, Schroeder concludes that a sce-
nario ‘in which different states perceiving the same threat or similar ones
adopted differing strategies to meet them, is seen in almost every major cri-
sis throughout the centuries in question. For this reason alone, neo-realist
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theory cannot accommodate the history of international politics as
I know it’ (119).

I single out Schroeder’s article because it explicitly spells out a reason-
ing that is implicit in many other treatments of structural realism. From
my point of view, the argument does not demonstrate the general failure of
neorealism but it highlights the problems of applying too strong a version of
the theory. Thus it clarifies important caveats one has to keep in mind when
analyzing foreign policies on the basis of a structural theory.

The problem is twofold. First, as pointed out above it relies on an overly
narrow conception of balancing measures. These are seen to be restricted
to military build-ups and the forging of military counter-alliances. Secondly,
and this is the issue to be discussed here, it uses structural realism as a theory
of foreign policy, which it is not. Structural theories can be used to explain
or predict foreign policies only under highly restrictive assumptions. Again,
I will deal with the issue in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3. Suffice it here
to say that two assumptions are essential: Those structural constraints and
incentives that are identified by the theory would have to be the only ones
that states face; and states have to be substantively rational picking the opti-
mal option under the given constraints. Neither assumption is implicit, let
alone explicit, in neorealism. Instead, neorealism identifies one important
structural aspect of the system of international politics. This structure will
affect state choices, yet it will not necessarily determine them.

Waltz has never tired of pointing this out and of repeating that structural
realism is not a theory of foreign policy. He also has restated this claim in the
debate about balancing after the ColdWar: ‘Structures shape and shove; they
do not determine the actions of states [ . . . ] Structural theory, and the the-
ory of balance of power that follows from it, do not lead one to expect that
states will always or even usually engage in balancing behavior’ (Waltz 2000:
24, 39; see also Waltz 1997: 913–14). Others have joined him in highlight-
ing this feature of structural theory (e.g. Gilpin 1987: 86–7; Layne 1993: 12;
Telhami 2002; Posen 2006: 160). Nonetheless neorealism has been used time
and again to derive foreign policy explanations and the necessity to include
additional assumptions to account for states’ decisions, for example in favor
of balancing or bandwagoning, and has been used to conclude its failure
or its character as a degenerative research program (see, for instance, the
balancing/bandwagoning debate around Vasquez 1997; Vasquez and Elman
2003).

To be sure, Waltz’s own texts have done a lot to contribute to confusion.
There are plenty of passages in his texts where he himself derives determi-
nate foreign policy predictions from neorealism. ‘Units in a self-help system
engage in balancing behavior’ (Waltz 1993: 73). ‘The response of other coun-
tries to one among them seeking or gaining preponderant power is to try to
balance against it’ (ibid.: 77). ‘Profound change in a country’s international
situation produces radical change in its external behavior’ (Waltz 2000: 34).
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More quotations could easily be added. More than anything else this serves
to underscore the necessity of basing the reconstruction of structural realism
not on an interpretation of Waltz’s works as a whole but on a reading of the
core of the Theory of International Politics. Neorealism is a theory of the struc-
ture of international politics. It presents a model of one important aspect
of the incentive structure states face, not a set of variables which would
determine state action.

What is the result of this review of the balancing debate? The debate
illustrates commonmisunderstandings about the link between international
structures and foreign and security policies and shows how a too restrictive
interpretation of structural theory can render the theory useless. The root
problem of the post-Cold War debate on balancing is its narrow determin-
ism. In this conception, demonstrating that structures affect foreign policies
requires demonstrating that states’ calculations focus on structural effects;
that states respond unequivocally to structural changes; and that they do
so by a narrowly circumscribed set of means. This form of determinism is
not inherent in structural theory. An adequate structural theory of security
policy will therefore have to avoid this deterministic fallacy.

Addressing the shortfalls: A framework for analyzing
the role of structure in security policy

Hence an adequate framework must attend to at least two criteria. First, it
needs to rely on a conception of structure that avoids an abbreviated under-
standing of structural effects. In this view structure poses constraints and
incentives to states but does not force them into singular policy choices.
Secondly, it must devise an adequate method for applying this model. The
method needs to enable the researcher to detect the effects of structure with-
out having to assume determinate relations between structures and foreign
policies. I will develop a theoretical framework in Chapter 2 and discuss
methodological issues in Chapter 3. To make orientation easier I will briefly
summarize the building blocks of the analytical framework here.

Anarchy, power and balancing incentives

My conception of international structure starts with the parsimonious
structural model of neorealism. According to this model, shifts in the inter-
national distribution of power will create incentives for those states which
are disadvantaged by the shift to seek power gains. As I will demonstrate
in Chapter 2, this can be translated in incentives to seek capabilities and
autonomy vis-à-vis preponderant states in using those capabilities. A state
that follows these incentives can be said to engage in balancing.

This notion of balancing differs at least in three respects from the concep-
tions criticized above: It will be more open to include a variety of measures,
not only military means; it will refer to policies with certain effects, that
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is policies that redistribute power in the international system, and not pri-
marily to policies which are based on a certain set of state goals, that is not
only to openly confrontational policies which are intentionally designed to
counter an identifiable competitor in the international system; and, finally,
it will be conceived as a structurally induced policy, that is state policies will
only in rare cases display genuine balancing strategies because the structural
incentives may be modified or overruled by other constraints and incentives.

Overall this view suggests that foreign policies are likely to be affected
by imbalances of power; but whether and how states actually react to the
imbalances will be influenced by other factors too. I will include one of
these factors directly in the analytical framework. How states react to bal-
ancing incentives is affected by where they come from: even in the face of
radical shifts in the distribution of power their security policies will remain
path-dependent.

History and constraints on balancing incentives

How states react to changes in the international distribution of power
depends very much on how they are historically situated. The necessity to
introduce the dimension of time in the analysis derives directly from its sub-
ject matter. Policy change after shifts in the power distribution is, of course, a
process in time. How it will develop cannot adequately be understood when
relying on a framework that systematically excludes time. Structural realism
only points to the incentives that set off the process of policy change and
mark its possible end point. How the process evolves, however, also depends
on its actual starting point.

The conjecture that the shape of a process of change depends not only on
this process’s end but also on its starting point certainly has some intuitive
plausibility. Consider a simple example from economics to illustrate this. If
stock prices rise, people will tend to invest more money in stocks. However,
looking at individual people, their response to the rise in stock prices may
vary widely depending on their individual way of managing their savings,
even if they all aim at making most of their money. Those who are used to
investing in stocks and who have at the same time large amounts of free capi-
tal at their hands are likely to respondmost quickly. People with no expertise
in stocks who have used their money for other long-term investments and
have little free capital available will probably react more reluctantly or not
at all. The more reliable the long-term trend in stock prices becomes and the
higher these prices can be expected to be in the future, the more likely these
people become to invest additional free money on the stock market too or
even to reshuffle their overall portfolio in order to be able to purchase more
stocks.

For all its limitations, this example serves to illustrate that a great deal
of how actors will react to changes in contextual incentives will depend on
the original situation in which they are. The greater the changes that would
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be required from them, the more slowly and reluctantly this change will
happen.

My argument now is that this will also hold for how states react to changes
in the international distribution of power. This argument may appear rather
straightforward. It is even more surprising that it has not yet received much
systematic attention. Instead structural theory is usually interpreted as to
imply that all states will react in basically the same manner to structural
imperatives.5

How can this basic intuition about the relation between actors’ current
situation and their reaction to incentives for change be captured in theory?
There are two general approaches which can be used to explain why actors’
response will depend on the extent of behavioral change that would be
required from them for meeting the incentives. Both highlight the impor-
tance of the past for current decisions. Identity-based approaches argue that it
is actors’ identities that shape their reactions to incentives for change. Identi-
ties are basic conceptions of self and others that result from past interactions.
They shape how actors perceive of themselves and what they expect others
to do. The less a possible change in behavior is in line with an actor’s iden-
tity the less it is considered necessary or desirable. A conservative investor
who has made a fortune in real estate may well recognize incentives for
investments in the stock market. But she may nonetheless decide not to
invest there because it doesn’t well fit in with her assessment of how prudent
investors would use their capital.

A rationalist reading of historical institutionalism, on the other hand,
would argue that past policies matter for current decisions because they
affect the costs and benefits that are associated with different courses of
action. They point especially to the importance of institutions. Over time,
policies may result in the emergence of institutions, that is regularized
patterns of interaction. These institutions make interactions reliable. Thus
they reduce transaction costs because it is no longer necessary to assess
every new situation and every possible decision one’s interaction partner
may make in new situations. Instead actors can rely on the persistence of
institutionalized patterns of interaction. Depending on their shape, insti-
tutions may become self-sustaining because actors cherish their stabilizing
effects. Thus institutions can become an obstacle for change because chang-
ing behavior would mean breaking institutionalized patterns of behavior
and thus also forgoing cost-reducing effects of institutions. Hence policies
may become path-dependent once they are institutionalized because leav-
ing a well-established path may produce costs that will not be offset by the
prospective benefits of a policy change. A real estate investor may thus stick
to his trade even if investing in stocks may appear much more profitable
because the switch to stocks would come with high start-up and transaction
costs. Since capital investment requires specialized knowledge, professional
networks, computer software and so on, sticking to an established path may
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be more profitable than switching to a new one even if real estate itself may
provide less immediate return than stocks.

I will adopt this latter perspective in my analysis of British and German
ESDP policies. In contrast to the identity-based approach it can more easily
be integrated with the structural realist framework because it relies on similar
conceptions of actors and of their relation to structures.6 In the same way as
described above, foreign and security policies become institutionalized and
thus path-dependent. How a state responds to incentives for balancing will
thus also depend on its past policies in the security realm and the structural
consequences they had.

Constrained balancing and the case study method

The combination of structural realism and historical institutionalism will
clarify the incentive structure that states face. After the end of the bipo-
lar distribution of power, states (besides the US) were confronted with
incentives to employ balancing strategies. At the same time, they faced
incentives to maintain the institutions in which their security policies
had become embedded during the Cold War. Especially for the members
of the Western alliance, these institutions put considerable constraints on
the balancing incentives. Overall therefore states were confronted with
incentives to engage in what I would call ‘constrained balancing’; that
is, in capabilities- and autonomy-seeking that minimized costs to existing
institutional arrangements which were beneficial for the states concerned.

How states address such constraints and incentives is basically up to
them. After all, structures ‘shape and shove’ and do not fully determine
state action. States are even free to disregard the constrained balancing
incentives altogether. However, if they choose to do so they will have to
confront costs later on. To become dependent on a hegemon or to aban-
don beneficial institutions will come at a price, as neorealism and historical
institutionalism suggest. As these costs accumulate over time, they will fur-
ther reinforce pressures on states to adjust to the international incentive
structure. A structure-based analysis of foreign policy would thus outline the
basic incentive structure, examine how states reacted to it and demonstrate
how states that disregarded structural incentives had to deal with additional
costs in their subsequent security policies whereas states with well-adjusted
policies had not.

A method to employ such a model in empirical analysis must therefore
meet special requirements. In particular, it cannot rely exclusively on corre-
lational evidence. Structural constraints and incentives will affect how states
act but states will not be compelled to follow determinate policy paths. Con-
sequently it will not suffice to look only at the concurrence of policies and
incentive structure and take their correlation as evidence for the importance
of structures. What appears more promising is an approach that observes the
process through which the incentive structure becomes translated in foreign
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policies. This would enable the researcher to trace how the incentive struc-
tures affected foreign policy decisions without having to press the study into
a procrustean bed of predefined variables to observe. The added value of such
an approach is that the study of such processes may help us to better under-
stand the link between structures and policies and ultimately allow us to
refine the original model.

Chapter 3 will discuss in more detail the methodological requirements
and why single case studies or the structured comparison of single cases
are particularly well-suited to meet them. It will also discuss ways to ensure
that the openness of the methodological approach will not compromise the
analytical focus of such a study.

Applying and refining the framework: The UK, Germany
and ESDP

In the Part II of this book I seek to illustrate the potential and explore
the pitfalls of a structure-based analysis of security policies by applying the
framework to two concrete cases: British and German policies toward the
emergence of ESDP. These cases promise to be useful for the further explo-
ration of the framework for reasons which will become clear when we look
at the issue in somewhat more detail.

The creation and development of European Security and Defense Policy

In June 1999 the EU decided to give itself the ability to deploy soldiers
abroad: the EU heads of state and government announced in Cologne that
the EU should acquire ‘the capacity for autonomous action, backed by cred-
ible military forces, the means to decide to use them, and a readiness to do
so, in order to respond to international crises without prejudice to actions
by NATO’.7 The Cologne declaration marked the definite end of the EU as a
purely ‘civilian power’ which would become involved on the international
stage only economically or through diplomacy.8

This decision marked both the end and the beginning of an extended,
sometimes arduous political process. It ended lengthy discussions inside EU,
WEU and NATO whether Europeans should create an autonomous capacity
for military action and, if created, where it should have its organizational
home. By deciding to create such a capacity within the EU, member states
at the same time opened a new discussion on the exact shape of this new
military dimension of the EU: how should it relate to NATO, how were deci-
sions with military impact to be made, what kinds of capabilities should the
Union acquire?9

ESDP as it evolved from these discussions has meanwhile developed into
a fully functional instrument for crisis intervention (for an overview, see
Howorth 2007). When considering a military operation the EU can today
rely on its member states for providing the necessary military capabilities
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and on both member states and NATO for operational planning and the
provision of the necessary command and control infrastructure. Member
states – with the exception of Denmark – have committed themselves to
deploy overall up to 60,000 troops within 60 days and to sustain them for at
least one year. Moreover, member states have begun to set up so-called ‘battle
groups’, that is smaller multinational military units which can be deployed
more quickly for more rapid crisis response.

From the beginning, however, the EU and its member states realized that
existing military capabilities did not suffice to live up to original ambitions.
Therefore they also started a process of military capabilities development
through which they aimed at enhancing their capabilities in certain key
areas, for example strategic air transport, in order to further improve the
overall ability of the EU to deal with crises abroad. Meanwhile a new agency,
the European Defense Agency (EDA) has been set up to coordinate this pro-
cess. In parallel to developing a set of effective military instruments, the
EU has also begun to set up civilian instruments for crisis intervention and
committed itself to a process of civilian capabilities development.

In order to enable the EU to make efficient use of these instruments, mem-
ber states decided to create a new set of organizational units and institutions
within the second pillar of the EU. Among the most important of these is
the Political and Security Committee (PSC), a permanent high-level Coun-
cil committee, which supports the Council on security-related issues and
provides political control and strategic direction for running actual ESDP
operations. It is supported on military matters by the EU Military Commit-
tee (EUMC), composed of the Chiefs of Staff from the member states and
their permanent representatives, which, in turn, is backed by the EU Mili-
tary Staff (EUMS). The EUMS provides primarily for early warning, situation
assessment and strategic planning. On civilian matters of crisis response,
the PSC is advised by a separate Committee for Civilian Aspects of Crisis
Management (CIVCOM).

The EU also took care to link its new crisis response capability with
other international organizations, especially with NATO. Institutional links
between NATO and the EU are essential both for coordinating the crisis
response policies of the two organizations and for giving the EU access to
NATO assets and capabilities when the EU’s own capabilities do not suffice to
perform a planned military operation. For general policy coordination there
are now regular meetings of principal ESDP actors with their NATO counter-
parts. To provide for EU access to NATO assets and capabilities, a framework
agreement on military cooperation was signed in late 2002. Through this
‘Berlin Plus’ agreement NATO guarantees the EU access to NATO’s military
planning and the EU may request the use of certain NATO assets and capa-
bilities for carrying out EU operations. Moreover, NATO will make available
a purely European command option on which the EU can fall back for
commanding an EU operation. In the following years the EU managed to
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create a small autonomous planning unit (the Civil-Military Cell at the EU
Military Staff) and to establish its own small military planning cell within
NATO Headquarters. Also, some member states have made available their
national headquarters for EU use. If an EU operation needs to be carried out,
these national headquarters can now be multinationalized and thus func-
tion as EU Operation Headquarters so that the EU does no longer have to
rely exclusively on NATO assets in this respect.

All these efforts at building an EU crisis reaction capability have resulted
in the EU’s actual ability to intervene militarily in crises abroad. At the time
of writing there had been 23 ESDP operations, six of them involving military
deployments, one in Macedonia, one in Bosnia Herzegovina, one in Chad,
two in the Democratic Republic of Congo and one naval mission off the
Somali coast.

All aspects of ESDP are still evolving. Capabilities are being further devel-
oped, decision-making procedures and links to NATO are being fine-tuned
and additional operations are under consideration. Looking at the wider
constitutional development of the EU, ESDP appears to be one of its most
dynamic aspects. In discussions in the European Convention some even
went so far as to suggest that ESDP be expanded to include not only the
common response to international crises but also more traditional issues of
military defense and to include a collective defense clause in the would-be
European Constitution.

Germany, the UK and the debate on ESDP

The successful creation of a military arm of the EU is a quite surpris-
ing development in several respects. There had already in the 1950s been
attempts to introduce a military dimension into European integration, yet
these attempts had been unsuccessful. Instead of introducing military ele-
ments into the European Communities, NATO was strengthened and WEU
emerged from the modified Brussels Treaty. Even though these organizations
remained intact in the 1990s and most EU members remained NATO and
WEUmembers as well, and even though both NATO andWEU had appropri-
ated crisis response capabilities after 1990, EU members nonetheless decided
to create a designated EU crisis response capability. Why?

When trying to answer this question, it must be noted that throughout
the 1990s the inclusion of security and defense affairs in the European
integration process had been an extremely contentious issue with mem-
ber states holding highly divergent positions. Roughly speaking, the debate
among member states focused on the question whether an autonomous
military capacity for the EU was considered desirable at all. The publicly
most visible proponents of such a capacity were the French and German
governments. It was a joint letter of German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and
French President François Mitterrand that put the issue on the agenda in
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1990. To underscore their determination to proceed with developing a Euro-
pean defense capacity, they announced in 1991 in another joint letter to the
Presidency of the European Council that they intended to intensify their
military cooperation beyond the already existing Franco-German brigade.
This strengthened cooperation could form the ‘core of a European corps’.10

Germany and France continued to push for closer security and defense coop-
eration among European states in the years to come and for anchoring this
cooperation within the EU, yet they met with considerable resistance from
several countries.

The United Kingdom turned out to be the most outspoken opponent
of intensifying European military cooperation and, in particular, of deal-
ing with security and defense affairs inside the EU. The British government
pointed especially to the detrimental effect this could engender for transat-
lantic defense cooperation within NATO. While the United Kingdom was
not completely opposed to enhancing European cooperation in security and
defense, intensified European security cooperation was basically framed as
an issue of transatlantic burden-sharing: If Europeans were to cooperate
more closely on defense this was to strengthen their contribution to the
Atlantic alliance. Europeans were to carry their fair share of the military bur-
den for creating and upholding a European security order after the Cold
War. To do so, however, they had to choose a form of cooperation that
would not exclude the United States and run the risk of being perceived as
NATO’s competitor. Therefore the British government insisted that European
security and defense collaboration take place within WEU with its firmly
established subordinate position vis-à-vis NATO. It was only in late 1998
when the United Kingdom gave up this position. In a surprise move at an
informal EU summit in Pörtschach (Austria), Tony Blair signaled the United
Kingdom’s willingness to create EU military capabilities. This was followed
up by the Franco-British summit of St Malo, which produced a declaration
calling for the creation of an autonomous EU capacity for crisis response
backed up by credible military forces. This, in turn, paved the way for the
EU’s Cologne decisions which set up ESDP.

Conflicts among member states about security and defense issues were to
continue beyond this point. Yet they no longer concerned the basic question
whether the EU should become involved in the security and defense realm
at all, but rather questions of how and to what extent this should happen.

British and German ESDP policies and the constrained
balancing framework

British and German policies toward ESDP have the potential to be highly
useful for the illustration and further refinement of a structure-based anal-
ysis of security policy. They focus on an issue which entered the political
agenda in 1990 and which is therefore particularly well-suited to trace the
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response of the two states to the 1989–90 shift in the international distri-
bution of power: Did they react to it by seeking capabilities and autonomy?
And if they did not, were there structurally induced consequences they had
to deal with? Secondly, both states’ security policies had become embed-
ded differently in Western security institutions over the Cold War. The
United Kingdom was engaged in particularly close bilateral institutions with
the United States, which were unmatched by US–German institutions. We
may therefore expect both states to face highly different cross-pressures, a
different mix of balancing incentives and institutional constraints. Their
individual situations should therefore be sufficiently different to learn more
about the impact of structure on security policies by exploring and compar-
ing the policies of these two states. Comparing the cases may therefore shed
light on the interplay of both structural forces.

By employing the framework we will see more clearly how international
structures ‘shaped and shoved’ both states’ policies. The end of the bipolar
distribution of power confronted both states with incentives to gain power
vis-à-vis the now globally preponderant United States. They both responded
to these incentives, yet their policies were path-dependent. British secu-
rity policy had been institutionally linked to the United States to a much
higher degree than German security policy. Thus Germany was much freer to
respond to incentives for balancing. In line with these incentives, Germany,
together with France, led the call for a more autonomous Europe in security
affairs whereas the United Kingdom reacted much more reluctantly. Initially
there were only marginal adjustments in British security policy. But over
time these cautious adjustments, for instance closer security cooperation
with France, lowered the constraints on balancing policies. Moreover the
initial lack of adjustment to the shift in the international distribution of
power led to increasing tensions with which British policy-makers had to
deal: tensions with other European states, which had more readily adjusted
to the new situation, and tensions within their own administration where
there were calls for an adjustment of British policy in order to safeguard the
United Kingdom’s ability to affect international politics. These increasing
tensions, resulting from the reluctant response to the shift in the inter-
national distribution of power, together with the easening of constraints
through marginal institutional adjustments ultimately paved the way for
the St Malo Declaration and British support for an autonomous European
military capability.

Plan of the book

As I have sought to make clear, the overall task for this study is to develop
and illustrate an analytical framework which spells out the impact of inter-
national structures on states’ security policies; and to make suggestions for
its further refinement. These tasks give the book its overall structure. The
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remainder of Part I is devoted to developing the theoretical framework.
Chapter 2 focuses on the incentive structure states face. It uses structural
realism and a version of historical institutionalism to build a model of the
international incentive structure. Many of the theoretical details glossed
over in this introduction will be addressed in more detail there. These are
especially issues like the question why changes in the international dis-
tribution of power should induce disadvantaged states to strive for power;
what it means to strive for power; and why and how institutions make poli-
cies path-dependent. Chapter 3 discusses the methodological implications
of a structural analysis of security policies. In particular it discusses one cru-
cial methodological question: If we cannot assume structures to determine
security policies, how can we empirically identify the impact that struc-
tures actually have on them? A simple comparison of the incentive structure
with actual policies obviously will not suffice. I will argue that (even non-
determinate) causal relations work through causal mechanisms and that case
studies and structured, focused comparisons can help to discover causal pro-
cesses at work. On this basis I will develop a catalogue of questions that
will guide empirical analyses and will help to identify structural effects in
security policies.

Part II illustrates the framework through an analysis of British and German
policies toward the emergence of ESDP. It starts with a chapter that outlines
the starting position for both countries, that is the institutions in which
their security policies had become embedded over the course of the Cold
War, and discusses the overall impact of the end of the bipolar order on
them. The three chapters that follow analyze British and German policies
toward ESDP between 1990 and 1999. For better readability and to be better
able to account for changes in the international incentive structure, this
time period is split up in three phases. Each of these phases ends with a sig-
nificant event on the European level: the Petersberg decisions to make WEU
operational (1992); the signing of the Amsterdam Treaty (1997); and the
Cologne European Council, which effectively created ESDP (1999). All three
chapters share a common outline. They open with a description of political
developments during the period under investigation. Against this historical
backdrop the incentive structures for Britain and Germany are spelt out and
compared. This is followed by sections on UK and German policies during
this period. These sections trace the development of the state’s policies based
on the set of guiding questions derived in Chapter 3, seek to establish how
the analytical framework helps to understand them and identify possible
refinements for the framework.

The book ends with a concluding chapter in Part III. The chapter is divided
in three separate sections. The first sums up the findings of the study and
considers some implications for the analysis of ESDP. It discusses in par-
ticular how the constrained balancing framework fared in analyzing the
dynamics of UK and German policies toward ESDP and how the framework
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may be refined in the light of the empirical results. It also reflects on what
these results imply for ESDP at large and relates them to a recent body of
research which argues that ESDP is a balancing project against the United
States. The second section, entitled ‘deconstructing the results’, takes a crit-
ical look at the findings. It reflects in particular on how the assumptions
of the theoretical framework influenced the results of the analysis. Utilizing
insights from critical approaches it demonstrates that these assumptions do
not provide a ‘realistic’ description of the world as it ‘actually’ is. The third
section reconsiders the results in the light of this critique. It aims at demon-
strating how the results of the study can be interpreted even if international
anarchy and the importance of the distribution of capabilities among states
are not taken as basic and durable facts of international politics.



2
Structure and Policy: A Framework
for Analysis

Overview

This chapter develops a framework for analyzing security policies. It argues
that states’ security policies respond to an incentive structure that is made
up of two crucial aspects. On the one hand, international anarchy and
the international distribution of power, which pressure states into power-
seeking policies; on the other hand, international institutions, in which
security policies have become embedded and which constrain policies to
make them path-dependent. This claim will be substantiated on the basis
of two pertinent theories, neorealism, or structural realism, and (historical)
institutionalism. I will spell out which set of constraints and incentives states
face from the viewpoint of these theories and discuss how these interact and
how they eventually affect states’ policies.

This argument will be developed in four successive steps. First, I will in
general reflect on how structures affect policies. It will turn out that, in con-
trast to arguments implicit in many accounts in the IR literature, structures
are unlikely to determine policies. Rather, they constitute constraints and
incentives for state action. States may follow these incentives or disregard
them. Yet in the latter case states will have to deal with the consequences
of their decision in their future policies. Secondly, I will present a highly
reduced view of the international structure as it is represented by structural
realism and discuss the specific constraints and incentives that derive from
it. States are induced to react to unfavorable shifts in the international dis-
tribution of power. In a third step I will augment this view of structure and
add the impact of history to it. Policies in time may lead to the emergence of
international institutions which will then affect states’ calculations. Once
established, institutions come with a number of benefits associated with
their existence and costs related to their abandonment. Therefore states will
be induced to stick to these institutions and, once institutionalized, policies
will become path-dependent. Finally I will outline the incentive structure
a state faces when its security policy has become embedded in a set of
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institutions and an unfavorable shift in the international distribution of
power occurs. Such a state will be induced to pursue a form of constrained
balancing: to seek power, yet in a way that minimizes the costs to estab-
lished security institutions. The task of translating this theoretical claim into
a guide for empirical analysis will be reserved to Chapter 3.

Using IR theory to explain foreign policy: From structure
to action

General considerations

To use pressures from the structure of the international system and from
international institutions to explain foreign policies means to locate the
causes for state action in a state’s external context. This kind of argument
does not fit easily into the mainstream of FPA. As discussed in Chapter 1,
FPA very much focuses on internal causes of foreign policy and tends to
neglect outside factors. Sometimes FPA is even equated with the search for
internal causes of the external behavior of states (Hudson 1995, 2005). There
are plenty of reasons for this narrow focus. Some of them rest in the object of
study – it is the idiosyncrasies of foreign policies that attract attention most
easily and such idiosyncrasies can most easily be addressed by ‘actor-specific
theory’ that focuses on the individual characteristics of actors; others are
sociological – the field is dominated by US scholars examining US foreign
policy and as a matter of course they tend to adopt an inside view of that
policy. Consequently, FPA has come up with a host of approaches dealing
with state characteristics, every aspect of the decision-making process and
even personal traits of individual decision-makers to explain foreign policy
(for an overview, see Hudson 1995, 2007; Neack 2003; Peters 2007).

Yet through its preoccupation with internal determinants of foreign pol-
icy, FPA has somewhat lost sight of the fact that states are situated in an
international structure which may strongly affect and constrain their activ-
ities. This study seeks to demonstrate that taking features of this structure
into account will help considerably in understanding foreign policies. This
is not to say that these features will account fully for a state’s foreign policy
actions.

Assuming that context affects action and that these effects are discernible
for an observer should not be confused with the assumption that context
determines action. On the contrary, there is little reason to believe that a
state’s foreign policy can be considered a simple reflex of international con-
ditions. It is obvious that foreign policy decisions are ultimately made by
individuals who are embedded in a wide variety of different contexts. These
contexts can be thought of as a number of concentric circles that enclose
the individual. They range from the decision-making group of which the
individual is a member to bureaucratic structures of the decision-making
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process, to the wider context of the polity at large and to the international
system of which the polity is a part.

The closer these contexts are to the decision-maker, the easier their impact
on individual decisions can be established. It may be relatively easy, for
instance, to demonstrate the effect of small group dynamics like groupthink
on individual decisions of US foreign policy. The further removed a context
is from a decision-maker, the more likely its effect will become mediated by
intervening factors. A polity’s system of rule, for instance, predominantly
has only indirect effects on foreign policy. A democratic system of rule will
help certain societal groups to assert their interests vis-à-vis others and thus
indirectly impact on the substance of foreign policy decisions. Such indi-
rect effects may become apparent not in individual foreign policy decisions
but in broader patterns of foreign policy they generate. Democracies, for
instance, do not wage war against each other. While it is difficult (though
not impossible) to trace the pacifying effect of shared democracy in single
cases, its effect becomes visible as a pattern across a larger group of cases.
The same holds for a state’s international context at large.

The situation is complicated further by the fact that the strength of con-
textual effects may also vary from situation to situation. There may be
circumstances in which effects stemming from international context will
overshadow the impact of internal state characteristics or personal traits of
decision-makers. In these situations decisions can be fully explained by ref-
erence to international context. In other situations, however, these effects
may be weaker and eventually less clearly visible.

Arnold Wolfers (1962: 4–19) has aptly captured this variable impact of
context on action in his well-known image of the burning house. Consider
a group of people at a party in a house when a fire breaks out. The people
inside are highly likely to leave the house as fast as they can. If the house has
just a single exit and the exit is not blocked by the fire it is easy to predict that
everyone in the house will quickly try to reach the exit. To understand what
these people do an observer could completely abstract from their individual
traits and refer solely to their external context – the burning house.

The samemay also hold in less life-threatening situations in which context
does not force individuals to act in a certain way but opens up a singular
opportunity to achieve a cherished goal. Wolfers points this out in a less
well-known example. Consider a group of people at an overcrowded horse
track. They came to see the races, but they came late and so they can only
stand in lines far away from the track, unable to actually watch the race.
Once a gap opens up before them in the front lines they are highly likely to
move toward this gap until it is filled. Thus, even if not faced with questions
of life and death people will act in accordance with external circumstances
if context highly restricts their ability to achieve highly valued goals.

Returning to the party in the house once again, it is instructive to see
what happens if contextual restrictions are relaxed somewhat. Consider a
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situation in which the house is not on fire but merely overheated. Once
again, people are likely to react to the circumstances, but they will do so in a
less predictable fashion. Some may open the windows, some may leave the
house briefly, some may wander around and look for a cool room and so on.
These actions can only be understood if one knows about the external cir-
cumstances, but understanding individual reactions also requires knowledge
of individual characteristics.

Only in extreme situations in which common basic interests are strongly
affected by external circumstances will an analysis of external context suffice
to fully account for individual decisions. This is easily translated to FPA: only
in highly restrictive situations will international context fully account for
foreign policy. It is much more likely that context will affect decisions, set
basic constraints and incentives without actually determining policy. This
has profound implications for an FPA that focuses on the effects of exter-
nal context. These implications concern both theory and the method of
empirical enquiry.

Consequences for analysis

Judging from what has been said so far, a theoretical framework focusing on
contextual constraints and incentives will not suffice to arrive at determi-
nate predictions about or full explanations of foreign policy. The issue lies at
the heart of the ‘level of analysis problem’ as it was discussed by J. David
Singer (1961). From Singer’s point of view, a purely systemic perspective
(i.e. a perspective focusing on the context of state action) tends toward an
overly deterministic view of foreign policy in which the external context
pressures states into uniform behavior (as if the house of international rela-
tions was constantly on fire). Scholars of international relations who adopt a
systemic perspective have been aware of this problem. KennethWaltz, whose
formulation of neorealism or structural realism will form the core of my ana-
lytical framework, repeatedly argued that his theory of international politics
cannot be used to generate determinate foreign policy explanations – unless
one subscribes to an overly simplistic view of the link between international
structure and state action.

There has been some confusion as to how Waltz can insist that his struc-
tural theory does not suffice as a theory of foreign policy and at the same
time claim it to serve as a powerful theory of international politics (see, for
instance, the debate in Elman 1996a, b; Waltz 1996). A brief look at the
issue may help to clarify the theoretical link between context and policy.
As we have seen in Wolfers’s examples, context may constrain actors or
induce them to certain actions. This does not imply that actors will slav-
ishly follow these constraints and incentives. First of all, context will only
in extreme cases compel rational actors to follow one determinate course of
action. In most cases context will open a more or less broad room for action
within which actors may move. Secondly (and this is the point emphasized
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by Waltz), actors may simply ignore the constraints and incentives deriving
from their context. They may misperceive context, miscalculate its effects or
not accord it any importance in their decisions. A theory of foreign policy
therefore would have to take into account how actors incorporate contextual
factors in their decisions. A theory of international politics, however, which
focuses on long-term international outcomes (Waltz’s infamous ‘small num-
ber of big and important things’ (Waltz 1986: 329)), can safely ignore this
problem. If states, for whatever reason, choose to ignore contextual con-
straints and incentives, they will be punished in the long run. A state that
does not take appropriate precautions against external attack, for instance, is
likely to be attacked in the long run. A state that does not adjust adequately
to the prerequisites of the international economy will become unable to
maintain its wealth. In the long run, these states will either adjust their
policies and conform with the prerequisites of context or their punishment
will continue until they will eventually disappear. Either way, their ‘defi-
ant’ behavior will not alter long-term outcomes in the international system
(the recurrence of balances of power, for instance). Structure thus suffices to
explain these kinds of outcomes; it does not suffice, however, to fully explain
individual foreign policy decisions.1

How can we nonetheless utilize insights from IR theory that focuses on the
context of state action to analyze foreign policies? Most analyses attempting
to do this choose either of two ways to deal with the problem. They either
introduce additional assumptions which firmly link state action to contex-
tual constraints and incentives or they introduce additional variables which
determine how different states react to constraints and incentives deriving
from context. I will use some attempts to introduce neorealist insights into
FPA in order to illustrate these approaches and their respective problems.

The first approach is certainly the most straightforward way to tackle the
issue. It simply assumes that actors will translate contextual constraints and
incentives directly into unambiguous foreign policy decisions. In effect this
implies two assumptions: first, that actors are substantively rational (see also
Keohane 1986b: 167); and secondly, that their calculus is determined solely
by the imperatives of a state’s context, that is in the case of neorealism the
imperatives of the anarchic system structure. These assumptions are implicit
in many treatments of neorealism which suggest that this theory expects
states faithfully to follow international imperatives and thus to consistently
balance against preponderant power or to follow offensive (or defensive)
policies (e.g. Rosecrance and Stein 1993; Vasquez 1997). The argument is
made explicit in Baumann, Rittberger and Wagner’s ‘neorealist foreign pol-
icy theory’ (Baumann et al. 2001). They add substantive actor rationality
to the core assumptions of neorealism and argue that the structure of the
international system will compel states to seek autonomy and influence. The
central problem of such an approach is that it accords a role to the interna-
tional context of states which is neither implied by neorealism nor generally
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convincing. As I have argued above context is likely to affect actors’ choices
but it will only in extreme cases force a single determinate option on them
even if they can be conceived as rational actors. Completely reducing foreign
policy to the rational compliance with contextual imperatives thus appears
not to be a perfectly convincing way of including context in FPA.

The second approach avoids this problem of contextual determinism but
runs into different difficulties. This second group of studies is most explicit
in acknowledging that neorealism needs to be ‘cross-fertilized with other
theories before it [would] make determinate predictions at the foreign policy
level’ (Christensen and Snyder 1990: 135). They add further variables which
presumably affect how states translate constraints and incentives stemming
from the international system into foreign policy. These variables are located
on the state level (otherwise the problem of contextual determinism would
remain unresolved) and may determine under which circumstances states
will react to context at all and how they will do so.

The question which additional variables need to be introduced to trans-
late neorealism into a full-blown theory of foreign policy has become a
central focus of realist writing in the past few years. Gideon Rose (1998)
introduced the label ‘neoclassical realism’ for such studies because they pre-
sumably combine neorealism’s insights about the effects of international
system structure with classical realism’s insights about states and decision-
makers (for an overview, see Schweller 2003). A huge variety of variables
have been proposed in this vein. One of the more popular arguments is
that it is not the international distribution of power that determines how
states will act but rather states’ perceptions of this distribution. How a state,
or its decision-makers, perceive the international distribution of power and
which consequences for its own foreign policy it derives from this perception
can then be traced back to a number of other variables (e.g. Friedberg 1988;
Wohlforth 1993, 1995; Schweller 1996, 1998; van Evera 1999). A different
argument is suggested by Zakaria (1998) who holds that a state’s ability to
extract resources from domestic society will crucially affect state power and
thus how a state will act in the international system. Schweller (1996, 1998)
argues that states must be distinguished according to their basic interests
to understand how they react to a given international distribution of power.
States with an interest in maintaining the status quo will act differently from
states with revisionist interests. Finally, Snyder (1991) suggests that a state’s
reaction to a given distribution of power will be crucially affected by the
interests of powerful domestic coalitions.

Such approaches offer far more detailed accounts of foreign policy and
clearly avoid the problem of structural or contextual determinism as they
do not posit a unequivocal link between the international system and state
policies. In practice, however, they tend to focus primarily on the additional
state-level variables and thus to obscure rather than clarify the actual impact
of context on foreign policies. Eventually most, if not all, explanatory work
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is done by state characteristics. Foreign policy changes require changes in
perceptions, extractive capability, general state interests or domestic coali-
tions rather than changes in the international distribution of power. This is
a considerable shift in emphasis, which has led Jeffrey Legro and Andrew
Moravcsik (1999) to suggest that these approaches should not be labeled
realist anymore (see also Zakaria 1992).

The shift in analytical focus becomes most apparent in cases in which
states choose not to obey the constraints and incentives set by interna-
tional structure. Here neoclassical approaches focus on the question why
such an incongruence between structure and policy occurred and use domes-
tic variables to explain it. Structure serves to highlight the puzzle but plays
a secondary role in the analysis at best. In this vein, Schweller (2006), for
example, identifies cases of underbalancing and uses a domestic politics
framework to account for them. While this is a perfectly legitimate approach
which concurs with the main thrust of FPA and often helps to illuminate
surprising foreign policy choices, it does not fully exhaust the potential of
structural theory for FPA. I would argue that even in these cases structural
theory will remain helpful and structural constraints and incentives remain a
useful focus for analysis, albeit for a different kind of analysis. Structural the-
ory will not help to identify the causes of such foreign policy decisions. But
it serves to highlight their consequences and this, in turn, will be important
to account for future foreign policy choices.

This is so because a state which ignores structural constraints and incen-
tives will have to pay a price. These costs will later affect foreign policy
choices and over time increase the pressure to adjust. A firm’s management
may consistently choose to ignore market incentives and demand higher
prices for its products than warranted. But, over time, profits are likely to
decline and thus pressure to adjust to market forces will increase. State elites
may consistently choose to leave superior power unbalanced. But this will
make it more difficult to achieve policy goals in the international system.
Over time, the repeated failure to achieve foreign policy goals will likely
increase the pressure to care for the state’s power position. Structural FPA
along the lines I suggest would highlight exactly these dynamics.

This has profound implications for the theoretical and methodological
layout of a structure-based foreign policy analysis. In terms of theory, the
analysis cannot rest on a framework from which strictly unambiguous and
falsifiable hypotheses about foreign policy decisions can be deduced. It
can only provide a baseline against which concrete foreign policies can be
compared. This baseline policy which can be derived from the analytical
framework is the ideal-typical policy of an actor who is optimally attuned
to a certain set of external circumstances. Consider once again the example
of neorealism. Neorealism clearly spells out one important aspect of a state’s
international environment. A framework for foreign policy analysis based
on neorealism would posit, for instance, that an ideal-type state would react
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to imbalances of power by attempting to counter them. Yet actual states may
deviate from this (structurally) optimal course of action and even choose not
to react to the imbalance at all. In this case the framework can be used to
spell out the adverse repercussions that result from the decision to ignore
structural incentives. That a firm may demand excessive prices for its prod-
ucts cannot be ruled out by a theory of the market. Such a theory, however,
can help us understand the trouble in which this firm is soon going to be as
it ignored market incentives. States may consistently ignore structural con-
straints and incentives too. Yet a structural theory would be able to point
out the detrimental consequences this will have in the future.

This way of approaching the analysis of foreign policies also has conse-
quences for method because such a framework will be muchmore difficult to
apply or test than one that makes clear-cut predictions and rules out a broad
range of actions. The methodological problem is further complicated by the
problem of left-out variables. A framework that focuses on context alone nec-
essarily leaves out other potentially important variables. Consequently pure
correlational evidence may lead to false conclusions. In individual cases the
effect of context may be masked by other factors and actual policies may not
clearly concur with the expectations derived from context – albeit context is
still effective. Consider a straightforward example from physics to illustrate
this point: a ball that is dropped from a high tower. Knowing the height of
the tower and the point from which the ball is released it is quite easy to
determine in advance when and where the ball will hit the ground. All rel-
evant variables are included and predictions are precise. Now consider the
same situation with a strong wind blowing from one side. Knowing only the
specifics of the tower and the release point will no longer suffice to make
precise predictions. If the wind blows only lightly and the tower is not very
high, leaving out the effect of the wind will not do much harm. The stronger
the wind and the higher the tower, however, the less precise predictions will
become. Note, however, that this does not imply that the ‘theory’ that pre-
dicted the ball’s movement correctly in the first instance is now less true in
the second instance.

An easy remedy would be to include all relevant variables when calculating
the ball’s movement. However, in the social sciences it is extremely difficult
to find and include all effective variables. On the other hand, social science
need not rely on correlational evidence alone but may arguably be able to
assess the causal effects of variables more directly. The task, therefore, is to
find a method that helps to single out the effects of variables even if they are
confounded by other factors.

Taken together, an analysis that uses context to account for foreign policy
is confronted with a number of obstacles. It will not make falsifiable pol-
icy predictions but rather identify ideal-typical foreign policies that would
be optimally adjusted to the external context and help to trace the conse-
quences of a policy depending on its fit with international circumstances.
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Moreover, it has to devise a method that, despite this and although poten-
tially important variables are left out, enables the researcher to come to
conclusions about the adequacy of the framework and to judge whether
context affected foreign policy in the way suggested by the framework. In
what follows, I will first spell out the analytical framework that identifies two
important aspects of context and their combined effect on security policy:
the international distribution of power and institutions of foreign and secu-
rity policy. I will then argue in Chapter 3 that the case study method is an
adequate approach to address the methodological pitfalls identified here and
to apply and evaluate the analytical framework.

Neorealism as a starting point: International anarchy as a
basic constraint on security policy

The analytical framework I suggest takes neorealism as its starting point.
Neorealism has been put to a number of quite disparate uses. It has been
used to explain general international outcomes like the general emergence
of balances of power (e.g. Waltz 1979) or the stability of different interna-
tional systems and their war-proneness (e.g. Mearsheimer 2001); to explain
the emergence and stability of international regimes in general and some
specific regimes in particular (e.g. Gowa 1994); or to explain the foreign
policies of specific states at particular points in time (e.g. Duffield 1999). This
variety of applications stands in remarkable contrast to the original formula-
tion of neorealism in Kenneth Waltz’s Theory of International Politics (1979).
In particular, and as I have pointed out above, in its original formulation it is
not a theory of foreign policy. The Theory is originally intended to single out
key factors in the structure of the international system that affect behavioral
choices of the primary units in the system across time and space. There is no
claim that this is an exhaustive list of factors affecting foreign policies and
international interactions, nor that these factors are dominant in any his-
toric situation. Contrary, Waltz readily admits that there are other variables
which will affect policies and international interactions and that structural
features are not determinate of unit actions (e.g. Waltz 1986: 338).

Waltz’s theory thus does not explain single decisions of states but identifies
‘the constraints and incentives they face’ in the international system (Waltz
1982: 681). What are these constraints and incentives for states’ policies
stemming from the international system? Neorealism rests on a rather parsi-
monious model of that system. It is viewed as an anarchic system, in which
like units, willing to survive, pursue similar goals with different capabilities.
The units that populate the international system are states. For the sake of
the model, states are viewed as unitary entities that are capable of strate-
gically pursuing fixed preferences.2 Their most basic interest is that they
are willing to survive. Under anarchy, however, their survival is precarious.
There is no authority in the system that would be entitled to enforce norms
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and rules and thus to legitimately protect one state from being harmed by
another. Therefore states have to take care of their security themselves.

In Waltz’s view, then, any anarchic system creates strong incentives for
its units to pursue self-help strategies. In the international political realm
the resource that enables actors to pursue self-help strategies successfully is
‘power’. Waltz defines power in terms of capabilities. To determine a state’s
power, its combined ‘economic, military, and other capabilities’ (Waltz 1979:
131) have to be taken into account. Thus in the context of this conception
of the international system, power is a tool of states. It has to be understood,
in Hart’s (1976) useful distinction, not as the ‘control over outcomes’ a state
can exercise, but as the ‘control over resources’ at its disposal to achieve
security. It is their control over resources that enables actors to ward off
potential attacks from others and thus to achieve their minimal goal in an
anarchic system (see also Waltz 1979: 191–2). Power, of course, is a rela-
tive concept. What matters is not the control over resources by itself, but
to control more resources than a potential opponent. If the distribution of
power changes – for reasons exogenous to the system – the anarchic struc-
ture of the international system will clearly induce rational actors to react to
this imbalance and to regain the power they lost relative to others. A policy
concurring with these incentives can be called ‘balancing’ because, from a
systemic perspective, it contributes to redressing power imbalances.

Balancing in this sense means that states will regain power and thus gain
control over a larger share of the resources in the system. But which resources
and what kind of control? The way these two issues are addressed in neore-
alist analyses of international politics is not always fully convincing, and
pondering the problems related to these issues will help to get a clearer
understanding of the incentives states face in an anarchic system.

First, for which resources would rational states strive in such a situation?
There is a common criticism that neorealism fails to provide a consistent
catalogue of power resources, that is of capabilities that add to a state’s abil-
ity to safeguard its security. This relates directly to a general confusion in IR
and FPA on how to measure material power. Yet although there is indeed no
single catalog of relevant resources and a host of different indices for measur-
ing power coexist, a common thread runs through all attempts to determine
power by reference to resources. Usually three categories of resources are
included: military capabilities, economic resources and geographic features
(in a wider sense, including demographic factors as well as territorial ones)
(Merritt and Zinnes 1989). It appears that neorealist analyses of interna-
tional politics also tend to use primarily military, economic and geographic
indicators to measure power (Baumann et al. 2001: 44). These resources are
regarded as ‘highly fungible’ (Baumann et al. 2001: 43) and thus as enabling
states to ensure their security in the international system. Hence, although
there may be no clear ‘neorealist set’ of capabilities, there is a core set of
resources that are generally regarded as important.
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The second term in the definition of power as ‘control over resources’ usu-
ally receives much less attention. As a matter of fact, most scholars tend to
equate control over resources with the possession of resources. But the mere
possession of resources does not imply that a state can use them to foster its
security. A state must be able to make autonomous use of them.3 The more
the use of resources is bound by norms or by rules which give other actors
voice opportunities over their use, the less it is possible to employ them
freely as a means to ensure one’s security. This is not to say that states cannot
violate international norms and rules or that international institutions can
force compliant behavior on states. Yet, although non-compliance always
is possible in an anarchic environment, it still places costs on states. These
costs, in turn, constrain a state’s freedom of action. Take a medium-sized
state that has 300,000 troops under arms. In principle, this may be a decent
resource for defending its security militarily in the international realm. How-
ever, if the state places these troops under the command of an international
organization and thus at least partially gives up its autonomy in employing
them, they may turn out much less useful for that state’s defense. Hence
they do not add to its international power in the same way as without insti-
tutional constraints. The state might still possess these resources, it might
be able to withdraw them from the organization, but this will be much
more costly than if it had never put them under the organization’s com-
mand in the first place. In this sense, norms and rules affect the actions of
rational states even in an anarchic environment. They raise the costs for cer-
tain courses of action, thus reducing the ability of states to control the use
of their resources and hence their power. Consequently, freedom from such
constraints, that is the ability to make autonomous use of one’s resources,
enhances a state’s power. Hence autonomy is an ingredient of power (rather
than only a consequence of it).

Taken together a change in the distribution of power in an anarchic system
would provide strong incentives for balancing. Those states whose relative
power had been negatively affected by this change are induced to strive for
power. Power, in turn, is constituted by two elements, (1) the possession of
resources that can ensure a state’s security, that is military, economic and
geographic resources; and (2) autonomy in using these resources.

From incentives to action

For actors, this incentive structure does not result in a single unambigu-
ous set of ordered policy preferences. To better understand its character,
I will briefly look at four typical kinds of action that could result from these
incentives. We will see that context disposes actors toward some options but
that there is no unequivocal relation between incentives and policy options.
There may be several policies that would satisfy one goal; and there may
also be single policies that create contradictive outcomes with respect to dif-
ferent incentives. Thus the incentive structure will not necessarily result in
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a fully ordered ranking of policy options. Rather, it demarcates a space of
policy options, toward which states will be disposed.

Let us look at the contours of this space more closely. What kind of actions
would be rational for a state facing these incentives? I will illustrate the
implications of the incentives by exploring how an ideal-type state would
react to them. After having thus illustrated the relation between balancing
incentives on the one hand and policy choices on the other, I will turn
to modify the static structural realist view of the incentive structure and
introduce a dynamic aspect to it by reflecting on the role of history and
institutions.

We have seen that from a structural realist viewpoint states are induced
to react to changes in the distribution of power by increasing their power
relative to a state that has gained superiority. As power is constituted by
both resources and autonomy in making use of them, there are two obvious
strategies for balancing: increase your capabilities and increase your auton-
omy. But given the fact that power is a relative concept, there are two other
general strategies that are just as effective: decrease others’ capabilities and
decrease others’ autonomy.4 I will address these four options briefly in turn.

Increasing one’s own capabilities is the classic form of balancing and
the most obvious way of increasing one’s power. Most capabilities can be
increased in a rather straightforward way: buying weapons, upgrading exist-
ing weapons systems, putting more people under arms; finding ways to
increase a state’s gross domestic product (GDP); increasing a state’s territory
through conquest; and pooling one’s capabilities with those of allies (the
classic form of ‘external balancing’).

Increasing autonomy is another obvious way of balancing. Every action
that reduces the impact of international rules or voice opportunities of other
actors will qualify here. These may stretch from increasing one’s voting
weight in international organizations to leaving international organizations
or regimes altogether or not accepting new obligations.

Decreasing others’ capabilities may seem less straightforward, but may
nonetheless be an effective way of increasing one’s own power. War is a par-
ticularly risky way of doing so. It impacts on all relevant resources of one’s
opponent, be they military, economic or geographic, yet only at potentially
very high costs for oneself. Other ways to decrease others’ capabilities will
include attempts to establish cooperation that is more beneficial to oneself
than to the other side in terms of welfare gains.

Finally, decreasing others’ autonomy largely corresponds to what
Baumann et al. (2001) term ‘influence-seeking’, that is the attempt to obtain
voice opportunities over others’ actions. This can be achieved by bringing
other states into international organizations in which one has a say. How-
ever, even if other states become restricted by international rules in which
one has no say, this might not increase one’s influence on these states, but
it nonetheless reduces their autonomy and thus increases one’s own power.
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This brief inventory of ideal-type balancing strategies already demon-
strates that structural realism suggests many more strategies than only
military build-ups and the forging of alliances as the bulk of the current
research on balancing suggests. It also shows that balancing strategies need
not necessarily be perceived in relational terms by the actor pursuing them.
As discussed in Chapter 1, a state that follows incentives to increase its capa-
bilities need not necessarily intend to employ those capabilities to harm a
competitor. The incentive is to increase capabilities in order to be able to
more successfully reach one’s policy goals in the international environment.
That this may have a balancing effect on the system need not be a motive
of the state. However, not all of the balancing strategies that could be listed
here are easy to classify. As a matter of fact, only a very limited number of
strategies affect only one aspect of a state’s power in a straightforward man-
ner and are thus easily placed in one of the categories above. Most strategies
will affect different aspects and many of them will do so in a rather ambigu-
ous way. Consider just one example: a state buying new weapons systems
for its armed forces. This state will increase its power by increasing its mili-
tary capabilities. If it buys the weapons at home it will, furthermore, cause
the production of an additional economic surplus and thus increase both its
GDP and its power. On the other hand, however, the resources that the state
invests to cause this economic surplus must be extracted from the domes-
tic economy in the first place. To calculate the net effect of the investment,
therefore, opportunity costs have to be taken into account. If the money
had not been used to buy weapons – would it have been spent less produc-
tively? Or would it have been used to produce an even greater economic
surplus? If so, could the difference in economic surplus even have out-
weighed the increase in state power that was created through the upgrading
of the weaponry?

Plenty of research has been done on this single issue (e.g. Schäfer 1996;
see also Glaser 1996: 150 ff.) and it aptly illustrates the complications one
soon encounters when seeking to answer seemingly easy questions like ‘does
buying weapons really increase a state’s power?’ This research indicates that
estimating the net effect of defense spending for a state’s power would make
necessary at least two difficult decisions: (a) determining the efficient level
of defense spending (how much spending is necessary to redress one’s dis-
advantage); (b) weighing military versus economic capabilities (does the
increase in military capabilities outweigh the loss in economic welfare for
the state’s power base?).

This illustrates for only one of the options the difficulties that choices
under seemingly clear incentives may produce. Neither real-world actors nor
researchers can be expected to exactly calculate an optimal solution in such
circumstances. And keep in mind that we are still considering an ideal-type
state that is subject to only a very simple set of pressures derived from the
structure of the international system.
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Is a model whose representation of the international incentive structure
produces such confusing and apparently indeterminate results therefore use-
less? I would argue that it is not, for at least two reasons. First, it provides
us with a tool to detect the major concerns of states that result from the
international system. The implication is that decision-makers will face the
same difficulties in decision situations as we do when pondering the differ-
ent options. The empirical investigation will help us to learn how they dealt
with these difficulties. Second, such a structure-based framework is especially
well-equipped to make visible certain long-term dynamics in foreign poli-
cies. A state failing to react in a rational manner to structural incentives will
be confronted with negative consequences of this choice in the long run.
Not building up power in response to the rise of a hegemon, for instance,
will make it more difficult for the state in question to assert its preferences at
a later point in time and thus affect the state’s future policies. The capability
to highlight effects of this kind distinguishes such a structure-based frame-
work from both determinist structural accounts and neoclassical realism. The
former approaches do not leave room for policies that are badly adjusted to
the international incentive structure at all. The latter explicitly include the
possibility of states not responding rationally to the implications of inter-
national structure (see, e.g., Sterling-Folker 1997; Schweller 2006). Yet their
analysis has a different focus. Neoclassical realism primarily attempts to find
outwhy, in such situations, a state ignored international incentives and iden-
tifies domestic variables to account for this seemingly ‘irrational’ behavior.
A structure-based framework like the one suggested here rather highlights
the implications that this behavior has for the state’s future foreign policy,
namely a likely future increase in adjustment pressures.

Summary

Thus far, I have relied on neorealism to identify the basic constraints and
incentives states face for their security policy in the international system.
Neorealism suggests that the major constraints and incentives in the inter-
national political realm stem from the anarchic structure of the system and
the variable distribution of capabilities among states. In periods of a sta-
ble balance of power there are strong incentives to stick to the status quo. If,
however, the balance is disturbed, there will be strong incentives for states to
respond. States whose power is negatively affected face incentives to regain
power both by increasing their capabilities and their autonomy in using
them and by decreasing others’ capabilities and autonomy. Yet to translate
these incentives in clear policy strategies will not always be easy.

Modifying the neorealist argument: History matters

In a neorealist model, the international system would adjust smoothly once
exogenous events have caused the balance of power to be disturbed. The
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argument is quite similar to the reasoning in neoclassical economics. Just
as the market will adjust and produce a new equilibrium once an existing
one has been upset, the international system will produce a new balance of
power once the distribution of power has come off balance. It is, however, far
from self-evident that actors or social systems adjust so smoothly to changes
in their environment. Social actors often do not react immediately to varia-
tion in their wider context. Rather, there are strong forces for continuity even
in the face of altered circumstances. I will argue that this is not due to some
inexplicable inertia inherent in the actors, which causes them to react to a
changing environment only with some unspecified time lag. Nor is it simply
due to internal constraints on the reaction to external change. Rather there
are also external structural incentives for these actors to stick to an estab-
lished policy path. These incentives stem from institutions, in which their
policies have become embedded over time. In effect, past policies continue
to influence present-day decisions through their institutionalization.

Overall, then, history will matter. If past policies are stabilized through
institutions they will not be easily discarded, even if changes in the inter-
national distribution of power would seem to require this. In what follows
I will explore how institutions may become a source of continuity in the
face of change. I will utilize arguments from new institutional economics
and from historical institutionalism in comparative sociology and compar-
ative politics and translate them to the international realm and FPA. The
final section of this chapter will then look at the combined set of constraints
and incentives stemming from the international distribution of power and
from institutions of security policy, and ask how actors will react when they
are embedded in an institutionalized environment and face changes in the
international distribution of power.

Institutions and international relations

Institutions constitute a crucial feature of the political, indeed the social,
realm. The attempt to better understand the workings of political insti-
tutions has formed the central concern of political science from its very
beginnings. It constitutes one common denominator that links the political
philosophy of Aristotle to much of today’s theorizing in the various sub-
fields of political science. In the (sub-)discipline of International Relations,
however, the importance of institutions has never been completely accepted.
Arguably, denying that rules and institutions are important in the interna-
tional system may have played a role in the discipline’s effort to carve out its
own (anarchic) realm of investigation and to differentiate itself from politi-
cal science at large (Onuf 1989: 6 ff.). For whatever reasons, until the 1970s
and 1980s the importance of institutions for international politics was not
settled and the question whether institutions matter at all sparked heated
debate (e.g. Krasner 1983b). Today the view that international institutions
affect international politics appears to be widely accepted in IR scholarship.
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Some dissenting voices notwithstanding (e.g. Mearsheimer 1994), the main
debate has shifted from the question whether institutions matter to how they
do so – by altering cost-benefit calculations of rational actors or in a much
more fundamental way by constituting actors and preferences in the first
place (Simmons and Martin 2002: 204–5).

Institutions are immaterial, shared standards of behavior and interac-
tion. In the words of Douglass North (1990: 3), they can be defined as all
‘humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction’. These general
constraints can be further classified. The most basic distinction runs between
formal and informal rules (e.g. North 1990: 4; Rothstein 1996: 145–6).
Stephen Krasner (1983a: 6), in his definition of international regimes,
distinguishes ‘implicit or explicit principles, norms, rules, and decision-
making procedures’; and William Scott (1995: 34–45) differentiates between
the ‘cognitive’, ‘normative’ and ‘regulative’ dimensions of institutions. The
existence of an institution may be indicated by regular patterns of behavior,
but they are not a necessary condition as there may be ineffective insti-
tutions whose existence may nonetheless be a social fact (Kratochwil and
Ruggie 1986). To demonstrate the actual existence of institutions other indi-
cators are needed. These may be explicitly stated rules of interaction. Also,
if a group of actors commonly appeal to certain standards of behavior in
order to justify or condemn certain actions, this may be such an indicator.
Moreover, institutions may be supported by organizations or bureaucratic
agencies, which may thus also be used as indicators for the existence of
institutions (Peters 1999: 67).

Why and how do institutions affect actors’ behavior? From a rationalist
perspective, institutions constitute a set of constraints and incentives for
actors. They may constrain actors by implying that certain actions – not
obeying the rules – are likely to be punished. More importantly, however,
they induce actors to follow certain courses of action because it is beneficial
for them to stick to the rules. Effective institutions result in coordinated
behavior which lowers transaction costs and reduces uncertainty – an effect
that must be highly valued by rational actors because it allows them to make
more reliable calculations about the future.

These institutional constraints and incentives – basically inducing actors
to follow established rules – may, however, come into conflict with other
incentives like those stemming from the international distribution of power.
Especially in times of change, that is in situations in which the distribution
of power is altered, such conflicts may occur. How will states react if changes
in the international distribution of power require from them to realign their
security policies but there are established routines that require from them to
stick to their established alignments?

The question whether the incentives from institutions or those from
the international distribution of power will prevail in such a situation has
dominated much of the debate between neorealism and institutionalism
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in International Relations (for an overview, see Baldwin 1993). However,
it seems to me that the question has been framed in a way that has hin-
dered the debate to come up with fruitful results. Throughout it was mostly
perceived as an either-or question: either states will stick to institutional
commitments or they won’t. Realist analyses argued that states followed
primarily the imperatives of the international distribution of power. There-
fore they had to strive for relative advantages over other states and thus
would disregard institutions whenever they feared relative losses. Institu-
tionalist studies, on the other hand, sought to establish that states cared for
absolute gains and therefore were in many cases willing to comply with insti-
tutional commitments. In effect thus neorealist texts tended to claim that
institutions will not matter whereas texts based on institutionalist theory
claimed them to prevail (Keohane 1993: 272; as an example, see the juxtapo-
sition of both approaches in Hellmann and Wolf 1993). Attempts from both
camps to find some middle ground most often took the form of formulating
scope conditions: Under certain conditions states would focus on absolute
gains and thus be inclined to form and maintain international institutions;
under others states would strive for relative gains and thus tend to disre-
gard them (Grieco 1988; Keohane 1989: 15, 18; 1993: 274–83). Attempts
to substantially integrate arguments from both sides remained rare (for
reflections along these lines, see for example Meimeth 1992, 1998; Masala
1997).

I would argue that the dominant either-or frame of the debate (to which
the idea of scope conditions stayed faithful as well) unnecessarily restricted
the range of options discussed. States will not have to calculate whether
they should be faithful to institutions or simply ignore them. Rather there is
a third important option: adjusting institutions.

To be sure, the idea of institutional adaptation instead of unaltered sur-
vival or complete demise did not go entirely unnoticed in the debate
between neorealism and neoinstitutionalism and was taken up by scholars
from both camps. From the neorealist side, Glenn Snyder’s (1997) theory
of alliances did it more or less implicitly. Snyder sought to enrich neore-
alism by adding sub-structure variables that would help to explain both the
emergence and internal dynamics of international alliances. In particular, he
added a layer of relational variables to the neorealist model of international
structure. They (together with domestic variables) would explain how struc-
tural shifts may result in bargaining processes among member states that
may lead to the adaption rather than the demise of the alliance. Whereas
Snyder focused on the creation and management of nineteenth-century
alliances, Carlo Masala (2003) built on Snyder’s arguments to analyze more
explicitly a case of alliance adaptation to a new environment: the evolu-
tion of NATO after the end of the Cold War. He demonstrated how NATO
institutions came under pressure to adapt to new tasks and to attenuate US
dominance. From the side of institutionalism, Celeste Wallander (2000),
for example, argued that alliance institutions like those of NATO would
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not necessarily survive the disappearance of a threat unaltered. Rather,
institutions would need adaptation to new external circumstances and this
process would be successful only if the institution provided assets that were
general enough to be useful beyond countering a specific threat.

Arguments like these did not take center stage in post-Cold War debates,
yet they square well with the general thrust of my reasoning and I will be
more specific below in how they fit in with my own argument. I will start
out, however, from a somewhat more generic approach. Rather than taking
up arguments about the persistence and adaptation of alliance institutions
I will turn to arguments about the persistence and adaptability of institu-
tions in general and tap into the insights of historical institutionalism and
of new institutional economics. These lines of thought have played a some-
what marginal role in IR theorizing but directly concern themselves with
the issue at hand here. In contrast to most of institutionalism in IR, they
do not so much focus on the question whether institutions will be created
in the first place and matter at all. Their existence and importance is taken
for granted. Rather research deals with questions like ‘which institutional
framework will prevail in a state or in an economy’ and ‘will always the
most efficient framework emerge in any situation’? Both new institutional
economics and historical institutionalism argue that once institutions are in
place there are powerful forces that will stabilize them even under changing
circumstances albeit to varying degrees.

Which are these forces? There are several different sources of institutional
resilience which have been addressed by these schools of thought. Address-
ing them in detail will help to understand not only why institutions are a
source for continuity in social relations but also under what circumstances
institutions may nonetheless become susceptible to change and how change
may eventually come about. I will therefore look in more detail at the causes
of institutional resilience. The bottom line of all rationalist theorizing in this
vein is that institutions tend to remain stable because it is both unattractive
and difficult for actors to modify them. Two arguments about why this is so
stand out in particular. First, it has been argued that institutions are subject
to ‘increasing returns’, that is once established they become self-reinforcing
because their continued existence is more beneficial than setting up new
institutions even if the existing institutions may appear to produce ineffi-
cient results. Secondly, political institutions in particular are often designed
intentionally to make their modification especially difficult, which adds to
their long-term stability. Taken together, these arguments suggest that polit-
ical institutions entail strong incentives for actors to stick to established
policy paths although long-term change is not completely ruled out.

Increasing returns: Institutions as self-reinforcing mechanisms

Douglass C. North has established the argument that institutions are subject
to positive feedback effects and thus self-reinforcing mechanisms. He relied
on general accounts of such mechanisms in economics as introduced by
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authors like W. Brian Arthur. Arthur (1988) argued that in a market there
may exist situations of ‘increasing returns’ in which market mechanisms
are fundamentally altered. In such situations the market will not necessarily
produce efficient solutions, as expected by neoclassical economics. Rather,
single products may gain a dominant position because consumers will be
inclined to stick to them even if they may be inferior to other products in
the long run.

Situations of increasing returns are thus most apparent when consumers
will not turn away from a possibly inferior solution, while superior solutions
have no chance of succeeding on the market. A common illustration for this
phenomenon is the market for computer operating systems. If a certain oper-
ating system (let us call it Windows) becomes prevalent in the market, this
has certain beneficial outcomes for its users (and by implication for its pro-
ducer as well). Users become more mobile – they will be able to switch easily
from computer to computer because it is highly likely that the operating
systems of these computers will be identical. They can more easily converse
with others about computer problems (because they are likely to be knowl-
edgeable with respect to the same system) and thus more easily solve them.
There will also be more software available for a prevalent operating system,
leading not only to greater diversity and more opportunities for choice but
also to stronger competition and thus lower prices on the software market.

These effects will ultimately alter the workings of market mechanisms.
In the early ages of computers, there will be relentless competition on the
market for operating systems. Users will be able to choose among several
systems, none of them prevalent. But once one of the systems has gained
an advantage over the others – due to a crucial innovation, a lower price
or an historical accident, for instance – users will start to flock to this oper-
ating system to secure the additional gains they get through the increasing
prevalence of the system. This serves to enhance the advantages of the given
system over others. Ultimately its competitors will be marginalized and the
market will be increasingly dominated by one product. At later stages this
may produce inefficiency. It may turn out, for instance, that the operating
system is not able to handle new security risks connected to the rise of the
Internet. There may be even alternative solutions on the market that provide
more security and are less expensive. But for the individual user, switching
would also imply losing all the benefits from using the prevalent system on
the market s/he has always used. You need to get acquainted with a new
system, will have less choice on the software market, less (knowledgeable)
people to approach when a problem arises and so on. Therefore users will be
highly reluctant to abandon the product they are already applying. Although
there is an alternative on the market that would cater better to their needs
at a lower price, costs for switching are prohibitively high. They continue on
the path they had chosen earlier on.
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The existence of increasing returns thus produces a self-reinforcing pro-
cess or ‘path dependence’. The example of computer operating systems aptly
illustrates the nature of such path-dependent processes. At some point in
time, t1 (‘critical juncture’), a choice between several possible options is
made (for theWindows operating system). The effects of this decision, as they
unfold over time, ultimately alter the likelihood of other decisions at later
points in time, t1+x (Windows or Linux), and eventually foreclose options
that would have been realizable earlier.

Many processes of technological innovation and standardization are
subject to such self-reinforcing mechanisms. The classical example is the
QWERTY keyboard (David 1985). Other examples range from the VHS stan-
dard for videocassette recorders over the direction in which a clock’s hands
move around the dial (for both examples, see Arthur 1994c) to the battle
between AC and DC electricity standards (David and Bunn 1988).

However, not all technologies set off such self-reinforcing processes once
they are introduced. W. Brian Arthur has investigated which characteristics
of a technological innovation make it prone to positive feedback effects.
He compiled a list of four ‘generic sources’ from which the mechanisms
described above usually derive (Arthur 1988: 10).5

1. Large set-up costs: If set-up costs for a given technology are large, it obvi-
ously pays to stick to an option once that road has been taken. If a quick
switch was made, the large investment would have been in vain and the
new option chosen is likely to require a large investment as well.

2. Learning effects: If a technology is complex, learning how to operate it
will be a major investment as well. Once one has become knowledgeable
it pays to stick to that technology instead of switching to a new one and
having to do the learning all over again.

3. Coordination effects: ‘These occur when the benefits an individual
receives from a particular activity increase as others adopt the same
option’ (Pierson 2004: 24). The more people, for instance, use a certain
computer operating system the better for every single user because this
will result in a more varied supply of computer software based on that
system and so on.

4. Adaptive expectations: If people know about the effects above they will
try to avoid backing the wrong horse. If they ended up having adopted
the ‘wrong’ technology, that is the one not chosen by the majority of
consumers, they will be excluded from beneficial learning and coordina-
tion effects while at the same time switching to the ‘winner’ technology
will be quite expensive. Therefore individuals will try to calculate who is
going to win the race and support the prospective winner. These expecta-
tions to which individuals adapt their decisions, therefore, reinforce the
above effects.
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These mechanisms, however, are not restricted to technological change but
may apply also in other areas of human activity. The notion of path depen-
dence has had a remarkable career in the social sciences and self-reinforcing
effects along these lines have been identified in a variety of fields.6 Espe-
cially in economics and comparative politics the idea of self-reinforcing
mechanisms is widely employed. Economists argue, for instance, that the
location of production sites is a path-dependent outcome of earlier deci-
sions (Krugman 1991; Arthur 1994b). Studies in comparative politics have
used similar arguments to explain the structure of today’s party systems
(Lipset and Rokkan 1967) or the emergence of different types of welfare
states (Esping-Andersen 1990). In IR theory this kind of argument is less
widespread, albeit there are notable exceptions (Krasner 1988). Moreover,
the notion of path dependence features prominently in the study of the EU
(for an overview, see Aspinwall and Schneider 2000), where several institu-
tional developments have been analyzed in this vein, for example the devel-
opment of EU social policy (Pierson 1996) or of EU budgetary institutions
(Lindner 2003; Lindner and Rittberger 2003; Ackrill and Kay 2006).

Probably the most crucial argument that helped to link insights about the
path dependence of technological standardization to wider areas of social
inquiry has been put forward by Douglass North (1990). He demonstrated
that institutions display all the characteristics of those technologies that pro-
duce path dependence and concluded that institutional development will be
marked by path dependence too.

First, institutions have large initial set-up costs. Setting up an institution
obviously involves investing time and material resources in communication
and other activities for creating, formulating and sometimes formalizing
rules. Once the institution has been created these costs can be considered
‘sunk’ (Stinchcombe 1968) and will not enter in actors’ calculations of costs
and benefits anymore. In IR theory, Robert Keohane has argued that this is a
prime reason why international institutions are more difficult to create than
to maintain (Keohane 1984: 100 ff.). The argument also holds for domestic
institutions. North (1990: 95) takes the US Constitution as his example, but
less general and less formalized institutions related to the formulation and
implementation of foreign and security policy are also costly to set up and,
once set up, easier to maintain.

Set-up costs are not constant across all institutions (nor are they across
all technologies). Rather, different institutions come with different set-up
costs. As a consequence, the resilience to change that is implied by these
costs will vary from institution to institution. Arguably, formalized institu-
tions are likely to carry higher set-up costs than less formalized ones. The
communicative effort in nailing down the rules will be much higher and
there are various additional costs associated with the process of formalizing
rules that are absent in the case of informal rules. Nonetheless, setting up an
institution will never be an easy or cheap task.
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The coordination effects of political institutions are much more difficult to
establish across the board. From North’s standpoint it makes perfect sense
to argue that institutions in general produce coordination effects because he
focuses exclusively on the institutions of domestic economies. These indeed
produce strong coordination effects. The more actors subscribe to a certain
set of economic rules, the more contracts can be made under these rules
which obviously is beneficial for all participants. The argument is not so
easy to translate to the political realm in general and to international rela-
tions and security policy in particular. Here there exist certainly institutions
for which coordination effects are more pronounced than for others. There is
one type of situation in which institutions will produce strong coordination
effects, namely situations which game theorists have aptly labeled ‘coor-
dination games’ (Snidal 1985) or ‘dilemmas of common aversions’ (Stein
1982). In these situations actors want to coordinate their behavior and the
institution helps them to select one of several possible behavioral options.
Problems of technical standardization are typical instances of coordination
games. Here actors have a common interest in selecting a common standard
because this will facilitate transactions between them. Institutional rules
serve to commit them to one among several possible standards (driving on
the right or the left lane; using the metric or the imperial system). Institu-
tionalist research has demonstrated that, once a solution to a coordination
problem has been selected, this solution becomes self-reinforcing because
it is in all actors’ interest to stick to the selected option (to drive on the
right side of the road, for instance) (Stein 1982: 314; Hasenclever et al. 1997:
48).7 The more actors adopt the standard, the more profitable investment in
this standard becomes for everyone – the institution produces coordination
effects which stabilize it.

But institutions that regulate other types of situations will not necessarily
produce comparable coordination effects. In ‘dilemmas of common inter-
ests’ (Stein 1982) actors need to mutually adjust their behavior in order
to jointly supply a common good. Actors need to collaborate and not just
coordinate their policies. Here institutions will not necessarily produce coor-
dination effects which result in positive feedback. The most well-known
instance of such a collaboration problem, Prisoners’ Dilemma (PD), usefully
illustrates this. A PD situation is characterized by incentives to capitalize
on the cooperation of others. If, for example, actors join together to pro-
tect the global climate, every actor has strong incentives to cheat on the
others. Cheating enables an individual actor to reap the benefits from oth-
ers’ cooperation (climate protection) without having to bear any costs itself.
Institutions can alleviate this problem by making cheating visible, pro-
longing the shadow of the future for all actors, providing for sanctions
and instituting several other mechanisms. Such institutions, however, do
not automatically stabilize when more and more actors adopt the rules.
One might even argue that the more actors adopt the rules, the greater
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the incentives for free-riding become.8 In any case, there are no signifi-
cant coordination effects which would contribute to the stability of such
an institution. In other types of collaboration games institutions may pro-
duce coordination effects, yet in a somewhat muted form. If an institution
serves to generate a club good, for instance, it will under certain conditions
be subject to coordination effects. Take a security institution granting secu-
rity to its members through the means of collective defense. Every additional
actor entering the club who can alleviate the burden of the others and at the
same time gain greater security through membership in the club enhances
the utility of all participants, including itself. But there may also be prospec-
tive participants who would not be able to contribute significantly to the
collective defense effort and at the same time come with a high risk of
being drawn into a war and thus of invoking the collective defense guar-
antee once they are a member of the club. Such participants would partake
in the club good without alleviating the burden of the others and thus only
increase their own utility (Bernauer 1995). Hence this type of institutionmay
produce positive feedback effects, yet only under restrictive circumstances.

Taken together, coordination effects will occur in certain political institu-
tions. But their significance varies and has to be established for each institu-
tion individually. Especially institutions in coordination games will produce
such effects and thus generate positive feedbacks which will stabilize them.

The remaining two characteristics have much more straightforward impli-
cations. Both are intimately connected to the raison d’être of institutions.
From a rationalist perspective, actors create institutions to acquire more reli-
able expectations about others’ actions and to be able to base their own
decisions on these expectations. This implies that learning effects will be
of particular importance in the context of institutions. The more adjusted
actors become to a particular institutional environment, the more easily they
will be able to judge how others will act and also to find ways for taking
full advantage of these rules for themselves. Both implications will be ben-
eficial for them and thus contribute to their sticking to these institutions.
Since learning is a process in time, learning effects will become more pro-
nounced the longer an institution has been in place. As a side note, from a
more sociological standpoint learning effects are probably the most impor-
tant effects of institutions contributing to their durability. Actors may adapt
to an institutional environment to such an extent that they tend to regard
the institutions as a natural feature of their environment. They then cannot
even think of replacing the existing set of institutions with a different set
because they do not regard it as a changeable feature of their environment
at all anymore.

Finally, the effect of adaptive expectations is also directly linked to the goal
with which actors had created an institution in the first place. If actors form
institutions to stabilize expectations because they regard stable expectations
as beneficial for themselves, they will appreciate the existence of a reliable
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institution and have strong incentives to continue basing their own deci-
sions on it. Signals by other actors that they intend to stick to an institution
will contribute to this stabilizing effect of adaptive expectations. Also, the
more reliable an institution has proven in the past, the more pronounced
the stabilizing effect of adaptive expectations will become.

Taken together, then, the effects of institutions are by and large compara-
ble to those of certain technologies which result in path dependence. There
are some variations among institutions in this respect (as there are among
technologies). Set-up costs of institutions will vary and there will be insti-
tutions which entail stronger and some with weaker coordination effects.
Adaptive expectations will become stronger when actors signal their inten-
tion to stick to an institution. Finally, both learning effects and the effect of
adaptive expectations will be strongest for institutions which have been in
place for some time. Aside from individual variations, all these effects pro-
vide that institutions in general, and especially institutions interlinked in
an ‘institutional matrix’, produce ‘massive increasing returns’ (North 1990:
95). In other words, once a set of institutions has been established, it pays
to stick to them – even in situations in which it would seem rational to set
up a different set of institutions had there not already existed one. Hence
institutions produce path dependence, albeit to different degrees.

Vested interests and lock-in by design: The peculiar character
of political institutions

Increasing returns are not the only cause why political institutions tend to
prove resilient when their context changes. Increasing returns explain why
institutional change may be unattractive for cost-calculating actors. They
make creating or modifying an institution more costly than maintaining
an existent one.

However, actors may find institutional change not only unattractive, it
may also prove difficult. Even if context shifts so dramatically that change
may become attractive and actors may be willing to invest the resources for
setting up new institutions or adjusting existing ones, additional difficulties
may arise. These are due to the peculiar character of political institutions,
which has been highlighted especially by historical institutionalist research:
political institutions are firmly linked to political conflict. This has two
important implications when considering the prospects for institutional
change.

First, actors privileged by an institution may resist pressures for change.
The predominant functionalist perspective on institutions in rationalist IR
theory sometimes tends to obscure that institutions may distribute resources
unevenly among actors and privilege some actors over others.9 Some actors
may have a stake in an existing institution even if for other actors the
institution appears increasingly dysfunctional. These privileged actors may
therefore set out to rescue the institution and actively counteract pressures
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for change (Moe 2005: 227) either by openly defending the institution or,
if they are powerful enough, by suppressing challenges to the institution
altogether (Bachrach and Baratz 1962). While such actors may stand in
the way of institutional change for both formal and informal institutions,
their influence will be greatest when formal institutions are concerned.
Formal institutions may give them instruments for actively preventing a
reformulation of existing rules even when they constitute a minority.

This points to a second obstacle for change in formal political institu-
tions. These institutions may be intentionally designed to resist change.
Such institutional obstacles to change are a quite common feature of formal
political institutions. Often their modification requires super-majorities or
even unanimity among actors. Some constitutions even prohibit their own
modification. This ‘status quo bias of political institutions’ (Pierson 2004:
42) is not a somewhat curious peculiarity but often the result of rational
design. If formal institutions are the outcome of political conflict, there will
be substantial incentives to design institutions in a way that makes them
resistant to change. Powerful actors can utilize institutional rules to influ-
ence outcomes in their interest in the long run. If they manage to establish
favorable rules, they will take care to ensure the permanence of those rules
by raising the obstacles for future rule changes. Terry Moe (1990) describes
this process for domestic institutions. Domestic authorities are faced with
the possibility that their policies may be reversed by their successors. To
manage this ‘political uncertainty’ they can use their power to set up insti-
tutional rules which bind their successors and make these rules difficult to
overturn. Such use of political institutions can also be observed in the inter-
national arena. Governments may make use of international institutions
to tie the hands of potential domestic rivals or successors. Governments of
newly established democracies, for instance, have tied their states to inter-
national human rights regimes in order to prevent subsequent governments
from returning to authoritarian rule and thus to lock-in democratic institu-
tions at home (Moravcsik 2000). In a similar vein, it has also been argued
that institutions for nuclear cooperation between Argentina and Brazil were
created in the early 1990s in order to make it more difficult for subse-
quent governments and the military to reverse policy changes (Sotomayor
Velazquez 2004: 50–2). In such instances it is rational for state governments
to build strong obstacles for change into the institutions and thus make
future institutional change exceedingly difficult.

Leaders may, moreover, design resilient institutions not only in order to
tie the hands of their successors; but also to tie their own hands. Thus they
can make their commitments credible which makes it easier for them to
win partners and broker solutions in their interest. The classic account of
this ‘credible commitments’ rationale was developed by Douglass North and
Barry Weingast (1989). They argued that the British Crown at the time of
the Glorious Revolution was forced to credibly guarantee property rights.
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Otherwise access to necessary loans would have become exceedingly difficult
since trust that the Crown would honor its commitments for paying back
credits had vanished due to a practice of arbitrary government. Hence new
politico-economic institutions were designed in a way that tied the hands of
the Crown thus making its commitment to respect private property credible.
This produced the intended results. The deliberately resilient institutions cre-
ated trust that the executive would not revert to expropriatory policies again,
which in turn gave government access ‘to unprecedented levels of funds’
(North and Weingast 1989: 805). While in this and in comparable cases
resilience is directly built into the institutions, IR theory has focused on how
domestic institutions may contribute to the long-term stability of interna-
tional institutions by making international commitments credible. Certain
domestic institutions of liberal democracies, for example public accountabil-
ity, the long-winded character of democratic policy-making or the rule of
law, make it highly unlikely that leaders will suddenly reverse their interna-
tional promises and pursue institutional change at the international level.
Therefore these domestic institutions contribute to international institu-
tional stability and make international commitments by democratic states
more credible than commitments by other states (Cowhey 1993; Gaubatz
1996; Leeds 1999). Overall then, to make their commitments credible actors
may be required to tie their hands for the future and thus to build in checks
against swift institutional change: ‘the greater the resistance to change, the
greater the credibility’ (Estella 2005: 39). For international institutions, these
checks may be built directly into the institution or reside at the domestic
level. Either way, they contribute to institutional resilience.

Taken together, if we acknowledge that political institutions are embedded
in political conflict, we discover additional causes for institutional resilience.
Especially formal political institutions are likely to have resilience built in by
design. Those who create such institutions may want to bind their successors
to certain institutional patterns, or they may wish to demonstrate their own
credibility by tying their own hands through establishing persistent political
institutions.

Summary: History matters through institutions

Overall, we have seen that actors face strong incentives to stick to a pol-
icy, once this policy has become embedded in political institutions. Durable
policy changes would imply that existing institutions were modified or new
institutions were set up. This, in turn, will be unattractive for actors and,
especially in the case of formal political institutions, may also prove diffi-
cult. It is unattractive due to the sunk costs in institutions or the increasing
returns they produce once they have been established. This effect will be
especially pronounced for institutions with large set-up costs and signifi-
cant coordination effects and for institutions to which actors have over long
time adapted due to learning effects and the effects of adaptive expectations.
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Table 2.1 Variations in institutional resilience

weak resilience → strong resilience

formalized obstacles for change
(non-existent → existent)

informal institutions formal institutions
set-up costs (low → high)

coordination effects (weak → strong) no coordination game coordination game

learning effects (weak → strong)
young institutions old institutions

adaptive expectations (weak → strong)

It may be difficult because especially formal political institutions are often
set up in a way that poses high formal obstacles to institutional change.

Hence institutions are barriers for policy change. These barriers will make
change difficult, yet not impossible. Moreover, the resilience of institutions
will vary. Table 2.1 summarizes the different dimensions of institutional
resilience and outlines an approximation at which kind of institution will
prove most resilient in which dimension. This should not be read as a
firm and definite typology but as an illustration, which may guide (yet not
replace) the examination of individual institutions in specific cases. Combin-
ing the mechanisms discussed above, we arrive at a spectrum of institutions
in terms of their resilience against change. On the one extreme, there are
formal political institutions with strong coordination effects and formally
institutionalized obstacles to rule change. They will be most resistant to
change, especially if they have been established for a long time. At the other
extreme, there are young, informal institutions with weak coordination
effects, which will be most susceptible to change.

Security policies in the international system: The
incentive structure

I have so far developed two basic aspects of the incentive structure that states
face in the security realm independently from each other: the implications
of the distribution of power and consequences of the institutional setting.
To account for a state’s security policy we must understand how these two
aspects combine and which incentives result for individual states.

The most straightforward situations (for decision-makers and researchers
alike) will be those in which both sets of constraints and incentives rein-
force each other. These will be situations in which the distribution of power
induces states to follow policies which are in line with their institutional
context. In these instances the range of policy options which are attractive
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and unattractive for the states concerned will be fairly uncontroversial. Yet
states may also come under conflicting pressures. These are particularly likely
when the distribution of power shifts in a direction that contradicts the cur-
rent institutional setting. In such a situation a state faces strong pressures to
adjust its security policy and to bring it in line with the new distribution of
power. But at the same time there are high costs associated with leaving the
established policy path. These costs may vary, depending on the particular-
ities of the institutional setting and they will crucially affect how attractive
different balancing policies will be for the state. In short, in responding to
shifts in the international distribution of power states will be sensitive to
institutional costs. An analysis of balancing, therefore, must look not only
at power shifts but also at how balancing incentives may be constrained by
a state’s institutional environment and how states attempt to modify this
environment in order to satisfy the pressures for balancing.

That institutions are forces for continuity and constrain how actors react
to changes in their environment does not make them immutable barriers for
change. They will come under pressure when they are no longer in line with
other incentive structures. In response to shifts in other incentive structures
they may well be modified or new institutions may be created by inter-
ested actors. However, this institutional change will be difficult and costly.
Change will be incremental and most likely start at the margins of the insti-
tutional setting, that is in those institutions for which adaptive costs are
lowest. The criteria for institutional resilience developed above indicate in
which contexts costs for institutional adaptation will be higher or lower and
opportunities for institutional adaptation more or less easy to realize.

How does all this add up from the point of view of a state deciding over
the course of its security policy? The existence of institutions significantly
complicates the translation of incentives into action. We have already seen
above that even under very parsimonious assumptions about the incentives
facing states it is difficult to derive a single optimal policy. Now that we have
added the significance of history through the existence of institutions this
situation becomes even more complex. Actors will not only have to judge
the costs and benefits an option entails for their capabilities and autonomy
relative to other actors. Furthermore they need to take into account the costs
that would result from modifying existing institutions or setting up new
ones. Although it may appear extremely difficult to calculate a single best
policy option or a complete ordering of preferences under these conditions,
this view of the incentive structure nonetheless enables us to draw some
conclusions as to which policies may be rewarded and which ones are likely
to come at a price for the state choosing them.

The most easily sustainable policies will be those that can satisfy both
pressures, that is options that will lead to an increase in power without
harming existing institutions and without the need to set up new ones.
This will, at best, be a very narrow range of options, however, because
power is enhanced by increasing autonomy, whereas institutions tend to
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curtail actors’ autonomy. If institutional costs cannot be avoided, they may
nonetheless be minimized. We have seen above that several factors affect the
costs and difficulties for institutional change: set-up costs, the significance
of coordination and learning effects and of adaptive expectations as well as
formal obstacles for rule change. The lower the costs and difficulties associ-
ated with institutional change and creation, the more attractive it will be for
states to engage in modifying an existing institution or creating a new one.

This sets out the basic constraints and incentives that states face. Actual
institutional outcomes cannot be firmly predicted on this basis. All the
framework does is uncover the structural pressures and, sometimes, dilem-
mas in which states will find themselves when the international distribution
of power shifts but their security policies have become locked in secu-
rity institutions. States will come under pressure to adjust institutions to
enhance their capabilities and their autonomy. But how they react to these
pressures and, moreover, how the institutions are eventually adapted cannot
be predicted: the former because states are subject to more than purely struc-
tural pressures, the latter because institutional adaptations hinge on more
than a single state’s actions and are the outcome of interactions with their
own dynamics. Whereas a theory of institutional adaptation would need
to incorporate and theorize both factors, domestic variables and bargain-
ing games (see Snyder 1997), the framework here can do without them. The
goal of structure-based foreign policy remains to expose the structural incen-
tives states face, examine whether these structural incentives affected foreign
policies and demonstrate how the degree of fit between structural incentives
and foreign policies affected future decisions. Nonetheless, it is possible to
formulate on the basis of this framework some extrapolations about likely
systemic processes that will emerge under these conditions. These processes
are different from those predicted by both strictly neorealist and strictly
institutionalist accounts.

In contrast to neorealism the framework suggests that, once institutions
exist (and it is not the existence of institutions which is denied by neorealism
but their significance for international politics) even substantively rational
actors in an anarchic environment cannot be expected to rapidly adjust their
behavior to changes in the international distribution of power. There may
even be extreme situations where actors are embedded in a highly institu-
tionalized environment in which even marginal institutions come with large
set-up costs, important coordination and learning effects, in which adap-
tive expectations are important and formal obstacles for institutional change
high. In such situations the effects of path dependence may be so strong that
imbalances may persist.10

In contrast to much of rationalist institutionalism in IR theory, however,
the persistence of institutions cannot be taken for granted. First, there are
institutions which are more susceptible to change or dissolution than oth-
ers. Second, once institutions in the margins have been changed, there may
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occur recursive dynamics. Changes in marginal institutions (i.e. in those
least resistant to change) may affect the overall incentive structure and thus
further increase incentives for increasing autonomy and capabilities. These
may, over time, become so strong that they outweigh even the costs of
changing or discarding initially more resilient institutions. Thus balancing
may ultimately prevail even when strong institutions stand in its way at
first; albeit on a more complicated path than envisaged by straightforward
neorealist accounts.

Overall, the framework thus suggests that if balancing occurs it likely will
take a peculiar form. It will start at the margins, that is where institutional
resistance is least pronounced and may then continue from there depending
on the features of the institutional setting. This overall picture resembles the
propositions of those who have sought to identify conditions for the emer-
gence and adaptation of alliances in balance of power systems. Carlo Masala
(2003), for instance, who analyzed the adaptation of NATO to the post-Cold
War distribution of power, found that NATO came under specific pressures
that are similar to those identified here. In particular, he showed that NATO
institutions were under pressure to become more flexible (so as to enable
operations in which not all NATO members would have to participate) and
to guarantee a more balanced distribution of influence among the transat-
lantic allies. Both factors are reflected in the incentive structure identified in
this study with its incentives for European states to get access to more capa-
bilities, to gain autonomy in using them and to increase their influence on
the United States. At the same time Masala identified as a crucial precondi-
tion for NATO to survive at all under these pressures the hegemon’s interest
in preserving it. This, again, resembles the propositions of the constrained
balancing framework, which point to the crucial importance of adaptive
expectations for the resilience of institutions. Actors tend to stick to an insti-
tution if they expect others to do so as well. Within alliances this translates
in a reduced ‘fear of abandonment’ (Snyder 1997: 183–5), which has stabi-
lizing effects. Whereas these approaches, however, theorize the institutional
outcomes of these processes, this study focuses on the question how states
respond to such conflicting pressures and how their actions are influenced
directly or indirectly by international structures.

From framework to analysis: The way ahead

In contrast to most approaches of FPA the analytical framework spelt out
above focuses on international structure. Empirical research guided by this
framework should be able to discover the traces of structural effects in actual
security policies. I will seek to illustrate this by applying it later to British
and German policies toward the emerging ESDP.

However, the framework has some features which complicate its appli-
cation in empirical research and these complications need to be addressed
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first. Especially the non-determinism inherent in the framework may prove
problematic. We have seen above that such basic structural features of the
international system as security institutions and the international distribu-
tion of power are unlikely to compel states to follow a predictable policy
path. Rather, they constitute an important set of constraints and incentives
that affects policy decisions but still leaves some freedom for action; or may
even be ignored altogether – with adverse consequences for the state, which
it will have to address later in its policies. This has important implications
for empirical analysis. The theoretical framework does not generate clear-
cut hypotheses about determinate policies but rather expectations about the
range of options which a rational state would prefer or rule out in its secu-
rity policy. Empirical analysis can establish whether states actually adjusted
their security policies to the external incentives and, if they did not do so,
how they dealt with the costs which resulted from disregarding the incen-
tives. It is obvious, then, that an empirical study on this basis cannot rely
on standard procedures of hypothesis testing. An alternative way of study
has to be found. I will argue that single case studies and the systematic com-
parison of case studies offer a way out of these problems and represent an
appropriate way of applying a structure-based framework in FPA. The next
chapter will discuss this issue and make some general recommendations for
designing empirical research along these lines. It will also illustrate these
recommendations by developing a guide for analyzing British and German
policies toward ESDP.



3
A Guide for Analysis

Overview

The application of the constrained balancing framework requires a method
which does not rely on correlational evidence only. It must, on the one
hand, allow researchers to draw conclusions about the causal effects of struc-
tures on actors and their behavior with some confidence. On the other hand,
it must be open enough to allow for different causal pathways which can-
not be identified in advance. In particular, it must provide for situations
in which structures influence policy only indirectly by causing costs after
structural incentives had been ignored. This chapter will argue that single
case studies or systematic comparisons of case studies, if properly designed,
can help to put such a structure-based framework to use.

I will first outline the advantages of case studies both in terms of practi-
cal research and in terms of the causal conclusions that can be drawn from
them. In contrast to other methods, case studies can help to trace the pro-
cesses that link causes and effects. This advantage may be enhanced even
further by systematically comparing several case studies. In the light of this
discussion, the remainder of the chapter will spell out how case studies and
comparisons of case studies should be designed; and illustrate these rec-
ommendations by developing a design for the comparison of British and
German policies toward ESDP.

Case studies and their benefits

The constrained balancing framework can best be applied in single case stud-
ies. This is, first of all, due to a number of pragmatic considerations. Its
explanandum, the security policy of states, is for its largest part most easily
accessed by qualitative means.1 Moreover, the framework points to the sig-
nificance of historically grown institutions and of the path dependence they
create. It thus highlights the processual character of security policy – policies
evolve over some period of time and in order to understand and to explain
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particular policies this process of evolution has to be traced. Case studies
lend themselves to this kind of processual analysis. Finally, there is some
degree of non-determinism inherent in the structuralist view of security
policy. Structure does not suggest single optimal policy responses and, more-
over, states may either adjust to structural pressures or refrain from doing so.
In the latter case they will have to address the costs that result from ignoring
structural incentives. Methods relying exclusively on correlational evidence,
like statistical analyses and quasi-statistical controlled comparisons, will find
it difficult to generate conclusive evidence on such a framework.

Secondly, single case studies provide an excellent method for assessing
causal relationships. In contrast to correlational methods, they are able to
trace the causal process which leads from cause to effect. In the philoso-
phy of science and the philosophy of the social sciences a growing body
of literature holds that in order to establish causal relations in empirical
research, studying causal relations is of crucial importance. Proponents of
this view argue that ‘merely knowing that “C” has generally been followed
by “E” is not enough: we want to understand the continuous process by
which “C” produced “E”, if it did’ (Sayer 1984: 97, see Sayer 1984: 94–106,
Salmon 1998: 205–7).2 As Little (1991: 16) has pointed out, in the social
sciences ‘the mechanisms that link cause and effect are typically grounded
in the meaningful, intentional behavior of individuals’.3 Examining causal
processes therefore requires to examine how some basic causal factors cre-
ated social effects through the intentional behavior of individuals – and case
studies are an effective tool to do this. Proponents of the case study method
identified two general strategies through which case study research can help
to investigate such causal relations. First, establishing correlational evidence
is a helpful starting point. If a presumed cause is present in a given case and
its presumed effect is absent, this is a strong indication that the assumed
cause–effect relation might not actually exist in this case. If, in turn, both
presumed cause and presumed effect are present, this enhances the confi-
dence that a causal relation exists. Second, actual causal processes can be
established by examining whether the causally relevant factors were trans-
lated by the ‘meaningful, intentional behavior of individuals’ into social
action. A closer look at these two strategies, congruence procedure and pro-
cess tracing, will help to formulate a guide for the analysis of British and
German policies toward ESDP.

How case studies can explore causal links: Congruence
procedure and process tracing

In several texts Alexander George, Andrew Bennett and Timothy McKeown
have outlined the two basic strategies for causal inference in case stud-
ies (George 1979b, George and McKeown 1985, Bennett 2004, George and
Bennett 2005). The congruence procedure relies on identifying correlations
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between initial conditions and eventual outcomes. Once the explanandum
and the theoretical basis for analysis have been established, the congruence
procedure consists basically of three steps. On the basis of the theoretical
framework, the researcher first establishes the initial conditions in the case
under consideration. Secondly, a prospective outcome is derived from the
theoretical framework. Thirdly, the expected outcome is compared with the
actual outcome in the case. If there is congruence between expectations
and observations, this is taken as an indication that the causal relations
postulated by the theory may indeed be at work.

In the case of a structure-based analysis of foreign policy, the congruence
procedure allows the researcher especially to establish whether a policy is
well-adjusted to external circumstances and to assess future costs resulting
from not so well-adjusted policies. It is less helpful, however, for assessing
whether policy decisions were actually caused by structural circumstances.
This is so because the causal effect of structures may become visible only
indirectly in cases in which structural effects do not cause an immediate
adaptation of security policies but increase the costs and negative repercus-
sions of certain choices. Moreover it is generally problematic to draw causal
inferences from congruence observations as not every correlation indicates
a causal relation. Correlation (or congruence) between presumed causes and
effects may be due to other, unobserved factors. There is, for instance, a
congruence between a barometer’s reading and the weather which does not
imply that the two are causally related. Rather, there is a third factor (aerial
pressure) that has an effect on both and causes the correlation (George and
Bennett 2005: 132–3). Therefore, congruence results will remain tentative
and, before drawing any conclusion, the researcher must consider whether
other factors may have confounded the analysis. Sensitivity to possibly con-
founding influences thus is an important characteristic of good case study
work (George and McKeown 1985: 32–4). It is also an ingredient of the sec-
ond strategy for causal inference, which provides a much more reliable basis
for causal inference. This is so because process tracing directly addresses the
causal mechanisms linking initial conditions with eventual outcomes.

Process tracing is the heart of the case study method. It basically means
using observations to trace the causal process through which some cause
C brought about the outcome E (George and Bennett 2005: 205–32,
Schimmelfennig 2006, Gerring 2007: 172–85). Process tracing thus bears
notable resemblance with the work of private investigators, judges, jurors
or coroners who all have to make judgments about causal relations in sin-
gle cases. Therefore, the role model of the case study researcher are private
investigators who seek to uncover cause–effect relationships in single cases
(and not scientists conducting experiments in a laboratory).4 They do so by
constructing a story that links the possible cause of an event (the suspect)
with the outcome (the offense). Usually they start out with a hypothesis and
begin to collect evidence to support it and consider counter-evidence that
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could lead to its refutation. In collecting the evidence they are guided by
their theory about how the world works and what kind of evidence could be
helpful in reconstructing the events at hand. This theory may be common-
sensical like that of Sherlock Holmes (Doyle 1938) or rather esoteric like
Dirk Gently’s holistic theory about the fundamental interconnectedness of
all things (Adams 1987). Eventually, however, their reconstruction of events
has to conform to certain standards and how well it conforms to them will
make their case more or less convincing. I would argue that the two most
important standards are that the story be exhaustive, that is there should
be no inexplicable gaps in it, and that it be supported by empirical evi-
dence. The more evidence they can present in line with their reconstruction
of events, the more convincing their reconstruction is. A third important
standard requires that the story be compatible with what we already know
(or think we know) about the world. It must be logically consistent and in
line with natural laws. If it complies with all these standards and if there
is no convincing counter-evidence the reconstruction can be considered to
establish the causal relation between suspect and outcome.5

These standards can be translated into standards for applying the process-
tracing method. Process tracing, first, needs to rely on theory. If the theory
already spells out the causal mechanisms that link causes and effects, this can
be used as a direct guide for analysis. However, theories or analytical frame-
works do not always specify causal mechanisms fully. The structure-based
framework of this study is a case in point. Moreover, processes in politics
and in policy-making are often not fully accessible for outside observers.
Nonetheless it will almost always be possible to tease out implications
about the processes linking causes and effects which can be examined using
accessible data. Although there is no ready inventory of such ‘observable
implications’ (King et al. 1994: 28) which may guide researchers in their
process-tracing efforts, I would argue that at least two categories can be dis-
tinguished in a structure-based foreign policy analysis: the timing of events
and the reasons that are given for a policy decision.

Let us first look at the issue of timing. Obviously changes in causes must
precede changes in effects. A change in a state’s security policy that was
followed rather than preceded by a change in, say, security institutions
cannot have been caused by that institutional change. Furthermore, the
speed of change or the occurrence of lags provide other important observ-
able implications about timing that usually can be derived from a theory.
A theory that explains foreign or security policy by reference to an under-
lying normative consensus in society can hardly explain sudden changes
in policy as societal norm change must be a rather slow phenomenon.
By the same token, a theory that relies solely on party politics to explain
foreign and security policy would face a problem if after a change in gov-
ernment only a slow and very gradual change in foreign policy could be
observed.
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The constrained balancing framework comes with several implications
about the timing and speed of institutional and foreign policy changes once
a state is exposed to new balancing incentives. If balancing incentives are in
line with existing institutions, swift policy change is likely whereas institu-
tions should remain stable. If, however, existing institutions contradict the
newly emerged balancing incentives, the process will be more complicated.
In situations in which balancing incentives are strong enough institutional
change should occur before policy changes. Moreover informal and young
institutions are likely to change first and more quickly than formal insti-
tutions which had been established for a long time. Moreover, a state that
chose not to adjust its security policy to structural incentives will have to
deal with the costs at a later point in time.

Secondly, the impact of the international incentive structure should also
become visible in the reasons given for a policy decision. If structural causes
are translated in policies through the intentional behavior of individuals,
we would expect these individuals to at least indirectly refer to the causes
of their actions. It would greatly enhance the confidence in the constrained
balancing framework if the framework’s emphasis on actors’ concerns for
autonomy, capabilities and institutional benefits was reflected in decision-
makers referring to how their decisions improved autonomy and capabilities
of the state or contributed to the maintenance of beneficial institutions. This
is not to say that decision-makers are expected to explain their decisions in
theoretical terms, for example by pointing to anarchy or the shift in the
international distribution of power as causes for their choices. Therefore this
criterion is certainly weaker than observations about the timing of policy
changes. However, if policy was adjusted to structural incentives and policy-
makers constantly made no reference to these incentives and, for example,
never mention autonomy concerns, this would cast significant doubt on the
idea that the structural incentives really matter.

When evaluating these implications through observation, case study
research should always remain open to counter-evidence. Counter-evidence,
carefully considered, may point the researcher in the direction of a dif-
ferent causal mechanism, just like new or unexpected clues may help a
private investigator to identify a new suspect. The fact that process tracing
is partly inductive greatly enhances the ability of the researcher to detect
and address possible counter-evidence and thus alleviates the problem of
possibly omitted variables (George and Bennett 2005: 220–1).

All the standards developed here are, of course, standards of an ideal-type
social explanation and they will be difficult, if not impossible, to meet in
practical research. Social processes cannot be captured exhaustively in prac-
tical research. On the one hand, there will be gaps at a very fundamental
level – little is known, for example, about mechanisms that link intentions
and actions (just as little is known about mechanisms linking gravity and
the falling of objects) (Sayer 1984: 97). On the other hand, there will also be
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gaps on a less fundamental level, because some parts of social and political
processes will simply be inaccessible for outside observers. In such cases,
results must be presented cautiously and research must reflect on poten-
tial alternative causal processes that may be reconcilable with the available
evidence.

Comparing case studies: The method of structured
focused comparison

Case studies thus offer a variety of evidence to judge whether or not assumed
causal relations hold for the case investigated. This can even be taken one
step further by relying not only on a single but on a series of case studies.
This would serve to further enhance the confidence in the causal linkages
found in the case studies and to increase the scope of the conclusions that
can be drawn. This requires, however, that the case studies be executed in a
way that renders them comparable. Hence, the case studies need to focus on
the same causal variables and address the same causal linkages in different
contexts. In this vein, George and McKeown have developed the method of
structured focused comparison (George 1979a, George and McKeown 1985,
George and Bennett 2005).

At heart, focusing a case study simply means to concentrate on a clearly
defined set of variables which are assumed to be causally effective. This
serves to ensure that all case studies, which are to be compared, examine
the same phenomena and to prevent the premature retreat to idiosyncratic
case-specific explanations that cannot be squared with the results of other
studies. There is a certain tension between focusing the study and the goal
of remaining open for counter-evidence. Focusing should thus not be under-
stood as restricting at which aspects the case study may look at all. Rather
the focus determines which variables serve as reference points for the inves-
tigation. The study therefore focuses on a limited set of variables as potential
causes and is devoted to both collecting evidence and counter-evidence with
respect to their causal relevance. Structuring a study means to base empirical
research on a catalogue of questions which are derived from the theoretical
framework. Structuring thus is to ensure that not only the same phenom-
ena are explored across cases but also that they are examined in roughly the
same way.

The scope of conclusions to be drawn from a structured focused compari-
son can be further enhanced by careful selection of cases. Two criteria can be
employed to maximize the leverage. First, cases can be drawn from a variety
of contexts. If the cases cover a range of different values of the presumed
causal variables, this will serve to ensure that conclusions can be drawn not
just for a single case configuration. Secondly, case selection can be made so
as to increase the theoretical leverage of the results. As Harry Eckstein (1975)
and Arend Lijphart (1971) have demonstrated, there are cases which can
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serve as ‘crucial tests’ for a theory. Accordingly, studies seeking to establish
the validity of a theory are advised to look at ‘least-likely’ cases. A least-likely
case is one for which a priori the tested theory would seem highly unlikely
to provide a good explanation. If the theory proves able to account for such
a hard case, confidence in its validity is greatly enhanced (see also Campbell
1975: 187, Gerring 2007: 116–17).

Note, however, that the role of case selection for case study comparisons
is completely different from the role it has for controlled comparisons. In a
controlled comparison, case selection is the key mechanism to ensure that
causal inferences can be drawn at all (Lijphart 1975). For structured focused
comparisons the role of case selection is not nearly as crucial. Case selection
can enhance the leverage of the results. If this advice is disregarded, however,
conclusions about causal linkages in the cases examined are not affected. It is
only the generalizability of the results that may be in doubt.

Designing the analysis of British and German policies
toward ESDP

The advice for applying the analytical framework and actually performing a
structure-based analysis of security policies has been highly abstract to this
point. To clarify its implications I will now turn to my sample cases, British
and German policies toward ESDP. I will outline the design for a study of
these policies to illustrate how the abstract advice translates into a concrete
research endeavor.

Case selection

For the application of the framework I choose what I consider to be ‘hard
cases’, because they promise to be most informative as regards the central
focus of the framework. Hard cases are those, in which a state is put under
competing pressures by the international structure: on the one hand, to sup-
port an autonomous European security and defense capacity and, on the
other hand, not to.

Other cases, in which both variables point in the same direction, would
have to be classified as easy cases. Consider France as an example: In France
both the shift in its power position after the end of the Cold War and its
Gaullist policy tradition would suggest congruent policies. France had care-
fully guarded its autonomy already during the Cold War (Gordon 1993a,
Sauder 1995). It retreated, for instance, from NATO’s integrated military
structure and maintained an autonomous nuclear force. It would not be
difficult or surprising to predict that France will continue to safeguard and
extend its autonomy vis-à-vis the United States after the Cold War and
favor the creation of military capabilities for the EU. At least three the-
oretical perspectives would lead to this prediction: neorealism, historical
institutionalism and the combined variant suggested in this study.
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Take now a case in which the international distribution of power points
toward a stronger role for Europe, but institutions support a strong transat-
lantic link. In such a case all three approaches would lead to different
expectations. A determinist neorealist theory of foreign policy would suggest
a clear and fast shift toward Europeanization. An historical institutionalist
approach would suggest a continuation of the transatlantic policy tradi-
tions. The framework suggested here would point to incentives for a gradual
change toward Europeanization, starting in areas where transatlantic insti-
tutions are weakest and facilitated by certain enabling mechanisms, for
example by signals from the United States which suggest a severing of
transatlantic ties. Such a hard case will not only serve to sort out rival
explanations and to pin down the added value of a combinatorial analyt-
ical framework. It will also shed light on the details of the interplay of the
two causal factors. If both of them are effective in the formation of a state’s
European security policy, their effects can be more easily disentangled in a
case in which they point in different directions.

In this respect, British policy toward ESDP appears as an almost ideal
case. The end of the Cold War relaxed the United Kingdom’s dependence
on the United States and thus provided an incentive for strengthening
the European dimension through British security policy. This effect was
stronger for the United Kingdom, as a big country, than for smaller European
states because for big states the gain in autonomy resulting from military
cooperation outside NATO would be much more significant than for the
smaller ones. On the other hand, past British policies suggest a very strong
and highly institutionalized transatlantic link and a weak commitment to
European integration. This suggests that, after the end of the Cold War, the
United Kingdom should have been exposed to competing pressures regard-
ing the support for an autonomous European security and defense capacity.
Moreover, taking into account the frequently cited ‘special relationship’
between the United Kingdom and the United States (see Chapter 4 of this
book) there is probably no large European country from which a balancing
policy against US preponderance would be expected less. The British case
can thus be conceived as a ‘least-likely case’.6

Using Germany as a second case introduces some variation into the study
without compromising the goal of getting a clearer picture of the causal
mechanisms at work. Germany had proven to be a faithful ally of the United
States during the Cold War and appeared highly unlikely to turn toward
a policy of balancing against US preponderance after 1989 (see Chapter
4 of this book). However, a first brief assessment also quickly shows that
Germany’s situation considerably differs from that of the United Kingdom.
From a realist standpoint Germany’s incentives to balance against US power
may be even a little greater than those of the United Kingdom as the limi-
tations imposed by the Cold War system had been more severe for German
security policy and thus incentives to get rid of them will be even stronger
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after the end of the Cold War. Moreover Germany’s foreign policy tradi-
tions are somewhat less straightforward than those of the United Kingdom.
Germany certainly relied strongly on the United States after World War II,
but at the same time, and in contrast to Britain, it also strongly supported
European integration and close cooperation with France, which had strong
reservations toward the transatlantic partnership. The analytical framework
would thus lead one to expect a more positive attitude toward the idea of
European defense integration, yet this may be more or less muted depend-
ing on the exact issue under consideration and the details of the institutions
involved. Taken together, Germany presents a case that is still hard enough
so that it allows for discrimination between the impact of the assumed causal
variables, but at the same time different enough from the United Kingdom
to further broaden the scope of the conclusions that can be drawn from the
framework.

Questions for analysis

The studies of British and German ESDP policies are to be structured and
focused so that their results can be usefully compared. The claim that the
international environment is of major importance for these policies will
be examined by establishing, first, the major components of that environ-
ment according to the analytical framework and, then, by investigating
whether policies overall conformed with these incentives (congruence proce-
dure) and whether the policy process shows those characteristics that can be
expected according to the analytical framework (process tracing). The tasks
to be addressed in designing the case studies are summarized in Figure 3.1.

Task #1:

Identify incentives
stemming from the
international distribution
of power

Task #2:

Identify incentives
stemming from the
institutional environment

Task #3: 

Identify “net incentives“
and derive general
direction of adjusted
policy

Task #4:

Determine actual policy
and compare it with
expectations

Task #6:

Determine actual
characteristics of policy
process and compare
them with expectations

Task #5:

Derive expectations
about characteristics of
policy process

Congruence
procedure

Process
tracing

Figure 3.1 Tasks in carrying out the case studies
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In pursuing each task, the case studies will be structured around a set of
questions. These questions translate the analytical framework in a guidebook
for the actual analysis and are derived from the discussions in Chapters 2
and 3. They are reproduced below.

Task #1: Identify incentives stemming from the international distribution of
power

– Did changes in the international distribution of power produce incentives
for the state to increase its relative capabilities and autonomy? Did the end
of the Cold War result in a relative loss of power vis-à-vis certain states?

Task #2: Identify incentives stemming from the institutional environment

– How do the institutions, in which the state is embedded, affect the
incentives identified under #1?

◦ Which are the relevant institutions? Which institutions exist that link
the state to potential partners and to the balancing trigger?

◦ Are these institutions supportive or contradictive of attempts to pursue
the incentives identified under #1?

◦ If they are contradictive: how resilient will the institutions be to
change?

• Do they come with high or low set-up costs? As an indicator of
set-up costs, are they formalized or informal. If formalized, do they
contain explicit rules complicating change?

• Do they produce significant coordination effects?
• How long have the institutions been established (i.e. how pro-

nounced have their learning effects been)?
• Are these institutions being favored as future institutional arrange-

ments by other actors or do others appear to favor other institu-
tions (i.e. can these institutions be expected to be the prevalent
institutions in the future)?

Task #3: Derive the general direction of a policy adjusted to structural
conditions

– Summing up the results of #1 and #2, in which direction would a foreign
policy responding to these incentives move?

Task #4: Determine actual policy and compare it with incentives

– Is the state’s policy adjusted to the structural conditions identified in #1
and #2?
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◦ What policy did the state pursue with respect to the given issue?
◦ Does this policy conform with the ideal-type policy identified in #3?
◦ If policy and structural incentives do not match: which costs will

result?

• Costs from an inferior position in the international distribution of
power

• Costs from damaging institutions

◦ If policy and structural incentives do not match, what may be the
cause?

• Have alternative explanations been proposed?
• Do these explanations complement or contradict the analytical

framework?

Task #5: Derive expectations about characteristics of the policy process

– Judging from the incentive structure from #1 and #2, which characteris-
tics should the policy process have?

◦ Timing and Sequence: What should be the sequence of events?
(Changes in the distribution of power should precede institutional
adjustments and changes in policies; low-cost institutional adjust-
ments should precede high-cost adjustments.) How fast should a policy
change occur?

◦ Reference points for policy statements: Which characteristics of the
international incentive structure should serve as reference points for
decision-makers when giving reasons for their positions?

Task #6: Determine the pertinent characteristics of the actual policy process
and compare them with the expectations

– Does the actual policy process conform to the expectations in #5?

◦ How did the policy process proceed with respect to the characteristics
identified in #5?

◦ If policy process and expectations match:

• Are there any gaps in the sequence of events?
• Have rival explanations been put forward that are also able to

explain the process?

◦ If policy process and expectations do not match, what may be the
cause?

• Have alternative explanations been proposed?
• Do these explanations complement or contradict the analytical

framework?
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Structure of the study

The study of British and German policies toward ESDP in Chapters 4–7 will
address these questions. For better readability the study will not follow the
catalogue of questions step-by-step, nonetheless they will be closely reflected
in the outline and substance of the study. I will start by establishing the per-
tinent aspects of the international structure, in which the United Kingdom
and Germany were embedded after the end of the Cold War. Chapter 4 will
discuss how changes in the international distribution of power affected the
incentive structure for the United Kingdom and Germany. It will also iden-
tify important institutions of security policy for both states, discuss how they
relate to the balancing incentives and examine the resilience of those which
may stand in the way of autonomy and capabilities-seeking.

This analysis of the post-Cold War incentive structure for Britain and
Germany is the basis for the subsequent chapters, which trace the United
Kingdom’s and Germany’s responses to this incentive structure through
three periods, covering the time from 1990 to 1999. Each of these chapters
will apply the same outline to analyze British and German policies toward
the creation of an autonomous EU military capability against the backdrop
of the incentive structure. After a brief summary of the most important
developments in the European security order of that period, the incentive
structures are recalled and compared, taking into account possible changes
due to policies in prior periods. Then British and German policies are ana-
lyzed, employing the congruence procedure and looking at three types of
process-tracing evidence: the timing and sequence of events; the use of struc-
tural constraints and incentives as reference points for policy statements;
and possible alternative explanations.
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4
Britain and Germany at the End
of the Cold War

Overview

The empirical illustration of the constrained balancing framework begins
with the incentive structure Germany and the United Kingdom faced at the
end of the Cold War. As regards the distribution of power, the end of bipo-
larity constituted an unfavorable shift for both states as it left US power
unchecked and made the United States free to implement policies at odds
with British and German interests. Especially in the military realm both
states faced strong incentives to increase their autonomy and capabilities.
Yet these incentives were countered by considerable constraints emanating
from the institutional environment of both states. The strength of these con-
straints differed, with Britain facing significantly stronger restrictions than
Germany. Both states were embedded in NATO and thus were subject to
comparable incentives not to temper with NATO institutions. In addition to
NATO, however, the United Kingdom had very strong bilateral institutions
with the United States which further reinforced the constraints on its balanc-
ing incentives. In contrast, Germany had not developed particularly strong
bilateral institutions with the United States. Rather it possessed a close insti-
tutionalized security relationship with France which reinforced, rather than
constrained, its balancing incentives.

In what follows I will provide a step-by-step outline of the incentive
structures for Britain and Germany. I will first turn to the international dis-
tribution of power and present some data to illustrate the unfavorable shift
that occurred for Germany and the United Kingdom around 1990. I will
then turn to both states’ institutional environments and first examine their
bilateral relations with the United States and how they were embedded in
NATO institutions. After this some important security-related institutions in
Europe will be investigated: WEU, European Political Cooperation (EPC) and
both states’ institutionalized security relations with France. In keeping with
the historical institutionalist thrust of the analytical framework I will briefly
outline for each institution how it came into being, how each state’s security
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policy was embedded in it and how these institutions relate to the balanc-
ing incentives for the United Kingdom and Germany. For those institutions
which counter balancing incentives I will also investigate their resilience to
establish how likely they are to significantly constrain balancing efforts. The
chapter will conclude with a summary of the British and German incentive
structures at the end of the Cold War.

Britain and Germany in the international distribution of power

The analytical framework of this study suggests that unfavorable shifts in
the international distribution of power will create incentives to engage in
balancing. For Britain and Germany such a shift occurred through the end
of the Cold War. This is not due to a severe loss of capabilities by the United
Kingdom or Germany, nor is it due to a dramatic gain in US capabilities.
Rather it results from the redistribution of capabilities in the international
system at large which affected not only East–West relations but also relations
among the Western allies. The breakdown and subsequent break-up of the
Soviet Union left only one preponderant state in the system, the United
States.

The rise of the United States to supremacy has been widely discussed1 and
a brief look at some figures will suffice to illustrate it. In terms of capabili-
ties, I select two indicators here to illustrate this shift: military expenditure
and gross national product (GNP).2 Figure 4.1 demonstrates the enormous
increase in US military expenditure relative to other great powers. Up to
1990–91 the United States and the Soviet Union were by and large on par
in this category. Yet the breakdown of the Soviet Union was followed by
a significant redistribution of power. The US share increased dramatically
and surpassed 50 percent among the great powers selected. Despite the dra-
matic decrease of Soviet Union/Russian capabilities, the share of British and
German capabilities did not increase much.

The shift is not so dramatic with respect to other indicators. Concerning
GNP, for instance, capabilities had been more evenly distributed already dur-
ing the Cold War, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Once again we see a significant
breakdown of Soviet/Russian capabilities here. However, almost all other
great powers could enhance their position in response. Especially China and,
to a somewhat lesser extent, Japan profited.

We therefore see that around 1990–91 the distribution of capabilities
among great powers changed considerably. The shift was most clearly vis-
ible with respect to military strength. The redistribution of military power,
moreover, was not only constituted by the decline of Soviet/Russian capa-
bilities as demonstrated in Figure 4.1. It was reinforced by the break-up of
the Soviet alliance, that is the Warsaw Treaty Organization. From a struc-
tural realist viewpoint, the primary significance of this shift lies in the fact
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Figure 4.1 Military expenditure, 1985–95
Source: Own calculations on the basis of Table A.1 in the appendix
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that it constitutes a change in the structure of the international system.
It transforms the system from a bipolar to a unipolar one and this should
have significant implications for transatlantic relations. Most importantly,
the two sides are no longer bound together by a common threat posed by
the Soviet Union and her allies. This gives both sides more freedom of action.
The United States depends no longer on the cooperation of its allies to pre-
vail in a global stand-off. Western European states, on the other hand, are
no longer tied to the United States to provide for their security in a possible
confrontation with members of the Warsaw Pact. This transformation, how-
ever, is unfavorable for the weaker side. The bipolar confrontation had been
useful for keeping US power in check. Now that this check has disappeared,
the United States can afford to utilize its advantage over European states
without having to fear significant disadvantages. Consequently, the new sit-
uation creates strong incentives for the Western European states to make
use of their freedom and acquire capabilities and autonomy to become less
dependent on the United States.

Thus the analytical framework suggests that the United Kingdom and
Germany are induced to strive for power after the end of the ColdWar. More-
over, it directly points to the source of these incentives, namely the increased
freedom of the United States to disregard Western European interests and to
impose its will on them even if this would prove harmful for them. To follow
through on these incentives they can attempt to increase their autonomy
and/or their capabilities vis-à-vis the United States by decreasing US influ-
ence over their security policies; by binding the United States through
institutions; by increasing their own economic, military and geographic
capabilities; and, finally, by decreasing US capabilities.

The data, however, also make it abundantly clear that the United Kingdom
and Germany are not able to restore their positions all by themselves. Both
states cannot realistically hope to become significantly more autonomous
from the United States or to compete successfully with the United States
on their own. The most efficient way for Germany and the United King-
dom to deal with US preponderance therefore is to team up with other
countries and to pool resources with them. These other countries should
be significantly smaller powers than the United States. Otherwise prospec-
tive gains in autonomy vis-à-vis the United States would be traded for a
loss in autonomy against comparable countries, which would not make
sense. Moreover the collectivity should be as insulated from US influence
as possible or else both Germany and Britain would trade their gains in
capabilities only against a loss in autonomy vis-à-vis the United States.
Concerning the realization of these incentives the usual complications
noted in Chapter 2 apply. States must keep an eye on their overall set of
capabilities and their overall autonomy and take potential trade-offs into
account.
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The institutional setting at the end of the Cold War

According to the constrained balancing framework, the institutions in which
British and German security policies had become embedded over the course
of the Cold War will affect the balancing incentives for both states. In this
context those institutions that link Britain and Germany individually to the
United States will of course be of prime importance. It is these institutions
that will be affected most directly by a balancing strategy and the stronger
they are the more muted balancing incentives will become. Secondly, we
will also have to look at the institutions which link the United Kingdom and
Germany respectively to potential partners for balancing. The prior existence
of such institutions may greatly reduce the costs of engaging in a balancing
strategy.

A full investigation of the institutional setting for the United Kingdom and
Germany would certainly be far beyond the scope of this study. I will there-
fore focus on the most important institutions linking Britain and Germany
with the United States and with potential partners for balancing. In relation
to the latter, Germany’s and Britain’s links to other European states are the
most significant. Both states are embedded in NATO, WEU and the EC/EU
which gives them multiple, strong institutional links to their Western Euro-
pean partners in these organizations. This is not to say that there are not
other candidates with which the United Kingdom and Germany could try to
engage in a process of balancing. This concerns, of course, first and foremost
Central and Eastern European states and Russia. As a matter of fact, investi-
gating British and German policies toward these countries after the end of
the Cold War (applying a constrained balancing framework) would certainly
be worthwhile. However, the analytical framework also points us to the fact
that building institutions from scratch is much more costly than utilizing
existing institutions. I will therefore focus on British and German relations
withWestern European states, with which they had strong institutional links
already before 1989–90, and evaluate the extent to which these institutions
constrain or reinforce balancing incentives for both states. At the end of the
chapter we will arrive at a general picture of the overall incentive structure
for the United Kingdom and Germany.

Britain, Germany and the United States

Both states possess rather strong institutional links with the United States.
However, there are significant differences between the two. When it comes
to bilateral security institutions, Anglo-American links are much tighter than
those between Germany and the United States. The ‘special relationship’
between Britain and the United States is not a rhetorical fiction, nor does it
refer solely to cultural links between the two states. Rather it has indeed a
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profound institutional basis which is not matched on any count by German–
American relations.

Britain and the United States

Anglo-American relations are often characterized as a ‘special relationship’.
To be sure, there is some disagreement as to whether overall this relationship
really is as unique as the phrase suggests (see Dobson 1995: 349) and what
the concept of ‘specialness’ is meant to convey at all (see Danchev 1999). Yet
the common denominator of this debate certainly is that, if there is anything
special about the political relationship, it can be found in the field of security
policy because it is the security realm in which cooperation between the
United States and Britain is most intimate. What concerns us here, however,
is not so much the ‘specialness’ of this relation. It rather is whether aspects
of this relation have become institutionalized during the Cold War in a way
that is likely to affect UK foreign policy even after 1990. As we shall see
below, security relations between the United Kingdom and the United States
have indeed been highly institutionalized. In this respect two functional
areas stand out: nuclear and intelligence cooperation.

Nuclear cooperation. The history of US–UK cooperation on nuclear issues
reaches all the way back to the beginnings of nuclear weapon-related
research in the United Kingdom. The British had started work on an atomic
bomb in the 1940s and were, at first, not inclined to let the United States
participate. It turned out, however, that the United States was able to press
ahead with its own research faster and, eventually, the British ended up as
‘junior partners’ in the US project (Gowing 1986: 119). The US-dominated
cooperation eventually resulted in the construction and dropping of atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Although both governments appeared willing to continue cooperation
after the war, the nuclear relationship was disrupted sharply in 1946 when
US Congress passed the MacMahon Act which prohibited the transfer of clas-
sified nuclear information to any country and thus effectively ended nuclear
cooperation with Britain (Gowing 1986: 121). In response to the MacMahon
Act, British nuclear policy basically followed a two-track approach. On the
first track, Britain again took up work on its own independent nuclear
program. Parallel to this attempt to get independent, the UK government
attempted to re-establish nuclear cooperation with the United States and
every success on the first track made success on the latter more likely.
Progress soon became visible. The United Kingdom undertook an indepen-
dent atomic bomb test in 1952, decided to develop a hydrogen bomb in
1954, built the world’s first commercial nuclear power plant in Calder Hall
in 1956, performed nuclear bomb tests on Christmas Island in 1957 and pre-
sumably possessed a hydrogen bomb by 1958 (Gowing 1986: 124, Dumbrell
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2001: 126). This eventual breakthrough in the development of Britain’s own
nuclear weapon significantly contributed to a breakthrough on the second
track as well (Arnold 2001, esp. 195–220). In 1958, the United States and
the United Kingdom signed a landmark agreement on nuclear cooperation,
the Mutual Defense Agreement (MDA).3 The MDA established an exchange
of information, material and equipment with respect to nuclear weapons
between the two countries. It is clearly the most comprehensive of the
nuclear cooperation agreements the United States has with any country.4

The terms of the agreement still govern much of US–UK cooperation in this
field.

The nuclear rapprochement between the United States and the United
Kingdom in the 1950s culminating in the MDA eventually resulted in an
offer by the United States for the United Kingdom to buy nuclear weapons
systems (in exchange for the right to use British forward bases) and in the
United Kingdom’s acceptance of this offer. Since then, Britain relied almost
completely on the United States to provide its nuclear capability. In 1960,
the United Kingdom agreed to a US offer to buy land-based Skybolt missiles,
which were under development at that time.5 Only shortly after the deal,
however, the United States decided unilaterally to discontinue the Skybolt
program. After some irritations, the United Kingdom eventually achieved
US agreement at a summit in Nassau in 1962 to sell submarine-based Polaris
technology instead of Skybolt to Britain. After Polaris had been delivered,
the search for a successor started in the 1970s. The UK government decided
to turn to the United States again and to buy submarine-based Trident tech-
nology, and a first agreement on the procurement of Trident C4 missiles
was reached in 1980. Once again, shortly after the deal the United States
decided to upgrade its own Polaris systems from C4 to (more precise and
more expensive) D5 missiles. Once again, the United Kingdom went along
with this decision and, in 1982, ordered Trident D5 instead of C4 mis-
siles. Thus cooperation under the MDA developed smoothly, but was highly
one-sided.

For the purpose of this study, it is crucial to look at the institutions that
have emerged from this relationship, that is at the formal and informal rules
that have evolved around Anglo-American nuclear cooperation and how
difficult they may be to discontinue. Undoubtedly, US–UK nuclear coop-
eration is highly institutionalized. There are a number of formal accords
which govern Anglo-American relations in this realm, centering on the
1958 MDA, yet including also a considerable number of additional classi-
fied agreements (Butler and Bromley 2001: 19). These agreements provide
for intense interaction between the partners on all levels. There are channels
for the exchange of information between the United States and the United
Kingdom, for example Joint Working Groups under the terms of the 1958
agreement. Moreover, there is some permanent exchange of personnel from
the United States and the United Kingdom and a considerable number of
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expert visits to nuclear facilities on both sides of the Atlantic (Butler and
Bromley 2001: 20–2).

Through the agreements and the resulting interactions UK nuclear
defense has become thoroughly interlinked with the United States in sev-
eral respects. Technically, the UK nuclear deterrent has become completely
dependent on the United States. The warheads appear to be manufactured
according to US design. The Trident II D5 missiles, which carry the warheads,
are produced and serviced by Lockheed Martin, a US company. Moreover,
the United Kingdom appears not even to own the missiles, but only the right
to use them. The missiles themselves belong to a pool of D5 missiles held
by the United States at Kings Bay, Georgia (Butler and Bromley 2001: 22–3,
Archer 2002: 10). The maintenance of the warhead stockpiles is performed
by the British Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) in cooperation with US
laboratories (Butler and Bromley 2001: 19–20). Operationally, there is also a
close linkage with the United States. During peace time, there is permanently
at least one UK Trident submarine on patrol. These patrols are closely coor-
dinated with the United States (Butler and Bromley 2001: 19–20). Moreover,
the UK Trident submarines are assigned to NATO as long as the UK govern-
ment does not decide ‘that supreme national interests are at stake’.6 This has
consequences not only in the case of an attack on the alliance but also wider
implications in peacetime. Britain is involved in joint nuclear planning with
the United States (e.g. coordination of targeting through NATO’s General
Strike Plan) (Heuser 1999: 161). This involves, on the one hand, some lever-
age of Britain over US nuclear policy which is not granted to other allies.
On the other hand, and in contrast to France, it ties Britain’s potential use
of its nuclear capability to NATO and the United States. This also affects
UK nuclear doctrine which needs to be closely aligned with NATO doctrine,
which, in turn, is primarily shaped by the United States (Butler and Bromley
2001: 23).

How are the balancing incentives for the United Kingdom affected by
these institutions? First of all, nuclear cooperation with the United States
has quite ambiguous implications for the United Kingdom’s power position
in the international system. On the one hand, it provides Britain with a
crucial capability. Even after the Cold War giving up nuclear weapons would
imply a significant loss of capability. On the other hand, the way that nuclear
cooperation with the United States has become institutionalized severely
limits Britain’s autonomy. In terms of weapons provision, for instance, the
United Kingdom’s dependence on the United States became visible when
the United Kingdom had to follow, on short notice, unilateral US decisions
to abandon the Skybolt program and to upgrade its Trident missiles. In the
former case there still was the option for the United Kingdom to return to
its independent nuclear program, albeit at high costs. In the latter case, the
United Kingdom was forced by the US decision to acquire a system that was
‘both more expensive than intended and really beyond UK needs’ (Dumbrell
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2001: 146), but still less costly than would the United Kingdom have decided
to pursue an independent nuclear path at that time and drop its alignment
with the United States. UK dependence is further aggravated by the long life
cycle of nuclear weapons. Trident is planned to stay in service for about 30
years, but planning for a replacement will take nearly as long. Polaris had
been procured in the 1960s, planning for its replacement had begun in the
1970s, the Trident deal for the Polaris replacement was struck in 1980 and
Trident, as the replacement of Polaris, was finally in service in 1994.7 Nuclear
cooperation thus implies a very long-term relationship that cannot easily be
abandoned.

Whereas the institutions significantly contribute to the United Kingdom’s
military capability, the resulting British dependence on the United States
clearly contradicts balancing incentives. Through nuclear cooperation with
the United States, the United Kingdom has obtained crucial resources, but
it does not really control them. Institutions of nuclear cooperation with
the United States will therefore be an obstacle for balancing attempts of the
United Kingdom as long as they embody such a strong dependence of the
United Kingdom. To assess how much of an obstacle they will be, we have to
take a closer look at their resilience. How likely is it that the institutions will
be adjusted or abandoned and give way to an unequivocal balancing strategy
by the United Kingdom?

There are four basic dimensions of institutional resilience that we have
identified in Chapter 2. The first important aspect concerns set-up costs,
which are obviously high for institutions of such close nuclear cooperation.
It goes without saying that a complete replacement for these institutions
in an area as technologically advanced and politically sensitive as nuclear
cooperation would be extremely costly. Second, we have to look at the coor-
dination effects of the institutions. The existing institutions are certainly
useful for coordinating US and UK action in the nuclear realm. This will pay
off for the United Kingdom in a variety of ways. The central argument of
the Thatcher government for its Trident-II decision, for instance, focused on
the ‘commonality’ with the US armed forces that the procurement of Tri-
dent II would ensure. The benefits generated by this commonality included
the opportunity to utilize US test and training facilities, the common main-
tenance of the systems, shared know-how and the continuous exchange of
information.8 However, another core characteristic of coordination effects
that will contribute to path dependence does certainly not apply here. In
contrast to standardization institutions, for instance, these institutions are
not designed in a way that would make it attractive for others to join, which
in turn would further stabilize the institution. Rather the institutions consti-
tute an exclusive cooperation agreement which would become less attractive
to sustain if others joined it.

Third, the institutions are fairly old. Formally, they had been in place for
over 30 years at the end of the Cold War, since the MDA had been agreed
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in 1958. Thus it is plausible to assume that significant learning effects have
occurred during that period. This holds at the abstract state level. The United
Kingdom’s routine turn to the United States for the provision of nuclear
weapons will have nurtured the expectation that Britain will act the same
way in the future. It is telling that G.M. Dillon (1983: 146) finds the British
government in its Trident decision to have relied ‘on the habit of dependence
upon United States technology and weapons procurement programmes’.9

Learning effects will also be encountered at the individual level. Individuals
are engaged at every level in the routine work of Anglo-American nuclear
cooperation. This concerns military personnel and researchers as well as
members of the administration. These individuals would have to unlearn
a great many habits if this kind of cooperation was ended and thus they will
form a strong basis for continuity. Aside from these collective and individual
learning effects the age of the institutions has additional stabilizing effects.
Due to the long time period over which UK dependence has been estab-
lished, the United Kingdom more or less lost its ability to replace the US
contribution to its nuclear deterrent with other contributions. The Thatcher
government, when deciding on the Trident deal, already had to acknowl-
edge ‘that the United Kingdom last had a major capability in the field of
ballistic missiles in the 1960s and that to re-acquire it “would be very expen-
sive, take a long time and involve much uncertainty.” ’10 This has remained
unchanged until the end of the Cold War.

Finally, the United Kingdom can safely expect the United States to con-
tinue with Anglo-American nuclear cooperation after the Cold War. The
United States showed no inclination to abandon this cooperation and it also
had no incentives to bring it to an end. From the point of view of the United
States, supplying Britain with nuclear weapons under the terms of the exist-
ing agreements was much more favorable than having Britain pursue an
autonomous nuclear weapons program. The United States would only have
incentives to turn away from that cooperation if the United Kingdom itself
turned toward an autonomy-seeking policy.

Overall, therefore, Anglo-American nuclear cooperation can be expected
to put severe constraints on UK attempts to engage in balancing US pre-
ponderance (see also Birch and Crotts 1993: 277–8). The institutions should
display a significant degree of resilience due to their age, their formalization,
the coordination effects they engender and the fact that their maintenance
will also be in the interest of the United States. What opportunities does
this incentive structure offer for the United Kingdom? Ideally the United
Kingdom would have to search for a strategy that satisfies balancing pres-
sures while reducing the constraints of nuclear cooperation with the United
States but at the same time not jeopardizing its nuclear capability. A signifi-
cant contribution to such a strategy would be to increase autonomy from the
United States. This could be attempted either within existing institutions, for
example by attempting to negotiate more favorable terms with the United
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States, or by searching for a substitute, that is by establishing nuclear coop-
eration with a different country on more equitable terms. For both strategies
the modernization of the existing nuclear capability would offer a window
of opportunity as the terms of the cooperation have to be renegotiated any-
way in such a situation. Since Trident was not to be in service until 1994,
planning for its replacement would only begin well after the end of the Cold
War. As long as existing arrangements remain in place balancing attempts by
the United Kingdom would be strongly constrained, not only in the nuclear
realm. Whenever the United Kingdom turned to policies unfavorable for the
United States, the United States could utilize nuclear cooperation to pressure
the United Kingdom into more loyal policies.

Intelligence cooperation. Together with nuclear cooperation, intelligence
cooperation can be viewed as ‘the engine room that sustained London’s
desired close relationship with the United States’ (Aldrich 2001: 643).
Charles Grant (2000: 2) even holds that ‘the special relationship is at its most
special in intelligence’. Although there is widespread agreement that the
British and US intelligence communities have established linkages that are
unparalleled by any other intelligence cooperation in the world, it is quite a
demanding task to pin down the exact ways in which their relation is institu-
tionalized. For obvious reasons, examining the workings of secret services is
notoriously difficult. Especially the international linkages of US intelligence
services are shrouded in secrecy (Westerfield 1996: 526–8). To be sure, open-
ness on the side of governments and intelligence organizations has increased
and archival material has become more and more accessible (Krieger 2005:
158–61). However, there can be no doubt that the release of information
and the declassification of documents remain political processes in which
the interests of the agencies involved will play a prominent role. Some areas
of intelligence cooperation may therefore be better visible than others.

Anglo-American cooperation probably exists in almost any area of intel-
ligence activity (Richelson and Ball 1985: 6). Most organizational units of
the British intelligence community are interlinked with their US counter-
parts (Grant 2000: 2). The Secret Intelligence Service (SIS or MI6) cooperates
closely with the CIA on human intelligence; in the area of defense intel-
ligence the British Defense Intelligence Staff is linked to the US Defense
Intelligence Agency; the Joint Aerial Reconnaissance Intelligence Centre
(JARIC) inside the Defense Intelligence Staff works together with the US
National Reconnaissance Office on imagery intelligence; and the Govern-
ment Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) cooperates with the US Amer-
ican National Security Agency (NSA) on signals intelligence (SIGINT). These
linkages have produced firm organizational structures which support coop-
eration: ‘Each of the British intelligence services has a liaison office, staffed
by senior officers, in the US. [ . . . ] There are also British officers seconded to
IS agencies at an operational level, and vice versa’ (Grant 2000: 2).11
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While cooperation seems to stretch to all fields of intelligence, SIGINT –
that is, intercepting communication data, decoding encrypted messages and
so on – is certainly the area in which Anglo-American intelligence coopera-
tion is best understood. It has received increasing attention in the scholarly
literature due to the growing number of documents that have been released
and certainly counts among the less controversial areas of intelligence and
Anglo-American intelligence cooperation. The SIGINT focus of most research
may distract from more ‘dirty’ issues of intelligence cooperation like joint
covert actions during the Cold War especially in the Third World. There are
some indications of such joint actions, but little is reliably known about
them today. Due to these restrictions I cannot hope to establish an overall
profile of US–UK intelligence cooperation and what follows should not be
read as such. However, even the available material will suffice to demonstrate
that there is a very close and in some areas highly institutionalized collabora-
tion between British and US secret services, which should be resilient enough
to counter-balancing incentives for the United Kingdom after 1989–90.

Like all intelligence cooperation between Britain and the United States
SIGINT cooperation began in World War II. In the early 1940s British and
US specialists worked together in Bletchley Park, London, to break the Ger-
man ENIGMA code. This cooperation resulted in one of the most famed
success stories in the intelligence realm (e.g. Kahn 1991, Hinsley and Stripp
1993, Ratcliff 2006). The level of institutionalization of this relationship has
been remarkable from its beginnings. Already during the war there existed
an agreement on Anglo-American intelligence cooperation in general, which
was followed by the so-called BRUSA agreement between Britain and the
United States on SIGINT cooperation (Richelson and Ball 1985: 2). Shortly
after the war BRUSA was replaced by the UKUSA agreement. While this
agreement remains classified, its basic outlines have become increasingly
apparent. At its core, it is a collaboration agreement between NSA and GCHQ
to which Canada, Australia and New Zealand have acceded as Second Parties.
It splits the globe in several regions, divides the responsibility for collecting
SIGINT in these regions between the parties and governs ‘cooperation in
the sharing of SIGINT technologies, in targeting and operational matters,
and in exchanges of foreign intelligence collection’ (Rudner 2004: 574, see
also Richelson and Ball 1985: 5, Dumbrell 2001: 132). Collaboration pro-
ceeds even to the level of political decision-making. Britain’s UKUSA allies,
for example, have the privilege of actively participating in some meetings of
the Joint Intelligence Committee in the Cabinet Office (Grant 2000: 3).

Like nuclear cooperation, cooperation in the SIGINT alliance has taken a
somewhat awkward development for the United Kingdom as the British had
started out as the senior partner in World War II but ended up as a junior
partner in this cooperation. The United States invested so heavily in its own
intelligence infrastructure after World War II that it could begin to subsidize
British, Australian and Canadian intelligence capabilities. As a result British
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intelligence has become more and more dependent on the United States.
This becomes visible in particular with regard to SIGINT but is apparent in
other areas too. In SIGINT the British GCHQ appears to be ‘electronically
and financially joined at the hip to the NSA’ (Urban 1996: 238). The bulk
of SIGINT material appears to be produced by the United States. Rudner
(2004: 585) cites GCHQ managers who ‘admitted that US-operated collec-
tion facilities were generating some 90% of their SIGINT throughput’ and
all security procedures, that is the procedures governing access to SIGINT
data, are controlled by the United States (Richelson and Ball 1985: 7). Mark
Urban (1996: 286) even arrives at the sweeping conclusion that ‘more than
anything else, British intelligence is a system for repackaging information
gathered by the USA’.

The upside of this dependence for the United Kingdom is, of course, that it
can tap into a SIGINT system that generates huge amounts of data and works
on a global scale. The downside, however, is that the United States functions
as a gatekeeper and can restrict British access to this data. This can become
particularly problematic in crisis situations in which the United Kingdom is
in need of intelligence material but the United States chooses to shut the
British out for political or military reasons. The Falklands crisis brought this
potential problem clearly to the fore when the United States responded to
British demands for intelligence support only hesitantly (for more on this
episode, see Rudner 2004: 579–80, Urban 1996: chap. 5). This experience left
a lasting impression in the British intelligence community. Afterwards the
British government appears to have started plans for its own British spy satel-
lite, code-named Zircon. This project was abandoned in 1987, however, and
instead the United Kingdom contributed financially to the costs of US satel-
lites. In exchange the United Kingdom appears to have been granted some
influence on the tasking of the satellites. Ultimate control over positioning
and tasking, however, still seems to rest with the NSA, and the United King-
dom appears to receive only those images which the United States deems fit.
This can highly restrict the British ability to carry out military operations.
During the 1991 Gulf War, for instance, British troops had to work with out-
dated maps since they were not granted access to maps based on current US
satellite images (Heuser 2005: 151).

Like in nuclear affairs, therefore, institutions of intelligence cooperation
relate ambiguously to balancing incentives. On the one hand, intelligence
must be regarded an important capability that helps a state to safeguard
its security. On the other hand, UK dependency on the United States in
intelligence affairs significantly reduces these benefits. When reduced to
acting as a consumer of information gathered by a superior partner, the
whole idea of intelligence gathering can become obsolete because there is
no guarantee that the material will be available in situations in which it is
needed most. Autonomy in using capabilities is thus crucial in intelligence
affairs. The Falklands and Zircon episodes notwithstanding, the importance
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of autonomy vis-à-vis the United States was somewhat degraded during the
Cold War, however. The bipolar distribution of power provided an impor-
tant glue to attach the United States to the United Kingdom and to keep
temptations for the United States to take advantage of UK dependence to a
minimum. The end of the Cold War changed this.

How resilient will these institutions prove after 1989–90? Once again, it
is important to keep in mind that not all institutional details are reliably
known. Nonetheless we can make some general judgments concerning the
crucial institutional characteristics identified by the analytical framework.
Set-up costs are apparently formidable. This is not only due to the formalized
character of some of the institutions, for example in the UKUSA agreement.
The cooperation also rests on a common technical infrastructure whose set-
up costs are enormously high. The SIGINT alliance is a case in point here. It
is easy to imagine that setting up a global network of satellites and listening
posts will be an extremely costly task and every participant in the UKUSA
structure will think twice before opting out. The same holds for the informal
institutions. Over time a dense web of interpersonal relations has developed
among intelligence professionals, which is highly valued by them because it
not only helps them in acquiring information but also in problem-solving
and improving their techniques (Herman 1996: 208 ff.). Overall therefore,
set-up costs make for strong institutional resilience.

Again, nothing reliable can be said about whether there are formalized
obstacles for institutional change. It is plausible to assume that they do
exist. Especially in a highly sensitive area like intelligence, participants in
an alliance will take precautions to prevent that any partner suddenly drops
out of the cooperation, leaves a gap in the global infrastructure and may use
intelligence material acquired through the cooperation in an uncontrolled
fashion.

Coordination effects will be less pronounced in this area. There is some
degree of technical standardization necessary that militates against replac-
ing existing collaborations with new ones. A former member of the British
intelligence community, for instance, notes that in Britain the issue ‘of a
distinctive “European defense identity” versus cooperation with the United
States is probably being played out within intelligence in debates over forms
of information technology standardization and remote access’ (Herman
1996: 210). What is likely to be more important here, however, are spe-
cialization effects, which I would count among the learning effects of the
institution. Through their long-term cooperation the different intelligence
services have become well-adapted to each other. This does not only imply
a high degree of technical standardization, habitual cooperation and coor-
dination in everyday dealings, which contribute to the path dependence
of the organization. It also has resulted in a kind of specialization which
is especially pronounced for the British services. Over time British services
have learned to rely on the United States to collect data and pass it on to the
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British, whereas the British services themselves retained and developed their
capability for analyzing the data (Urban 1996: 287). This adaptation to the
existing institutional nexus to the United States, of course, makes for a high
degree of institutional resilience.

Finally, adaptive expectations by and large will reinforce path dependence,
albeit to a somewhat lesser degree than in nuclear cooperation. Immedi-
ately after the Cold War the United States certainly did not send out signals
that it wanted to discontinue intelligence cooperation with the United King-
dom. After all the United States itself would have something to lose if the
intelligence alliance with United Kingdom disintegrated. This concerns both
capabilities – for example NSA bases on UK territory as in Cheltenham,
Menwith Hill and Chicksands (Dumbrell 2001: 132) – and the ability to stay
informed about and influence British intelligence activities – for example
through participation in meetings of the British Joint Intelligence Commit-
tee in the Cabinet Office (Grant 2000: 3). On the other hand, however, the
United States is certainly far less committed to the cooperation than the
United Kingdom. The United States by itself has all necessary capabilities
for intelligence collection and analysis. UK bases today are of far less impor-
tance than they were at the beginning of the cooperation due to the fact
that most former British overseas territories are now independent. And the
United States repeatedly demonstrated that it will choose not to cooperate
fully with the United Kingdom if it deems such cooperation not in its inter-
est, as in the Falklands Conflict or the 1991 Gulf War. Hence there will be
no clear expectations that the United States will stick to the institutions in
times of crisis (i.e. when they will be needed most).

Overall then, we can expect the institutions of intelligence cooperation
to be highly resilient and to strongly constrain British policy. It is impor-
tant to note that, unlike nuclear cooperation, intelligence cooperation has
a very direct impact on the issue of this study, namely security and defense
in general but also crisis response in particular. It will not only be intel-
ligence cooperation with EU member states that will be constrained by
resilient Anglo-American intelligence institutions, but also military cooper-
ation at large. Almost any kind of military operation will benefit from good
intelligence (on this link, see also Müller-Wille 2002). Almost anything the
British could contribute to intelligence assessments for a European opera-
tion would depend on the United States. There are indications, however,
that the United States may not want to see the United Kingdom share intel-
ligence that is based on US data and assessments freely with other states, as
the United States itself is very reluctant to share intelligence-related mate-
rial even with its NATO allies (Grant 2000). The close intelligence links of
the United Kingdom to the United States thus pose a problem for stronger
European military cooperation. On the one hand, the United States is not
willing to share intelligence with the United Kingdom if the material may
be passed on to other states. On the other hand, European states are also
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reluctant to share intelligence with the British if their intelligence may end
up in US hands without them agreeing to it. Any intensification in European
military cooperation will therefore be affected by and have repercussions for
the US–UK intelligence relationship. The resilience of these institutions will,
in turn, present high obstacles for intensifying military cooperation between
the United Kingdom and other EU member states.

Germany and the United States

The relationship between Germany and the United States is among the most
intensely researched aspects of German foreign policy (see, e.g., Hanrieder
1989, Larres and Opelland 1997, Junker 2001). For West Germany its rela-
tions with the United States were a central aspect of its foreign and security
policy. Terms like ‘partnership’ and ‘friendship’ are frequently evoked when
these relations are examined and even the term ‘special relationship’ (or the
German equivalent Sonderbeziehungen) is occasionally employed (Forndran
1990: 18, Arenth 1997).12 However, this should not be taken to imply that
the strength of the institutional basis of relations between West Germany
and the United States is equal to that of the Anglo-American relationship.

To appreciate this difference it is important to note that both sets of bilat-
eral relations evolved from rather different historical pre-conditions. While
Cold-War Anglo-American institutions were built, inter alia, on the legacy of
their World War II alliance, there was no comparable legacy for the relation-
ship between West Germany and the United States. Notwithstanding older
historical bonds between the United States and Germany, stemming from
immigration and political cooperation, the World Wars marked an impor-
tant disruption of US–German relations. Post-war relations had to be built
on a rather uneasy basis. The United States had fought against and defeated
Germany, the starting point for their post-war relationship was occupation.
To be sure, the United States helped to bring about the West German state
and contributed much to its high degree of sovereignty. Nonetheless the for-
mative period of West German-American relations after World War II was
not one of cooperation on more or less equal footing as had been the case
for Anglo-American relations.

This continued to affect the evolution of German–American institutions
afterwards. The United States, together with the United Kingdom and
France, pursued a policy of ‘containment by embrace’ (Hanrieder 1989: 6),
that is of tying West Germany in multilateral Western institutions in order
to prevent Germany from rising again as an aggressive power (Brands
2001). Consequently the relationship between the United States and the
West German state evolved primarily in the context of these multilat-
eral institutions, especially NATO in the security realm. Separate bilateral
institutions comparable to Anglo-American security institutions did not
develop.
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This is not to say that there were no bilateral institutions at all. However
these never achieved the degree of significance (and formalization) that was
found with Anglo-American institutions. This can be illustrated by compar-
ing intelligence relations. There was indeed cooperation between US and
West German intelligence agencies during the Cold War and this coopera-
tion was partly institutionalized (Johnson and Freyberg 2001). It extended
primarily to human intelligence (HUMINT) and SIGINT, two areas in which
West Germany possessed particular assets. With respect to HUMINT, West
Germany could more easily than other US allies manage to gain access to
East German sources. Concerning SIGINT, West Germany could contribute
translations and offered a strategically valuable location. Nevertheless West
Germany’s was a rather small contribution when compared to the wealth
of information that could be extracted from cooperation within the UKUSA
alliance. Moreover West Germany also represented a potentially problematic
partner with whom to cooperate and share information since East Ger-
many could offer Soviet agencies the same HUMINT and SIGINT advantages
with respect to spying on West Germany and on the Western alliance that
West Germany offered its Western partners. Overall, cooperation never even
faintly achieved the significance of the Anglo-American cooperation in the
UKUSA SIGINT alliance.

Nuclear cooperation between West Germany and the United States did
not exist because the West German state was not allowed to possess nuclear
weapons. In alternative areas like arms technology some bilateral cooper-
ation existed (Rohde 2001), but never achieved the degree of institution-
alization that we could see in cooperation between the United States and
Britain. All this is not to say that relations between the US andWest Germany
were not somehow ‘special’, in particular from a German viewpoint. How-
ever, this special character was not based on formalized and highly resilient
bilateral institutions. Rather it stemmed from a sustained political effort
especially on the German side to keep West German and US American for-
eign policies aligned as closely as possible during the Cold War.13 As such
it rested primarily on the role of the United States in NATO (and West
Germany’s particular dependence on that organization) to which we will
turn below.

What does this imply for Germany’s handling of the balancing incentives
after the Cold War? Bilateral institutions will exert little constraining influ-
ence. There certainly are informal institutions at the governmental level.
Moreover transnational societal institutions that have developed between
the United States and the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) may feed
back into policy-making (by causing resistance when they are in danger of
being disrupted). Yet these effects are rather indirect. The particularity of
the German case becomes especially clear when compared to Britain. While
Britain has strong incentives to abstain from balancing behavior and stick to
the institutionalized ‘special relationship’, Germany may not be completely
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free of such restrictions but overall much less constrained. This also implies
that, with respect to their bilateral relations, Germany has no particular
incentives to look for US signals before deciding on its own course of action
because there are no important bilateral institutions whose fate may hinge
on US reliability.

Summary

With respect to their bilateral relations with the United States, Germany
and the United Kingdom faced considerable differences in their institu-
tional contexts at the end of the Cold War. During the Cold War a highly
institutionalized bilateral relation between the United States and the United
Kingdom had developed, whereas the relations between West Germany and
the United States did not rest on such a firm institutional foundation.
Judging only from these institutions, the United Kingdom will be much
more constrained in pursuing balancing incentives after 1989–90. For the
United Kingdom, US signals about its future security policy and the future
of the bilateral institutions will be of particular importance for gauging the
reliability of institutional arrangements and their potential future pay-off.
The constraining effect of the institutions will thus vary with the US posi-
tion on Anglo-American cooperation. Such effects will matter much less for
Germany, which will in any case be less constrained to pursue the balanc-
ing incentives. However, additional constraints may stem from multilateral
institutions, and here first and foremost from NATO.

Britain, Germany and NATO

We have thus far looked only at bilateral transatlantic institutions. An
important part of security and defense relations between the United States,
Germany and the United Kingdom, however, is institutionalized in multi-
lateral frameworks, especially in NATO. At the same time NATO links both
states to their Western European partners. The impact of NATO membership
on balancing incentives will therefore be not as straightforward to determine
as it was the case for the bilateral transatlantic institutions above. But let us
first look at NATO institutions and how British and German security policy
became embedded in them up until the end of the Cold War.

NATO’s institutional structure

Britain was a founding member of NATO in 1949, and West Germany joined
in 1955.14 The main purpose of the alliance from its beginnings was to serve
as a collective defense organization. To this end member states created a
tightly integrated military structure plus a level of political institutions to
direct and utilize the military capabilities, headed by the North Atlantic
Council (NAC) which meets at the level of members’ heads of state and
government or foreign and defense ministers or member states’ permanent
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representatives. The NAC sits atop a host of committees which deal with par-
ticular aspects of NATO policy and in which, in most cases, all member states
are represented. An important exception here is France, which left NATO’s
integrated military structure in 1966 and therefore did not participate in all
committees during the time period examined in this study. NATO’s political
executive is constituted by the Secretary General and its secretariat. Admin-
istrative bodies, like the International Staff, which support the work of the
NAC and its committees are composed of civil servants seconded by member
states. On the political side there are also a number of informal institu-
tions and bodies in which representatives of member states interact. Among
these are the North Atlantic Assembly (an inter-parliamentary assembly)
and the Eurogroup (an informal group to foster cooperation among NATO’s
European members).

Taken together, NATO provided an exceptionally dense institutional net-
work for the interaction of member states on the political level. The density
of interactions was even more pronounced on the military side. One of
NATO’s trademarks is its heavy reliance on an integrated military structure,
in which member states’ national contributions are intimately interlinked.
NATO’s military organization is topped by the Military Committee (MC)
which is comprised of national chiefs of staff (or their permanent represen-
tatives) and provides political bodies with military expertise and advice and
also with necessary capabilities for commanding and controlling themilitary
forces. Below the MC NATO’s military structure unfolds, and this military
structure is in many ways highly integrated. NATO possesses an integrated
military command, its headquarters are organized multinationally. Member
states assign forces to NATO, which is to say that member states designate
forces for NATO use. They retain command and control over them, but in
war operational command and control is transferred to NATO. There were
some exceptions, that is forces which were under NATO command even
in peacetime. These included integrated staffs in NATO Headquarters, cer-
tain air defense units (which were on constant alert in peacetime), some
communications units and NATO’s multinational units. Multinationality
has become a key feature of NATO structures since 1990, although there
were already four such units during the Cold War, which were composed of
national contributions but (more or less permanently) conjoined to a multi-
national force. These were the ACE Mobile Forces (AMF), and three naval
forces, namely the Standing Naval Force Atlantic (STANAVFORLANT), the
Standing Naval Force Channel (STANAVFORCHAN) and the Naval On-Call
Force for the Mediterranean (NAVOCFORMED).

There are multiple other ways in which the militaries of NATO mem-
bers are institutionally linked and which can only briefly be listed here.
NATO’s defense planning ensured that member states’ force structures devel-
oped in a coordinated and coherent fashion. Moreover, NATO’s force posture
affected strongly how national forces were organized. Other institutions
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through which NATO members coordinated their defense efforts concerned,
for instance, the common financing of common assets, efforts to enhance
NATO forces’ interoperability through standardization, the development of
common communications systems, cooperation in armaments, scientific
cooperation and so on.

Taken together, NATO institutions were without doubt highly signifi-
cant for member states in the security and defense realm. By participating
in NATO, member states significantly adjusted their national security and
defense policies. In return their defense capabilities were greatly enhanced.
Moreover they became involved in a dense network of political and military
interactions on all levels. How were Britain and Germany involved in these
institutions?

The UK in NATO institutions

NATO has been called ‘the bedrock of British security policy’ (Rees 1991: 88)
and Britain’s defense posture has been judged to be ‘structured almost com-
pletely around military roles defined by membership of NATO’ (McGrew
1988: 106). These characterizations are certainly true at least since the late
1960s. Immediately after World War II British security policy had been
directed toward retaining Britain’s global involvement. Yet this global role
gradually declined during the 1950s and 1960s, a process which became
most visible when British troops were withdrawn from East of Suez in the late
1960s (Rees 1991: 89) and the British Empire disintegrated through decolo-
nization (McGrew 1988: 105). British security and defense policy became
increasingly (albeit not exclusively) focused on the defense of the British
mainland and of continental Europe, which remained the ‘irreducible com-
mitment’ of British defense policy after WorldWar II (Kirby 1977). Already in
the mid-1950s NATO had emerged as the prime security institution through
which Britain pursued this goal.

Toward the end of the Cold War, the bulk of the UK defense effort in terms
of troops and financial resources was linked to NATO. At that time around
95 percent of the British defense budget was devoted to NATO-related tasks
(Rees 1991: 88). Four out of Britain’s five ‘defense roles’, which organized
British defense policy, were directed toward NATO: providing a contribution
to NATO’s nuclear deterrent; defense of the British mainland; contributing
to the forward defense of mainland Europe; maintenance of a maritime capa-
bility. The only exception was the role still reminiscent of Britain’s former
global involvement, that is the task of employing troops outside the NATO
area (as in the Falklands War, for instance) (McGrew 1988: 106).

Through its strong involvement in NATO, Britain became a key ally.
The United Kingdom was the only European state that contributed to all
three legs ‘of the triad of strategic nuclear, theatre nuclear and conven-
tional forces’.15 Concerning the first two of these, Britain’s nuclear force was
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completely devoted to the defense of the NATO area and assigned to the
Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR). As noted above, it could in
principle be withdrawn from NATO control and be employed nationally,
yet only under extremely exceptional conditions. In terms of conventional
forces Britain’s contributions to the defense of the central front and the
Eastern Atlantic were of particular importance. Britain had made its major
commitment to stationing troops on the continent already in the 1950s.
To encourage France to accept Germany’s rearmament and membership of
NATO, Britain had pledged in 1954 to station four divisions and a tactical
air force in Europe (Dockrill 1988: 55–6). In the late 1980s this amounted to
around 55,000 soldiers in the British Army of the Rhine (BAOR) and 10,000
in the Royal Air Force Germany (Garnham 1988: 84). The BAOR was of
crucial importance for NATO’s Northern Army Group and overall ‘the con-
tribution made by Britain to the defense of Germany has been second only
to that of the United States and the FRG itself’ (Williams 1992: 148). More-
over, in the Eastern Atlantic some 70 percent of NATO forces were provided
by Britain in the 1980s (Garnham 1988: 84, Rees 1991: 94).

For the United Kingdom, in turn, this implied that a major share of its
defense resources was committed to NATO. The BAOR and Royal Air Force
Germany alone comprised around 39 percent of all British forces. Most of the
British forces remained under national control and would come under NATO
command only in a war. There were certain units, however, which were even
more strongly integrated in NATO structure and were under NATO com-
mand already in peacetime. These included the air defense components of
Royal Air Force Germany.16 Moreover, the United Kingdom also contributed
to all of NATO’s multinational units, the AMF, to which it contributed more
than 2000 troops (Williams 1992: 149); as well as to all multinational naval
forces, STANAVFORLANT, STANAVFORCHAN and NAVOCFORMED (NATO
Information Service 1989: 351–2).

The United Kingdom’s institutional involvement in NATO, of course,
reached beyond direct military contributions. Like other NATO members
the United Kingdom was involved in all aspects of political and military
decision-making in NATO. Especially political decisions about NATO strat-
egy and NATO’s defense planning process had far-reaching consequences for
British defense policy. They crucially affected the general outlines of British
defense policy and Britain’s force posture. The assessment that NATO ‘pen-
etrates every aspect of defense policy and planning in its member states’
(McGrew 1988: 104) certainly held for the United Kingdom. The United
Kingdom’s institutional involvement at the official decision-making level
was reinforced by the existence of a myriad of informal institutions which
are difficult to pin down exactly but nonetheless performed important func-
tions for member states and considerably reduced transaction costs. Between
NATO member governments there is a dense network of institutionalized
working relations. These concern not only regular meetings at the NATO
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level, for instance in the NAC and NATO committees, but also regular direct
interactions between members of the different governments in Brussels and
in respective national capitals. Their pervasive character became visible, for
example in the ‘thousands of journeys [which] were made each year on
NATO business by officials from the MOD, the FCO, the DTI, the Procure-
ment Executive, the Treasury and even the Department of the Environment’
(Allen 1988: 176).

Britain is thus very closely involved in NATO and, through its NATOmem-
bership, has become entangled in a host of very strong institutions, which
affect almost every aspect of British defense policy. In the late 1980s only
Britain’s ‘out of area’ defense role may have been affected to a somewhat
lesser extent, while its nuclear and conventional force posture as well as its
general defense strategy were deeply embedded in NATO institutions. The
crucial question now is how this affected the incentives for Britain, ema-
nating from the end of the bipolar order, to seek more autonomy from the
United States.

Similar to bilateral Anglo-American relations, NATO institutions constrain
UK autonomy, although they also offer the United Kingdom some remark-
able enhancements of its own capabilities. The constraining effect is more
pronounced here than in other multilateral institutions due to the presence
of a hegemon, that is the United States, in NATO. During the Cold War, the
United States possessed a key position in the alliance that relegated other
members to clearly subordinate roles. Most importantly, the United States
was the only NATO member to possess certain crucial strategic capabilities
on which NATO depended for staging military operations. This concerned,
in particular, strategic transport and satellite-related capabilities in intelli-
gence and reconnaissance. Besides, the United States had by far the largest
defense budget and was also the largest contributor to the NATO budget. Cer-
tainly the most visible aspect of US primacy in NATO was that the post of
NATO’s most important commander, SACEUR, was reserved for a US general.

Incentives for the United Kingdom to gain autonomy thus stand in stark
contrast to its unmodified continued membership in NATO. In other words,
pressures to seek power after the end of the Cold War translate into pressures
to at least adapt NATO institutions. They would have to be adapted in a way
that would grant the United Kingdom greater freedom of action but still
enable it to tap into crucial NATO resources. We must therefore look at the
resilience of NATO institutions in order to get a fuller understanding of the
specific incentive structure that Britain faced.

Overall the resilience of NATO institutions is quite formidable, although,
from a UK perspective, some aspects may be less costly and easier to chal-
lenge than others. To begin with, there are significant formal obstacles for
change as decisions in NATO, including decisions on its institutional layout,
require unanimity. This gives institutions a high degree of resilience because
it grants those members a veto right who would be disadvantaged by change.
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It will therefore prove difficult to implement changes that would increase UK
autonomy and thus decrease US influence.

The set-up costs of NATO institutions are nothing but spectacular. This
holds especially for the area of collective defense, NATO’s core function dur-
ing the Cold War. Over the 40 years of its existence until the end of the Cold
War so much had been invested in the build-up of NATO’s collective defense
institutions, and thus so many costs were ‘sunk’ in the institution in 1989–
90, that replacing it through altogether new institutional arrangements had
become highly unattractive. One reason for this lies in the regional special-
ization on which NATO’s collective defense arrangements were based and
in which the United Kingdom fully participated. Moreover, no potential
replacement for NATO existed, making the set-up of an institutional alter-
native even more expensive. WEU, the only other military organization the
United Kingdom was a member of, itself relied exclusively on NATO for pro-
viding collective defense capabilities. Any alternative would thus have to
be built from scratch. Finally, crucial defense capabilities within NATO were
provided by the United States, especially with respect to strategic transport,
satellite-related capabilities and nuclear capabilities. Since a new organiza-
tion would have to exclude the United States if it were to make any sense
in light of the incentives for autonomy-seeking, these would have to be
replaced too, which would not only be very costly but also take a consider-
able amount of time. Taken together, as far as territorial defense is concerned,
set-up costs will make for very strong resilience of NATO institutions.

The same holds for the learning effects of the institution. On the military
side, specialization in NATO’s defense posture will contribute to considerable
learning effects. Working together with specialized tasks in NATO’s inte-
grated military structure, including defense planning or multinational units,
participants will have become well-adjusted to one another and learned to
utilize the complex NATO institutional infrastructure. The same holds for
the political side of NATO where regular institutionalized interactions on all
levels over the course of 40 years will have had the same effect. This is fur-
ther reinforced by the fact that for the UK NATO is the single most important
framework in which defense policy is pursued and thus the habits learned
and knowledge acquired in this organization will not be challenged by the
effects of other institutions. Whether these effects have become so strong
that a British defense policy outside NATO has become outright inconceiv-
able for decision-makers and members of the military would have to be
established in a study of its own. But it is certainly highly plausible that
unlearning what has been learnt in NATO and adjusting to a new institu-
tional environment will be very costly for British decision-makers and the
British armed forces. Thus learning effects pose high adaptation costs and
make for strong resilience.

Since NATO provides a club good for its members (Bernauer 1995) the role
of coordination effects is somewhat more difficult to establish. For members
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of the club coordination pays because they can achieve greater security
through working with the others. However, this is not a self-sustaining form
of cooperation (as is the case in actual coordination games) because there
are incentives, especially for the smaller members, to engage in free-riding.
Moreover, it is not a matter of course that new members will add to all oth-
ers’ utility. Rather, the contribution of others will depend on how much
they can add to the collective defense effort in relation to the probability
that they will need protection. Coordination effects are thus rather weak.

Finally the effect of adaptive expectations is of particular interest in the
case of NATO. Here adaptive expectations play a similar role as in the case of
the bilateral Anglo-American institutions analyzed above. The stronger the
expectation that others will flock to and stick to a certain institution, the
more resilient this institution will become. But how strong are these expec-
tations in the case of NATO at the end of the Cold War? Much hinges on
expectations about the behavior of NATO’s key member, the United States.
Due to the end of the Cold War US interest in the maintenance of NATO
cannot be taken for granted anymore. In terms of alliance theory, the fear of
abandonment (Snyder 1997: 183 ff., Masala 2003) will grow among US allies
in NATO. Especially the disintegration of the Warsaw Treaty Organization
and of the Soviet Union will diminish the interest of the United States in car-
rying a disproportionate burden for the defense of Western Europe. Nor can
it be taken for granted that the United States will turn away from NATO. It
may be that the United States itself will cherish the possibilities NATO offers
for force projection or burden sharing. In other words, adaptive expectations
are precarious. NATO members, including the United Kingdom, will have to
assess the probability that the United States will stick to or turn away from
NATO along the way. They will remain sensitive to policy signals sent out
by the United States. The more reliable their commitment to NATO appears,
the more useful it will be for the United Kingdom and other European allies
to stick to NATO institutions. The more likely a US turn away from NATO
becomes, the less it will pay for European states to further engage in NATO
institutions and the less resilient these institutions will become.

Assessing the resilience of NATO institutions thus leaves us with mixed
results. Overall the fact that the United Kingdom is embedded in these insti-
tutions makes for strong pressures toward policy continuity; yet there are
some weak spots in these institutions. Most importantly, the institutions
will certainly be strongest in the area of collective defense. Here NATO is
most useful for the United Kingdom especially because replacement costs
would be much too high. They will bind the United Kingdom less strongly
when operations out of area are concerned. This is, first, because NATO had
no particular institutions for the deployment of forces out of area although
many of the military and political resources would certainly lend themselves
to such a use. Secondly, this was the area in which the United Kingdom has
remained most independent from NATO.
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The second qualification concerning NATO institutions’ resilience relates
to US actions. Since the end of the Cold War has made US interest in main-
taining NATO institutions less obvious, the United Kingdom will have to
judge from interaction with the United States how reliable NATO institu-
tions remain and thus how costly it would be to disengage from them. The
more the United States signals that NATO institutions cannot be taken for
granted in the future, the less costly it will appear to the United Kingdom
to search for alternatives. Thus a US turn away from NATO will make it eas-
ier for the United Kingdom to look for a replacement and thus to follow
through on the incentives for capabilities and autonomy-seeking. This does
not imply, however, that it will be easy to actually find such a replacement.

Taken together, both bilateral Anglo-American institutions and NATO
institutions will counteract the pressures for capabilities and autonomy-
seeking to which Britain was exposed at the end of the Cold War. The
resilience of both kinds of institutions, however, will vary, and one impor-
tant aspect contributing to their resilience will be US signals as to whether it
will stick to the institutions in the future or not.

Germany in NATO institutions

Germany’s defense policy has become embedded into NATO institutions
even more deeply than British policy. This has much to do with West
Germany’s history and its peculiar role in the Western Alliance. West
Germany joined NATO a few years later than Britain, in 1955. This was
preceded by several years of searching for a role for Germany in Europe’s
post-war security order. In the aftermath of World War II, Western European
states had, at first, looked for ways to protect themselves against future
German aggression by keeping Germany occupied and forming security
institutions that excluded Germany (e.g. Dunkirk Treaty, Western Union,
and NATO). With the emergence of the bipolar confrontation and the
creation of a West German state, however, the focus shifted toward the
search for arrangements which would securely tie the West German state
into the Western European alliance. This search resulted in the institu-
tions of European integration, starting with the European Coal and Steel
Community (ECSC) in 1951. The creation of a defense organization that
would also adhere to the logic of European integration and involve the cre-
ation of an integrated European army failed, however, when in 1954 the
French National Assembly refused to ratify the treaty establishing a European
Defense Community (EDC) (for the history of EDC, see Fursdon 1980).

While the actual historical process of creating Western Europe’s security
institutions was certainly far less purposeful and straightforward than it
may appear in this brief paragraph, it ultimately resulted in a three-part bar-
gain: West Germany was to build up an army again and to become largely
sovereign; its army was to be embedded in NATO and WEU; and NATO
was to become the prime Western security organization, subsuming most
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functions of WEU. This was enshrined in the Paris Treaties of 1954 and their
ratification by Germany, which entailed Germany’s accession to NATO and
WEU in 1955.

Consequently, the FRG’s army was created as an army in and for the
Western alliance – it was an ‘alliance army’ (Bündnisarmee). Thus West
Germany was to ‘become “entangled and integrated” in the transatlantic
and West European political order – militarily, economically, and diplomati-
cally’ (Hanrieder 1992: 199). As a result, West German armed forces became
integrated to an exceptional degree in NATO’s integrated military struc-
ture (Wellershoff 2005: 19–22).17 First, and maybe most importantly, West
German armed forces did not possess a general staff. In a war West Germany
would not have had operational control over its armed forces (Baumann
2001: 155). Moreover, West Germany was the only NATO member to assign
all its combat forces to NATO. A significant part of its air force participated
in NATO’s integrated air defense and thus was under NATO command even
in peacetime (Baumann 2001: 153–6, Möllers 2005). This, of course, set
West Germany apart from states like the United Kingdom. In contrast to the
United Kingdom’s armed forces, West Germany’s Bundeswehr did not have a
role outside of NATO and it would not have been able to play such a role due
to the lack of necessary command and control capabilities for autonomous
military action.18 In contrast to Britain, for whose military defense policy
NATO was the main and key element, there simply was no West German
defense policy outside NATO.

Thus, tightly bound by NATO’s integrated military structure, West German
forces contributed especially to the defense of Northern and Central Europe
and to the air defense of NATO territory (Gerber 1985: 71–117). Not unlike
Britain, the FRG was strongly represented in NATO’s multinational units. It
participated in three of NATO’s four multinational units (AMF, STANAVFOR-
LANT, STANAVFORCHAN) and also in NATO’s integrated early warning unit
AWACS (Baumann 2001: 154).

In contrast to Britain, however, West Germany’s contribution to NATO
was not evenly distributed across all areas of NATO activity. On the one
hand, its conventional contribution was formidable. With an army of just
below 500,000 people, it contributed one of the largest European armies to
the alliance (Gerber 1985: 301). More difficult to measure but nonetheless
remarkable was the burden that the country bore by having a considerable
number of foreign troops stationed on its territory and by serving as the
prospective main battlefield in a potential war. On the other hand, how-
ever, Germany did not contribute much in terms of strategic resources. It
had forsworn the possession of nuclear weapons in the Paris Treaties, but
it also contributed little in terms of capabilities for force projection (e.g. air
transport or sea lift).

Overall, therefore, West Germany was deeply embedded in NATO insti-
tutions and at the same time heavily dependent on NATO across all areas
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of military activity, including territorial defense and potential out-of-area
operations. The dilemma Germany faced after the end of the Cold War was
therefore, if anything, even more pronounced than for the United King-
dom. This becomes apparent when looking at the different dimensions of
NATO’s institutional resilience from the German viewpoint. In terms of
set-up costs, Germany’s dependence on NATO will make discarding it sim-
ilarly unattractive as for the United Kingdom. The basic problems which
concerned the United Kingdom also hold for Germany although there are
some minor modifications. Regional specialization may have somewhat less
detrimental effects for Germany because German forces were concentrated
in Germany. The situation is different with respect to operations outside
the NATO area. The Bundeswehr did not possess expeditionary forces nor
did it have a command structure which would have enabled it to stage
an operation autonomously from international cooperation. Set-up costs
would therefore militate against aiming for complete autonomy in this area.
NATO capabilities and institutions would lend themselves as good starting
points to build such collective capabilities. Although NATO’s force posture
was directed at the territorial defense of the NATO area, its capabilities for
planning and commanding operations and for force projection could still be
highly useful for staging out-of-area operations.

Taken together, set-up costs are immense for Germany. Learning effects
too are bound to make for very strong institutional resilience in the case
of Germany in NATO, even more so than for the United Kingdom. West
German defense policy had been embedded in NATO for almost 35 years
at the end of the Cold War. Decision-makers and members of the armed
forces alike are bound to have become very much attuned to NATO insti-
tutions and to have learnt to think about West German defense in NATO
terms. What is more, NATO has been basically the only context in which
West German decision-makers had gained experience. There was no other
multilateral context in which the Bundeswehr would have been employed.
And what was no less important, there was no tradition of an autonomous
Bundeswehr, no traditions of West German armed forces outside NATO. There
may certainly have been some personal continuities between World War II
Reichswehr and the newWest German armed forces. But they kept decreasing
over the years and for the very most part members of the Bundeswehr were
socialized in NATO. Learning effects will thus be very strong and make for
high institutional resilience.

There is not much to say about coordination effects and the existence of
formalized obstacles for change. What has been said above in the study of
the United Kingdom in NATO basically holds for both of them in the Ger-
man case too. The beneficial effects of coordination inside the club will result
in institutional resilience. Formalized obstacles for institutional change exist
through the necessity of unanimity for making such changes. The final
issue to consider is adaptive expectations. These too play a similar role for
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Germany as for the United Kingdom. Most of the beneficial effects of NATO’s
existence crucially hinge on the US role in the organization. After the end
of the Cold War it cannot be taken for granted any longer that the United
States will still be willing to play this central role. Accordingly, Germany, like
the United Kingdom, will look for signals in US behavior to judge whether
the United States will stick to its institutional commitments in the foresee-
able future. Indications to the contrary will lead Germany to reconsider the
costs for drawing up institutional alternatives. It is important to note, how-
ever, that disintegration of NATO would have somewhat more detrimental
effects for Germany than for the United Kingdom. Germany’s dependence
on NATO (and thus on the US) was so pronounced that any US signal that
shed doubt on its future reliability would have to be taken very seriously.

Britain, Germany and intra-European institutions

Let us now turn to examine those institutions which link both states with
their potential partners for balancing in Europe. Both states are involved in a
number of multilateral security-related organizations in Europe. I will focus
here on WEU and also briefly look at the EC, which also comprised some
security-related institutions, especially the loosely institutionalized foreign
policy cooperation of ECmembers which went by the name of EPC.19 Finally
both states are engaged in a host of bilateral security institutions in Europe.
With hindsight it is obvious that relations with France in particular will
make for an interesting focus as France has been of major importance in
post-Cold War discussions on European security. While there is not much
difference between the United Kingdom and Germany on most aspects of
the multilateral institutions, we will see that they differ greatly with respect
to their institutional links with France, with Britain entertaining only rather
shallow links and Germany having a firm bilateral institutional basis with
France in the security realm.

Britain, Germany and Western European Union

For most of the ColdWar periodWEU was a dormant institution subordinate
to NATO. Yet especially in the 1980s the organization became increasingly
significant, which makes it important to take it into account when address-
ing the institutional environment of Britain and Germany. Since British and
German involvement in WEU was overall quite similar, I will examine them
in parallel here.

Together with France the United Kingdom was one of the founding mem-
bers of WEU and its predecessor organization, Western Union. In 1947
France and the United Kingdom signed the Dunkirk Treaty to guard them-
selves against a potential future German attack. This treaty was replaced a
year later by the Brussels Treaty, signed by the United Kingdom, France and
the Benelux countries, which set up Western Union. When in 1954 West
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Germany was integrated in the overall Western alliance, the Brussels Treaty
was substantially modified and signed by the original signatories plus West
Germany and Italy to become the founding treaty of WEU.

WEU was designed as a collective defense organization. From the start,
however, it was clearly subordinate to NATO to which all of its members
also belonged during the Cold War. This hierarchy was already established
in 1950, when the Western Union decided to dissolve its own military struc-
tures and to delegate military issues to NATO (Brandstetter 1999: 22). This
decision was not reversed by WEU. Art IV of the modified Brussels Treaty
delegates ‘information and advice on military matters’ to NATO authorities
on which WEU will rely. De facto this implied that all operational issues
of collective defense were performed by NATO and not WEU. Consequently
the organization was of little significance during most of the Cold War. From
1973 on ministers did not meet anymore and the organization ‘slipped into
a kind of lethargy’ (Cahen 1989: 5).

This organizational ‘hibernation’ was ended in 1984, when ministers of
foreign affairs and defense met in Rome and issued a statement that reac-
tivated WEU as a European defense organization.20 This Rome Declaration
strengthened especially the institutional framework of WEU, institutional-
izing regular meetings on the political and working levels. In October 1987
the Hague Platform followed, which reinforced WEU’s political goals. WEU
was to become both the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance and a con-
tribution to European integration (by forming the defense institution of a
prospective European union).

West Germany backed the reactivation of WEU since 1984, even though
it did not become particularly proactive. France had been pushing for such a
revitalization of WEU at several occasions and became more and more active
especially since 1981. The FRG at first reacted rather reluctantly and instead
displayed a preference for discussing security issues in the EC context, that
is in EPC (Kipke 1988: 20–1). Only when it had become absolutely clear that
the latest initiative by the FRG and Italy to strengthen the security dimen-
sion of EPC would not succeed, the West German government began to back
the French proposals in spring 1984 (Schell 1991: 168–97).

Around the same time, the United Kingdom also began to support the
reactivation of WEU under the condition that it would not be portrayed as
creating an alternative to NATO (Duke 1994: 122, Brandstetter 1999: 23–4).21

In 1984 Britain contributed a discussion document to the preparations of
the Fontainebleau European Council, which was to discuss the future direc-
tion of European integration. This document stated that ‘ “our objective
must be to strengthen the European pillar of the Alliance and improve Euro-
pean defense cooperation” ’ (quoted in Eberle et al. 1984: 560). Certainly
after the 1986 Reykjavik meeting of Gorbachev and Reagan the United King-
dom became an active supporter of WEU revitalization as long as the close
relation between WEU and NATO would remain intact.
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The institutional framework of WEU continued to develop during the
second half of the 1980s and thus provided an important context factor
affecting both states’ security and defense policies at the end of the Cold
War. Institutionally we have to distinguish between two dimensions of
cooperation inside WEU.22 Politically, WEU comprised mainly consultative
institutions. The WEU Council, composed of foreign and defense ministers,
met at least twice a year after the Rome Declaration and discussed questions
relating to security and defense policy.23 The Council was assisted by several
formal and informal supporting bodies, including the Permanent Council,
located in London and constituted by WEU member states’ ambassadors to
the United Kingdom and a British diplomat (Schell 1991: 238); and a Spe-
cial Working Group comprised of high-ranking members of national foreign
and defense ministries which met monthly and helped to prepare Council
decisions. Over time, other working groups and administrative bodies were
instituted by WEU members (Schell 1991: 238–44). Moreover the process of
institution building, which had been set in motion in Rome, resulted in the
creation of three agencies, which were tasked in particular with compiling
studies on a host of different topics for the Ministerial Council (Schell 1991:
235–9, Brandstetter 1999: 26).

Secondly, WEU institutions were also aboutmilitary operational cooperation.
Here, however, the primacy of NATO remained intact after the decisions of
Rome and The Hague. WEU did not possess any meaningful military institu-
tions and capabilities of its own. Political decisions could result in military
cooperation, yet WEU operations remained ad hoc and availed themselves
of NATO’s military structure. There was only one operation during the Cold
War which was at least loosely coordinated by WEU itself. In 1987–88 WEU
member states (with the exception of Germany and Luxembourg) responded
to US calls for support of US efforts to secure ship routes in the Persian Gulf
by sending minesweepers there (Schell 1991: 217 ff.).

Germany and Britain were involved in both areas, political and military
cooperation, albeit to varying degrees. While they both actively participated
in the political institutions, Germany’s focus was more on the political and
arms cooperation aspects of WEU, whereas the United Kingdom also was
involved in the operational dimension.

Politically, both countries actively participated in the reactivated and
reinforced structures of WEU after 1984 and both supported the revitaliza-
tion process and engaged in political discussions within the organization.
Operationally, the United Kingdom participated in the 1987 minesweeping
operation in the Persian Gulf together with France, Italy, Belgium and the
Netherlands. Although coordinated by WEU (not least on the initiative of
British Prime Minister Thatcher, who suggested a concerted effort in a let-
ter to her European counterparts in July 1987 (Schell 1991: 226 n. 3)), the
British government was at pains to make clear that this was a national,
and not a WEU, deployment (Schell 1991: 221–2). Nonetheless, the longer
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the operation continued, the more it was perceived as a successful Western
European operation outside NATO (Vierucci 1993: 18–20, Forster 1997: 34) –
in the words of the then WEU Secretary-General Alfred Cahen, ‘a major pio-
neering landmark in European naval cooperation’ (Cahen 1989: 50). This
effect was reinforced by the decision of Britain, Belgium and the Netherlands
to form a single operational command for their minesweepers in July 1988
(Cahen 1989: 47–50). In contrast to Britain, the FRG did not actively par-
ticipate in the operation because the German constitution was regarded as
prohibiting such a deployment of the Bundeswehr. The West German govern-
ment, however, expressed its political solidarity with fellow WEU members
and was ready to replace those ships of its allies in the Atlantic and Mediter-
ranean that had been transferred to the Gulf (Jopp and Meyer 1988: 183–4,
Cahen 1989: 47–8).

In general, involvement inWEU institutions should match neatly with the
balancing incentives that the United Kingdom and Germany faced after the
end of the Cold War, especially by offering opportunities for autonomous
European policy-making in the security realm. However, the reinforcement
that WEU institutions would have provided for the balancing incentives was
likely to be quite limited. Albeit WEU existed since 1947, most of its working
institutions must be regarded quite young in 1989. They had only become
effective about five years before the end of the ColdWar, after a decades-long
hiatus. Moreover the status of the institutions remained unclear during the
five years of WEU reactivation. In institutionalist terms, adaptive expecta-
tions remained weak because it was unclear whether all participating states
would stick to the existing institutions. Especially French and UK concep-
tions of WEU development differed widely during the 1980s. Although the
institutions thus existed and produced important coordination effects in the
political and operational spheres, they were neither old nor stable enough to
establish a firm path into which member states’ security policies could have
been locked. This is nicely captured in a remark of Michael Heseltine, British
defense secretary during the first years of WEU reactivation, who character-
ized WEU as a ‘talking shop’ (quoted in Forster 1997: 34). This highlights
the primarily consultative and coordinative role of WEU institutions and
its limited policy impact. The existence of these institutions will therefore
not have done much to reinforce British and German incentives for auton-
omy and capabilities-seeking. But their existence provided an arena for such
efforts and thus potentially reduced set-up costs for a common European
defense effort outside NATO after 1989.

Anglo-French relations

In contrast to Britain and the United States, Britain and France had a very
troubled relationship during the Cold War. Anglo-French relations in the
security and defense realm were in general hampered by France’s absence
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from NATO’s integrated military structure and Britain’s strong involvement
in NATO and its close relationship to the United States. This made closer
cooperation between France and Britain difficult (albeit not impossible). Yet
divergence of views on the transatlantic relationship as well as on European
integration notwithstanding, opportunities for Franco-British cooperation
in the security and defense realm were being explored during the Cold
War and there were also some attempts to institutionalize such cooperation.
Especially from the mid-1980s on, Anglo-French cooperation in this realm
became more intense.

One focus area for Anglo-French cooperation was weapons procurement.
Bilateral cooperation in this area certainly did not constitute a real suc-
cess story, but it nonetheless existed. There had already been some sporadic
cooperation on military aircraft programs in the 1960s, with respect to the
Jaguar strike/trainer and three helicopters, as well as an (abortive) attempt
to jointly build an Advanced Variable Geometry Aircraft. Yet negotiating
and implementing these programs turned out to be a highly problematic
exercise which minimized especially British willingness to engage in further
close defense cooperation with France (Wallace 1986: 231 ff.). Thus coop-
eration at the time did not evolve in sustained and firmly institutionalized
relations. In the second half of the 1980s, however, these cooperative efforts
were reinforced again. In 1986 the United Kingdom and France decided to
coordinate their AWACS orders in order to improve their bargaining posi-
tions vis-à-vis Boeing. In 1987 and 1988 further measures were agreed to
coordinate procurement activities, for instance through the setting up of an
Anglo-French committee for promoting bilateral procurement and through
the publication of a joint bulletin on upcoming contracts (Garnham 1988:
95–6). Thus we see an institutional framework for bilateral French–British
weapons cooperation emerge in the late 1980s.

A similar development took place in the field of nuclear relations. France
and the United Kingdom are the only European states possessing nuclear
weapons and therefore nuclear weapons would appear as a natural area for
collaboration between them. Yet even though there were some attempts to
start such a cooperation, it never had significant results (Boyer 1989). It
was especially the close Anglo-American collaboration in the nuclear sphere
that posed a serious obstacle to Anglo-French cooperation. This is not only
due to ideological reservations. The dependence of the United Kingdom
on the United States also gave the United States veto power over much of
what Britain could have invested. Almost all nuclear technology used by the
United Kingdom depended on US technology, and the United States did not
want to see its nuclear secrets shared with France via Anglo-French nuclear
cooperation. Despite these obstacles, nuclear collaboration was intermit-
tently considered, yet it never really took off and it did not evolve in mean-
ingful institutions (Heuser 1997: 157–61). As in the field of conventional
weapons, the outlook became somewhat better in the late 1980s. In late 1987
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both states began to discuss the joint development of nuclear missiles
(Heuser 1997: 164–6). Doctrinal convergence was discussed and operational
cooperation was also to be improved through French submarines visiting
British ports and through joint maneuvers. Even the possibility of joint
patrolling was being considered (Garnham 1988: 97).

Overall we see a cautious rapprochement between France and the United
Kingdom in the late 1980s concerning defense cooperation. This can be
located particularly in the field of arms cooperation where some institutional
linkages between the two countries developed and in nuclear relations where
such linkages were at least taken into consideration. Such institutions will
be very helpful for the United Kingdom in following through on balancing
incentives. They may reinforce British capabilities without compromising
its autonomy as strongly as Britain’s institutional linkages with the United
States do. Anglo-French institutions are located outside NATO. Moreover,
France pursued a security and defense policy at least since the 1960s that was
geared primarily toward the goal of independence from the United States
(Gordon 1993a, Sauder 1995). Therefore Anglo-French institutions would
not indirectly link the United Kingdom to the United States either.

German–French relations

In contrast to Britain, West Germanymaintained exceptionally close security
relations with France at the end of the Cold War. In fact, around the end of
the Cold War, Franco-German security and defense relations had become, in
Philip Gordon’s judgment, ‘the closest bilateral security relationship in all of
Europe’ (Gordon 1993b: 139).

It is important to note, though, that Franco-German cooperation in the
security realm developed only slowly, even though the project of intensify-
ing security and defense relations between the two former adversaries was
already set out in the Elysée Treaty of 1963. The treaty provided for regular
meetings of defense and foreign ministers which were to take place at least
once every two months, as well as for bimonthly meetings of the chiefs of
defense staff. It also formulated the goal of bringing together the military
doctrines of the two countries with a view to formulating common concepts
in security and defense (Menon 2001: 114).

Nonetheless bilateral security relations did not develop much after the
ratification of the Elysée Treaty. France turned out to be little enthusiastic
about implementing the treaty after the German parliament had added a
preamble to the treaty. This preamble subordinated West Germany’s cooper-
ation with France to the FRG’s participation in multilateral fora in which the
United States was involved, in particular NATO. This addition to the Elysée
Treaty effectively ‘killed Gaullist interest in its defense provisions’ (Wallace
1986: 229). As a consequence, meaningful bilateral defense institutions did
not develop in the immediate aftermath of the treaty.
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Franco-German relations gathered momentum again in the 1970s, but this
was almost exclusively restricted to the economic sphere (McCarthy 1993).
It were the early 1980s that marked the relaunch of bilateral Franco-German
security and defense cooperation (Gordon 1995: 17–22). In 1982 bilateral
discussions on security, foreshadowed in the Elysée Treaty, eventually began
and ultimately resulted in a host of bilateral institutions at different levels.

In February 1982 Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and French President
François Mitterrand had agreed ‘to have “profound exchanges of ideas”
about security problems’ (Keukeleire 1992: 138). Helmut Kohl, who suc-
ceeded Schmidt in late 1982, followed up on this commitment and Kohl
and Mitterrand reached agreement to reactivate the Elysée Treaty’s security
and defense provisions and thus to institutionalize Franco-German coop-
eration in the security and defense realm. The first step was to create a
Franco-German Commission on Security and Defense, which was to serve
as a forum for exchanging views on all aspects of security and defense. Con-
sultations in the Commission would be organized in three working groups:
on arms collaboration, military collaboration and on politico-strategic issues
respectively (Gordon 1993b: 143). The working groups were comprised of
officials from the German and French foreign and defense ministries and
met four times a year (Keukeleire 1992: 149–50). In contrast to the original
provisions of the Elysée Treaty, this institutional arrangement was instantly
filled with life and from the beginning resulted in intense discussions on
all aspects of security policy between the two countries (Wallace 1986:
240–1).

Institutions evolved from there. In 1983, France created the force d’action
rapide, comprised of 47,000 troops which could be rapidly deployed for the
defense of West Germany. Collaborative training in West Germany began
with two military exercises 1986 and 1987 (Krupnick 1994: 19). In February
1986 Kohl and Mitterrand moreover agreed to intensify operational military
collaboration between their countries and decided in the following year to
create a joint Franco-German brigade (Nachtsheim 2002). Finally, in 1988
the Elysée Treaty was amended at its 25th anniversary with an additional
protocol that established a new political institution: the Franco-German
Council for Defense and Security (Schmidt 1989). The Council consists of the
heads of state and government, of foreign and of defense ministers as well as
of the Bundeswehr’s general inspector and the French chief of staff. Theymeet
twice a year and are supported by an administrative infrastructure, which is
comprised of a secretariat, a council committee and the Commission that
had been created in 1982 (Gordon 1993b: 149). The agendas of Council
meetings cover a broad range of security and defense issues from the elab-
oration of common concepts in this field to more concrete issues such as
decisions on the joint training of military personnel (Keukeleire 1992: 151).
Overall, the Council was designed to enable the countries to achieve what
had already been envisaged by the Elysée Treaty: consultation about security
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and defense policies at the highest level as a means of gradually bringing
German and French positions together.

Regular political interaction was complemented by concrete military and
arms cooperation. The most visible expression of institutionalized military
cooperation between France and Germany was the Franco-German brigade
mentioned above. In 1987 Chancellor Kohl had moved to propose the cre-
ation such a joint brigade. Agreement was quickly reached in June 1987.
The brigade was to have a French commanding officer and to comprise
some 4200 troops. The significance of this not particularly large military
unit, which eventually was put in service in 1990, lay less in its military
strength (see, e.g., Menon 2001). Rather it constituted a focal point for
Franco-German military collaboration and a ‘testing ground for future forms
of bilateral military integration’ (Gordon 1993b: 150).

At least since the early 1980s we therefore see the emergence of effective
bilateral security institutions linking France and Germany. They concerned
both the coordination of policy and the creation of joint capabilities and
had much more significance for policy than Anglo-French institutions in
this realm. Overall these institutions can be regarded as valuable assets on
which to build a balancing strategy. Although they did not constitute a capa-
bility for autonomously deciding on and deploying an independent military
force, they represent an investment that could be utilized in building up
such a force. The existence of these institutions will thus lower the cost for
Germany to engage in a balancing strategy after the Cold War and thereby
make it easier for Germany to actually do so.

Britain, Germany and European Political Cooperation

Finally, I will briefly examine how British and German security policies
related to EC institutions at 1989–90. Generally speaking, EC institutions
were not of great importance for member states’ security policies and it will
therefore be possible to treat both states together here.

The history of West Germany in the EC contrasts quite sharply with that
of the United Kingdom. The FRG was a founding member of the ECSC in
1951, which was a crucial step for West Germany to gain sovereignty. In
contrast, Britain joined the EC only in 1973, when its application was finally
accepted after two unsuccessful prior attempts. The story of this difficult pro-
cess has been extensively studied and need not be recounted here (see, e.g.,
Kitzinger 1973, Lord 1993). Foreign policy cooperation between EC mem-
ber states had only begun shortly before British accession, in 1970. This
modestly institutionalized form of cooperation in foreign affairs among EC
members went by the name of EPC. Both the United Kingdom and West
Germany in general supported the institutionalization of EPC and its fur-
ther development (Allen 1988: 187–9, Wagner 2002: 80–3, 90–1). Yet during
the Cold War, security issues remained exempt from EPC so that it did not
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directly affect security policies of ECmembers. This is not to say that EPC did
not have occasional repercussions on member states’ security policies albeit
it would certainly be an exaggeration to see institutionalized patterns here.
Positive implications were felt, for example by Britain during the Falklands
War, when the EC supported British policy through economic sanctions
against Argentina (Edwards 1984). Another instance was Israel’s withdrawal
from the Sinai which was supervised by a multinational force constituted by
troops from the United Kingdom and three other European states, which
received support from all EC member states (Pijpers 1985, Tabory 1986:
23 ff.). Besides such sporadic initiatives, member state security policies were
at best marginally affected by EPC.

However, the institutional significance of EPC lay less in its direct impact
on member states’ policies; instead the EPC became significant in an indi-
rect way, as an institution that led to increasingly close working relations
between member states’ representatives. It has been argued that this form
of institutionalization led to the emergence of an ‘esprit de corps’ on the
working level and a gradual convergence of views on foreign and security
policy issues (Jørgensen 1997). Although such a development is difficult to
measure, there can be no doubt that by establishing a network of insti-
tutionalized relations that entangled national diplomats, EPC institutions
enhanced at least transparency among member states on their foreign and
security policies, made cooperation and coordination easier, enabled states
to make their voices better heard on the international scene, and therefore
represented a valuable asset from member states’ points of view.

Thus, EPC is another instance of an institution that will not dramatically
increase balancing incentives after the end of the ColdWar, but that provides
a starting point or a building block which can be utilized by member states
to increase their autonomy or capabilities.

Britain and Germany at the end of the Cold War

What does this examination of the British and German situations at the end
of the Cold War tell us? In the light of the analytical framework, both states
experienced a highly pronounced tension at the end of the Cold War. On
the one hand, they faced strong incentives to engage in balancing, that is in
striving for capabilities and autonomy due to the shift in the international
distribution of power. On the other hand, they both were embedded in an
institutional environment that in general would have made it very costly to
directly pursue these incentives.

The institutional environments of both states, however, differed some-
what and so did the constraints on balancing they faced. The United
Kingdom had particularly strong bilateral security links with the United
States. Severing these ties would have had very unfavorable consequences,
especially with respect to Britain’s role as a nuclear power and its ability
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to tap into the intelligence resources of the UKUSA alliance. Moreover
UK membership in NATO posed severe constraints on autonomy and
capabilities-seeking policies in the area of territorial defense. This tension,
on which the analytical framework turns the spotlight, has, of course, been
sensed by decision-makers and commentators right away around 1990 albeit
in less theoretical terms. It is this particular tension which led to predictions
in the early 1990s that ‘Britain will find it harder to adapt to post-Cold War
Europe than most other countries’ (Williams 1992: 144).

Nonetheless, the institutional environment of Britain is unlikely to remain
completely fixed after the end of the Cold War. It will come under pressure
due to balancing incentives and we have seen above that these pressures are
likely to lead to changes in two respects. First, we have identified some ‘weak
spots’ in the institutional setting. Here institutionalization per se contradicts
balancing incentives, yet the beneficial effects that the institutions generate
may not be strong enough to withstand external pressures for long. Of great-
est importance here is the effect of adaptive expectations. We have seen that
the continued reliability of institutionalized patterns of interaction cannot
always be taken for granted. In some areas Britain will have to rely on US sig-
nals to judge whether the institutions can be regarded as stable and whether
sticking to them is likely to pay off in the future. This concerns all areas
in which there is a one-sided dependence of the United Kingdom on the
United States, especially nuclear and intelligence relations and NATO insti-
tutions in the realm of collective defense. Although adaptive expectations
are of prime importance in these areas, doubts about US interest in main-
taining the institutions will certainly not suffice for the United Kingdom to
pull completely out of them. The United Kingdom would have to find sub-
stitutes for the benefits accruing from these institutions and, especially in
the areas mentioned, costs for substitutes will be immense and still militate
against a quick change in UK policy.

Yet there are some, albeit weak, elements in Britain’s institutional envi-
ronment that could serve as starting points for such policy adjustments.
They constitute the second aspect which may help balancing pressures to
break up established institutions. During the 1980s there had been a modest
‘Europeanization’ of British foreign and security policy, that is cautious steps
toward increasing cooperation with European states on foreign and secu-
rity affairs. They could be seen in Anglo-French cooperation in the nuclear
realm which could in the long run help to alleviate the restrictions on the
United Kingdom from Anglo-American nuclear collaboration. The United
Kingdom also became increasingly involved in institutions of security policy
formulation with European states inside WEU and more indirectly through
EPC. Neither institution produced dramatic benefits for the United Kingdom
or contributed to substantially autonomous European security and defense
policies. This is hardly surprising from the viewpoint of the analytical frame-
work, as there were strong incentives for the United Kingdom and the other
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Western European states to closely align with the United States over defense
policies in a bipolar world. However, these institutions may provide useful
starting points for creating more autonomous policies. In these institutions
important investments in institution building have already been made, mit-
igating the problem of high set-up costs for the creation of new institutions
after the end of the Cold War. We would expect the United Kingdom, there-
fore, to first turn to these institutions after 1990 when it ponders pursuing
the balancing incentives.

Many of these implications also hold for Germany, although its institu-
tional situation at the end of the Cold War differed somewhat from Britain’s.
Overall institutional constraints on Germany were less pronounced than for
the United Kingdom. First, Germany had much less and much weaker bilat-
eral institutionalized security links with the United Kingdom and thus it was
less constrained in following through on the balancing incentives it faced.
Second, the strong bilateral security institutions with France offered an insti-
tutional starting point on which a balancing strategy could be built. This
further reinforced balancing incentives for Germany.

This is not to say that Germany did not face any institutional constraints.
These derived primarily from its deep entrenchment in NATO institutions
concerning territorial defense. Also set-up costs for building an autonomous
out-of-area capability were extremely high because Germany simply did not
possess any, neither nationally nor multinationally. The incentive structure
in these areas crucially hinges on US signals about the future reliability of
NATO institutions.

Taken together we see that both states faced different incentive structures
which nonetheless possessed some basic structural similarities. Both states
faced incentives to balance US power after the end of the Cold War. For
both states some European institutions existed on which a balancing strat-
egy could be based. However, both states also faced incentives not to disrupt
NATO institutions. And for both states the strength of these latter incentives
hinged on their expectation about US behavior and its commitment to the
institutions. The constraints on Britain were stronger, however, because they
did not only relate to NATO. Rather the United States also had strong incen-
tives not to disturb its special institutionalized security relationship with
the United States. Germany not only lacks such a special bilateral relation-
ship with the United States, it also was more closely linked institutionally
to France in the security realm and thus possessed an institutional base on
which it could more easily start building a balancing strategy. The follow-
ing three chapters will now spell out how the two states responded to these
incentive structures.
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From the End of Bipolarity to the
Petersberg Declaration (1990–92)

Overview

Did the incentive structure identified above affect UK and German policy
toward European defense cooperation? There are several indications that it
did and this chapter will present them for the first period immediately fol-
lowing the end of the Cold War. This period was characterized by a search
for ways to adjust NATO, WEU and the EC to the new international situ-
ation and in this context a variety of ways to organize European defense
cooperation were discussed. Concurring with their incentive structures both
the United Kingdom and Germany were willing to reinforce security and
defense cooperation among European states, inside and outside of NATO.
Concurring with the differences in their incentive structures, the United
Kingdom put more emphasis on NATO and was particularly keen not to
harm Anglo-American institutions; whereas German policy focused more on
the EC and WEU, yet also remained aware of the implications for NATO’s
collective defense institutions and attempted to keep these intact as well.

Introduction

My investigation starts in a situation of profound structural change in the
international system. In late 1989 one socialist regime after the other dis-
solved in Central and Eastern Europe, there were disintegrating tendencies
clearly visible in the Soviet Union, and the Warsaw Treaty Organization
appeared nothing but moribund. The apparent breakdown of the Soviet
Union and its alliance marked a significant shift in the international
distribution of power and in the European security order.

For all European states, and the great powers, this shift required a funda-
mental rethinking of those aspects of their security policies which had been
based on bipolarity. This process was also to have a major impact on those
security organizations whose raison d’être had been rooted in the Cold War
order.
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In Western Europe this, of course, applied first and foremost to NATO
and WEU.1 The need for change in the EC was functionally less appar-
ent, nonetheless this organization also engaged in a process of fundamental
reform.

The question of European military autonomy quickly emerged as an
important question in all three reform processes. It was mainly framed as
a question of how Europeans could contribute more to military security in
and around Europe. How could these states play ‘a stronger role’ or take on
‘more responsibility’ for the European security order? This chapter (and the
subsequent two) turns to the question of how Britain and Germany related
to these debates about a stronger, that is more autonomous role for European
states in the European security order.

In this chapter I will take a closer look at the first three years of these
reform processes. This phase begins with the first references to the idea that
a new security order would require a more autonomous role for European
states in the military realm. These were made in the spring of 1990 and could
be heard in all three organizations. The period ends with the first substantial
reform steps for each organization. All of these were agreed around 1992:
NATO’s New Strategic Concept, the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and
WEU’s Petersberg Declaration.

I will first of all develop a broad outline of the political developments
in these years. This process was highly complex and sometimes difficult
to grasp even for participants and observers. One of the difficulties lay
in the fact that the process unfolded in three international organizations
in parallel. NATO, WEU and the EC all developed their own responses to
the new situation in Europe. Especially in this first phase, the reactions of
NATO, on the one hand, and WEU and EC, on the other hand, were only
loosely linked. I will therefore first look at discussions in WEU and the EC
and afterwards at developments in NATO. This will serve as a backdrop to
better understand the proposals and positions of the British and German
governments with which I will deal in detail in the subsequent sections.
I will examine these policies in the light of the constrained balancing frame-
work and, using the set of questions developed in Chapter 3, follow the
British and the German positions chronologically and attempt to detect how
they were linked to the structural change of 1989–90 and the institutional
environment of each state.

It will become clear that the idea of a stronger role for Europeans in the
European security order quickly became an important topic in all three orga-
nizations. While the idea itself was widely accepted, models for realizing it
were different and in each organization proposals were put forward to make
the respective organization the single organizational focus for the stronger
European role. A military capability for the use of Europeans could have been
built inside NATO (as a ‘European pillar’ of the alliance); inside WEU (finally
giving the organization an operational role); or inside or alongside the EC (as
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a constituent part of political union). This resulted in a vast array of different,
sometimes compatible, sometimes incompatible suggestions. While it may
sometimes be difficult to keep track of all these suggestions, this is nonethe-
less a rather fortunate situation for our purpose here because it allows us to
observe how each state positioned itself in this wide spectrum of options and
how they weighed potential autonomy gains against institutional continu-
ity. I will do this in separate sections for each country and use congruence
evidence, process tracing and a review of potential alternative explanations
to judge how the constrained balancing framework helps to account for their
policies.

Background: Political developments

WEU and EC

The developments within WEU and the EC are so intimately interlinked
that they can hardly be examined in isolation.2 Concerning the issue to be
investigated here, both organizations together were the pace-makers in this
phase, whereas NATO took a more reactive stance. The process in the EC
and WEU was structured primarily by the EC’s Intergovernmental Confer-
ence (IGC) on Political Union which formed the main focus for attempts
to introduce a meaningful security and defense component into European
integration. EC member states had been preparing an IGC on economic and
monetary union all along but after the fall of 1989 the idea emerged that, as
a reaction to the new situation in Europe, the EC should broaden the scope
of its reform endeavor and complement negotiations about economic and
monetary union with negotiations about broader political union. Political
union, in turn, would include a security dimension. The idea was put on the
agenda by the Belgian government, which suggested in a Memorandum in
March 1990, inter alia, to improve political cooperation within the EC and
to make it possible to discuss ‘security issues in the broadest sense without
restriction’ in EPC.3 An even bolder step was undertaken by the French Pres-
ident François Mitterrand and German Chancellor Helmut Kohl a month
later. In a joint letter to the Irish Council Presidency they proposed to hold
an IGC on political union parallel to the IGC on economic and monetary
union. The aims of the IGC envisioned by Mitterrand and Kohl included the
goal to ‘define and implement a common foreign and security policy’.4 The idea
of an IGC on political union was accepted in June 1990 by the European
Council in Dublin.

From then on a host of proposals were made about how to design political
union and how to include a security and/or defense dimension in it, if at all.
These proposals were put forward both in the EC and also in the context of
WEU. In the Hague Platform of 1987, WEU member states had declared that
they regardedWEU as an important component of European integration and
unification and as a means to developing a European defense identity.5 So it
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was only natural that, when searching for ways how to include a security and
defense component in a prospective European political union, the already
existing defense organization of Western Europe played an important role.

The proposals being made in the process leading up to the Maastricht
IGC varied widely in their implications for security and defense. The most
far-reaching proposal was certainly put forward by Italy in September 1990.
Italy, which held the Council Presidency at the time, proposed not only to
include all security and defense aspects in political union. It also suggested
to transfer all WEU competences to the would-be EU and thus effectively to
merge WEU and the EC.6 A similar, yet somewhat more modest proposal was
put forward a month later at an informal EC meeting in Asolo by France and
Germany. The two countries also suggested an eventual merger of WEU and
the EC, yet proposed a more relaxed timeframe (Varwick 1998: 189). Both
proposals nonetheless demonstrate how open the horizon of policy options
was already in 1990.

The Rome European Council in December 1990 eventually set the agenda
for the IGC. It tasked the IGC to work out scope and institutional details
of a common foreign and security policy (CFSP) that was to be created as
part of the prospective political union. As regards security issues it was more
problematic to reach consensus, so the IGC was tasked only to consider ‘the
gradual extension of the Union’s role in this area’.7 Language on defense
issues was even more defensive and qualified. It is worth quoting the defense
passage at length because it nicely illustrates the wide spectrum of positions
that had to be accommodated:

Furthermore, the European Council emphasizes that, with a view to the
future, the prospects of a role for the Union in defense matters should be
considered, without prejudice to Member States’ existing obligations in
this area, bearing in mind the importance of maintaining and strength-
ening the ties within the Atlantic alliance and without prejudice to the
traditional positions of other Member States. The idea of a commitment
by Member States to provide mutual assistance, as well as proposals
put forward by some Member States on the future of Western European
Union, should also be addressed.8

After all, security and defense issues had made it onto the IGC agenda, yet
there was little agreement among member states on how to handle the issue
and the rapid inclusion of defense matters in political union appeared highly
unlikely.

While defense issues were thus being debated in the run-up to the IGC
on Political Union, Western European states were faced with a severe inter-
national crisis. In August 1990 Iraq occupied Kuwait and preparations for
a UN-authorized and US-led war to end the occupation began. Iraq was
eventually attacked in January 1991 by a US-led coalition, in which several
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EC members participated. During the crisis preceding the war, WEU became
active again, coordinating its members’ efforts especially with respect to
enforcing the naval embargo against Iraq (Forster 1994: 59).

In this context work on a treaty on political union continued. The
Luxembourg Presidency in the first half of 1991 and the Dutch Presidency
in the second half respectively attempted to come up with draft treaties to
accommodate all positions. Concerning the security and defense dimen-
sion, they differed significantly both with respect to substance and with
respect to the institutional set-up. The Luxembourg draft envisioned a secu-
rity policy including ‘all questions related to the security of the Union’ and
utilizing WEU for implementation when decisions falling within its compe-
tences were made by the EU.9 CFSP decisions were not to be made under
the Community method but to be located in a separate intergovernmental
pillar. The Dutch draft considerably deviated from these ideas. Institution-
ally, decision-making in foreign and security policy was subsumed under the
Community method. As regards the substance of security policy, however,
the Luxembourg suggestions were significantly watered down. In particular,
no mention was made of WEU as implementing agency of the Commu-
nity’s security policy. Rather the common security policy should nowmerely
‘complement’ the policies of WEU and NATO.10

The two drafts, once again, highlight how difficult it was to find common
ground in staking out a security and defense role for the EC/EU. Furthermore
they clarified where the main points of contention lay. After the Dutch draft
had been ‘brushed aside by a large majority of the Twelve’ (Laursen 1996:
160), an informal meeting of foreign ministers in October 1991 agreed that
the negotiations should focus on the role of WEU in a prospective common
security (and defense) policy of the Union. This was one of the major results
of the discussion processes in mid-1991: WEU would play a central role for
developing a stronger role for Western European states in European military
security. Hence the WEU Council in Vianden in June 1991 took approv-
ingly note of ‘the central position now occupied by WEU in the debate on
the emergence of a European security and defense identity’ and decided to
bolster this position by developing the operational role of WEU. A satellite
center was to be set up and possibilities for military cooperation, especially
concerning planning and coordination, were to be examined.11

This negotiation process was once again accompanied by a considerable
number of proposals put forward by member state governments. We will
examine how Britain and Germany engaged in this process below. Suffice it
here to say that finally the pillarized structure of the Luxembourg draft was
reintroduced and eventually the final text of the Maastricht Treaty, which
established the EU, agreed.

The TEU which resulted from the Maastricht negotiations created the new
CFSP. Decision-making on CFSP was intergovernmental and thus located
outside the Community framework. A common defense policy was not
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immediately introduced but it was envisioned as a (somewhat distant) future
prospect. Such a policy could (in an even more distant future) eventually
result in a common defense (Art. J.4 (1) TEU-M). WEU was regarded an
‘integral part of the development of the Union’ and tasked ‘to elaborate
and implement decisions and actions of the Union which have defense
implications’ (Art. J.4 (2) TEU-M).

The Maastricht decisions thus implied two basic choices. First, EU mem-
ber states decided to give themselves the ability to make common decisions
with military implications together and outside the immediate NATO frame-
work. Second, they chose WEU as the main organizational framework to
implement these decisions. The substance of this aspect of the common
security policy thus depended heavily on the developments inside WEU.
WEU members, in turn, agreed on two declarations which were appended to
the Maastricht Treaties. In the first declaration, they outlined their vision of
WEU’s role as a bridge between EU and NATO – ‘the defense component of
the European Union’ and a ‘means to strengthen the European pillar of the
Atlantic Alliance’.12 The declaration also contained further steps to adjust
WEU to the new situation. It listed several measures for fine-tuning insti-
tutional relations between WEU and the EU, on one hand, and WEU and
NATO, on the other. More significantly even, the prospective operational
role of WEU was outlined and several measures to make WEU operational
were listed. These took up the lead of the Vianden measures, but went con-
siderably further, including now the creation of a WEU planning cell and
the establishment of military units answerable to WEU.

In all defense-related documents established at Maastricht the Western
European states took care to emphasize the important role of NATO for
European security. It is important to note, however, that even though
NATO’s primacy in the European security order certainly remained intact
after the Maastricht decisions, there was also a clearly visible strengthening
of WEU’s role, when compared to the pre-1990 situation. Both the closer
working relations between WEU and NATO and between WEU and the
EU point to an unprecedented strengthening of the ‘European pillar’. Fur-
thermore EC/EU member states made it clear that this was an open-ended
process because they explicitly included a revision clause in the TEU which
stated that by 1996 a report had to be drawn up for the European Council
reflecting the experience with the security and defense aspects of the Treaty.
This revision was regarded necessary not least because the Modified Brussels
Treaty, the founding treaty of WEU, contained a clause that could lead to the
dissolution of WEU in 1998 (Art. J.4 (6) TEU-M; Art. XII Modified Brussels
Treaty).

The Maastricht decisions were only the starting point for subsequent
efforts by the German WEU Presidency to make the organization fully func-
tional as the defense component of the EU. These efforts in the first half of
1992 led to the Petersberg Declaration of June 1992 which dealt in detail
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with measures to strengthen WEU’s operational role. In particular, the spec-
trum of tasks in which WEU would engage was extended. Besides defense
functions proper, the WEU would now also take on the oft-cited ‘Peters-
berg tasks’, that is ‘humanitarian and rescue tasks’, ‘peacekeeping tasks’ and
‘tasks of combat forces in crisis management including peacemaking’.13 It
furthermore elaborated on the capabilities contained in the Vianden and
Maastricht documents: especially the prospective WEU planning cell and
national or multinational forces which would be made available to WEU as
‘forces answerable to WEU’ (FAWEU).

Only a month after the Petersberg Declaration the WEU started a military
operation. In August 1991 France had already proposed to deploy a WEU
intervention force to Yugoslavia. Member states, however, could not agree
on such an operation with Britain and the Netherlands having been themost
outspoken opponents of the idea (Rees 1996: 238). A year later and after
WEU had done much to emphasize its operational role, the WEU Council
decided to implement a mission to monitor at sea the UN sanctions against
Yugoslavia.14 This Operation Sharp Vigilance started on 16 July 1992. It was
later stepped up and in June 1993 merged with a NATO operation to form
Operation Sharp Guard (see Varwick 1998: 296–7).

NATO

For NATO the disintegration of the Eastern alliance obviously posed the
most significant challenge. As a military alliance directed primarily against
an attack from the East it had to adjust to the apparent dissolution of this
threat. One of the major issues with which NATO became concerned was
how to deal with the former socialist states, whether and how to cooperate
with them or even integrate them in the alliance. While the enlargement
issue was a central concern of NATO’s reform process, it has no direct impact
on the issue of this study. In recounting NATO’s adjustment process, I will
therefore focus on the issue of military autonomy for the European allies.

With respect to this issue, NATO did not become particularly proactive
but mainly reacted to what was happening in the European organizations.
For the European NATO allies which were also members of the EC/EU, the
European organizations were the prime place to discuss or push forward with
the issue. The United States did not pay much attention to the debates at first
but became more and more involved. In the phase between 1990 and 1992,
NATO’s adjustment process to the new international structure consisted pri-
marily in establishing cooperative institutions with the former members of
the Warsaw Treaty Organization, updating its basic strategic documents and
in decisions about the reform of NATO’s military structure (for an overview,
see Rynning 2005; for a brief summary, see Sjursen 1998: 101–5). Partic-
ularly the latter two were affected by the question whether the European
allies should play a special role in the Alliance after the end of the Cold War.
NATO’s major strategic decision in this phase was the conclusion of its New
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Strategic Concept at a NATO summit in Rome in November 1991. This was
preceded by lengthy discussions and a number of preparatory documents
and followed up by discussions about its implications and implementation.
The issue of European autonomy in the security sphere was already present
in NATO’s London Declaration (July 1990), NATO’s first major policy docu-
ment after the events of the fall of 1989. Here NATO reacted to developments
within the EC but the issue was mainly perceived as lying both outside the
military realm and outside NATO. The ‘move within the European Com-
munity towards political union, including the development of a European
identity in the domain of security’15 was acknowledged. But there were no
indications that NATO would welcome the development of such a ‘European
identity’ in the military sphere nor that NATO itself would contribute to
such a development. This did not change much in subsequent documents,
although the development of a stronger European role in the security sphere
was repeatedly approved.

NATO’s lack of enthusiasm for European aspirations to gain more auton-
omy may in part be due to reservations in the US administration (Deighton
2002: 724). US concerns were addressed explicitly in early 1991 on sev-
eral occasions. US NATO ambassador William Taft drew up a list of don’ts
which Europeans would have to obey in strengthening the European pillar:
don’t relax the transatlantic link; don’t duplicate aspects of NATO; don’t
sideline non-EU European allies (Sloan 2000: 6; see also Hunter 2002: 14 n.
2). In February 1991 the so-called ‘Bartholomew Memorandum’ made US
concerns even more explicit. This diplomatic note ‘sometimes in undiplo-
matic language, criticized developments within the EC as posing a challenge
to the integrity of NATO and hence to the US as well’ (Duke 1994: 172;
see also Hunter 2002: 14). Deputy Assistant Secretary of State James Dobbins
and Defense Secretary Dick Cheney also expressed their concerns during this
time (Sloan 2000: 7).

Over the course of 1991, however, NATO began to work on ways to incor-
porate stronger European cooperation directly in the alliance structure. This
resulted in the new concept of a ‘European identity within NATO’ which
was introduced in the New Strategic Concept of 1991: ‘The development of
a European security identity and defense role, reflected in the strengthening
of the European pillar within the Alliance, will not only serve the interests of
the European states but also reinforce the integrity and effectiveness of the
Alliance as a whole.’16 NATO’s Rome Declaration on Peace and Cooperation,
issued at the same summit, even devotes a whole section to the ‘European
Security and Defense Role’ emphasizing the compatibility of both concepts,
a strengthening of the ‘European pillar’ in the Alliance and the development
of a ‘European security and defense identity as it emerges in the Twelve and
WEU’.17

Although US President Bush appears to have signaled his willingness to
include the idea in the Strategic Concept already in June 1991 (Varwick
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1998: 355), US ambivalence about a strengthening of the European role
remained. This became especially clear in the US reaction to the plans for
a German–French corps in spring 1992, which I will examine below. Plans
for the corps were harshly criticized because they threatened, in the US view,
to undermine NATO’s primacy.

Summary

The first years after the breakdown of the Eastern bloc brought at least
two important developments as concerns the creation of a European mili-
tary capability. First, the issue very quickly entered the European political
agenda. Already in spring 1990 the idea emerged to make European states
capable of acting on their own militarily. The ideas first evolved in Western
European forums, WEU and the EC. The United States and NATO reacted to
this development by welcoming the general idea and developing the concept
of a European defense identity within the Alliance. The second important
development was the emergence of WEU as the prime place for organizing
such a capability. WEU itself conceptualized this as the creation of an opera-
tional role for the organization which constituted both the development of
a defense component for the EU and a strengthening of the European pillar
inside NATO.

For structuring the investigation it might be helpful to take the Maas-
tricht IGC on political union as the central event of this early period. In
the months before the IGC states were primarily concerned with developing
and discussing ideas about the general outline of a new security order and
the role of Western Europe in it. Once the Maastricht agreements had been
pinned down, they became a focal point for subsequent debates. The main
policy questions then were how to relate to the results, how to interpret and
implement them.

It is important to note that throughout many other developments were
conceivable. We have seen above that a wide variety of concepts had been
discussed. In the early 1990s the policy space appeared wide open and so
states were not forced into single policy paths by the sheer lack of conceiv-
able alternatives. There seem to have been actual opportunities for choice
and I will now examine whether (and how) British and German choices
in this phase were affected by the change in the international distribution
of power and by the specific institutional environment in which they had
become embedded during the Cold War years.

Incentive structures

Before I turn to the actual policies, this section will briefly recapitulate the
incentive structures for the United Kingdom and Germany, as we have seen
them in Chapter 4, and tease out some implications from the analytical
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framework that may help us to see the effects of the incentive structure in
their actual security policies.

The most basic incentive for both states, of course, was to improve their
power position vis-à-vis the United States because the end of the Cold War
had left US power unchecked. We would therefore expect to see them bal-
ance US power by engaging in autonomy and capabilities-seeking. This
balancing will be constrained so as to minimize the institutional costs
associated with it. We can therefore expect both states to build their bal-
ancing strategies on institutions that already existed instead of setting up
altogether new institutions. One such institution was WEU, which was polit-
ically autonomous from the United States but did not possess autonomous
capabilities. The United Kingdom and Germany should therefore engage in
utilizing WEU for autonomous policy formulation and seek to strengthen
WEU capabilities so as to make the organization less dependent on NATO
and the United States. The EPC also constituted an institution which could
be utilized as a starting point for setting up an institution for formulating a
European security and defense policy. For Germany, Franco-German security
institutions will also be a valuable foundation to build on.

At the same time, minimizing the cost of a balancing strategy would
require both states to minimize the costs to important transatlantic insti-
tutions. Since the United Kingdom possesses more varied and more resilient
institutional ties to the United States than Germany, Germany is freer to
engage in balancing behavior. For both states, however, NATO institutions
of collective defense are of major importance. As long as these institutions
can be expected to persist, they will constrain British and German balanc-
ing policies alike. But expectations about their persistence crucially hinge on
expectations about US behavior. US actions which would seem to endanger
the future reliability of the institutions would lower the cost for Britain and
Germany to disengage from NATO institutions.

The constrained balancing framework highlights that through the end of
the Cold War some established institutions of British and German security
policy came under strong pressure while others were either not affected or
even reinforced by the shift in the international distribution of power. We
should see this reflected in UK and German policies and also in the policy
processes.

British policy

Most UK policies in this period can be well understood if they are viewed
against the background of this incentive structure. The United Kingdom
soon engaged in a policy that was directed toward improving the ability
to make decisions autonomously from the United States and at the same
time not to openly endanger the most beneficial aspects of Anglo-American
institutions.
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Overall and after a brief initial phase of hesitation, Britain advocated
a strengthening of European cooperation in defense. Yet British reserva-
tions grew stronger the further European military cooperation was to be
moved away from NATO. The United Kingdom strongly supported strength-
ened European cooperation within NATO; it supported, somewhat more
reluctantly at first, beefing up WEU capabilities and strengthening the orga-
nization; and it was permissive toward the EC gaining a defense dimension
but rejected the idea of giving the EC its own designated military capabili-
ties. In charting this policy course, the United Kingdom reacted sensitively
to signals from the United States regarding the stability of Anglo-American
institutions. Signals that certain policies could endanger the stability of these
institutions lessened British emphasis on autonomy-seeking; signals that put
US commitment to these institutions generally in doubt tended to reinforce
balancing tendencies.

Let us look at British policies in the three organizations in somewhat more
detail. I will look at British positions first and demonstrate that they, by and
large, conformed to the incentive structure although, within this incentive
structure, the UK government tended to opt for rather conservative poli-
cies. I will then turn to some additional evidence from the policy process to
argue that the incentives identified by the framework indeed shaped British
policies in this period.

Policies

UK policy was clearly centered on NATO. In November 1989, Prime Minister
Thatcher’s goal was to confine cooperation on defense matters completely to
NATO (Menon et al. 1992: 103). Yet while reliance on NATO and preference
for continuity certainly were important for British policy, the UK govern-
ment nonetheless soon began to support the idea of giving Europeans more
possibilities to engage in European-only military operations. This idea was
most clearly pursued, however, within the NATO framework. Thus in 1990
Britain began to push strongly for the creation of a NATO rapid reaction
corps composed of European contributions (Varwick 1998: 288; Manners
2000: 192). The initiative was made public in December 1990 by Foreign
Secretary Hurd and aimed for the creation of European units inside NATO
that could be deployed outside the NATO area.18 Britain finally succeeded in
May 1991, when NATO’s Defense Planning Committee decided to set up the
Allied Command Europe Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC) and Britain was ready
to invest heavily in making the ARRC operational (Rynning 2005: 61–2).
The ARRC, which was to be ‘the principal focus of national resources for any
out-of-area capability’ (Forster 1997: 39), aptly illustrates the character of
British efforts at the time to bolster the European contribution to European
defense. On the one hand, the ARRC had a decidedly European bend, with
the United Kingdom acting as a framework nation and commanding it and
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the corps itself being comprised almost exclusively of European contribu-
tions. Thus it was a visible expression of the intention to create a component
for European-led military operations inside the alliance. Yet, on the other
hand, autonomy in deploying the ARRC was severely limited. It was part of
NATO’s integrated military structure. And, like NATO at large, it depended
heavily on crucial US capabilities, especially with respect to strategic lift and
satellite communications (Saracino 1994: 34–5).19

While such policies did much to leave Anglo-American institutions intact
they did little to actually increase UK autonomy and thus to satisfy the pres-
sures stemming from changes in the international distribution of power. But
Britain also increasingly supported a strengthening of WEU. These efforts
were, at first, restricted to WEU’s political functions and to enhance coor-
dination of European policies through the organization. Yet soon after
the creation of the ARRC in NATO, Britain also began to actively support
strengthening WEU’s independent capabilities. Discussions about this had
been going on inside WEU for some time with Britain taking a rather pas-
sive stance.20 On 5 October 1991, however, the United Kingdom and Italy
published a joint Anglo-Italian defense proposal in the context of the EC’s
IGC on Political Union. This proposal called for the creation of a WEU rapid
reaction force which would be able to intervene outside the NATO area.21

The idea was fleshed out in May 1992 when Britain put forward a proposal
to enable WEU to draw on units from member states’ forces for operations
outside the NATO area (Duke 1994: 223).

Britain’s proposal and the subsequent creation of FAWEU demonstrate that
the United Kingdom was not content with strengthening European defense
cooperation only within NATO and thus under the direct influence and in
near complete dependence on the United States. Yet it also demonstrates the
limits of Britain’s autonomy-seeking in the early 1990s. The initiative cer-
tainly aimed at enhancing WEU’s ability to launch military operations of its
own. Thus it signified an important step toward increasing European (and
thus also British) autonomy. The actual designation of forces from mem-
ber states, including the United Kingdom, as FAWEU illustrates that the
proposal was not just a tactical move with no real significance. However,
it is still important to be aware of its limitations and of the qualifications
to the kind of ‘autonomy’ that WEU would enjoy according to the British
plan. First, important strategic capabilities for actually launching operations
(especially concerning transport) were not available from national contin-
gents and thus WEU would continue to depend on NATO for the provision
of these capabilities (Hilz 2005: 135). Secondly, the United Kingdom envis-
aged to have no standing force but to compose a WEU force based on the
task at hand from previously assigned national contingents. An important
underlying motive was to enable member states to maintain ‘double-hatted’
forces, that is to assign their units to both NATO and WEU at the same
time, which would be more difficult, if not impossible, if standing WEU
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forces were created (Birch and Crotts 1993: 271). The strengthening ofWEU’s
capabilities would thus increase European autonomy yet not entail a direct
weakening of NATO. This crucially distinguished the British proposal from
the Franco-German idea put forward a few days after the Anglo-Italian paper.
The United Kingdom staunchly resisted the proposal to create a Franco-
German corps (from which the Eurocorps would emerge later on, as we shall
see below) which was intended to serve as the nucleus for a European force
and would be responsible to WEU at first (Vanhoonacker 2001: 130). The
UK government saw the danger that European NATO members could pull
out units from NATO and instead assign them to WEU (Varwick 1998: 195–
7). This way of bolstering European autonomy vis-à-vis the United States was
obviously problematic for the United Kingdom. UK proposals for enhancing
WEU capabilities can thus be read as both attempts to increase European
autonomy and capabilities and at the same time attempts to achieve this in
a way that would not endanger NATO’s core functions.

This motive of strengthening WEU without threatening or significantly
weakening NATO can be found in other UK policies at the time as well.
The United Kingdom, for instance, supported not only double-hatting of
forces but also of member state representatives to WEU and NATO, which
would not significantly curtail European autonomy but send out a signal
that the revitalization of WEU was not intended to result in drawing up
a competing organization. Moreover the United Kingdom rejected ideas to
compensate for institutional strengthening of WEU by institutionally weak-
ening NATO. When France, for instance, proposed to link a strengthening of
WEU to scrapping NATO’s UROGROUP, the United Kingdom fiercely resisted
(Varwick 1998: 288).

Concerning the EC’s role in European security the United Kingdom
proved evenmore cautious. Contrary to some perceptions (see, e.g., Manners
2000: 210) this is not to say, however, that the United Kingdom would have
rejected a defense role for the emerging EU altogether. Rather Britain was
keen on emphasizing that this role remain restricted to the political realm
and that the EU would not be equipped with military capabilities of its own.
It is important to stress that, after some hesitation in early 1990, Britain
accepted the idea that defense issues should be addressed in the EC/EU
context. British insistence on the limitations of this role was quite clearly
articulated, as we shall see shortly. In politics and research this pronounced
insistence on limiting the EC/EU’s role often distracted attention from the
fact that the United Kingdom was ready to discuss defense questions at all in
this institutional context. General British support for an EC role in defense
matters is remarkable and significant since there were actual and realistic pol-
icy alternatives. Britain with its ‘reservations’ (Luoma-aho 2004: 115) against
a defense role for the EU was not on the side of outright opponents to such
a role. Ireland, for instance, rejected any move of the EC to address defense
questions,22 Denmark shared this position (van Eeekelen 1998: 59–61) and
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both could have easily been accommodated by leaving European defense
cooperation completely to WEU and NATO. Yet Britain did not choose to
do so and in the joint Anglo-Italian proposal on defense of October 1991
instead put forward the idea that EU members should cooperate in foreign
and security policy with a view to establishing, in the long term, a common
defense policy (Menon et al. 1992: 109).23

Nonetheless, the United Kingdom did not want to see the EC/EU acquire
own military capabilities. Any attempt to equip the EC in such a way met
with immediate British resistance. Hence Britain rejected proposals to trans-
fer WEU capabilities to the EC by merging the two organizations. Italy
proposed such a merger already in the fall of 1990 and met with staunch
British resistance; just as the initiative of a WEU–EC merger put forward
by France and Germany in February 1991 (Varwick 1998: 189–92). Rather
than giving the EC/EU own military capabilities, the British wanted to cre-
ate links between the emerging Union and the WEU that would make it
possible for the WEU to implement decisions made in the EU. WEU would
thus become a ‘bridge’ between EU and NATO. It would not be subordinated
to the EU but have to take EU decisions into account. This idea was articu-
lated already quite early in the process. When defense issues were discussed
in preparation of the IGC on Political Union in October 1990 in Asolo,
Britain already appears to have supported the idea of strengthening WEU–
EC ties.24 The concept was formally spelled out in the Anglo-Italian paper of
October 1991.

To sum up, we see that Britain soon after the breakdown of the War-
saw Treaty Organization came out in favor of stronger European defense
cooperation. NATO retained its central function for British defense policy,
but the United Kingdom did not opt for complete continuity and NATO
structures did not remain unchallenged. Overall we can identify a peculiar
pattern of British policy in the period until 1992. The United Kingdom in
general supported a strengthening of European cooperation in the defense
field. Where the creation of capabilities was concerned, the United Kingdom
opted for institutional solutions that were embedded in or closely linked
to NATO (in NATO or WEU). Policy coordination, in contrast, was also
supported outside the NATO framework (also in the EC/EU). Against the
backdrop of the incentive structure outlined above, this policy can be read
as an attempt to increase European autonomy vis-à-vis the United States
while minimizing the cost to existing institutional ties. While the policies
remained within the policy space opened up by the incentive structure,
the United Kingdom, however, tended to lean toward continuity. Although
moves toward increasing autonomy are clearly discernible, they remained
quite timid when compared to the options that were discussed during this
period and that may have been compatible with established Anglo-American
institutions.
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Process evidence

What I have done so far was an exercise in mere congruence testing. The
result was positive in that the British policy pattern in this period concurs
with the constraints and incentives identified by the analytical framework.
I will now try to demonstrate that there are also many indications in the
policy process which suggest that the incentives from the shift in the inter-
national power distribution and the constraints from Britain’s institutional
environment were in fact important for the government’s policy decisions
in this time. I will apply here the criteria from Chapter 3 and look at timing
and sequence, at the reasons given for the policy decisions, and also briefly
examine potential alternative explanations.

Timing and sequence

If we read British policy as a response to international constraints and incen-
tives, we would expect British policies to adjust to prior changes in the
incentive structure. We would expect to see autonomy and capabilities-
seeking to be preceded by unfavorable shifts in the international distribution
of power. We would also see a particular timing of institutional adaptations
pursued by the state: the attempt to achieve changes associated with little
cost to the state should precede attempts to achieve changes that affect more
resilient institutions.

Concerning the first of these expectations we have already seen above
that British policy began to seek autonomy and capabilities relative to the
United States after the 1989–90 shift in the international distribution of
power. The timing of this change can be nicely captured by juxtaposing two
quotes from the British prime ministers of that time. It was in November
1989, during the revolutionary changes in Central and Eastern Europe and
while the Warsaw Treaty Organization was still existing, that British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher argued that she would prefer to stick to estab-
lished institutions instead of seeking adjustments to improve the British or
European position. At a special EU summit she declared that ‘all military
matters should continue to be conducted through NATO and the Warsaw
Pact’ (quoted in Menon et al. 1992: 103). When the changes in Central and
Eastern Europe consolidated and the Warsaw Treaty Organization and the
bipolar order dissolved for good, this emphasis on complete continuity gave
way to an emphasis on giving Europeans a stronger role. At the Rome NATO
summit in December 1991, John Major was reported to have told his col-
leagues that ‘NATO must adapt to the process of European integration. I am
strongly in favour of Europe doing more for its own defence.’25

To be sure, Britain had already before 1989–90 been in favor of some
stronger role for Western European states in European defense and supported
the revitalization of WEU which had begun in 1984. But already at that
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time it was widely understood that this support for a (political, and hardly
operational) strengthening of WEU had been a response to the relaxation
of great power rivalry (e.g. Tsakaloyannis 1989: 245–6; Myers 1992: 14–15).
This great power detente had taken away the pressure from the United States
to always take into consideration the security interests of its European allies
and consequently set off a search of Western European states for a means
to assert their interests. On a much smaller scale therefore, the processes
that begun were comparable to the post-1989 process (as a matter of fact,
they may be regarded as the starting point of the process which culminated
in 1989–90). That Britain supported some very moderate strengthening of
Western European autonomy since 1984 and pronounced this support much
more strongly since 1990 can thus coherently be understood as a response
to the dynamics of the international distribution of power.

With respect to the institutional adjustments which Britain pursued,
the timing pattern is somewhat more complex to trace. We have seen in
Chapter 4 that certain Anglo-American institutions put considerable con-
straints on UK freedom to pursue autonomy gains. From the British point
of view, institutional adaptations that would endanger its institutionalized
special relationship with the United States would be very costly. Much more
attractive would be changes that maintain or reinforce this relationship
and at the same time offer some gain in autonomy and capabilities. Such
adaptations should thus be pursued first.

The situation is complicated by the fact that for some institutions their
resilience (i.e. the attractiveness for Britain to leave them unmodified)
depended on expectations about future US behavior. We would therefore
expect the British strategy to be affected by signals from the United States.
Institutional adjustments should become less attractive when the US signals
that these changes may endanger the US commitment to important Anglo-
American institutions; adjustments should become more attractive when
they are supported by the United States. Constraints would also be lessened
by US signals that it was willing to play out its newly gained power advantage
over Western European states. Such signals would cast doubt on US long-
term commitment to established transatlantic institutions and thus reduce
these institutions’ resilience. Facing such signals from the United States,
Britain should become more inclined to pursue autonomy and capabilities
even at some cost to Anglo-American institutions.

Once again we find evidence in the sequence of British positions on
European security policy which supports this reasoning. Britain’s first
attempt to achieve more European autonomy and increase its capabili-
ties was fully contained within the alliance. When EU members began to
discuss the prospect of political union including a foreign and security
dimension in 1990, the United Kingdom was quite reluctant to seek institu-
tional solutions that lay outside established institutional pathways. Instead
Britain tabled its proposal for creating a European rapid reaction force inside
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NATO. The idea, which was to lead to the creation of the ARRC and was
aired by Foreign Minister Douglas Hurd around December 1990 (Manners
2000: 191–2), was a straightforward compromise between autonomy-seeking
and staying in the transatlantic framework as long as bolder steps toward
European autonomy may have endangered Anglo-American institutions.
The creation of the ARRC improved the British position within NATO (giv-
ing it the command over the land component of the corps). It also improved
European capabilities as it gave NATO’s European members an instrument
through which they could tap into NATO resources to pursue European-
only military operations. At the same time there was no danger of alienating
the United States and endangering the benefits of Anglo-American insti-
tutions. However, the progress toward more autonomy and capabilities
was severely restricted as long as these efforts remained fully within the
alliance.

While the ARRC initiative was taken in late 1990, British policy became
somewhat more assertive toward creating a European rapid reaction force
outside NATO in 1991. The creation of such a force was proposed in October
that year in the Anglo-Italian joint paper. Cooperation between Italy and
the United Kingdom had already begun in December 1990, however, and
actual work on the paper started in June 1991 (Menon et al. 1992: 109;
Manners 2000: 193). Reflection about a new accentuation of British policy
therefore happened at a time, when the United States started to send out
direct and indirect signals about its future involvement in European security
and thus also about the reliability of existing institutional arrangements.
These stemmed especially from the Gulf War, which began in 1991 (but
had been preceded by a lengthy crisis in late 1990). Moreover the United
States made its view on the idea of European defense autonomy quite clearly
known in the first half of 1991.

The Gulf Crisis and Gulf War of 1990–91 made the dominant position
of the United States in defense matters vis-à-vis its European allies tangible;
and this was perceived as a problem by European states, including the United
Kingdom. Since the collective defense clause of the Washington Treaty could
not be evoked, NATO was not directly involved in the war. Therefore ‘the
coalition forces operated not under NATO but under the United States’ com-
mand’ – an arrangement, by which ‘the Europeans were frustrated’ (Myers
1992: 52). Europeans, however, had not much to offer in terms of command
and control capabilities that could have been utilized by the coalition. WEU
was incapable of taking over common functions and remained dependent
on NATO (Birch and Crotts 1993: 270–1).

During the same period the United States also began to clarify its posi-
tion on the nascent intra-European defense cooperation. The United States
had followed European discussions with a growing concern that Europeans
might try to build up a substitute organization for NATO. The US sugges-
tion was simple: Europeans may use WEU to organize for responses to crises
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outside the NATO area. However, they should not tamper with NATO’s core
function of common collective defense. US concern over European ambi-
tions was most forcefully articulated in February 1991. At that time the
US administration sent the infamous Bartholomew Memorandum to its
European allies, warning against the creation of European capabilities too
far removed from NATO. The confidential memo, which was leaked to the
press, stated that ‘developing a European security component solely within
the EC . . . could lead to NATO’s marginalization’ (quoted in Myers 1992: 38).
At around the same time US NATO ambassador William Taft also made the
point very clear in public, in a speech to the London-based International
Institute for Strategic Studies on 8 February 1991. He articulated support for
a strengthened WEU that would be able to intervene outside the NATO area.
Should Europeans, however, try to duplicate or replace NATO they risked US
support for NATO and European security at large.26

These statements were received by Britain as a double signal. On the
one hand, it was clearly understood that quick moves toward stronger and
more autonomous European cooperation in defense would put established
Anglo-American institutions at risk. On the other hand, they were read as
indications that the United States was indeed willing to play out its advan-
tage that it had gained over Europeans through the end of the Cold War.
This held especially for the Bartholomew Memorandum which was formu-
lated in such undiplomatic fashion that even the United Kingdom ‘found it
a bit “heavy-handed” ’ (Myers 1992: 38).

As is to be expected, the UK government responded to these signals by
adjusting its policy on European defense. It could now increasingly turn its
attention to WEU for two reasons. First, the pressure to gain autonomy had
somewhat increased due to some first indications that close institutionalized
cooperation between the United States and the United Kingdom could not
necessarily be taken for granted. Second, the United States had indicated
that a move toward improving WEU capabilities for operations outside the
NATO area would have no detrimental effect on its own commitment to
transatlantic institutions.

British policy toward WEU during this period becomes understandable
against this background. The United Kingdom supported efforts after the
Gulf War to enhance WEU capabilities. The Vianden Council of June 1991,
the first Council after the end of the Gulf War, decided to set up a satellite
center and to explore possibilities for improving operational collaboration
and European strategic mobility. Britain supported the process which was set
in motion by these decisions, for instance by offering to make British head-
quarters available to the WEU (if not needed by NATO) (Birch and Crotts
1993: 271–2).

Overall British policy can be read as a quite creative balancing act within
a delicate incentive structure. Britain, on the one hand, attempted to satisfy
US calls for not moving beyond WEU in European military cooperation and
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thus to maintain beneficial institutional links in NATO and to the United
States; and tried, on the other hand, to create a forum for coordinating and
deciding on defense policies inside the EC and thus further removed from
US influence to satisfy pressures to seek autonomy.

Incentive structure as point of reference

While the sequencing of events and actions vindicates the analytical frame-
work, confidence in the analysis will be further enhanced if policy-makers
actually used the incentive structure as a reference point in their pol-
icy statements. This could be read as evidence that decision-makers took
those constraints and incentives identified by the framework actually into
account. Indeed we can see that the end of the Cold War and doubts
about future reliability of the United States figured prominently as reference
points for British decision-makers when justifying the stronger emphasis
on Europe after 1989–90; and arguments about the benefits of established
institutions were referred to when constraints on autonomy-seeking were
pointed out.

The end of the Cold War played an important role in statements when
government prepared its move toward supporting a stronger defense role
for Europeans outside NATO in early 1991. The weekly Economist succinctly
summed up that in February 1991 the British did ‘not seem minded to veto
any move towards a common EC security policy. Mr Hurd has coolly con-
tinued to argue that the collapse of the Warsaw Pact and the departure of
many American troops from Europe require the Community to broach the
subject.’27 The main argument for turning toward Europe thus was that the
United States might not be relied on to provide for European security as it
had been during the Cold War – just as the analytical framework points out.
Already when the Gulf Crisis unfolded in late 1990 the British became aware
that Europe’s and their own weakness would make it difficult to influence US
preparations for war and the ensuing operation. Already at that time Douglas
Hurd argued that ‘some lessons may have to be drawn from the Gulf Crisis’,
implying that a strengthening of intra-European defense arrangements may
be desirable.28

On the other hand, the British government pointed out time and again
that NATO should remain the key organization in one area, namely collec-
tive defense, that is in the area in which UK ties to the organization were
strongest and the area in which the United States had clearly signaled that
they would not like to see a distinctive European role emerge. Thus while
indicating that with respect to out-of-area operations (where links were less
tight and the US had signaled some leverage for Europeans) more Euro-
peanized solutions would be conceivable and welcome, Britain insisted that
‘NATO should remain the pre-eminent forum for collective security’29 and
that ‘the basis of collective defense is NATO and not the EC’.30
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Alternative explanations

Alternative explanations could be put forward from two different sides:
domestic politics and identity-based approaches. As I have made clear in
Part I, the approach presented here does not claim to present an exhaustive
explanation of security policy. Nor does it claim to render other approaches
superfluous. Rather it points to an important set of constraints and incen-
tives which affect security policies. This is not the place, therefore, to ‘test’
other approaches against the analytical framework developed here. Rather
I want to make plausible that other approaches cannot explain away the
impact of the set of constraints and incentives to which my analysis points.

Identity-based approaches can look at the issue in several ways depending
on where the source of actors’ identities is located. The first way, looking at
the international sources of actors’ identities, appears to be quite similar to
the framework presented here. It also points to international structure but
uses a different theory to reconstruct it. Especially IR literature has made
much of the difference between rationalist and identity-based approaches to
international structures claiming that the latter pay attention to the social
character of structures whereas the former have a truncated conception of
structures which are reified and treated as objective givens separate from
actors (Ashley 1984; Wendt 1987). I will return in depth to the issue in
the concluding chapter where I will utilize this criticism to shed light on
the potential limitations of my own approach. Suffice it here to say that
identity-based approaches of this kind will likely point to the same aspects of
international structure (NATO, the EC/EU, international anarchy) and locate
the sources of continuity in existing institutions and the sources of change
in the breakdown of others (the institution of the Cold War). Since the dif-
ference between these approaches and the one chosen in this book lies less
in the question of which aspects of the world affect policies but rather how
they are reconstructed theoretically, I will address them in a more thorough
theoretical discussion in Chapter 8.

Another sub-species of identity-based approaches would turn more to
national idiosyncrasies to account for security policy. These can be rooted
in past practices (which do not necessarily have to have had institutional
consequences) or in a state’s political culture or ‘national character’. Thus
a ‘British way of security policy’ can be identified and taken as a basis to
extrapolate expectations about future British policy. With respect to British
policy toward an EC/EUmilitary capability, such approaches point to at least
two important ingredients of this British way of security policy: dedication
to NATO and the United States; and great reluctance to engage in the process
of European integration (e.g. Knowles and Thomson-Pottebohm 2004).

While the obvious continuities of British policy can be easily captured, the
constrained balancing framework directs attention to cautious modifications
in British policy that cannot be easily subsumed in this kind of argument.
If past practices toward European integration were any good indicator, the
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British willingness to discuss defense issues in the EC context must appear
highly surprising.

One other way to account for this change would be to look more closely
at the domestic level, at decision-making and the role of individual decision-
makers. The argument here would be that the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office (FCO), or Douglas Hurd, in particular, was pushing for some change
in British policy toward European defense. This change, however, could
only become official policy after the resignation of Prime Minister Thatcher.
Domestic change would thus be a crucial pre-condition of policy change.
This argument is hard to refute. Indeed Margaret Thatcher had used her veto
position as prime minister to prevent any substantial strengthening espe-
cially of the political dimension of the EC. She had outlined her vision of
Europe as a free-trade area in her Bruges speech of 1988 (reprinted in Holmes
1996: 88–96) and this appeared not to change much after 1989. The FCO’s
conception of using WEU as a ‘bridge’ between EC/EU and NATO could only
become official policy under her successor John Major. This also concurs
with evidence on other aspects of European integration, as after John Major
had taken office Britain softened its stance on various matters, including
monetary integration and social issues (George 1993: 179 ff.).

This detail of the policy process cannot be explained by the analytical
framework proposed here. Yet it does not contradict the framework either.
The domestic politics approach does not propose an alternative explanation
for why the FCO would support a policy change in the first place. Rather
it points our attention to how the change in the incentive structure was
translated into policy and to the potential complications that may occur
along the way. It suggests that the incentives have to be taken up by decision-
makers and translated into policy decisions and that this is not a seamless,
automatic process. British policy in other periods or the German case may
provide us with some additional insights about the significance of the policy
processes black-boxed by the analytical framework.

Summary: British policy, 1990–92

To sum up the evidence for the British case, we find initial, albeit rather
timid, indications of constrained balancing immediately after the end of the
Cold War. The United Kingdom was eager to stabilize the institutions from
which immediate benefits accrued, but within these constraints it increas-
ingly supported strengthening intra-European cooperation. This became
visible especially in its support for a European rapid reaction force first in
NATO, then in WEU and its slowly growing general support for discussing
defense policy in the EC context. Britain reacted to US signals that appeared
to shed light on future US intentions and thus the reliability of crucial Anglo-
American institutions. It adhered to the limits set by the US administration
but the more assertive US policy became the more the United Kingdom
tended toward securing autonomy gains within these constraints.
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Process evidence supports the view that continuities and modifications in
British policy can be put down to changes and continuities in the inter-
national incentive structure, even though domestic processes may have
intervened in the translation of international incentives into policies. Over-
all, however, it is important to keep in mind that British policy remained
rather conservative in this period. Although it resulted in autonomy gains
for the United Kingdom vis-à-vis the United States these remained quite
limited. The restrained approach of the United Kingdom was particularly
obvious when compared to the initiatives of some other EU member states
which went so far as to suggest a merger of WEU and EC and thus a full-
blown defense dimension in the future EU. We will see in the following
chapters how Britain’s overly cautious policy increasingly came in tension
with the overall incentive structures and produced mounting pressures to
which British policy would ultimately give in.

German policy

The constrained balancing framework also helps us to better understand
German policies and its differences from the British approach. Germany
more strongly favored an intensification of European security and defense
cooperation outside NATO and it aimed at creating autonomous military
capabilities that were only loosely linked to NATO. Franco-German insti-
tutions provided the anchor for German initiatives in the period at which
we look here. Moreover, US reactions to German initiatives and to develop-
ments in European defense cooperation played an important role for policy
adjustments by the German government. Once again I will demonstrate this
by first looking at the policies Germany pursued between 1990 and 1992 and
then also present some process evidence for the period to indicate that the
variables identified by the constrained balancing framework indeed did play
a role for German policies.

Policies

In marked contrast to British policies it was not NATO but the EC that was at
the center of German policy. Germany developed a series of important policy
initiatives with regard to the role of WEU and the EC for European defense
cooperation; yet it was not particularly proactive with regard to Europeaniz-
ing NATO structures. Whereas the United Kingdom first turned to NATO to
propose the creation of a European rapid reaction force, Germany turned
to WEU and the EC. In particular it aimed at forging a close institutional
relationship between an operational WEU and the future EU, in which WEU
would end up as an integral part.

The issue of European security and defense cooperation did not really
enter the German agenda before December 1990, however. Although
Germany, together with France, had proposed convening an IGC on Political
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Union in April 1990, security and defense cooperation did not play an
important role in that proposal.31 The second Franco-German proposal of
that year, the joint letter of December 1990, however, contained detailed
proposals on how to strengthen European security and defense coopera-
tion. Kohl and Mitterrand suggested that political union should comprise
a common security policy which ‘would in turn lead to a common defence’.
Moreover they made it clear that WEU should play a crucial role in this
process. WEU should become basically the defense arm of the future EU.
To achieve this WEU and the Union should first develop a close, ‘organic’,
relationship and WEU should be equipped with operational capabilities.32

This remained the basic outline of German policy during the whole period.
Another joint letter to the Presidency by François Mitterrand and Helmut
Kohl in October 1991 argued along similar lines but went beyond it in two
respects. First, it added some more institutional details. The proposal made
it clear that WEU was intended to become subordinate to political decisions
made by the EU. WEU would implement EU decisions and act under its
direction. The letter also dealt more elaborately with the second important
goal that German policy pursued in this period: making WEU operational.
This goal had already been formulated in the December 1990 letter and
Germany and France had actively pursued it during 1991, for instance by
studying possibilities for a European strategic transport capability (air and
sea lift).33 The joint letter of December 1991 now added both further propos-
als and a concrete measure by France and Germany; the latter was to cause
significant international controversy. The proposals included the idea to cre-
ate a new WEU unit for planning and coordination; to intensify cooperation
on crucial capabilities like transport, logistics, training and reconnaissance;
and the assigning of national units to WEU. The concrete step which Kohl
and Mitterrand announced in a kind of postscript to the letter was the
intensification of Franco-German military cooperation beyond the already
existing Franco-German brigade. The strengthened joint military unit could
then serve as the ‘core of a European corps’ within the WEU context. NATO
was not mentioned.34

The ‘Eurocorps’ proposal produced considerable confusion in the United
States and among some allies and Germany spent much political energy in
the following months to deal with the fallout from this move. I will look
at this process in somewhat more detail below. Suffice it here to say that
German policy up to this point focused very much on creating a European
military capability intimately linked to the EU without clarifying its relation
with NATO. Afterwards the German government paid more attention to the
NATO dimension. It pointed out that the German forces in the prospective
Eurocorps would remain assigned to NATO and that Germany would like to
see the Eurocorps as a whole also to be usable for NATO.

The Maastricht results did not go as far as Germany had proposed but
nonetheless presented a significant step in the direction envisaged by
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Germany. In particular, France and Germany succeeded in including all their
proposals on WEU’s operational dimension in the WEU Declaration which
was appended to the Maastricht Treaty. Germany, which held the WEU Pres-
idency from July 1991 to June 1992, made it the priority of the second half
of its Presidency to implement the Maastricht decisions35 – and it did so
with some success.36 The Petersberg decisions were made under the German
Presidency and they firmly established WEU’s claim to an operational role
in European security. In July Operation Sharp Vigilance started and German
ships participated in monitoring the embargo against Yugoslavia.

Whereas Germany went out of its way to push for political union, to cre-
ate a security and defense role for the Union, and to make WEU operational,
the European dimension of NATO received much less attention. To be sure,
throughout the period Germany called for maintaining NATO and reform-
ing it in order to adapt it to the post-Cold War context. However, there were
little concrete policy proposals. Especially in the early phase of this period,
NATO appeared to play no particular role in German designs for stronger
European defense cooperation. European security and defense cooperation
was seen in terms of the EC/EU, and WEU was seen as a transitory instru-
ment on which this stronger European cooperation could be built to be then
transferred, by and by, to the EU. The relationship between NATO and WEU
appeared to receive hardly any attention until around spring 1991, when
Chancellor Kohl, for example, began to speak of the goal to make WEU ‘a
true European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance’ and a ‘link’ between Europe
and North America37 – a concept that had been not explicit in the Franco-
German joint letter of December 1990.38 Subsequently Germany stuck to this
policy without coming forward with proposals for NATO reform that would
have addressed the question of the role of Europeans in the alliance.

Overall German policy in this period was characterized by strong support
for strengthened cooperation among Europeans in the security and defense
realm. Germany was strongly inclined toward institutionalizing this cooper-
ation in the WEU/EC context. NATO was seen as a valuable organization for
collective defense but did not play an important role as a context in which to
organize European cooperation. The specific characteristics of this position
become clear when compared to Britain’s approach. The United Kingdom’s
first choice for organizing a European rapid reaction force had been NATO,
even though Britain gradually began to support strengthening WEU capa-
bilities as well. Germany’s first choice was the EC and, for a long transition
period, WEU, and only later Germany began to propose a strengthened link
between WEU and NATO. Moreover Britain foresaw only some political role
for the EU in defense, whereas Germany wanted to put WEU capabilities
under the direction of the EU and, in the long run, to transfer all WEU
capabilities to the EU.

In the light of the constrained balancing framework we therefore see a
strong tendency by Germany to pursue gains in autonomy and capabilities.
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Constraints on German policy become visible only modestly and gained
prominence only gradually. They can be seen in Germany’s support for keep-
ing NATO intact as a collective defense organization and Germany’s address-
ing the relation between NATO and WEU since spring 1991. We therefore
see a congruence between German policy and the incentive structure. When
compared to Britain, Germany’s stronger tendency toward autonomy and
capabilities overall appears to concur with the different incentive structures
the two states faced.

Process evidence

Looking more closely at the development of the German position during the
period, there are additional indications that the search for autonomy and
capabilities after the end of the Cold War and the impact of institutional
constraints indeed did matter for German policy.

Timing and sequence

For Germany an interesting set of observable implications can be derived if
the historical context of this period is taken into account. In 1990 German
unification dominated the political agenda in Germany. The Two Plus Four
Treaty was signed on 12 September and the FRG and the German Democratic
Republic (GDR) were united on 3 October 1990. Like the strengthening of
European defense capabilities, German unification provided an opportunity
for Germany to gain autonomy and capabilities. And indeed the chronology
of events indicates that the German government coordinated its policies
in such a way as to optimize prospective gains in power: it did not bring
up potentially controversial issues of European defense cooperation until
unification had been secured.

The fact that German unification provided the prospect of significant
gains in autonomy and capabilities for the West German state had made it
a controversial issue especially for other big European states like France and
Britain. Unification would imply that the last remaining formal restrictions
on German sovereignty would be lifted. Moreover, at the time a signifi-
cant gain in economic capabilities was expected through the unification
of the West and East German economies. Viewed through the lens of the
constrained balancing framework, the incentive structure after the break-
down of the bipolar order offered the (West) German government several
opportunities for gains in power: unification and a more intense European
defense cooperation as insulated as possible from the United States. For obvi-
ous reasons unification had to be the primary goal, for example because its
benefits accrued much more directly to Germany. Unification required the
assent of the four former allied powers, the United States, Britain, France
and the Soviet Union. Germany was well-advised not to table any proposals
for stronger European defense cooperation as long as the United States held
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veto power over unification. Viewed from this angle it is not surprising that
Germany did not come forward with concrete proposals for strengthening
European defense cooperation outside NATO before December 1990.

A simple alternative explanation of course would be that the complete for-
eign policy machinery was occupied with unification issues and that there
simply was no time to develop any European initiatives until the end of
1990. However, this was not the case as the West German government did
put forward ideas on the future design of the European security order. Yet
they never contained any concrete proposals that could have started a con-
troversy with the United States – until after unification. A strengthening of
EC foreign policy coordination, for instance, was supported by Chancellor
Kohl already in January 1990, yet only with a view to forging a common
position in the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)
process.39 In March Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher addressed the
WEU Assembly in Paris and outlined West German ideas for the deepen-
ing of European integration. But although he was speaking before the WEU
Assembly he did not argue for actually strengthening WEU or bringing the
EC and WEU closer together.40 The joint letter of Kohl and Mitterrand to
the Irish Presidency was already mentioned above. This letter envisioned a
common foreign and security policy for the future EU, but defense issues
were not mentioned.41 Subsequent outlines of political union either did not
mention security and defense at all or remained rather vague with respect to
this issue. The boldest statements were made by Defense Minister Gerhard
Stoltenberg who argued in May that political union would require some sort
of intensified European military cooperation ‘in the NATO context’ remain-
ing rather unspecific about whether such cooperation would be incorporated
in NATO or merely compatible with NATO.42 Chancellor Kohl’s comments
on the German view of political union following the Dublin European Coun-
cil mentioned the prospect of a common foreign and security policy, yet did
not accord defense any particular role.43

This bracketing of defense issues is all the more surprising when compared
to the prominence the topic gained in public statements about European
integration in late 1990 and especially in 1991 and 1992. The rise to
prominence began with a German–Italian Declaration issued briefly after
unification, on 19 October 1990, which took up their joint position on the
issue from 1988 (i.e. before unification had been on the agenda), namely
that a united Europe would remain incomplete if it did not also have a com-
mon defense.44 Two months later the defense issue and its incorporation in
European integration was addressed in some detail in Kohl’s andMitterrand’s
joint letter to the Presidency of December 1990 with its suggestion to make
WEU the defense arm of the EC.

There are two other important sets of observations that relate to the
sequence of events and indicate that the constrained balancing framework
points to important influences on German security policy in this period.
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First, German moves to increase European autonomy and capabilities were
closely coordinated and usually presented as joint Franco-German initia-
tives. The most significant German contributions to the discussion process
during this time were the joint letters by Kohl and Mitterrand of April 1990,
December 1990 and October 1991. German policy was not restricted to these
three initiatives and the German WEU Presidency certainly contributed
much to the Petersberg decisions and to WEU’s becoming operational.
Nonetheless the letters were key in putting the issue of European defense
cooperation within the EC/EU on the agenda and creating momentum to
arrive at the Maastricht decisions. Against the backdrop of the analytical
framework it is hardly surprising that these initiatives flowed from German–
French cooperation because existing Franco-German security institutions,
which were primarily directed at finding common ground in security and
defense policy, were valuable starting points on which a balancing strategy
could be built. The institutional logic is best illustrated by the Eurocorps
proposal of October 1991. The prior existence of the Franco-German brigade
lowered the cost for further intensifying military cooperation stepping up
the already existing institutional arrangements.

The second set of observations deals with Germany’s reactions to US
policy. As long as the United States appeared to show no interest in the
development of European defense cooperation, Germany focused onmaking
proposals for introducing a defense dimension in political union, strength-
ening WEU and linking it to the EC/EU. This changed somewhat in spring
1991 when Germany began also to pay attention to the transatlantic dimen-
sion and send out signals that WEU would not only be linked to the EC/EU
but that links to NATO should also be intensified. Chancellor Kohl began
to refer to WEU as the ‘link’ between North America and Europe and as the
‘European pillar’ of the Atlantic Alliance around March 1991 and signaled
that he wanted to push this issue during Germany’s WEU Presidency.45 This
was just at the time when the US administration began to heavily criticize
European defense efforts and to suggest that the European policies could put
NATO at risk. The Bartholomew Memorandum had been sent to European
capitals in February 1991 and had been followed up by similar, yet more
diplomatically phrased statements from the US administration.

A similar sequence of events could be observed when Germany and
France put forward their Eurocorps proposal in October 1991 (Manners 2000:
194–5). The proposal met with significant criticism in the United States for
several reasons (Vanhoonacker 2001: 129–30). The US administration saw
the danger that the prospective Eurocorps would lead to a decoupling of
European units from NATO and therefore warned the corps may pose a dan-
ger to the integrity of the alliance. Moreover it feared that the amount of
German forces available for the alliance could be reduced by the corps. From
the viewpoint of the constrained balancing framework this is hardly surpris-
ing because the Eurocorps proposal can be read exactly as an attempt to get
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more independent from the United States. The strong reaction by the US
administration, which ‘put enormous pressure on the German government’
(Vanhoonacker 2001: 130), indicated to Germany that it was about to cross
a red line which could endanger the future reliability of transatlantic insti-
tutions. NATO ambassador William Taft put it bluntly (and yet poetically) in
May 1992: ‘Undermining the alliance’s integrated military structure in the
uncertain process of developing a European security identity would be the
height of folly. Like Othello, who “threw a pearl away/Richer than all his
tribe”, Europe would regret its carelessness too late.’46 Germany, with strong
incentives to keep NATO intact, reacted by clarifying that it did not intend
to pull out of NATO and wanted to stick to NATO institutions. The idea of
a European army was characterized as a very remote goal with little imme-
diate impact (Myers 1992: 54). And to signal that there was no immediate
effect for NATO, the German government made it clear that those units con-
tributed to the corps by Germany would remain assigned to NATO47 and
attempted to find arrangements which would make the whole corps usable
by NATO.48

Incentive structure as a point of reference

It is not only German policy, but also policy statements by German policy-
makers that reflect the basic set of incentives and constraints identified by
the constrained balancing framework. An important argument often used to
underline the need for stronger European security and defense cooperation
was that it would enhance the ability of Europeans to assert their interest
on the international stage – and thus their power. The German–Italian Dec-
laration of October 1990 already contains the argument that EC member
states need effective tools for foreign and security policy ‘to assert our com-
mon interests in the world’.49 This idea runs as a common thread through
most policy statements on the issue.50 The argument is sometimes explic-
itly linked to concrete experiences of European inability to assert their own
interests. These were also experiences in which Europeans directly felt their
dependence on the United States. References to the crisis and the war in the
Gulf abound and around mid-1991 references to the crisis in Yugoslavia gain
prominence. The argument consistently is that European inability to pursue
a European agenda in these cases calls for stronger cooperation in foreign,
security and defense policy.51 The link between the experience of insuffi-
cient European power, the need for more influence on the United States
and the resulting call for stronger European defense cooperation was made
most explicitly in a statement by Parliamentary State Secretary for Defense
Ottfried Hennig:

The conflict in the Gulf has made it abundantly clear to us that the
Western European states remain dependent on the US contribution to
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contain and terminate larger regional military conflicts in Europe’s neigh-
borhood, because only the US possesses the ability for global power
projection. Therefore it is in our vital interest to sustain a substantial
nuclear and conventional US presence in Europe in the future. A highly
desirable stronger political influence of Europe requires the ability and
readiness to take on greater military responsibility. The Intergovernmen-
tal Conference on Political Union rightly includes issues of security policy
and, in a medium-term perspective, defense policy.52

This statement illustrates the essence of the constrained balancing frame-
work. On the one hand, it appears to be important for the German govern-
ment to minimize dependence on the highly superior United States. From
the viewpoint of the German government, defense cooperation within the
EC holds the promise to increase European influence on the United States
and thus to become less dependent on them. On the other hand, it also
demonstrates the influence of path dependence. The nuclear and conven-
tional presence of the United States in Europe which results from NATO
institutions, still pays off for the Europeans and therefore should be sus-
tained. The resulting policy is one which attempts to combine the best
of both worlds by keeping the institutional ties to the United States but
attempting to modify them by building up European capabilities and thus
getting more influence on the United States.

The same reasoning is captured in numerous remarks that call for a remod-
eled transatlantic partnership. German policy-makers called more abstractly
for ‘a new sustainable Euro-American relation’,53 or more concretely for an
‘equal’54 partnership or a ‘partnership among equals’.55 These phrases cap-
ture the double-goal of keeping the links but balancing them to gain a more
influential, equitable status.

The impact of path dependence alone also shines through in many state-
ments on the role of NATO. There is almost no policy statement that calls
for stronger European defense cooperation without also mentioning the
importance to sustain NATO and the transatlantic link. NATO is worth pre-
serving because it is ‘tried and tested’ (bewährt)56 and ‘the only working
security structure in Europe’.57 Such remarks highlight concerns at the core
of path-dependence arguments. Even if actors can envisage more benefi-
cial institutional arrangements they will be reluctant to abandon existing
institutions that have worked in the past as long as no ready (inexpensive)
institutional replacement is available.

Alternative explanations

Alternative explanations may once again be found on the domestic level or
by highlighting the role of identities for German foreign policy. Before I
turn to these general approaches, however, I first need to address one
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more potential alternative explanation that has been put forward to explain
Germany’s support for European integration around 1990. This argument
holds that German support for European integration was by and large a tac-
tical move to reassure its European neighbors and counter resistance against
German unification. By voluntarily surrendering part of its sovereignty to
the EU, the German state dampened fears that a unified Germany would
utilize its newly gained power to try and dominate Europe again. Thus, it
may be argued, Germany paid the price of economic and political union
to achieve unification. The argument has been made most forcefully with
respect to monetary union (e.g. Garrett 1993; see also Maes and Verdun
2005: 328). And indeed the argument that Germany supported the deepen-
ing of European integration and thus the strengthening of its institutional
ties in Europe rather than loosening them was an important argument by
the Kohl administration to sell German unification to other European states.
Yet however plausible this line of argument may be in the case of monetary
union, it hardly applies to the issue of defense cooperation. As demonstrated
above, Germany started its initiatives for an EC/EU defense component only
after unification had been achieved. On the road to unification, NATO had
played the reassuring role in security and defense that the EC had played in
the economic sphere, at least for Germany’s Western partners. That Germany
wanted the EU to comprise a security and defense component, however, was
made concrete only in the joint letter of Kohl and Mitterrand of December
1990. A goal pursued primarily after unification, this could not be a price
paid by Germany to achieve unification.

Identity-based approaches are quite popular for explaining German secu-
rity policy (for an overview, see Risse 2007). It has been argued, for instance,
that the FRG has developed an antimilitarist culture internally which had
deeply affected its identity in international politics. Consequently Germany
was highly reluctant to employ military force (Berger 1997, 1998; Duffield
1998, 1999). More important for our context is the argument that the FRG,
through the central role international institutions had played for its abil-
ity to act on the international stage, has acquired a multilateralist identity
(Wagner 2006: 97–9). Therefore it strongly tends toward multilateral and,
especially, European solutions for all kinds of policy problems (Anderson
1997; Katzenstein 1997). In the case of European defense cooperation, the
argument could cast doubt on a crucial aspect of the constrained balanc-
ing framework. German support for defense cooperation in the EC could be
read as expression of Germany’s multilateralist or even integrationist reflex.
Incorporating defense issues in the EC would be a logical implication of the
idea of political union, and political union itself an extension of economic
and monetary union. By integrating defense in the European integration
process, Germany would not attempt to pull away from NATO and decrease
US influence over its security policy; but rather continue the (West) German
tradition of fostering European integration.
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Such a line of reasoning cannot be dismissed easily. German policy-makers
repeated over and over again that defense cooperation was a logical con-
tinuation of the European integration process and that integration would
remain incomplete if it did not extend to common defense.58 This argument
significantly distinguishes the German position toward European defense
integration from the British position, as the comprehensiveness of Euro-
pean integration has never been put forward by British policy-makers as an
argument in favor of European defense cooperation.

The general plausibility of the argument, however, does not imply that it
can simply replace the constrained balancing argument. It is, first, impor-
tant to note that reflexive support for European integration and support
for increasing European autonomy vis-à-vis the United States as a reaction
to the US surge in power after the end of the Cold War are not logically
incompatible. Fostering European integration and decreasing US influence
over German security policy are not mutually exclusive policy goals and one
policy preference (enhance European defense cooperation in the EU) may
well express both policy goals. Second, if we look at the policy statements
cited above, it appears that this is not only a theoretical possibility but that
indeed both goals have played a role. German policy-makers supported the
enhanced security and defense cooperation both to further the European
integration process and to enable Europeans to better assert their interests
in the world. Moreover, the sensitive reactions to US criticism are also best
explicable if the whole analytical framework is taken into account; and dif-
ficult to reconcile with the idea that the German policy toward European
defense cooperation can be completely put down to reflexive support for
European integration.

This evidence suggests that a generalized German support for European
integration may have played a role in German policies during this period;
but that this argument can complement rather than supplant the con-
strained balancing framework. There may even be a possibility to incorpo-
rate the argument in the analytical framework. Arguments about Germany’s
reflexive support for multilateralism and European integration usually take
into account the role of international institutions. Either institutions are
considered to directly give rise to Germany’s multilateralist inclinations or
indirect effects of international institutions are assumed. The most indi-
rect variant argues that West German experiences with the institutional
embeddedness of the West German state since 1955 have shaped domestic
culture. Positive experiences together with the negative experience of defeat
and international isolation after World War II have resulted in a reflexive
domestic support for European integration and international institutional-
ization. Such lines of reasoning are not really alternative explanations to
the argument pursued here. They should rather be considered as potential
complements because they spell out one potential causal pathway. In par-
ticular they provide a more detailed understanding of the learning effects
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that may be related to an institution and of how they may affect state
behavior in the long-run (namely by becoming domestically institutional-
ized). This gives us a hint that the analysis may need to look not only at
institutions directly relevant for security policy but also at broader institu-
tions which may affect security policy indirectly. Overall therefore a deeply
enshrined German affinity toward multilateralism and European integra-
tion (resulting from historical pathways of institutional embeddedness) may
have contributed to Germany’s enthusiasm for fostering European defense
cooperation after the Cold War and for doing so within the EC framework.

Summary: German policy, 1990–92

German policy was characterized by a much stronger tendency toward
securing autonomy and capabilities gains after the end of the Cold War
than Britain’s. After having made a significant step toward more autonomy
through unification, Germany began to support stronger European defense
cooperation. Its initiatives were focused on the EC and on using WEU as a
transitory instrument to give the EC/EU an operational military capability.
Germany somewhat toned down its pursuit of stronger European defense
cooperation when it became clear that it may have negative repercussions
for the stability of NATO’s collective defense arrangements.

Process evidence suggests that German policy-makers indeed looked for
greater assertiveness on the international level and for maintaining NATO’s
institutions and thus responded to the incentive structure identified by
the constrained balancing framework. Moreover the process evidence also
indicates that historically grown institutions may have contributed to a gen-
eralized German support for European integration which may also have had
repercussions on its design for post-Cold War European defense cooperation.
Overall, Germany tended much more toward the ‘change’ side of the policy
spectrum opened up by the post-Cold War incentive structure than Britain.
At least in part this can be attributed to the differences in the institutional
environments of Germany and Britain.
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From Petersberg to Amsterdam
(1992–97)

Overview

After the Petersberg decisions Germany and the United Kingdom continued
to pursue different policies. The institutional agenda of the period between
1992 and 1997 focused primarily on designing the link between the emerg-
ing European crisis management capability and NATO. In keeping with their
different incentive structures, the United Kingdom placed more emphasis on
making the linkage as close as possible, ready to trade potential autonomy
gains for uninterrupted Anglo-American institutions. Germany, while also
aiming to maintain NATO, placed more emphasis on strengthening the EU
and making it capable of autonomous action.

Using congruence and process evidence, the chapter will, however, also
demonstrate that the difference between German and British policies was
greater than would be expected in the light of the constrained balancing
framework because the UK government tended to overemphasize institu-
tional continuity. The United Kingdom’s emphasis on safeguarding transat-
lantic institutions was so pronounced and its search for autonomy and
its efforts to increase its autonomy and capabilities so timid that tensions
between the incentive structure and British policy began to emerge. While
Britain was able to endure them during this period they would contribute to
policy change in 1998.

Introduction

The first phase discussed above had significantly altered the organizational
landscape of European security. The time following it was largely devoted
to grappling with the changes that had come out of the Maastricht and
Petersberg decisions. It had been made clear now that European states were
resolved to engage more actively in certain types of military operations and
that WEU should develop an operational role to this end. Translating these
strategic decisions into concrete organizational form, however, was far from
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trivial. One key problem, which had immediate organizational implications,
was the lack of European capabilities for conducting autonomous military
operations. Neither did WEU possess such capabilities, its decisions to cre-
ate a planning cell and the creation of FAWEU notwithstanding, nor did
WEU members have national resources that could fill the gap rapidly. More-
over, Art. IV of the Modified Brussels Treaty did not allow WEU to duplicate
NATO structures. As a consequence, WEU had to look to NATO and work
out procedures that would enable Europeans to pursue European-only mil-
itary operations. Working out NATO–WEU relations was consequently the
main focus of this second phase. These efforts resulted in two major break-
throughs. In 1994 heads of states and governments agreed in Brussels to
create ‘separable, but not separate’ units within NATO which could be used
for European military operations. Another important compromise solution
was brokered two years later in Berlin which enabled WEU and NATO to
actually implement the Brussels decisions. These were landmark agreements
which were to become rather important not only for NATO–WEU collabora-
tion but also for defining the relations between NATO and the EU later on.
In these attempts to find arrangements for NATO–WEU relations, the central
topics of this study resurfaced again: how autonomous should a European
capability become? And how would the new institutional set-up relate to
established institutions?

The EU itself stood somewhat on the sidelines during this period. Soon
after the ratification of the TEU work began on a new IGC which was
to reform the Maastricht construction. Defense issues played a role in the
IGC, albeit not the central one, and several proposals for reforming EU
involvement in the defense area were tabled. However, the Amsterdam IGC
produced little progress (e.g. Biscop 1999) and there was a general perception
that, before thinking anew about the defense dimension in European inte-
gration, practical arrangements for strengthening WEU’s operational role
had to be worked out.

Following the outline of the preceding chapter, this chapter will also first
recount the basic political developments of the years 1992–97 and then turn
to examine British and German policies during this phase. Due to the impor-
tance of WEU–NATO relations during this phase, I will first look at how the
issue of a European capability for military action was discussed and dealt
with in NATO and WEU up to their grand bargains of Brussels and Berlin in
1996. Developments in the EU will be recounted afterwards, before I turn to
the analysis of British and German policies.

Background: Political developments

NATO and WEU

WEU’s Petersberg Declaration together with NATO’s express support for the
Maastricht decisions shifted the focus of the political debate toward the
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question of how WEU’s prospective role as a bridge between NATO and EU
could be designed in detail.1 WEU continued with determination to expand
its role in the emerging European security architecture. This process actu-
ally extended well beyond the period analyzed in this chapter and must
be seen as a sort of background condition against which the events ana-
lyzed here took place. The focal point of this process was the attempt to
expand the organization’s operational role.2 This had, of course, begun with
the Maastricht and Petersberg Declarations. Shortly thereafter WEU decided
to move its Secretariat from London to Brussels, invited the EC’s Council
Presidency and NATO’s Secretary General to WEU Council Meetings and
expanded its membership to match that of NATO and the EC.3 To bolster
its capacity for actually launching military operations, WEU implemented
a long series of further measures, most of which had been agreed already
in 1991 or 1992. These included, in particular, the creation of a Planning
Cell (1 April 1993) and the designation by member states of ‘forces answer-
able to WEU’ (FAWEU) as envisioned in the first Maastricht Declaration.
Member states assigned not only national units as FAWEU, but also three
multinational units: the Eurocorps (France, Germany and Belgium), the
Multinational Division Central (UK, Germany, Netherlands and Belgium)
and the UK/NL Amphibious Force.4 France, Italy and Spain later decided
to create two more multinational forces, a land force (EUROFOR) and a
sea force (EUROMARFOR) and also designated them as FAWEU.5 WEU also
made plans to transform its Institute for Security Studies in a European
Security and Defense Academy.6 The Satellite Center at Torrejón, designed
to analyze satellite data, took up work in April 19937 and was later trans-
formed to a permanent WEU body.8 WEU also improved its ability for
situation assessment by establishing a situation center in June 1996 and,
in the same month, an intelligence unit inside the Planning Cell and with
links to the Satellite Center. On the level of strategy, WEU had begun to
draw up a document on a common European defense policy9 which was to
evolve into a ‘comprehensive European Defense Policy Statement’ until the
1996 IGC.10

However, WEU members were not content with preparing WEU for a
stronger operational role. They also launched three actual WEU operations
during this period, all of them related to the conflict in Yugoslavia. To
begin with, WEU performed an operation to secure the UN embargo against
Yugoslavia already mentioned in the preceding chapter. At its Petersberg
meeting in June 1992 the WEU Council decided to send ships and aircraft to
the Adriatic in order to prevent violations of the embargo. Operation Sharp
Vigilance was launched in July 1992 and closely coordinated with NATO’s
Operation Maritime Monitor. After the UN Security Council had tightened
the embargo, the operation was stepped up in November 1992, renamed
Operation Sharp Fence and still coordinated with NATO’s parallel operation
Maritime Guard. Eventually the WEU and NATO operations were merged to
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become the joint NATO–WEU operation Sharp Guard, which lasted from June
1993 to June 1996 (Varwick 1998: 296; Sloan 2000: 40 n. 27).

WEU launched two more operations albeit both of them constituted non-
military missions. Starting in June 1996, WEU sent police and customs
officers to the Danube riparian states in order to aid them in monitoring
the UN embargo against former Yugoslavia. Moreover, the WEU Council
decided in November 1993 to deploy police officers in order to support the
EU administration of Mostar (see Varwick 1998: 297).

The actual operations, however, clearly demonstrated the limits of WEU’s
operational abilities. They were a far cry from what would have been neces-
sary to fulfill the full range of the Petersberg tasks. Key for WEU’s ability to
launchmore demanding Europeanmilitary operations remained its access to
certain NATO assets and capabilities. Yet NATO’s support in principle for a
stronger role of European states had to this point not implied any firm com-
mitment to actively support European-led military operations. In the run-up
to the NATO summit in January 1994, WEU ministers of foreign affairs and
defense took an unusual step to underline the urgency they attributed to
finding a way for making NATO assets and capabilities accessible to WEU.
For the first time ever,11 they presented part of their Council Communiqué
‘as a European contribution to the Alliance Summit’.12 In this contribution
they suggested that NATO take at least a general decision on the issue and
endorse ‘the principle that WEU should be able to use not only European
allies’ forces and resources but also collective assets of the Atlantic Alliance
such as communication systems, command facilities and headquarters’.13

Such a pre-negotiated European position at a NATO summit came suspi-
ciously close to what the United States had rejected during the Cold War as
the prospect of a ‘European caucus’ in NATO. Nonetheless, it appeared to
be the right moment for such a move because the Clinton administration,
in office since 1993, supported European ambitions much more actively
than the preceding Bush administration (Sloan 2000: 10–14). President
Clinton himself expressed general support for deeper European integration,
for example at his visit to Europe for the NATO summit in Brussels in
January14 and in a speech at the French National Assembly in June 1994
(Varwick 1998: 355; Dembinski 2005: 70).

In January 1994 at the NATO summit in Brussels, the heads of states and
governments basically heeded WEU’s call. In their final declaration they
stated:

We support strengthening the European pillar of the Alliance through the
Western European Union, which is being developed as the defense com-
ponent of the European Union. The Alliance’s organisation and resources
will be adjusted so as to facilitate this. [ . . . ] We therefore stand ready to
make collective assets of the Alliance available, on the basis of consul-
tations in the North Atlantic Council, for WEU operations undertaken
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by the European Allies in pursuit of their Common Foreign and Security
Policy. We support the development of separable but not separate capa-
bilities which could respond to European requirements and contribute to
Alliance security.15

Hence NATO envisioned a way to enable Europeans to stage their own
military operations by using NATO assets. To this end NATO would create
‘separable, but not separate capabilities’. The capabilities had to be ‘separa-
ble’ from NATO in order to enable WEU to make use of them. But they were
not to be ‘separate’ so as to indicate that they remained NATO assets and
capabilities even if WEU was allowed to make use of them for individual
operations.

This idea had obvious appeal for both sides: WEU was enabled to become
operational and actually fulfill its self-consciously adopted Petersberg tasks.
NATO would be able to support operations of its European members without
compromising control in decision-making, since decisions about whether to
make the newly created capabilities available to WEU would be taken in
the NAC.

Creating such capabilities, however, was a formidable task. This concerned
especially the question of command and control of such units. NATO would
have to develop a force structure in which there would be units which could
be deployed with their own command and control facilities and would not
require US participation. This problem was resolved by the concept of ‘Com-
bined Joint Task Forces’ (CJTF). NATO decided to create such CJTF which
would be made up of different armed services (combined), generated on a
multinational basis (joint) and ready to be deployed for peace-keeping or
peace-enforcement tasks. These CJTF would come with their own headquar-
ters, ‘a deployable, multinational, multi-service headquarters capability for
peacekeeping and other contingency operations’ (Barrett 1996: 135; for more
details on the CJTF, see Barry 1996 and Bensahel 1999).

The 1994 decision went considerably beyond mere declaratory support
for European military operations without US participation. Yet it stopped
short of providing a detailed organizational blueprint on how to imple-
ment the new approach. Moreover there appeared to be subtle differences
in the interpretation of the CJTF’s purpose. While many Europeans inter-
preted them mainly as a way to enable autonomous European military
operations, the US administration saw the concept not primarily in terms
of Europeanizing the Alliance, but rather as a contribution to a more flexi-
ble NATO in general (Sloan 2000: 12). Many organizational details therefore
remained subject to debate. Immediately after the decision WEU began to
formulate its own ideas about how the CJTF concept could be filled with
life and attempted to input these into NATO discussions.16 Consultations
between NATO and WEU bodies were held to resolve the open issues and
eventually these and negotiations among NATO members resulted in much
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more detailed decisions at two NAC meetings in June 1996 in Brussels
and Berlin.

The road to the 1996 decisions, however, was quite bumpy and negotia-
tions took place in a political environment that was marked by considerable
transatlantic tensions over security issues. Intra-NATO relations became
more and more strained during the war in Bosnia (for details, see Kaufman
2001: 100–21). Conceptions of how to deal with the war in Bosnia signif-
icantly differed between the United States and most of its European allies.
Tensions had already become apparent in 1993 when the Clinton adminis-
tration attempted to build support for its ‘lift and strike’ policy (lift the arms
embargo and carry out air strikes against the Bosnian Serbs). This initiative
met with resistance especially from those European allies which had troops
on the ground as part of the UN force in Bosnia, UNPROFOR, like France
and Britain. Differences between the allies over the handling of the conflict
continued and reached another height in late 1994, when the US admin-
istration, increasingly under pressure from Congress, reaffirmed that it was
willing to lift the arms embargo against the Bosnian Muslims and the first
half of 1995, when Congress debated and ultimately passed a bill that could
require the administration to unilaterally lift the embargo. The US admin-
istration decided not to take unilateral action and NATO began to use air
power against Bosnian Serbs. Nonetheless the rift within the alliance resur-
faced when UN peacekeepers were taken hostage after NATO air strikes in
spring 1995. NATO allies eventually found to a common policy in the second
half of 1995. After a mortar attack on a market in Sarajevo they started air
strikes against the Bosnian Serbs.

In this context it was not until 1996 that a major breakthrough in nego-
tiating NATO–WEU relations could be achieved. These decisions in the first
half of 1996 – the ‘grand bargain of Berlin and Brussels’ (Hunter 2002: 13) –
provided a major step toward ‘Europeanizing’ alliance structures. The bar-
gain set out the basic parameters for adapting NATO structures in such a way
as to make it possible for WEU to stage Petersberg operations with recourse
to NATO resources.

The declared main goal of the Brussels and Berlin decisions was to adapt
Alliance structures to the new security environment. The NAC saw building
a ‘European Security and Defense Identity within NATO’17 as an integral part
of such amore general adaptation of NATO structures. Overall NATO decided
to create the military resources necessary for conducting crisis management
operations. These should be created in a way that made them useful for
NATO but also usable for WEU. At its core, the Berlin and Brussels decisions
boiled down to the fact that there could be European crisis management
operations, led by the WEU with recourse to NATO assets and capabilities.
These were primarily NATO’s newly created CJTF. Yet NATO would retain
control over the release of its assets because this would be subject to a deci-
sion of the NAC. Furthermore, NATO would monitor their use and be able
to demand their return or recall (see also Hunter 2002: 15–16).
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Overall, through the Berlin agreement NATO accepted the idea that there
would be WEU-led military operations, but the decisions also made it abun-
dantly clear that NATO would remain at the heart of European security
policy over the whole range of military issues from crisis management to col-
lective defense. There would be no multilateral European crisis management
operation without the express consent of the NAC. This was underscored
by the decision of NATO members at the Berlin NAC that WEU would
not develop autonomous planning and command capabilities and rely on
NATO planning capacities and that the FAWEU would be assigned to NATO
(Dembinski 2000: 4–6).

Although perceived as a ‘grand’ bargain the decisions did not put an end to
debates about the role of European states in conducting crisis management
operations. It was not long before significant differences in interpreting the
Berlin decisions surfaced. The United States insisted on a restrictive interpre-
tation which would have severely constrained the ability of WEU members
to pursue autonomous crisis management operations. From the US view-
point there could be no guarantee that NATO would commit assets and
capabilities to WEU operations. Even when specific assets and capabilities
had been made available to a concrete WEU operation, NATO would have to
retain the right to call them back. Every aspect of a WEU operation would
have to be made completely transparent to NATO. And NATO would have
to retain the right of first refusal, that is when a crisis emerged NATO would
have to be the first organization to decide whether or not to intervene
(Dembinski 2005: 71).

In essence this could be interpreted as a US attempt to prevent the emer-
gence of an autonomous European military capability (and indeed France
was quick to point this out, see Dembinski 2005: 71–2). This stood in
marked contrast to developments within WEU through which WEU mem-
bers had bolstered WEU’s organizational capacities before the grand bargain
and continued to do so afterwards.

WEU and EU

The EU itself played a less prominent role during the mid-1990s as far as
European defense cooperation was concerned. After the ratification of the
Maastricht Treaty, CFSP began to work and since the defense dimension was
by and large delegated to WEU, it was only natural that European defense
cooperation focused on this organization and its emerging links to NATO.

Soon after the Maastricht Treaty had entered into force on 1 November
1993, constitutional reform entered the EU agenda again because the Treaty
itself contained a revision clause that foresaw an IGC for 1996 (Art. O para. 2
TEU-M). The reform process however focused on other aspects of the Union,
especially on questions of constitutional reform at large (division of compe-
tences and voting rules), on mechanisms of flexible integration and on the
inclusion of the Schengen acquis in the treaties (Christiansen and Jørgensen
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1999: 15 ff.). Yet even if it did not take center stage, a reform of the secu-
rity and defense provisions of the TEU was nonetheless negotiated, not least
because these provisions themselves explicitly contained a revision clause
for 1996 as well (Art J.4 para. 6 TEU-M). The process was opened by a high-
level Reflection Group that was established at the Corfu European Council
in June 1994 (Devuyst 1998: 618–20). The task of the Reflection Group was
to take stock of how the Maastricht decisions had played out and to identify
areas that could or should be tackled in the IGC. It did not put forward sub-
stantial proposals for Treaty revision but rather listed issues to be discussed
at the IGC and different options of how to address them.

The wording on the defense dimension in the Reflection Group’s final
report was relatively defensive. The Group stated that the IGC ‘could exam-
ine ways to further develop the European identity, including in the security
and defense policy field’.18 ‘Many’ members of the Group identified three
core areas for discussion: the development of operational capabilities, the
development of arms cooperation and coherence in crisis management.19

Many members of the Group also saw the need to discuss the institutional-
ization of WEU–EU relations. In this regard the Group outlined four general
options: (1) a fully autonomous WEU cooperating with the EU; (2) the EU
directing WEU action; (3) a transfer of the Petersberg tasks into the TEU; and
(4) a gradual integration of WEU into the EU, an idea which actually found
the support of ‘the majority of representatives’.20

One important contribution to the Group’s reflection on defense issues
had been provided by WEU. Two weeks before the Reflection Group final-
ized its annotated agenda for the IGC, WEU members had agreed on a
‘WEU contribution to the European Union Intergovernmental Conference
of 1996’.21 The document highlighted agreement among WEU members on
the desirability of strengthening the European capability for military action.
At the same time it openly addressed the rift that existed among mem-
bers regarding the appropriate institutional framework for accessing these
capabilities. One group of members preferred to keep WEU an autonomous
organization. From their point of view the IGC should aim at ‘a reinforced
partnership between an autonomousWEU and the EU’.22 On the other hand,
‘the majority view’ advocated ‘the gradual integration of WEU into the
EU’.23 Here still existed differences about how fast this integration should
be achieved and whether a detailed schedule should be drawn up. Nonethe-
less the ultimate goal of mergingWEU and EU was clearly supported by most
WEU members.

The actual IGC opened inMarch 1996 and the question ofWEU autonomy
versus integration remained a central topic of the IGC debates. Discus-
sions soon began to revolve around solutions located between the extreme
positions of full-blown WEU integration and complete WEU autonomy.
A Benelux memorandum of March 199624 suggested a gradual integration
of WEU into the EU. In a similar vein yet somewhat more cautiously, a
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Presidency paper of May 1996 proposed ‘to develop links between the EU
and theWEUwith a view to future integration of theWEU into the Union’.25

A first complete draft Treaty was presented by the Irish Presidency in
December 1996. It incorporated the Petersberg tasks but could not resolve
the problem of finding a formulation for WEU–EU relations that would have
satisfied all member states. The draft shied away from clearly subordinating
WEU to the EU and from including the prospect of an eventual WEU–EU
merger, but, in a commentary, reaffirmed that this option remained on the
table – just like the option not to change the Maastricht wording at all.26

Another draft Treaty was presented by the Dutch Presidency shortly after the
Nordwijk Council in May 1997 and briefly before the IGC endgame started
in Amsterdam in June 1997. This draft was clearer in spelling out the relation
between WEU and EU and included ‘the objective of gradual integration of
the WEU into the Union’.27

The actual treaty text agreed in Amsterdam resolved the issue along these
lines. It stopped just short of integrating WEU into the EU. In essence, how-
ever, most of the functions of WEU were now acquired by the EU or shared
between the organizations. Thus the Treaty incorporated the Petersberg tasks
which now expressly became tasks for the EU (Art. 17 para. 2 TEU-A). The EU
would moreover ‘avail itself of the WEU to elaborate and implement deci-
sions and actions which have defense implications’ (Art. 17 para. 3 TEU-A)
and the integration of WEU into the EU was explicitly incorporated as a
future option. The institutional links between the two organizations were to
be fostered ‘with a view to the possibility of the integration of the WEU into
the Union, should the European Council so decide’ (Art. 17 para 1 TEU-A).

Summary

What emerged from the decisions taken in NATO and the EU was a situ-
ation in which the WEU occupied a pivotal, yet passive role as a bridge
between NATO and the EU. While the EU tasked itself with the conduct of
Petersberg operations, NATO retained control over the operational capabili-
ties necessary to carry them out. The WEU sat in the middle, charged with
implementation tasks by the EU and relying on NATO for operational capa-
bilities. The situation was complicated further by considerable differences in
themembership of all three organizations and by the fact that NATO claimed
the right for all its European members to participate in every WEU operation
and the EU claimed the right for all its members to participate ‘on an equal
footing in planning and decision-taking in the WEU’ when it implemented
EU decisions (Art. 17 (3) TEU-A).

Incentive structures

Turning to Britain and Germany, the basic outlines of their incentive struc-
tures were the same as immediately after the end of the Cold War. US
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superiority still existed and threatened to impinge on UK and German free-
dom of action. The broad parameters of the institutional environment,
German and British embeddedness in transatlantic and European institu-
tions of security policy, had also remained intact. However, policies in the
past few years had also contributed to some modifications of this institu-
tional environment which would affect constraints and incentives for both
states during this period.

Concerning transatlantic cooperation, expectations about future US com-
mitment (a key factor for the resilience of transatlantic institutions) had
becomemodified during the transitory period of 1990–92, even though over-
all US involvement in transatlantic cooperation still remained precarious.
The United States had not put its commitment to NATO and to bilateral
Anglo-American institutions in general doubt and appeared to be willing to
continue cooperation within these institutional parameters. Nonetheless US
policy had sent out signals that it regarded autonomous European defense
cooperation outside NATO as undermining the integrity of the alliance and
that it was willing to exploit its superiority in order to assert its interests
against European interests if it deemed this necessary. This only exacerbated
the original dilemma for European states. On the one hand, it induced them
to improve their own position in order to be prepared against US unilat-
eralism. Yet, on the other hand, it accentuated the constraints on them
because it made it clear that they might lose the benefits accruing from
NATO institutions if they improved their autonomy and capabilities.

Regarding intra-European institutions, the past years had brought some
modifications both in the overall institutional setting and in the individual
institutional environments of the two states. European defense cooperation
had resulted in new institutions which became effective after 1992. The
Maastricht Treaty entered into force in November 1993 and the creation of
CFSP reinforced incentives to improve European cooperation in order to reap
the benefits from this institutional investment. This extended to coopera-
tion within WEU, of which the EU would avail itself to implement decisions
with defense implications. Investments in WEU itself had been consider-
able between 1990 and 1992. This also lowered the obstacles to engage in
increased European cooperation during the following years.

For both states the institutional incentive structure had been and was fur-
ther modified through their links with France. We have seen above that the
institutionalization of Franco-German security cooperation had made much
progress since 1988. The Franco-German Defense and Security Council had
evolved in a stable institution since 1988 and served as an important mech-
anism to coordinate French and German positions on security and defense
policy. Moreover military cooperation had also become institutionalized.
The Franco-German brigade had entered into service in 1990 and exempli-
fied the potential dynamics of institutional development afterwards. After
Germany and France had made the investment in drawing up the joint
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brigade, it became easier for them to further intensify cooperation around
this institutional core. Consequently the brigade became the nucleus of a
Franco-German corps to which other European states were invited to join.
Belgium followed this invitation in 1993, Spain in 1994 and Luxembourg
in 1996 (Pfeiffer 2006: 143). This, in turn, further decreased the barriers for
Germany to militarily cooperate with its European partners.

Britain and France had slowly intensified their cooperation during the pre-
vious period and continued to do so between 1992 and 1997. This also
altered the institutional setting for Britain somewhat. We will see below
that the conflict in Bosnia provided an opportunity for Britain and France
to engage in closer military and also defense political cooperation, which
also became institutionalized to some degree. Although the implications
were certainly far less significant than those emanating from Franco-German
defense institutions, they must be kept in mind when analyzing British
policies in this period.

Overall the incentive structures for the United Kingdom and Germany
had slightly changed toward increased incentives for European collabora-
tion. While transatlantic institutions had not been significantly weakened
during the preceding period, institutions of European defense cooperation
had been strengthened and therefore constraints on British and German
balancing policies had overall become weaker.

British policy

Policies

UK policies basically developed along the same lines as in the previous
period. In the process leading to the Maastricht and Petersberg decisions,
the United Kingdom had turned from a complete reliance on NATO for con-
ducting potential European-led military operations toward equipping WEU
with some operational capabilities and having political discussions on mili-
tary issues in the EU. Eventually the United Kingdom had turned to support
WEU as a bridge between EU and NATO. During the period under consid-
eration now, the United Kingdom intensified this bridge-building, focusing
on creating WEU capabilities to lead military operations. This policy had
basically two components. First, the United Kingdom wanted to enable
WEU to use NATO resources for European operations. Secondly, the United
Kingdom advocated strengthening WEU resources to autonomously lead
such operations. WEU autonomy meant both independence from NATO
and independence from the EU. UK policy toward the EU became some-
what more ambiguous than it had been during the preceding period. On the
one hand, there was a declared resistance of the United Kingdom against
any attempts to extend EU competences in the defense realm. On the other
hand, there were mixed signals suggesting that the UK government or parts
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of it began to rethink the United Kingdom’s EU policy in this area. More-
over, the United Kingdom intensified its military cooperation with European
partners outside the immediate NATO and EU contexts.

To begin with, the UK focus during the period clearly was on WEU and on
making WEU operational. To achieve this goal Britain pursued a two-track
strategy: enable WEU to tap into NATO resources to conduct military oper-
ations and beef up WEU’s own resources for controlling these operations.
Consequently Britain was, first, a fervent supporter of the CJTF concept
which would make it possible for WEU to draw on deployable headquar-
ters provided by NATO. Prime Minister John Major was reported to have
strongly backed the CJTF concept during the 1994 NATO summit in Brussels
where it was eventually endorsed by NATO heads of state and govern-
ment. He praised the concept as ‘sensible and imaginative’.28 Whereas the
United States appeared to back the concept primarily because it would make
NATO more flexible and allow NATO to better deal with crisis management
tasks, the British prime minister highlighted its positive impact for European
defense cooperation. Britain supported the concept because it would ‘help
Nato to be more responsive to European defense aspirations’.29 Britain also
practically supported the development of CJTF by pledging contributions to
CJTF for Allied Forces North West Europe and Allied Forces Central Europe.

Implementation of the CJTF concept was not easy and required further
decisions that were ultimately made at the ‘grand bargain’ of 1996. Dur-
ing the process leading up to these decisions, Britain continued to push for
progress on the issue30 and at the meetings of 1996 once again supported
the decisions needed to implement the CJTF concept.31

On the second track, Britain also supported efforts to bolster WEU’s own
capabilities. Especially regarding the control and strategic direction of these
military operations Britain did not want WEU to become dependent on
NATO (Bailes 1997: 55). It therefore advocated strengthening WEU’s own
planning and control capacities and used its WEU Presidency in the first half
of 1996 to push for progress on this issue. The declared goal of the British
Presidency was to make WEU operational by the end of 1996. At the WEU
ministerial meeting in Birmingham in May 1996, it gained support for an
extensive list of measures designed to achieve this goal. These included the
creation of a permanent situation center and the setting up of an intelligence
unit in the Planning Cell as well as basic planning for potential Petersberg
operations.32 The measures thus addressed areas in which Europeans had
become particularly dependent on the United States inside NATO.

By beefing up WEU’s capabilities for planning and controlling operations,
the UK government aimed at giving WEU decisional autonomy vis-à-vis
NATO. It was certainly no less important, however, for the British govern-
ment to ensure WEU autonomy vis-à-vis the EU as well. After the Maastricht
Treaty had entered into force, Britain took care to send those CFSP deci-
sions which might affect WEU–EU relations to WEU before they could
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be implemented by the EU (Bailes 1997: 52) so that there could be no
tacit takeover of WEU functions by the EU. The relations between the two
organizations remained therefore, by and large, unchanged.

The reform of these relations, however, became soon again a topic for
discussion through the Amsterdam IGC. The United Kingdom approached
the IGC with little enthusiasm for reforming WEU–EU relations. It issued a
memorandum on the treatment of defense issues in March 1995, which dealt
primarily with WEU and explicitly stated that no new institutions concern-
ing defense should be created in the EU.33 Even though the paper envisioned
a new institution, this served only to underscore WEU’s autonomy vis-à-vis
the EU: a WEU summit was intended to be responsible for making deci-
sions on WEU operations. The EU would be able to request WEU to act, but
ultimately decisions were to be made by WEU.

The memorandum’s positions were reiterated a year later in the UK gov-
ernment’s White Paper for the IGC ‘A Partnership of Nations’. Overall the
government had no general reservations against discussing issues of defense
policy within the EU. Yet it was unwilling to go beyond what had already
been agreed in the Maastricht Treaty. Both the 1995 memorandum and the
1996 White Paper were based on the premise that there was ‘no urgent need
to rewrite the provisions of the Maastricht treaty that deal with defense’.34

In keeping with its concept of making WEU an autonomous organization,
the United Kingdom was especially averse to the idea of merging WEU and
EU. This idea had already been proposed by Germany and France in the
Maastricht discussions and gained increasing support during the Amsterdam
IGC. Members of the British government repeated over and over again that
such a merger was out of the question for Britain. John Major articulated
this view in his speech to the WEU Assembly in February 1996.35 Defense
Secretary Portillo made it clear in June that WEU could not submit to EU
policies.36 And in March 1997, Foreign Secretary Malcolm Rifkind called the
merger plan simply ‘foolish’.37

This policy of keeping WEU and EU separate and linking them only
politically38 was continued by the Labour government under Tony Blair that
came into office on 2 May 1997, in the final phase of the IGC. Foreign Secre-
tary Cook underlined that the new government would continue to work ‘for
better cooperation between the EU and the WEU – but not a merger between
them’.39 Nonetheless the plan did not go away, but was tabled as a six-nation
proposal40 during the Amsterdam end game, when Tony Blair finally vetoed
it (Howorth 2000b: 380–1). Britain was obviously not completely isolated
in its resistance against the plan but joined by Denmark, and three of the
neutral countries, Finland, Ireland and Sweden (Biscop 1999: 255).

Even though they opposed an extended leverage of the EU over WEU so
fiercely, the British were well aware that their policies indirectly increased
EU capacities to act militarily. Since the EU could request WEU to act on its
behalf (a possibility that was fully supported by Britain) and Britain strived
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to increase WEU’s ability to respond to such calls, the EU ability to back
up its policies by military force was improved as well. To take full advan-
tage of this situation the United Kingdom supported a better coordination
between EU and WEU, as David Davis, the then minister of state in the FCO,
pointed out when reflecting on the results of the British WEU Presidency
of the first half of 1996 and discussing the implications of the 1996 NATO
decisions:

The Maastricht treaty already provides for the EU to request action from
the WEU, and access to NATO assets and capabilities will put it in a
much stronger position to respond to such requests in future. How-
ever, the habit of practical co-operation that we have been encouraging
over the past six months must be built up if the two organisations are to
work together effectively in such cases. We have proposed back-to-back
arrangements from the highest level down to facilitate that.41

While the British government therefore did not support grand reform
designs for strengthening European autonomy and capabilities it did take
practical steps to improve the European capability to decide on and to carry
out military operations. On a similarly pragmatic level the United Kingdom
also improved direct defense cooperation with its European partners outside
the multilateral frameworks of NATO and EU. Britain extended especially its
cooperation with France during this period and the enhanced cooperation
between the two countries also had some institutional implications. The war
in Bosnia contributed to the intensification of Franco-British defense rela-
tions during this period as both states participated in the UN force in Bosnia,
UNPROFOR and cooperated closely on the ground. From this cooperation
a host of working contacts resulted, many of which persisted even after
the war. One of the immediate institutional results was the Franco-British
European Air Group, whose creation was announced at a Franco-British sum-
mit in Chartres in the fall of 1994.42 Both sides agreed that Franco-British
military cooperation over Bosnia had been instrumental in bringing this
institution about.43 The Air Group’s main purpose was to improve the capa-
bilities of both countries’ air forces and to plan for common operations and
for scenarios which may become important for both states. Nuclear weapons
became another important area for Franco-British cooperation. Already in
1992 the UK/French Joint Nuclear Commission was set up. It was made per-
manent in July 1993. Official meetings in this commission are held twice
a year at the level of senior civil servants. The importance of the bilateral
nuclear relationship was reaffirmed at the Franco-British summit of October
1995 where a further enhancement of the cooperation was agreed (Butcher
et al. 1998: chap. 4). Since most documents relating to this cooperation are
classified, it is difficult to assess which areas are covered. It appears, how-
ever, that discussions and cooperation focused primarily on questions of
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nuclear policies and doctrine at first. From there some practical technical
cooperation seems to have emerged. There are no indications that questions
of procurement are covered. Moreover, the UK government explicitly stated
that operational issues are excluded. In particular, there was no coordination
of submarine patrols.44

Taken together, we see some increased efforts by the British government
to improve European defense cooperation in a way that would increase both
autonomy and capabilities. When compared to the preceding period and to
British Cold War security policy we see British policy carefully move in the
direction suggested by the constrained balancing framework. Britain sup-
ported especially a stronger WEU which would be able to autonomously
decide on and lead military operations. These operations, however, were to
be restricted to the lower end of the Petersberg spectrum and actual capa-
bilities beyond planning and control were to be organized primarily within
NATO. Hence British policy remained focused on an adaptation of NATO
and on WEU as a tool to this end.45 It was these institutions that had to
be adopted and they were adopted in a way that gave Europeans a stronger
role. Yet Britain did not embrace opportunities to further improve European
autonomy by building up a defense capability within the EU, that is within
an organization that was much more loosely linked to NATO than WEU.
The fact that Britain was not at the frontline of Europeanists in this period is
hardly surprising when policy is viewed through the lens of the constrained
balancing framework; simply because British institutional links to the United
States were still much stronger than those of other European states. Whether
this can explain all of the British reluctance against creating and strength-
ening the EU defense component is a matter to be discussed in the process
analysis.

Process evidence

Once again I will turn to examine the sequence of events, references to the
assumed incentive structure in policy statements and alternative explana-
tions to further evaluate the analytical framework. The results will be mixed.
While institutional effects are readily apparent, autonomy and capabilities
concerns vis-à-vis the United States are difficult to detect. I will discuss
these results below and argue that they can be interpreted in a way that
is consistent with the analytical framework and points to important addi-
tional aspects of British security policy. In a nutshell, my argument will be
that during this period the tension between British policy and the interna-
tional incentive structure became greater. This tension resulted in mounting
pressure on British policy-makers to finally go along with the international
incentives. These pressures already became apparent during the years lead-
ing to the Amsterdam Treaty and came to bear on British policy in the years
after, as we shall see in Chapter 7.
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Timing and sequence

Since the shift in the international distribution of power occurred before
the preceding period, it will not help us here in discerning particular timing
patterns. I will therefore focus on the timing of institutional adaptations. As
in the preceding period, adaptive expectations about future US commitment
to European interests appear to have played a particularly important role.
Moreover, the United Kingdom tended to intensify European cooperation
incrementally and in areas in which it would not endanger Anglo-American
institutions.

Anglo-American relations went through a difficult phase especially
between 1993 and 1995. This was due, in particular, to disagreements over
the handling of the conflict in Bosnia. The more strained the relations
became and the more obvious it was that the United States was not will-
ing to adapt its security policies to what Europeans, including the British,
deemed necessary, the stronger British support for European autonomy and
capabilities-seeking became. This, of course, concurs well with what the con-
strained balancing framework suggests. The less the United States appears
to be committed to common institutions, the less reliable (and thus use-
ful) these institutions become, and the less inclined the United Kingdom
will become to forgo autonomy and capabilities gains only to maintain the
institutions.

Disagreements over Bosnia policy had risen ever since 1993. The United
States was unwilling to become involved in this European conflict with
ground troops and instead pursued policies that met with resistance from
its European allies. Tensions grew in 1994 when the United States contin-
ued to push for an end to the arms embargo in order to enable Bosnian
Muslims to better defend themselves in the war. The United Kingdom was
strongly opposed to this policy, especially because it had its own troops on
the ground as part of the UN’s UNPROFOR. Disagreements went so deep
that the United Kingdom and the United States voted against each other
in the UN General Assembly on two resolutions that called for an end of
the arms embargo against Bosnia in December 1993 and November 1994.46

The disagreements were widely seen as a real danger to the cohesion of the
alliance (Holmes/Di Rita 1994) and the UK government shared this senti-
ment. In December 1994, for example, John Major saw as a potential result
of the war, besides a ‘discredited UN’ also ‘a ruined NATO and demoralized
Europeans’.47 In the light of the constrained balancing framework it comes as
no surprise that it was in 1994 when the United Kingdom appeared to inten-
sify its search for ways to cooperate more closely with its European partners
on defense issues. Cornish (1999: 60) describes it as a year of ‘Europhoria’
on the British side, in which the British government apparently was much
more inclined than before to enhance the links to other Western European
states. At a trilateral meeting of defense ministers in January in London,
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for instance, British Defense Secretary Rifkind and his French and German
counterparts examined ways to extend European defense cooperation in the
light of the CJTF initiative (ibid.). In May Rifkind was quoted by the Daily
Telegraph as having stated that the ‘evolution of an EC defense policy was an
inevitable consequence’ of the Maastricht Treaty.48 The Times reported later
that Rifkind had written a confidential paper supporting a stronger Euro-
pean defense policy in summer 1994.49 After the US rapprochement with
the Europeans over Bosnia, Britain’s support for stronger European defense
efforts seemed to wane somewhat again so that Cornish judges the events of
that year simply as a ‘1994 bubble’.

However, what was maybe more important than open or secret calls for
a more explicit European defense policy were the actual adjustments in
marginal institutions that were made during 1994. The increased effort
to improve European cooperation in defense did not only become visible
in British policy toward EU and NATO but also in bilateral cooperation,
especially with France. It was in the context of transatlantic divergences
over Bosnia that the Franco-British European Air Group was formed at the
Chartres summit. The initiative was indirectly put in the context of strength-
ening European defense cooperation at large by Foreign Secretary Hurd a few
days earlier when he stated that ‘ “an effective European defense and effec-
tive institutions to underpin it” require Britain and France to “build on the
substantial co-operation we already have” ’.50 This is what was done at the
Chartres summit – building on the successful cooperation of their air forces,
the two countries formed the air group which even in its name (Franco-
British European Air Group) indicated that it was intended to evolve into a
larger European cooperation in this area.

The air group is also a good indicator for another factor highlighted by
the constrained balancing framework. Autonomy and capabilities-seeking
will start where there are no strong institutional ties in its way. Coop-
eration between the air forces was no highly institutionalized field of
Anglo-American cooperation so it was relatively easy (which is to say, not
very costly) for the United Kingdom to establish closer links to France in
this area in order to increase the efficiency of its own air force. The same
point is illustrated by Franco-British nuclear cooperation which grew during
this period as well. This cooperation became institutionalized even though
there were highly resilient institutions of nuclear cooperation between the
United Kingdom and the United States. Predictably, however, Franco-British
cooperation began in areas which did not affect the exclusive character of
Anglo-American institutions. Whereas Anglo-American institutions focus on
weapons procurement and on operational issues, Anglo-French cooperation
began with discussions of policy and doctrine. As can be expected from the
framework, cooperation was extended incrementally from there. As outlined
above, however, it did not extend to the areas at the core of Anglo-American
institutions.
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Incentive structure as reference point

While policy obviously became adjusted when the incentive structure
changed, it is very difficult to find instances in which all crucial elements of
the incentive structure were actually referred to in policy statements. While
there is an abundance of references to Anglo-American institutions and some
cautious hints at nascent Franco-British institutions, the importance to bal-
ance US power after the breakdown of the bipolar order is virtually absent
from statements of policy-makers.

There is no shortage of references to the key role that the maintenance
of the transatlantic link plays for British policy. Almost no policy statement
on European defense policy comes without a qualification adding that NATO
remains the ‘bedrock’ of British policy and that the links to the United States
deserve to be preserved. A good illustration of this unique feature of British
policy statements is provided by John Major’s remarks on the CJTF concept
in the House of Commons Debate after it had been agreed at the NATO sum-
mit in January 1994. In his speech, the prime minister almost exclusively
focused on the role the CJTF would have for NATO. Their main advantage
was, according to his statement, that they would ‘strengthen the European
role within NATO without distracting from its transatlantic character’.51

Only later when pressed to make a comment on the role of WEU he added:
‘Of course the WEU has a role; that is partly why we have combined task
forces’.52 From such a statement it is very difficult to read that the CJTF
concept would have been endorsed as a means for making Europeans more
autonomous from US and NATO decisions.

There is additional evidence in British policy statements for the impor-
tance of existing institutions. Some remarks on the CJTF concept may be
read as evidence that Britain could in principle agree to more autonomous
forces, yet that the existence of NATO institutions made the CJTF concept
more cost-effective. John Major, for example, listed as one reason in support
of the CJTF model that ‘Europe cannot afford [ . . . ] separate forces, separate
headquarters or separate command structures’.53 This argument embodies
the essence of path dependence as it rests on the costs sunk in existing insti-
tutions and thus makes utilizing existing institutions more attractive than
creating new ones. Moreover, the British government rejected, for example,
the idea of a European nuclear deterrent, underscoring the significance of
transatlantic arrangements for collective defense and nuclear deterrence.54 In
contrast, Germany, which was not embedded in comparably resilient insti-
tutions of operational nuclear cooperation with the United States, was much
more relaxed on this issue and considered the idea debatable.55

It is easy, therefore, to find references that indicate the significance of
the institutional constraints on British policy identified by the constrained
balancing framework. It is difficult, however, to detect references to the
incentives for a policy directed toward gains in autonomy and capabilities.
Ultimately, we appear to be confronted with a puzzle: Policy moves
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cautiously in the expected direction but policy-makers do not argue that it
does so for the reasons outlined in the analytical framework. Is the analytical
framework useless therefore?

Reinterpreting the evidence

I would argue that the constrained balancing framework nonetheless helps
us understand the basic dynamics of British policy. By overstating insti-
tutional constraints and not realizing potential gains in autonomy and
capabilities, British policy increasingly moved out of line with the inter-
national incentive structure. This created a tension between policies and
the policy-making environment which became increasingly difficult to deal
with. The ultimate consequence was a policy shift that brought British policy
back in line with the incentive structure. That shift occurred around 1998.
However, if this explanation is to hold, we must be able to detect indications
of mounting tensions and pressures on UK policy already during the period
under consideration here.

Such tensions indeed became visible especially in the context of the IGC
discussions. Defense debates at the IGC centered on the question of whether
Europeans should create a more autonomous European capability by mov-
ing the center of decision-making further from NATO and merging WEU
with the EU. While official British policy resisted such a move, pressures on
Britain mounted. These pressures came, first, from the outside, that is from
Britain’s European partners, who had long started to strive for more Euro-
pean autonomy and attempted to push the UK government to follow their
lead. The WEU–EU merger idea had gained the support of a clear majority
of member states at the Amsterdam IGC and it became increasingly diffi-
cult for Britain to hold up its resistance. Pressures also mounted from within
the British government. It had become obvious by 1996–97 to members of
the administration that official British policy became more and more unten-
able. Jolyon Howorth (2004), who had the opportunity to conduct a series
of interviews around this time in Whitehall, recounts the process through
which members of the UK administration came up with ideas for policy
change and attempted to convince ministers to change British policy – to
no avail. ‘It is an open secret in Whitehall that officials in both the FCO and
the MOD had, by 1997, reached their wits’ end in trying to feed new secu-
rity ideas into a government that simply did not want to listen’ (Howorth
2004: 220).

Read in the context of the constrained balancing framework, we can
interpret this evidence as an indication of the causal processes through
which abstract structural constraints and incentives are actually translated
into policies. Single actors may resist them or simply ignore them. Yet
their decisions may become increasingly untenable the more other actors
inside the decision-making process and in the external context adhere to
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the incentives. I will deal with this idea in more detail in the concluding
chapter.

To be sure, this line of argument would need additional empirical evi-
dence. It would require to demonstrate that those other actors, which began
to push for policies that were better attuned to the balancing incentives,
themselves were moved by the desire to increase autonomy and capabili-
ties vis-à-vis the United States. This, in turn, is beyond the scope of this
study. Two indications may serve as hints that such a line of investigation
could be worthwhile. Concerning the external context, Germany’s policies
are investigated in detail in this study here and as has become clear in the
preceding chapter and will become clear in what follows, there is significant
evidence that the shift in the international distribution of power and thus in
the international incentive structure identified by the analytical framework
contributed much to German policy choices. German policies in the IGCs
thus served as a ‘transmission belt’ to translate the international incentive
structure into pressure on Britain to adjust its policies. A similar argument
could most likely be made for France too, whose security policies appear to
have always been moved by a desire to safeguard its autonomy and whose
post-Cold War security policy arguably was directed primarily at utilizing
the new room for action to make this policy more effective (Gordon 1993a;
Sauder 1995). For the internal dimension evidence will be more difficult to
find since these processes are much more difficult to investigate. Some evi-
dence can nonetheless be found in Howorth’s study, although it actually
aims to make a different argument.56 He accords a key role to the Bosnian
conflict for the emergence of new policy ideas in the FCO and the MOD
for two reasons, and both can be easily linked to the constrained balanc-
ing framework. First, Bosnia had made it clear ‘that Uncle Sam’s cavalry was
no longer available on request to manage minor European security crises’
(Howorth 2004: 217). This, in turn, can be linked to the end of the Cold
War which increased US freedom to disregard the interests of its European
allies and which is identified as the main source of autonomy incentives by
the constrained balancing framework. Similarly, James I. Walsh (2006: 503)
points out that ‘interalliance discord revealed by the experience in Bosnia
undermined British decision makers’ belief that NATO was the appropri-
ate tool for multilateral conflict management’. After the conclusion of the
Dayton agreement, Foreign Secretary Hurd authorized the search for institu-
tional arrangements which could help avoid such situations. FCO and MOD
officials ‘soon concluded that the best way forward was the creation of for-
mal arrangements within the European Union that would allow it to engage
in crisis management without the participation of the United States’ (ibid.,
emphasis added). The basic idea of ESDP thus existed in the FCO and MOD
already well before 1999 and its emergence was directly linked to growing
tensions within the Atlantic alliance whose origin can be traced to the end
of the Cold War.
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Secondly, Howorth (2004) argues that the idea of enhancing European
defense cooperation inside the EU was helped in the British administration
by growing interaction between Britain and France. This had its origin in
their cooperation on the ground in Bosnia. From the viewpoint of the ana-
lytical framework, cooperation in Bosnia had forced the two states to make
investments which led to an incremental institutionalization of certain
aspects of their security relations, as has been demonstrated above. By and
by this lowered the cost of further enhancing European defense cooperation
which will have entered into the considerations of the policy-making com-
munities in the FCO and the MOD. Hence there appear to be indications
that the structural changes identified by the constrained balancing frame-
work will have contributed to changing policy proposals developed at the
working levels of FCO and MOD; which, in turn, increased the pressure on
the UK government to adjust its policies.

Alternative explanations

This interpretation of the findings demonstrates that domestic explana-
tions may not actually constitute an alternative but rather an important
complement for structural analysis. The link between structure and policy
runs through the domestic level of decision-making and thus a full account
of foreign policy would necessarily have to take this level into account.
Nonetheless an exclusive focus on the domestic level would arguably not
suffice to explain British policy during this period. Domestic explanations
could probably help to understand the bias of British policy toward con-
tinuity in the face of structural change. There has been a strong domestic
consensus in Britain on the desirability of strong Anglo-American links. This
consensus was reflected in the agreement between Labour and the Conser-
vatives on the broad outlines of Britain’s European security policy (Cornish
1999: 76–7). It also became apparent in a striking continuity of British policy
after Tony Blair had been elected prime minister in May 1997. The British
position during the end game of the IGC did not change at all, as far as
defense policy was concerned (Whitman 1999: 9–10), indicating that there
was a fundamental convergence of policy views on the domestic level which
will have contributed to the reluctance against adjusting British policies to
structural changes. What is difficult to explain, though, are the seeds of
policy change that already become visible during this period. They cannot
be taken to be the result of shifting domestic coalitions as the change in
government did not bring about a shift in policy. Rather they have to be
interpreted as indications of some form of policy learning (Howorth 2004;
Walsh 2006). However, for these approaches the origins of policy learning
are historically contingent policy failures, as in the Bosnian conflict. A struc-
tural approach, as the one presented here, can point to the deeper sources
of such seemingly accidental policy failures. The inter-alliance conflict over
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Bosnia had its origins in the end of bipolarity which decreased the necessity
for the United States to arrive at common policies with its European allies.
It also contributes to understanding the stability of the domestic British
consensus on the desirability of strong transatlantic links. The intensity
of Anglo-American cooperation over the Cold War years and the institu-
tionalization of these relations over decades may well have reached far
deeper into society than the focus on institutions of security policy may
reveal.

Similarly, identity-based approaches will contribute to our understand-
ing of Britain’s bias toward continuity. As discussed in Chapter 5, such
approaches point us toward the importance of learning effects that derive
from institutionalized patterns of cooperation. However, as in the preceding
period, such approaches are not able to account for the cautious indications
of change in British policy that can be discerned, especially in increasing
cooperation with France, the strong focus on decision-making outside NATO
and discussions about giving the EU a crisis management component that
began in the FCO and the MOD.

Summary: British policy, 1992–97

Britain basically continued its policies from the preceding period. Generally
speaking, it supported stronger European cooperation in defense policy, yet
wanted to link this cooperation very closely to transatlantic institutions. It
did not intend to embed European cooperation completely within NATO.
Rather it focused onmakingWEU operational; by enabling it to access NATO
capabilities and by enhancing WEU’s ability to control and direct military
operations. It was very reluctant, however, to subordinate WEU to the EU
or even merge the two organizations and thus to further insulate European
crisis management policies from US influence.

Process evidence showed that British policy-makers were very concerned
about keeping transatlantic institutions intact and put little emphasis on
increasing autonomy and capabilities. This changed somewhat in the con-
text of serious transatlantic disagreements over the Bosnian conflict. Official
policy showed a period of increased interest in European defense coopera-
tion but basically returned to its strong emphasis on safeguarding transat-
lantic institutions during the Amsterdam IGC. At other levels, however,
the doubts over future US commitment to European security institutions,
which US policy in Bosnia had raised, had the expected consequences.
FCO and MOD officials began to ponder and advocate the transfer of WEU
functions to the EU. Moreover, Anglo-French security cooperation became
increasingly institutionalized, especially with respect to their air forces and
to nuclear policy. These were the seeds of change in the following years
which were to bring UK policy in line with the international incentive
structure again.
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German policy

Policies

When we look at German policies during this period we can clearly see that
achieving autonomy at the lowest possible cost was at the core of German
positions. During the first two or three years, German policy aimed primar-
ily at strengthening European capabilities. From late 1995 on, however, the
issue of creating institutionally autonomous structures for European defense
cooperation gained more prominence.

In terms of capabilities, Germany wanted to strengthen first and foremost
WEU’s operational capabilities. This concerned, on the one hand, capabili-
ties that were directly assigned to WEU. But for those areas in which these
capabilities did not suffice, Germany wanted to give WEU access to NATO
resources. Overall this should enable the organization to carry out European-
only military operations. From late 1995 on Germany moreover pursued a
policy of moving WEU closer and closer toward the EU. The ultimate goal
was to merge WEU with the EU. This would have left the EU as the orga-
nization to decide about the launch and to command European military
operations and would have ultimately given the EU its own military capabil-
ities and (taking into account the grand bargain of 1994/96) privileged access
to NATO assets and capabilities – obviously a huge step toward autonomy.

Let us look in more detail at how these German positions developed dur-
ing the period. The focal points for German policy-makers, at which German
positions became most clearly articulated, were the NATO summits of 1994
and 1996 and the Amsterdam IGC.

In 1993, German NATO policy was still mainly concerned with defining
a new role for NATO after the end of the Cold War. The German govern-
ment kept restating that NATO still was mainly about collective defense,
but that the organization would also have to take on conflict and crisis
management tasks in the future.57 From the German viewpoint, this had
important implications for NATO’s structure, including for the role of Euro-
pean allies. Germany called for a reform of NATO’s military structure which
would enable NATO to perform crisis management tasks more efficiently
and at the same time enable Europeans to use NATO resources and act mil-
itarily without the participation of the United States. At the heart of the
German blueprint for reform therefore was the creation of separable NATO
capabilities for crisis management. These could then be used either by NATO
alone or by Europeans or in cooperation of NATO with non-NATOmembers.
This, of course, is quite similar to the CJTF concept adopted later by NATO.
When Defense Minister Volker Rühe spoke about this concept in March 1993
in London, his wording was quite vague. He suggested to adapt NATO’s
military structure for crisis management purposes and to create ‘joint and
combined force packages adaptable to European defense requirements and to
cooperate with new member- and non-member-states’.58 Thus it remained
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unclear whether ‘European defense’ implied European-only operations and
the involvement of some organizational entity outside NATO. In October
1993, when the Brussels NATO summit was drawing closer, he addressed the
issue more directly in a speech to high-ranking officers of the Bundeswehr.
In view of the growing need for ‘collective crisis management’ NATO should
‘adapt its structures so as to enable Europeans to use them autonomously
and to enable NATO cooperation with non-members of the Alliance’.59 Thus,
from the German viewpoint, NATO reform should directly contribute to
enhancing European capabilities for autonomous action.

Immediately before the Brussels summit, Germany endorsed WEU’s con-
tribution, which had been issued in November and in which, in the same
vein, NATO was called upon to grant WEU access to its collective resources
and assets. At the NAC Ministerial Meeting preceding the NATO summit,
Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel outlined the German position and, besides
endorsing the WEU position, also hinted at how this access to NATO
resources could be organized. The access to collective NATO assets and capa-
bilities should be restricted to tasks that do not involve the collective defense
of the NATO area, and ‘such access, of course, requires prior consultations
with NATO.’60 Hence, Germany did not opt for complete WEU autonomy,
making NATO assets and capabilities a mere toolkit for WEU, a position that
would have hardly be reconcilable with US preferences. Nor did it intend
to give NATO unambiguous veto power over WEU access however. This,
once again, highlights that the ability for Europeans to act autonomously
was an important goal for Germany. The fact that the collective assets and
capabilities were institutionally tied to NATO could not be ignored. How-
ever, Germany did not simply put up with this situation, but attempted to
carefully adapt it in a way that would give Europeans greater leverage.

The outcome of the 1994 Brussels summit was warmly welcomed by Ger-
man policy-makers. In his review of the NATO summit, Chancellor Kohl
gave special emphasis to the CJTF decision, listing it as the first of the sig-
nificant summit results. He welcomed NATO’s support for European efforts
to develop ‘an autonomous European security policy’ which would employ
WEU as defense arm of the EU and appreciated that former US reservations
against this plan had disappeared.61

The problem with the Brussels decisions, from the German viewpoint,
was that they were not quickly translated in an actual restructuring of
NATO–WEU relations. For a few months, Germany turned primarily toward
WEU-internal measures and thus continued its WEU policy of the preced-
ing period which had focused on making the organization operational. The
strengthening of WEU’s operational capabilities was a declared (and coordi-
nated) goal of the successive German and French WEU presidencies. Overall
the proposed measures were directed at enabling the organization to control
military operations62 – a crucial capability for performing autonomous oper-
ations and at the same time an area in whichWEU depended most obviously
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on NATO support. Germany therefore strongly supported the development
of WEU capabilities in the area of communications, intelligence and satellite
technology.63

Yet dissatisfaction with the progress of NATO reform became palpable in
1995. Defense Minister Volker Rühe pointed out repeatedly over the year
that NATO–WEU relations did not yet reflect the adjustments necessary for
European-led military action.64 His view was supported on several occasions
by Foreign Minister Kinkel, who called for increased efforts to resolve the
open questions surrounding the CJTF concept.65

Consequently the eventual agreement on the grand bargain at the Berlin
NAC in June 1996 was warmly welcomed by the German government. After-
wards Germany focused on calls to implement the Berlin decisions and
proposed further refinements of WEU–NATO relations like the adaptation
of command arrangements,66 adaptations in planning procedures or the
establishment of closer working relations between committees.67

While Germany had been pushing for the improvement of NATO–WEU
relations on the capabilities side, it also strongly supported bringing WEU
closer to the EU regarding the political decisions over WEU operations.
The design of WEU–EU relations was discussed primarily at the Amsterdam
IGC. For Germany, WEU was to evolve into the defense arm of EU and
thus support a strengthened CFSP. The basic parameters of the German
policy therefore remained the same as in the preceding years. Only now
Germany could build on what had been achieved institutionally through
the Maastricht Treaty.

Right from the start of the preparations for the IGC, Germany made it
very clear that it considered strengthening the EU’s CFSP and especially
its defense dimension a high priority.68 One of Germany’s clearly stated
goals for the IGC was to arrive at a ‘true “Common Foreign and Security
Policy” ’ which would include strengthened links between WEU and the
Union.69 When it became clear that the defense dimension would remain
a contentious issue during the negotiations, Germany continued to press for
progress. As in the Maastricht negotiations, Germany launched several ini-
tiatives to move the negotiations in the intended direction. These included
two joint letters of the German chancellor and the French president to the
Council Presidency in December 1995 and December 1996, and a common
Franco-German contribution by Foreign Ministers Kinkel and de Charette in
October 1996. Before the end game of the IGC in Amsterdam started, France
and Germany moreover joined forces with Spain, Belgium and Luxembourg
to achieve progress in the defense area.

Substantially, the German position centered on several core proposals,
which can be found almost in any German contribution to the IGC’s defense
discussions. It aimed at including the Petersberg tasks into the TEU; creat-
ing a policy planning and early warning unit, which was to include WEU
experts; putting WEU under the direction of the European Council; and
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gradually incorporating WEU in the EU. These proposals all boiled down to
making the EU the primary institution for the military aspects of European-
led crisis management. They consisted of first giving the Union the political
responsibility for identifying crises and deciding on military operations to
tackle them (by including the Petersberg tasks in the Treaty and by essen-
tially superordinating the European Council over WEU). In a second step the
operational capacity for carrying out the missions, which would have been
built up within WEU in the meantime, would be incorporated in the EU too,
by gradually incorporating WEU into the EU. Germany even tried to plant
the seeds of extending the functional scope of European defense integration
beyond ‘mere’ crisis management as embodied in the Petersberg tasks into
the area of defense proper. This became clear in Germany’s calls for a solidar-
ity clause analogous to NATO’s and WEU’s Article V;70 and, of course, by the
suggestion to merge WEU and the EU which would have implied to some-
how include Article V of the Modified Brussels Treaty into the TEU. Germany
even took up the French idea to discuss a European nuclear deterrent.71

Germany managed to gain considerable support for its proposals. In
the six-nation contribution of March 1997, Germany, France, Spain, Italy,
Belgium and Luxembourg together basically restated the goals which the
German chancellor already had put forward at the Torino Council at the
beginning of the IGC process. They presented draft Treaty articles to include
the Petersberg tasks into the TEU and a progressive integration of WEU in
EU, complete with a timetable for the merger. Nonetheless the eventual
results of the negotiations did not reflect all of Germany’s goals. Especially
the prospect of a WEU–EU merger was incorporated into the Treaty only as
a distant possibility.

Overall, we see again that Germany’s policy concurred well with the
incentives identified by the constrained balancing framework. Germany
continued its push for strengthening European defense autonomy and even
cautiously intensified it. Institutional constraints were less clearly visible
than in the preceding period. Albeit Germany still regarded NATO as the
key institution for collective defense, its proposals for including elements
of collective defense into the TEU became more detailed than in the pre-
ceding period. Once again its support for European autonomy and even
for strengthening European capabilities within WEU and through WEU
access to NATO capabilities were clearly more pronounced than those of
Britain.

Process evidence

Timing and sequence

As in the British case, the transatlantic quarrels over the policy in the
Bosnian war constituted a major crisis which cast doubt on the future
commitment of the United States to defending European security and
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cooperation with its allies. The constrained balancing framework suggests
that such a crisis would make it more attractive for Germany to call for
an adaptation of NATO institutions and engage in strengthening Euro-
pean cooperation. Since Germany had already before 1994 been much more
inclined to support European autonomy than the United Kingdom, the
modification of German policy is unlikely to be as prominent as in the
British case.

In this context, it is interesting to note that Germany took an increasingly
critical stance with respect to the implementation of the CJTF concept as
long as disagreements over Bosnia remained unresolved. Calls for swifter
implementation of internal NATO adaptations, including the creation of
CJTF, came to the fore in 1995.72 Around this time Germany also began
to prepare its Amsterdam initiatives for intensifying EU cooperation in
defense. Already in the Reflection Group Germany pushed for a stronger
defense dimension.73 Admittedly, these are not particularly strong argu-
ments because the timing may also be due to the organization of both
processes. It is not particularly surprising that critique about the implemen-
tation of a 1994 decision comes forward in 1995; or that proposals for the
IGC are prepared and presented after the beginning of the IGC process in
early 1995. But since Germany had already been strongly inclined toward
the autonomy side of the policy spectrum it is not so surprising that indica-
tions for a further turn toward autonomy and capabilities-seeking are rather
weak after the Bosnia disagreements. In order to get more independent from
the United States after Bosnia, all that was needed was a reaffirmation of
German positions.

On one count, however, there is some modification of German policy and
this is a modification that conforms well with the constrained balancing
framework. Whereas policy already had been geared toward gaining a con-
siderable degree of autonomy, the rhetorical emphasis on the necessity to
become more autonomous was strengthened during and after the disagree-
ments over Bosnia. We shall see below that calls for a stronger position
of Europe vis-à-vis the United States and the creation of a more balanced
partnership between the two sides featured prominently in German pol-
icy statements during this period. Concerning the timing of events it is
important to note that such calls for a new ‘balance’ between Europe and
the United States became particularly prominent in the wake of the dis-
agreements over Bosnia. In February 1995, Defense Minister Rühe called
for developing ‘the old “transatlantic bargain” – protection against influ-
ence – to a new, extended “transatlantic contract” ’ which would create an
‘equal partnership’ between Europe and the United States.74 Foreign Min-
ister Kinkel recalled, among other things, the conflict over Bosnia, as a
reason to call for new transatlantic arrangements, including ‘an extensive
Transatlantic Political Cooperation (TAPC)’ and a ‘transatlantic free-trade
area (TAFTA)’ with the goal of creating ‘a partnership of equals’.75
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Incentive structure as point of reference

In contrast to Britain, it is not as difficult to identify the constraints and
incentives identified by the constrained balancing framework in the state-
ments of German policy-makers. The reasons provided by German policy-
makers for their decisions did not change much when compared to the
preceding period.

The significance of the international distribution of power for German
policy can be seen in some general justifications for the creation of a com-
mon European defense policy within the EU which do not directly refer to
Germany’s and the EU’s position vis-à-vis the United States. These remarks
point out that intensified EU cooperation in foreign, security and defense
policy would contribute to bolstering Europe’s position in the international
arena. Chancellor Kohl, for instance, underscored that Europeans would not
be able to assert ‘their values and interests in Europe and worldwide’ with-
out a common foreign and security policy.76 Foreign Minister Kinkel saw the
development of a European Security and Defense Identity as one response to
the challenges of a multipolar world.77

Yet there are also numerous statements that directly refer to the need for
more autonomy vis-à-vis the United States. As noted above, these became
particularly prominent after the transatlantic disputes over Bosnia. Already
at the turn of the year 1993–94, Defense Minister Rühe argued: ‘We must
help to make Europe capable of acting militarily. It is foreseeable that Europe
can easily find itself in a position where it has to master crises and con-
flicts autonomously.’78 And a few months later: ‘We must not leave the field
to those committing acts of violence nor just rely on the resolve of our
American friends.’79 Likewise Foreign Minister Kinkel justified the call for a
common European defense and crisis management capability with the argu-
ment that ‘we cannot always ask the US for help’80 and Chancellor Kohl also
supported this view.81

The goal of achieving more equality in transatlantic relations remained
a recurrent topic in policy statements. Defense Minister Volker Rühe, for
instance, saw it as one result of the 1994 NATO summit that Europe had
become ‘acknowledged as an equal partner of the United States’82 and con-
sidered ‘equal partnership between the US and Europe the key concept for
the future relations between the USA and Europe’,83 a concept which would
be realized through the European Security and Defense Identity. The ulti-
mate goal, outlined by Rühe, would be to create a ‘new, cooperative balance’
between ‘North America, the European Union and Russia’.84

As in the preceding period, German decision-makers also kept pointing
out that Germany would not try to replace NATO through intra-European
arrangements, but that they were searching for ways to combine ‘both’
intensified European cooperation ‘and’ transatlantic security cooperation.85

The necessity to keep NATO intact was frequently linked to factors that
reflect the importance of path dependence. Besides general calls to maintain
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the NATO alliance, there is one line of argument, which was frequently used
and illustrates the cost-benefit calculation, from which path dependence
results, particularly well. Having built its defense around NATO and relied on
the United States for security provision in the past, Germany cannot afford
to let the United States turn its back on Europe now. Retaining close rela-
tions with the United States is important because ‘we will continue to need
the US in our security policy’.86 NATO’s value for German security rests on
the fact that it is ‘the only security institution really capable of acting’87 and
it ‘would be foolish to give up the benefits, opportunities and advantages,
since we already have a working, tested and sound alliance with enormous
future potential’.88

And one argument put forward by Volker Rühe for the continuation (and
adaptation) of NATO institutions could almost have been taken from a
textbook on path dependence:

It is obvious that the alliance has to change. If it had to be built from
nothing today, the result would, of course, be completely different from
what we have now. Yet fortunately we do not have to start from scratch.
Rather we possess an impressive wealth of know-how, experience and
political capital from the past four decades – the building blocks for the
renovation of transatlantic relations.89

Alternative explanations

What has been said about potential alternative explanations for German pol-
icy in Chapter 5 can basically be restated here. Germany continued with its
push for an adaptation of NATO, WEU and EU and focused in the short
term on making WEU operational and in the long term on merging WEU
with the EU. This, once again, concurs with expectations of identity-based
approaches which hold that Germany will be disposed toward reflexive sup-
port for European integration regardless of the policy area at hand. Once
again, this can be supported by statements of German policy-makers who
hold that adding a defense dimension to the EU is desirable because oth-
erwise European integration would remain incomplete.90 Yet, once again,
this cannot serve to reject an explanation based on the constrained bal-
ancing framework because the general inclination of Germany to expand
European integration and the incentives from the shift in the international
distribution of power may simply have reinforced each other and will have
ultimately led to the same policy decisions.

What remains difficult to reconcile with identity-based approaches, how-
ever, is the frequency with which German policy-makers emphasize that
Europe should not rely exclusively on US help. While such remarks are eas-
ily interpretable as expressions of a more autonomy-oriented policy, they
appear more difficult to reconcile with a Germany that aims primarily at a
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multilateral security policy, deeply embedded in the transatlantic alliance,
as it had been during more than 30 years before the end of the Cold War. At
least these remarks, together with the policies they stand for, serve as clear
indications that the shift in the international distribution of power has left
its mark in German security policy.

Summary: German policies, 1992–97

After the Maastricht decisions, Germany has continued to press for a more
autonomous European crisis management capability which should ulti-
mately be linked to the EU. Since Germany had not achieved its policy goals
fully during the negotiations of the preceding period, striving for enhanced
autonomy and capabilities did not require a policy change by Germany but
rather a basic policy continuity. As a short-term objective, Germany aimed
at making WEU operational. In this respect, German policy was quite sim-
ilar to the British approach. NATO was supposed to grant WEU access to
resources that could be utilized for crisis management operations. Therefore
Germany strongly supported the CJTF concept, which could contribute to
making WEU operational at low cost and would have also left NATO insti-
tutions in general intact. In contrast to Britain, Germany also pursued the
long-term objective of giving the EU an operational defense capacity. This
should be achieved by merging WEU and the EU. This would have moved
the center of political decisions further away from NATO and thus would
have further increased European autonomy.

In addition to the congruence of German policies with the incentive
structure identified by the constrained balancing framework, process evi-
dence also concurred with the framework. Evidence concerning the timing
of events was rather inconclusive since there were no shifts in the incentive
structure that should have resulted in significant shifts in German policy. It
can, however, be demonstrated that policy-makers repeatedly referred to the
constraints and incentives identified by the analytical framework.
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From Amsterdam to Cologne
(1997–99)

Overview

The final phase examined in this study brings a decisive breakthrough on the
European level. The British government gives up its resistance against the
creation of EU military capabilities for crisis management. This opportunity
is seized by the government of German Chancellor Schröder which came
into office in late 1998 and basically continued the policies of its predecessor.
The evidence presented in this chapter suggests that the mounting structural
pressures on the United Kingdom, which had become apparent already in
the previous period, played an important role for the British policy change.
The tension between British reluctance to build up more autonomous capa-
bilities, on the one hand, and incentives to do so, on the other, was brought
in sharp relief once again in the Kosovo crisis which may have tipped of
(rather than genuinely caused) the British policy change. In contrast, Ger-
man policies had given autonomy concerns much more emphasis from the
beginning and thus were not under pressure to be adjusted. This will be
demonstrated employing the procedures known from the previous chapters.

Introduction

The period from the signing of the Amsterdam Treaty to the Cologne Pres-
idency Conclusions is the shortest period examined in this study. It spans
just two years. Moreover, these are two years, in which the members of
European security organizations did not negotiate fundamental reform doc-
uments. There was no ‘grand bargain’ during this brief period and no IGC
took place. Nonetheless, with respect to creating an EU military capabil-
ity for crisis management and phasing out WEU these were two decisive
years. They were marked by two crucial events. First, Britain and France
issued the St Malo Declaration, which called for giving the EU a capabil-
ity for autonomous action, backed by credible military capabilities. Through
this declaration the UK government signaled that it was ready to reverse its
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Amsterdam position and give up its resistance against such a capability. The
second crucial event was the Cologne European Council in June 1999, which
effectively created ESDP.

This chapter follows the outline of the preceding chapters. The back-
ground section recounts the institutional developments of the period. These
developments clearly focused on the EU, NATO andWEU became important
more through how they related to the dynamics within the EU rather than
by taking own initiatives. The first section below will therefore recount the
history of this period by focusing on the EU and bring in NATO and WEU
reactions along the way. Subsequent sections analyze British and German
incentive structures and policies employing the familiar procedure of look-
ing at congruence between incentive structure and policies first and then
examining process evidence.

Background: Political developments

The NATO decisions of 1996 and the Amsterdam decisions of the EU had
made the institutional situation in Europe even more complex than before.
In principle, the WEU should function as a bridge between the EU and
NATO. The EU aimed at availing itself of WEU to fulfill its Petersberg tasks,
while WEU had to rely on NATO to gain access to adequate capabilities for
most types of Petersberg operations. How this bridging function should work
in practice, however, was far from clear. So it is hardly surprising that discus-
sions about abolishing the bridge and merging WEU with the EU continued.
The United Kingdom played a key role in these discussions because it had
been the only one of the three big EU members that had blocked the merger
proposal at Amsterdam. However, the issue was not in the focus of public
attention, nor was it high on the agenda of policy-makers until late 1998.
In November 1997, the WEU Council of Ministers at Erfurt decided on some
institutional adjustments, which would contribute to better coordination
between WEU and the EU. One of them, which would become significant
later, was the introduction of coordinated presidencies. The schedule for the
rotating WEU presidencies was to be adjusted to the rotation of presidencies
in the EU so that whenever a WEU member would hold the EU Presidency
it would also act as Presidency of WEU. Germany would be the first country
to hold such a double presidency in the first half of 1999.1

The first half of 1998, in which Britain held the EU Presidency, did not see
important new initiatives and in the second half of 1998, Austria took over
and made enlargement the key priority of its Presidency. Outside the EU,
however, there were international developments, which once again demon-
strated that Europeans were still unable to carry out military operations on
their own (see Sloan 2000: 14). The SFOR operation in Bosnia (which had
been launched in December 1996 and was extended in June 1998) illus-
trated that peace-keeping was still only possible when the United States
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participated with significant forces. Moreover, Albania slipped into a crisis
in 1997. Although there were mounting fears that instability could return
to South-Eastern Europe, Europeans did not succeed in setting up a force
under the auspices of WEU. Rather a coalition force was assembled ad hoc
and dispatched to Albania under Italian command.

A much more severe crisis arose in Kosovo in 1998. Serb forces there
reacted to UÇK attacks by attacking, displacing and killing civilians in the
region. The UN called for an end to the violence, and after several rounds of
international negotiations had failed, NATO ultimately began a war against
Serbia to force it into accepting a peace deal. This is not the place to recount
in detail how the conflict became internationalized and escalated into a
war between NATO and Serbia (see Daalder and O’Hanlon 2000; Bacevich
and Cohen 2001; Bieber and Daskalovski 2003). A brief reminder of the
key dates shall suffice here to put the subsequent analysis of British and
German policies in context. The conflict became internationalized in Febru-
ary/March 1998 and there soon arose discussions whether negotiations with
Slobodan Milosevic could be backed up by military threats. NATO issued its
first activation order on 12 October 1998. This threat succeeded in stopping
the violence for some time and bringing the conflict parties to the negoti-
ating table. After negotiations had broken down again, NATO launched its
air campaign against Serbia in March 1999 which lasted until 10 June 1999.
The success of NATO’s war effort was heavily dependent on US capabilities.
Exact figures vary, but around 70 percent of combat missions were flown and
around 80 percent of the ammunition was provided by the United States
during the Kosovo campaign (de Wijk 2000: 401; Mauer 2000: 22).

It was in the midst of these developments, in October 1998, that the issue
of giving the EU military capabilities to react to regional crises suddenly
resurfaced again. It came as a surprise when British Prime Minister Blair
launched an initiative to strengthen EU defense capabilities in that month.
I will look at the details of the proposal and the process through which it
was put forward in detail below. Suffice it here to say that Blair presented
an outline of his proposals, in which he suggested to search for new ways
of organizing European crisis management capabilities, to an informal EU
summit at Pörtschach on 24 October 1998.2 These proposals were further
discussed in the EU context and followed up by a joint declaration of France
and Britain issued at the Franco-British summit of St Malo on 4 December
1998.

The St Malo Declaration stated that, to make CFSP work, the EU ‘must
have the capacity for autonomous action, backed up by credible military
forces, the means to decide to use them and a readiness to do so, in order to
respond to international crises’.3 On top of this call for autonomous military
capabilities the declaration made it quite clear that WEU should eventually
play no important independent role in European security affairs any more.
Rather Europeans would ‘operate within the institutional framework of the
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European Union’ in the future. When building up its capabilities the EU
should take ‘account of the existing assets of the WEU and the evolution of
its relations with the EU’. With respect to NATO, the Declaration stated that
the Alliance should remain ‘the foundation of the collective defense of its
members’ and that EU operations would only take place ‘where the Alliance
as a whole is not engaged’.4

The St Malo Declaration gave a major new impetus to the discussions
about an autonomous military capability for the EU. It clearly proposed that
the EU should have a capacity for autonomous military action, and that such
action would find its limits in the area of collective defense. It implied that
the WEU would be gradually abandoned and its assets and capabilities be
incorporated into the EU. What was so significant about these positions was
that they were now supported not only by France but also by Britain which
had hitherto staunchly resisted the creation of such a genuine EU capability.

The EU itself welcomed the St Malo Declaration at the Vienna European
Council which immediately followed St Malo in December 1998,5 but left
the details to the incoming German EU/WEU Presidency. Consequently Ger-
many worked on creating such a capacity for autonomous military action
within the EU in the following months.

The United States reacted with some irritation to the new developments.
The lack of US enthusiasm was best illustrated by an op-ed piece of US Secre-
tary of State Madeleine Albright, published in the Financial Times only three
days after St Malo.6 On the surface, Albright’s text welcomed Blair’s initiative
in principle, but it was nonetheless perceived as a ‘ferocious public attack’
(Deighton 2002: 725 n. 2) on the St Malo Declaration. In particular it urged
EU members to avoid ‘three Ds’: decoupling (of European decision-making
from NATO), duplication (of NATO structures) and discrimination (against
European allies that were not members of the EU). Besides Albright’s pub-
lic remarks there were indications that the US administration criticized the
British for their policy change (Jopp 1999: 5) and ‘cautioned Europe to go
slowly’ (Kupchan 2000: 17) behind the scenes. It was only in late 1999, after
the period examined here, that the Clinton administration became more
relaxed about the emerging ESDP. Nonetheless, it remained imperative for
the United States that European capabilities develop not separately from
NATO (Sloan 2000: 24 ff.).

Nonetheless, NATO endorsed the idea of making the EU operational in
military crisis management already at its Washington summit in April 1999,
that is before the EU itself had taken steps to absorb the St Malo ideas.
The Washington summit’s final communiqué stated: ‘We acknowledge the
resolve of the European Union to have the capacity for autonomous action
so that it can take decisions and approve military action where the Alliance
as a whole is not engaged.’7 Moreover, if certain conditions were met,
NATO allies would ‘stand ready to define and adopt the necessary arrange-
ments for ready access by the European Union to the collective assets and
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capabilities of the Alliance, for operations in which the Alliance as a whole
is not engaged militarily as an Alliance’. What had been offered to WEU
was now offered to the EU as well: to get access to NATO’s capabilities for
European-led military operations.

At the Cologne European Council in June 1999, EU heads of state and
government wholeheartedly embraced the St Malo Declaration and included
much of its language in an Annex to the Conclusions dealing with strength-
ening the ‘Common European Policy on Security and Defense’.8 They
decided to include those functions of WEU into the EU which would be
necessary to carry out the Petersberg tasks. The concrete steps would be
agreed until the end of 2000 and this would also be the date when the fate
of WEU would be decided. As a matter of course, WEU as well accepted
the idea. It welcomed the Cologne Conclusions at its Ministerial Council
in Luxembourg in November 1999.9 This implied that WEU accepted its
eventual demise as an autonomous organization. In its Marseille Declara-
tion of November 2000 the WEU eventually announced that it would only
retain residual functions after the functions relevant for conducting Peters-
berg Operations had been included into the EU.10 This reversion to residual
functions took effect on 1 July 2001.

Although the Presidency Conclusions of the Cologne European Council
did not include a decision to formally dissolve WEU or merge it with the EU,
they nonetheless marked the end of the process investigated in this study.
For some nine years there had been debates about whether there should be
European-led military operations after the end of the Cold War; and if so
in which organization the military and political capabilities for conducting
them should be located. This question was settled at Cologne: the EU was to
decide on and control such operations, either using ownmilitary capabilities
or availing itself of NATO assets. What followed was no longer a debate on
the creation of European Security and Defense Policy in the EU, but rather a
debate on its appropriate design.

Incentive structures

Developments in the preceding period had again increased incentives for
both Britain and Germany to seek further gains in autonomy and capabili-
ties. Unipolarity had still not been significantly countered and thus incen-
tives from the international distribution of power remained unchanged.
The institutional environment had, again, been modified in the preceding
period to make further European cooperation more attractive and reduce the
resilience of transatlantic institutions. Most importantly, this resulted from
changing expectations about future US commitment to transatlantic insti-
tutions. The intense disagreements over Bosnia had not been a reassuring
signal as to the future stability of these institutions. The dominant role the
United States played (and some might argue: had to play) in peace-making
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and peace-keeping was interpreted by European governments as a sign of
increasing unilateralism on the side of the United States (Müller-Wille 2002:
63). The Kosovo conflict, which became acute in 1998, threatened to cre-
ate an identical rift again. The United States again signaled that it would
not want to deploy ground troops in a war against Serbia. Since the United
States would provide most of the military capabilities crucial for succeed-
ing in a war, it also displayed great resolve to determine military strategy
in the conflict. This was, once again, an instance of a transatlantic conflict
in which the United States would point to its superior resources in order
to assert its interest and justify its claim to leadership. From the viewpoint
of the framework this should have further contributed to relaxing the con-
straints on balancing incentives for the United Kingdom and Germany (see
also Howorth 2000c: 25).

Somewhat paradoxically, incentives for further European defense coop-
eration were also directly increased by the Clinton administration. After
Bosnia, the US administration had begun to support stronger European
cooperation in the defense realm. While this did not reduce the resilience
of NATO institutions, it made further European cooperation more attractive
for both Britain and Germany as it implied that they could cooperate more
intensely with their European partners without jeopardizing the benefits
from transatlantic institutions.

Europeans had, moreover, adapted their institutional environment in the
preceding period which also contributed to a modified incentive structure.
Institutional investments had been made particularly in making WEU oper-
ational. As seen above, new WEU capacities for planning and controlling
operations had been created. Moreover, WEU and NATO members had for
considerable time been working on the realization of the CJTF concept in
order to make NATO resources available for European-led operations. Thus
investments had been made in institutional structures which made it easier
(i.e. more attractive) to further consolidate and extend cooperation through
these institutions.

To add more to this, both the United Kingdom and Germany had inten-
sified their bilateral military cooperation with other European states during
the preceding period. This was especially pronounced in the British case. As
we have seen in Chapter 6, Anglo-French cooperation had gained momen-
tum since 1993–94 especially through military cooperation on the ground in
Bosnia and through the institutions ensuing from it, like the Franco-British
European Air Group or their Joint Nuclear Commission. Germany also had
maintained its close links with France and the Eurocorps had meanwhile
evolved in a truly European unit after Belgium, Spain and Luxembourg had
joined.

Therefore both states faced incentives to further intensify their efforts
to create more autonomous European capabilities for military action. For
Britain, in particular, we had witnessed in the preceding years an increasing
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discrepancy between official policies and incentive structure. This had led
to increasing pressure on the United Kingdom to adjust its policy, visible in
political pressure from other states and in internal pressure by the adminis-
tration to adopt a new line of policy. I will attempt to demonstrate now how
this discrepancy eventually led to the shift in British policy signified by the
St Malo Declaration.

British policy

Policies

The Labour government had taken a rather conservative stance on defense
issues at the Amsterdam IGC. It had basically taken over the positions of its
predecessor government and focused on keeping defense issues out of the EU
and on strengthening WEU’s operational capabilities. This was highlighted
once more in the immediate aftermath of the signing of the Amsterdam
Treaty. With respect to defense the government presented its achievements
basically in terms of what it had prevented in Amsterdam: The EU had not
acquired defense competences, WEU had not been subordinated to the EU
and NATO was retained as the cornerstone of British security policy.11 This
was to be continued into the future, that is NATO would remain the basis for
British security and defense and the EU was not to be accorded a significant
operational role.12

In the following months British security policy focused primarily on draw-
ing up the Strategic Defense Review (SDR), which was to provide a blueprint
for the general direction of British defense policy for the years to come.
When the SDR was finally published in June 1998, after more than a year of
an extensive public and administrative process, it contained a tiny hint that
indicated that the government may have started to re-evaluate the EU’s role
for British security policy. While NATO was still singled out as the primary
security organization for Britain, the SDR listed the EU as the first among
the ‘other institutions’ relevant for the United Kingdom’s security. Specifi-
cally the Review stated, ‘the European Union has a vital role in helping to
preserve and extend economic prosperity and political stability, including
through the Common Foreign and Security Policy’, whereas WEU was con-
sidered to have ‘an important role in fostering defense co-operation amongst
its members, in conflict prevention and, particularly, peacekeeping’.13 With
hindsight, the fact that the EU was granted a ‘vital role’ in the security sphere
has been read as a ‘seminal sentence’ foreshadowing St Malo (Howorth
2004: 221, citing the assessment of then MOD Policy Director Richard
Hatfield).

This was not noted at the time of the SDR’s publication, however. It was
only four months later, in October 1998, that the British government offi-
cially came forward with a new policy on the EU’s defense dimension. The
policy change was launched through an interview of Prime Minister Tony
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Blair with several newspapers and then explained to other EU members at
the informal EU summit in Pörtschach on 24 and 25 October 1998.14 I will
deal with this process in some more detail below when gathering process
evidence. At the core of Blair’s policy initiative was dissatisfaction with the
current state of European crisis management capabilities. Therefore he called
for ‘fresh thinking’ in this area, indicating that the British government was
ready to give up its nearly exclusive focus on NATO and WEU for organizing
European defense cooperation. Yet apparently there was no particular insti-
tutional blueprint linked to Blair’s initiative (see also Whitman 1999: 7). It
rather served to indicate that Britain was ready to break new ground on the
issue.

The debate nonetheless instantly turned on institutional issues and espe-
cially on the question whether Britain would be ready to agree to a transfer
of WEU functions to the EU which it had hitherto vehemently opposed.
The government underscored its new openness by neither committing itself
to nor ruling out any future institutional arrangement.15 After Pörtschach,
Defense Minister George Robertson outlined on several occasions a set of
four institutional scenarios each of which could, from the British viewpoint,
be pursued to improve the efficacy of European crisis management.16 Most
importantly, one of the scenarios foresaw a merger of WEU and EU. British
readiness to discuss this option was a fundamental change when compared
to its position at the Amsterdam IGC. The other scenarios included a merger
of some WEU elements with the EU and others with NATO; the strengthen-
ing of the European dimension in NATO; and ‘breathing new life into the
WEU’.17 Robertson was at pains, though, to point out that it was not institu-
tional questions that should be the point of departure but the capability of
Europeans to handle crises militarily.

The British position became more explicit at the Franco-British summit in
St Malo on 3–4 December 1998. The summit declaration underscored that
the EU was to play a pivotal role. It dealt primarily with the goal of making
CFSP effective. To achieve this, the Union was to acquire

the capacity for autonomous action, backed up by credible military forces,
the means to decide to use them and a readiness to do so, in order to
respond to international crises. [ . . . ] In order for the European Union to
take decisions and approve military action where the Alliance as a whole
is not engaged, the Union must be given appropriate structures and a
capacity for analysis of situations, sources of intelligence and a capability
for relevant strategic planning, without unnecessary duplication, taking
account of the existing assets of the WEU and the evolution of its rela-
tions with the EU. In this regard, the European Union will also need
to have recourse to suitable military means (European capabilities pre-
designated within NATO’s European pillar or national or multinational
European means outside the NATO framework).18
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Although the declaration did not contain a commitment to any one sin-
gle institutional solution or one of Robertson’s scenarios, it obviously ruled
out the option to rely exclusively on NATO or WEU. From then on Britain
unequivocally supported the creation of an EU crisis management capability
that would not be based completely on WEU or NATO resources. The British
wanted this capacity to draw on capabilities organized inside NATO and des-
ignated for use by Europeans, on the one hand, and capabilities outside
NATO, preferably national units made accessible to the EU when needed,
on the other hand.

Britain’s policy in NATO, WEU and EU reflected this new commitment.
At NATO’s Washington summit in April 1999, the United Kingdom strongly
supported NATO’s acceptance of a direct role for the EU in crisis manage-
ment. At the WEU Ministerial in Bremen in May 1999 it agreed to the
decisions which would enable the EU to take over most functions of WEU.19

And finally it fully endorsed the Cologne Council decisions. The new mil-
itary institutions within the EU were claimed by the United Kingdom to
be largely based on British plans20 and the defense-related decisions of the
Council were described by the government as ‘historic’.21

During this phase, then, Britain has come out fully in favor of enhancing
European capabilities and of organizing them in ways that would improve
the autonomy of European states and relax their dependence on NATO for
conducting military operations. This is completely in line with the struc-
tural constraints and incentives. NATO would retain its role especially in
those areas where Britain has the greatest benefits from it, that is in col-
lective defense. But British policy would nonetheless result in a significant
increase of autonomy and capabilities for the United Kingdom. While this
appears to concur with the framework, we also need to look at the processes
to make sure that we are not misled by some spurious correlation. Did the
United Kingdom seek autonomy because it was dissatisfied with the effects
of unipolarity? Did it cling to certain aspects of NATO institutions because
it would reap benefits from them?

Process evidence

Timing and sequence

It has been suggested that the Blair initiative of October 1998 was a more
or less lone decision made by Tony Blair, whose implications had not been
worked out in detail before and which was hastily further developed along
the way as events unfolded. Stanley Sloan (2000: 15), for instance, recounts
that ‘minutes after the Edinburgh speech’ of Tony Blair at the North Atlantic
Assembly in November 1998, FCO officials told him ‘that the initiative until
then consisted of the two speeches [at Pörtschach and Edinburgh, DP] and
that, on their return to London, they would begin putting meat on the bones
of the approach’. Similarly, the St Malo Declaration is reported to have been
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drawn up in a few hours between late afternoon and 3 a.m. on 3/4 December
1998 and then slipped under the bedroom doors of Tony Blair and Jacques
Chirac (Howorth 2004: 221–2).

There is no reason to doubt the historical accuracy of these accounts. How-
ever, such accounts should not be read as implying that the Blair initiative
or the St Malo Declaration and its implications were somehow historical
accidents. Rather, there is evidence that the decision to adopt a new stance
toward EU security policy evolved more slowly and in response to the incen-
tive structure identified by the constrained balancing framework. A sudden
and erratic change would be quite difficult to reconcile with the structural
perspective proposed here. Especially as tensions between British policy and
the incentive structure had grown in the preceding period, we would expect
a particular sequence and timing of events if policy shifted in response to this
tension. We would expect to see a policy process in which these tensions are
digested, new policies are proposed and decision-makers increasingly con-
vinced to go in a new direction, rather than a sudden insight on the side of
top decision-makers that turns around the country’s policy.

Looking more closely at the sequence of events, there are indeed indi-
cations that such a process took place. We have seen in the past period
that the tension between the changes in the incentive structure and a rather
conservative British security policy became increasingly visible. The tension
was due to Britain’s overemphasis of institutional stability and reluctance
to explore possibilities to increase its autonomy and capabilities. Especially
MOD and FCO officials had become aware of this tension and attempted to
convince decision-makers of adopting a policy that would be better adjusted
to the incentive structure. In the period leading up to St Malo we will now
see a series of indications that these efforts were more and more successful
in shaping British policy. It thus was not a sudden and lone decision of the
prime minister in October 1998 to pursue a new approach. Nor was it the
result of a process that began with a memorandum by FCO diplomat Robert
Cooper commissioned in May 1998, on which research about the British pol-
icy shift has hitherto focused (e.g. Whitman 1999; Howorth 2004). Rather,
there are indications in official statements already in December 1997 that
the process of rethinking British policy toward EU security policy had begun
to take hold at the top level of the decision-making process. Thus there is evi-
dence in the sequence of events that there indeed was a continuous process
which started with tensions between British policy and the international
incentive structure, continued with the awareness of these tensions in the
FCO and MOD, attempts to convince decision-makers of addressing these
tensions as described in the preceding chapter, increasing awareness of these
tensions at the top level and finally the October initiative and the St Malo
decisions in December.

Immediately after the Amsterdam negotiations, the British government
had prided itself with having prevented the emergence of a meaningful
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operational defense role of the EU, even though there were concerns about
the adequacy of this approach in the FCO and the MOD at the time. Only
shortly thereafter, such concerns appear to have reached Downing Street
as well. It was already in December 1997 that Tony Blair announced his
intention to make EU security policy more robust – albeit without clear indi-
cations about the exact shape of such an effort. In a speech outlining the
priorities of the British EU Presidency in the first half of 1998, Prime Minister
Blair remarked on 6 December 1997:

We have as yet shown ourselves insufficiently effective in enhancing
our common security at home and abroad – whether by not tackling
effectively the cross border problems of the environment, drugs and inter-
national crime; or by failing to face up collectively to external threats
such as those posed by Saddam Hussein and ethnic cleansing in former
Yugoslavia [ . . . ] As the Presidency, we will work hard to build a stronger
common foreign and security policy that is robust in the face of the
threats that Europe faces.22

A few weeks later, in March 1998, Blair became somewhat more specific, indi-
cated that defense could be an area for enhanced cooperation within the EU
and even outlined the idea of a common Anglo-French initiative for joint
force deployment. He did so in his address to the French National Assembly,
in which he outlined his ‘vision of Europe’.23 Here he distinguished between
areas in which more cooperation and integration made sense and others for
which he advocated ‘diversity’ and ‘subsidiarity’. As prime areas for integra-
tion he listed the common market, the environment and the fight against
organized crime. And then he went on to advocate intensified Anglo-French
defense cooperation in the EU context: ‘In all these areas, cooperation and
integration over time is sensible and is clearly in our self-interest. There is
one other area in which France and Britain are particularly well qualified to
cooperate: defence. In defence we can and should do more together.’ Most
significantly, he announced his intention to launch an Anglo-French defense
initiative after the conclusion of the SDR:

Now is the time for a new initiative on the military side. [ . . . ] When
our review is complete, I am asking the Defense Secretary and Chiefs
of Staff to report to me urgently on the scope for future Anglo-French
co-operation. How we can create a capacity to deploy forces rapidly on a
joint basis in future crises, where both countries agree.

There is a certain ambiguity in this passage as to whether the defense ini-
tiative is going to be purely bilateral or whether it will be placed in the
EU context. However, the context of the speech is clear enough in this
respect. Defense is seen as ‘one other area’ in which cooperation is sensible,
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the preceding areas all referring to cooperation within the EU. The defense
section itself is closed by another statement on cooperation and integration
in the EU: ‘So in some areas, we integrate more closely. In others, how we
run our education and health systems, welfare state, personal taxes, matters
affecting our culture and identity I say: be proud of our diversity and let
subsidiarity rule.’ And in the same speech Blair calls for complementing the
economic side of the EU with a ‘political’ dimension.

This all serves to underscore that ‘fresh thinking’ about the British role
in integration and the role of defense cooperation in the EU existed in the
British government well before October 1998 and even an Anglo-French ini-
tiative on the issue had been pondered almost nine months before the actual
St Malo Declaration. Later indications of imminent policy change, which
have already been identified by previous research, make the process com-
plete. This concerns especially the so-called ‘Cooper Memorandum’, which
had been commissioned in May 1998, two months after Blair’s speech in
Paris, and which has been argued to be the origin of the Pörtschach idea
(e.g. Whitman 1999: 6; Williams 2002: 5), maybe in combination with sim-
ilar ideas floated by MOD Policy Director Hatfield around the same time
(Walsh 2006: 508). Press reports in the context of the October initiative
pointed to a confidential memorandum, authored by FCO diplomat Robert
Cooper, on Britain’s future in Europe. Reportedly the memo supported the
scrapping of WEU and the creation of an EU defense capability closely linked
to NATO and enabling Europeans to act independently (Whitman 1999: 6).24

Moreover the reference to the EU’s ‘vital role’ in the SDR mentioned above
provides another hint that a reappraisal of the EU’s role for British security
policy was taking place within the British government well before October
1998.

All this supports the view that the British policy shift was the outcome of
an extended policy process that continued directly from the period analyzed
in the preceding chapter. This continuous process provides a link between
the misfit of British policy with the incentive structure, on the one hand,
and the eventual policy shift in October 1998, on the other hand. More-
over, the next section will demonstrate that the link between the policy
shift and concerns for autonomy and capabilities under the constraints of
existing institutions can also be seen in the policy statements of British
policy-makers.

Incentive structure as a reference point

Statements by British policy-makers clearly indicate that the twin concerns
of maintaining the benefits from established institutions and enabling the
United Kingdom and its European partners to act independently from the
United States played a crucial role during this period. The word autonomous
(in ‘autonomous action’) in the St Malo Declaration had most likely not
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been a mere concession by the United Kingdom to France. Subsequent policy
statements indicate that the ability to deploy forces autonomously from the
United States was indeed a British goal too.

Nonetheless, the importance of transatlantic institutions was frequently
emphasized in this period too. In his speech at the French National Assem-
bly, for instance, Blair emphasized the necessity to keep the United States
engaged and actually depicted a potential future Anglo-French defense ini-
tiative as a means to achieve this objective.25 In his October interview he
stressed that he wanted to maintain Britain’s ‘special relationship’ with the
United States.26 The St Malo Declaration itself points to the fact that NATO
remains ‘the foundation of the collective defence of its members’.27 The list
could be continued, there appears to be almost no statement on British pol-
icy toward EU military capabilities that would not highlight the importance
of maintaining transatlantic institutions.

What is certainly more important to demonstrate in the British context
is that the Blair initiative and the St Malo Declaration were not only geared
toward strengthening European capabilities (to further reinforce NATO or
alleviate the burden of the US) but also to increase UK and European
independence from the United States.

To begin with, British officials emphasized that an EU capability would
strengthen Europe’s position in the world (i.e. only implicitly and not explic-
itly Europe’s position vis-à-vis the US). In a debate in the House of Commons
two weeks after Pörtschach, the government’s goals were outlined:

Our aim is to strengthen Europe’s position in the world [ . . . ]If Europe
is to have a stronger voice in the world, European armed forces will
need to be capable of supporting our position. We need to put muscle
behind Europe’s foreign policy for those few hard cases when the normal
instruments of foreign policy–trade, economic and political relations and
diplomacy–are not enough.28

Similarly, George Robertson emphasized: ‘Our aim, I repeat, is to strengthen
Europe’s position in the world, to ensure that Europe can speak with author-
ity and act with decisiveness’.29 And Prime Minister Blair stated briefly before
the Cologne decisions that Europe needed ‘to focus on building external
strength’.30

To illustrate the need for such external strength, the experience with
Bosnia and Kosovo was frequently cited, that is the experience with crises
in which Europe could not successfully act without the help of the United
States and had to adopt US strategies regardless of whether they concurred
with European interests. Blair presented his initiative in Pörtschach citing
the Kosovo experience: ‘As Kosovo has brought home to us, it is right that
Britain and other European countries, as part of Europe, play a key and
leading role and that we enhance our capability to make a difference in
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those situations.’31 What was left implicit here, namely that Europe should
play such a leading role without having to wait for US support, was made
explicit on other occasions. In the context of Blair’s October 1998 interview,
his spokesman Alastair Campbell

said that the prime minister wanted European countries to have the capa-
bility to mount peacekeeping or combat roles such as those in Bosnia or
Kosovo, without having to reach agreement with NATO’s other members.
‘We could put together an operation with, say, France, Belgium, Italy and
Spain, in a way that meant we did not have to rely the whole time on the
Americans,’ said Campbell. ‘It would be consistent with us being mem-
bers of NATO, but would not necessarily rely on everything being decided
by the Americans.’32

Here the rationale suggested by the constrained balancing framework
becomes perfectly visible. Autonomy is highly valued and especially auton-
omy from the United States, but so is membership in NATO. The Cooper
Memorandum had reportedly made a similar point: ‘A European capacity to
act independently in the defense field is a natural concomitant of a com-
mon foreign policy. When the Americans do not want to participate, Europe
should have the ability to act alone. We should aim at a package which
merges the EU and WEU.’33

Hence there are many indications that for Britain to achieve a greater
degree of independence from the United States was an important goal of
its policy in 1998 and 1999. The desire to become more autonomous crys-
tallized around the experiences of the Bosnian and the Kosovo crises, that is
two crises that indicated that after the end of the ColdWar, the United States
had become increasingly reluctant to make major investments in European
security.

In building up autonomous European capabilities, prior institutional
investments became important for Britain, as the constrained balancing
framework suggests. We have seen above that transatlantic institutions
provided for constraints on British balancing policies. Intra-European insti-
tutions, however, were enabling rather than constraining for Britain. This is
rather obvious for the investments in CFSP institutions that had been made
in the years before. These provided a basis which could be extended to the
military realm. Anglo-French institutions were also of major importance for
the initiative. During the past years cooperation had intensified between
the two countries as I demonstrated above. The growing institutionalized
coordination between the United Kingdom and France reduced the costs for
further intensification of the cooperation. Searching for a way to step up
European defense cooperation, cooperation with France had to suggest itself
as a prime starting point. Exactly this rationale was cited by Prime Minister
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Blair when he announced to the French National Assembly that he planned
a new Anglo-French defense initiative:

During the last government defence contacts between the military of our
own two countries did improve. We set up a joint nuclear commission
for the first time. We are also working together to harmonize our doc-
trine and procedures for peacekeeping. More than that, on the ground in
Bosnia, our soldiers led the UN Force, delivering vital aid through three
winters of war. On the ground, Britain and French forces enjoyed the clos-
est possible cooperation, serving under each others command. I would
like this process of practical co-operation to advance much further and
faster.34

Alternative explanations

ESDP research has primarily focused on the time since 1998. The British pol-
icy change of late 1998 is arguably the only aspect of members’ ESDP policies
that has received more than just passing attention in the analytical research
on ESDP at all. I will take up explanations for British policy in this period
which have been put forward in this research implicitly or explicitly. These
explanations connect loosely to the generic identity-based and domestic-
politics approaches that I have discussed in the preceding chapters. I will
use these approaches to group the different explanations together and add
a third category of explanations that deals with more ad hoc, historically
contingent factors which have been suggested to explain British policy.

Due to their focus on very basic social characteristics which are assumed
to change only slowly, identity-based approaches face severe difficulties in
explaining the British policy change. They can be more easily utilized to
explain basic continuities in British security policy up to 1998. But if they
can account for continuities in British policy like the strong focus of British
policy on maintaining the Anglo-American relationship, it is difficult to see
how they could explain the changes that occurred since 1998 and the will-
ingness of the United Kingdom to risk conflict with the United States over
the organization of European security. There is one line of argument, how-
ever, that at least can be understood in terms of the United Kingdom con-
tinuing its traditional and deeply engrained close alliance with the United
States. In this reasoning, the creation of ESDP was seen by the British as the
only way to keep the United States tied to Europe. This argument indeed
has some merit. To the extent that it can account for British policy, I would
argue, it is well incorporated in the constrained balancing framework.

Briefly summarized the argument holds that the United Kingdom realized
that the United States was increasingly dissatisfied with burden-sharing in
the alliance and no longer willing to automatically pursue policies in line
with European interests. The United Kingdom therefore searched for a way
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to secure the alliance with the United States, just as it always tried to stay on
the US side. The only way to convince the United States to keep NATO alive
was to signal that Europeans were willing to bear a larger share of the bur-
den and to take care of European crises themselves when the United States
considered its interests not to be involved (e.g. Howorth 2000a: 34).

The main problem with this argument is that it cannot account for the
degree to which British policy (and policy-makers) emphasized the impor-
tance of European decision-making autonomy from the United States. The
British policies of the early 1990s did indeed concur with this line of
reasoning. Intensifying the European contribution to NATO within the orga-
nization (e.g. via the ARRC) is a straightforward way of addressing problems
of burden-sharing. Even the Berlin decisions of 1996, in which the modal-
ities for CJTF use by European states had been hammered out, can be
understood this way. They gave NATO and the United States veto power
over the use of NATO assets and would have enabled NATO and the United
States to call back NATO resources used by Europeans if deemed necessary.
It is unclear why the United Kingdom would want, in Tony Blair’s words, to
‘go beyond the Berlin arrangements agreed by NATO in 1996’35 if all they
wanted was to keep the United States in Europe. This line of argument does
not square well with the declared intention of the British government to
create a situation in which they would not need to ‘rely on everything being
decided by the Americans’.36 Moreover, the United States itself did not inter-
pret British policy of 1998–99 as an attempt to convince the United States to
stay in Europe but rather the other way around – as can be seen in Secretary
Albright’s 3 Ds and other indications of US irritation at the development of
ESDP. This is not to say that the British did not care for the maintenance
of NATO. However, it is difficult to see that this could have been the prime
motive behind creating European decision-making autonomy.

A number of explanations for the change in British policy turn to aspects
of domestic politics. As argued above, such domestic-level explanations
do not necessarily constitute alternatives to structural explanations. They
may rather point us to different causal pathways indicating how structural
constraints and incentives became translated in policy. Nonetheless some
domestic-level explanations are more convincing than others.

The 1997 change in government is certainly the most visible change
on the domestic level to which the policy shift could be attributed. How-
ever, the party-political side of this argument can be quickly discarded.
The approaches to security policy advocated by the Conservative Party and
Labour simply did not differ enough to account for change. Labour had ruled
out a defense role for the EC already in the early 1990s.37 And before and
after the election of 1997 Labour showed absolutely no enthusiasm for giv-
ing the EC operational competences in the defense realm either (Cornish
1999: 76–7).
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Domestic-level explanations for the British policy change therefore turn
to personal traits and convictions of the new prime minister. The argument
runs basically thus: Tony Blair was convinced either of the advantages of
European integration in and by itself or of the fact that Britain should play
a leading role in Europe. Given the fact that the United Kingdom would not
participate in EMU, he was searching for a field in which he could prove
his European credentials, a ‘ “European peg” on which the Prime Minister
could hang his hat’ (Penksa and Mason 2003: 277) – and he chose defense
(e.g. Oakes 2000: 10; Howorth 2000c: 25; Jonson 2006: 165–6). In a simi-
lar vein, it has been argued that ‘if Tony Blair was to fall under a bus, the
entire CESDP project could go back into reverse’ (Howorth 2000b: 383, cit-
ing Charles Grant). The latter argument, namely that the whole of British
support for ESDP depended on the person of Tony Blair, appears exaggerated
(ibid.). Moreover, I have tried to demonstrate above that the Blair initia-
tive of 1998 had its roots in the British administration. This became clear in
reports about rising frustration in the MOD and the FCO in the late Major
years that the government would not listen to proposals on strengthening
European defense cooperation outside WEU. It also was illustrated by the
Cooper Memorandum. Recent publications share the assessment that there
have been influential groups in the administration that advocated such a
policy change (Howorth 2004; Walsh 2006). That Tony Blair became prime
minister thus, rather than causing the policy change itself, created a window
of opportunity for this input from the FCO and the MOD to ultimately affect
British policy.

This leaves us with a final domestic-level explanation, namely that pol-
icy change was caused by officials in the MOD and the FCO. There is much
evidence to support this, as pointed out above. Moreover, it makes perfect
sense to combine this kind of explanation with the structural view advocated
in this book. A purely administrative explanation does not spell out where
the advocated positions come from. It appears highly plausible, especially
in the light of the voluminous FPA research on foreign policy decision-
making, to assume that if there is a place in government at which genuine
structural constraints and incentives are processed and translated into pol-
icy options, it will be the administration (rather than only single prominent
policy-makers). We would therefore arrive at a picture in which the interplay
of international structures, administration and highest-level decision-makers
explains a great deal of continuity and change in British policy. In a nutshell,
such an argument would run thus: The change in international structures
created incentives to pursue a policy of constrained balancing. These were
taken up by the administration, yet they were translated in policies by British
policy-makers only to a certain degree. This created a mounting discrepancy
between policy and actual incentives, which was finally resolved through a
policy change.
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This outline of a general explanation is also able to accommodate a final
set of alternative explanations that have been put forward especially for this
period of British policy: the role of historical contingencies. Especially the
Bosnian and Kosovo experiences are often cited to account for the shift
in British policy. Together with another historically contingent fact – the
organizational inefficiency of the NATO–WEU–EU construction – they some-
times are linked to Tony Blair’s convictions, arguing that Blair was appalled
by the inability of Europeans to decisively tackle the Kosovo crisis and there-
fore changed British policy (Howorth 2004: 221). There can be no doubt that
these crises played an important role for British policy (and probably for
the emergence of ESDP at large). The Kosovo and Bosnian experiences have
been frequently cited by Blair and other government officials to justify the
creation of ESDP (see above). Similarly organizational inefficiency has been
referred to as a motivation for the British policy change (Jopp 1999: 3–4;
Deutschmann 2001: 78). However, the constrained balancing framework
offers us a more generic way of interpreting the significance of these his-
torical events. The crises highlight the disadvantages that resulted from not
adjusting to the new incentive structure after the end of the Cold War. These
crises became so problematic for Europeans because the United States was
highly reluctant to help resolve them at first; and when it was ready to tackle
them, tended to impose its strategy on Europeans. Both crises therefore sig-
nified the effects of the new distribution of power. The end of bipolarity
had, first, made possible the violent break-up of Yugoslavia and, secondly,
reduced the strategic importance of Europe for the United States. By not
quickly adjusting to this change, the United Kingdom became less able to
assert its interests in the international arena. Thus the Balkan wars served
as ‘precipitating events’ (Posen 2006: 173–8), through which the negative
effects of past UK policies fed back into the British policy-process to con-
tribute to the policy shift of 1998. I will return to these issues and elaborate
this view of structural theory in the concluding chapter.

Summary: British policy, 1997–99

In the period examined here, the United Kingdom made important adjust-
ments in its foreign policy. It gave up its resistance against the creation of
autonomous military crisis management capabilities and launched an ini-
tiative which eventually resulted in the creation of ESDP. By doing so it
contributed to a significant increase of European (and thus also British)
autonomy vis-à-vis the United States. This new policy was embedded in
existing European institutions in which the United Kingdom had made
investments during previous periods, especially the EU’s CFSP and bilateral
Franco-British security institutions.

Process evidence underlines the importance of constraints and incen-
tives as identified by the analytical framework. Previous reluctance of the
United Kingdom to adjust to structural changes increased the pressure on
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the UK government which eventually resulted in the shift in British policy.
Once again we could also detect the importance of domestic processes for
translating structural constraints and incentives in policies.

German policy

Policies

Whereas Britain was a crucial player in the period examined here, Germany
played a more reactive role until the beginning of 1999. The immediate
aftermath of the Amsterdam IGC saw a certain slackening of interests in
the defense issue on the German side. No new initiatives were taken and
Germany’s policy toward the EU dealt primarily with other questions, espe-
cially enlargement. When German Foreign Minister Kinkel, for instance,
hammered out common positions with his French counterpart Hubert
Védrine on current European issues in February 1998, defense was not even
mentioned.38 A joint letter of Chancellor Kohl and French President Chirac
to the Council Presidency also contained only a passing remark that there
was need for more integration in CFSP.39

To be sure, the issue was not forgotten and Germany still aimed at giv-
ing the EU the ability to act militarily, utilizing WEU as a bridge between
NATO and the EU,40 but it appeared to be not very high on the German
agenda. Even after Tony Blair’s initiative at Pörtschach, the German govern-
ment did not seem to be keen on immediately seizing the opportunity. Some
of this might have to do with the Bundestag elections that were held in Ger-
many on 27 September 1998. The election campaign focused on domestic
issues and the Pörtschach meeting was held only a few days before Gerhard
Schröder was elected chancellor by the Bundestag and his government came
into office.41

Reportedly, the German government had been kept informed about the
St Malo initiative by the French government (Sloan 2000: 15–16) and in the
immediate aftermath of St Malo it became active again and attempted to
seize on the momentum created by the Franco-British initiative by pushing
once again for a merger of WEU and the EU. This was done jointly with
France, at the Franco-German summit of December 1998 in Potsdam42 and
a subsequent joint letter of Schröder and Chirac to the Council Presidency.43

They announced that they would endeavor to make EU operational in the
area of crisis management by providing it with either European military
capabilities or access to NATO assets. Furthermore they reiterated their call
for a WEU–EU merger.

In the first half of 1999, Germany came into a pivotal position as it
held both the WEU and the EU Presidencies. The new government wanted
to utilize this special position and press for progress on European defense
cooperation44 and indicated that it considered EU defense policy a prior-
ity issue for its presidencies.45 Consequently it kept the defense issue on
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the agenda permanently until the Cologne Council in June 1999. It invited
member states to an exchange of views on defense questions in January, drew
up an internal WEU reflection paper and circulated it in February, and in
March it tabled a first paper at an informal meeting of EU foreign ministers at
Schloss Reinhartshausen near Eltville.46 The Reinhartshausen paper took up
the lead of the St Malo Declaration and would later evolve in the Presidency
Conclusions of the Cologne European Council. It proposed to develop a gen-
uine EU security and defense policy and focused especially on the necessary
adjustments of EU institutions to achieve this.47 In its role as Council Presi-
dency, Germany had to try and accommodate the whole range of positions
among EU member states. After the meeting at Schloss Reinhartshausen it
became clear that a quick merger ofWEU and EUwas still not achievable, not
the least because neutral countries would resist this move. Germany there-
fore toned down its presidency proposals and suggested to decide on the
merger not at Cologne but by the end of 2000, after WEU would have fur-
ther approximated the EU through a series of practical arrangements (Jopp
1999: 12–13; Wagner 2006: 118–20).

In parallel to its proposals as Council Presidency, the German govern-
ment however continued to emphasize as German position that a further
strengthening of the defense dimension within the EU was highly desir-
able. The WEU–EU merger was still pushed strongly and Germany aimed
for integration of WEU into EU ‘as soon as possible’48 or at least ‘in the
foreseeable future’.49 This integration was to be aided by several transitory
adjustments. For instance, Germany proposed to let the new EU High Rep-
resentative for the CFSP – a post that would have to be filled after the entry
into force of the Amsterdam Treaty on 1 May 1999 – also hold the office
of the Secretary General of WEU. This double-hatting would constitute ‘a
visible sign for the integration of WEU in the EU’.50 Moreover the Ger-
man government made several proposals for bringing the working levels of
NATO and EU closer together and thus to make the WEU ‘bridge’ effectively
superfluous.51

The policy of integrating WEU in the EU was conceived by the German
government as distinct from the strengthening of the European role within
NATO. Both processes, the emergence of European Security and Defense
Policy in the EU and the adaptation of NATO structures to reinforce the
European role within the alliance were explicitly seen not as one single pro-
cess but as ‘two parallel processes’.52 This underscores the role that autonomy
concerns played for the German government. Building up the EU capability
for action was not seen as part of the European contribution to NATO but
as a separate process creating a distinctly European capability designed to
enable EU members to act autonomously from NATO.53 We shall see the
importance of autonomy concerns again below when examining how refer-
ences to the constrained balancing incentive structure surfaced in statements
by German policy-makers.
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Efforts to increase capabilities became constrained where they threatened
to result in inefficient solutions. The German government supported the
strengthening of crucial strategic capabilities on the European level, as strate-
gic air transport or reconnaissance and so on.54 Yet it also underscored that it
was not in favor of duplicating existing institutional structures.55 This makes
perfect sense in the light of the analytical framework because the creation
or strengthening of strategic capabilities would pay off much more in terms
of gaining autonomy and preserving benefits from existing institutions than
the creation of, say, parallel planning structures. Crucial strategic capabili-
ties were owned by the United States. Falling back on such capabilities for
European-led operations would seriously curtail European autonomy in such
operations. NATO’s planning process, of course, was not completely free
from US influence either. However, the United States could not control the
process in the same way as it could withdraw, for example transport aircraft
if it considered this in its interest. Secondly, creating separate European plan-
ning procedures would also have created serious inefficiencies as EU member
states would still possess a single set of forces which would then have to
adjust to two separate planning processes. This would require a high degree
of coordination between the planning processes, which would ultimately
defeat the separation of the processes in the first place.

Ultimately Germany succeeded in seizing the St Malo opportunity to
achieve its goal of creating an autonomous military capability for the EU.
Even though Cologne did not mark the end of discussions on whether WEU
was to be integrated in the EU, it was a decisive breakthrough because the
decisions constituted an agreement of all EU members (not just two of them
as the St Malo Declaration) and set a firm timeframe for the eventual resolu-
tion of the issue. Especially the first half of 1999 was marked by a very active
German policy for increasing European autonomy through strengthening
the EU. This continued the German policy of the preceding periods. The Ger-
man government still was concerned with maintaining NATO and linking
the EU to NATO capabilities. Its primary focus, however, was on extending
European autonomy and capabilities and its policy in NATO was more or
less geared toward gaining acceptance for this.

Process evidence

Timing and sequence

The way in which German policy evolved in this period highlights once
again the importance of institutional investments and autonomy concerns
for the German government. Looking at the events of 1998, St Malo appears
to have constituted a kind of wake-up call for the German government. Only
after St Malo it began to actively engage in debates about European defense
cooperation again and to resume its efforts to achieve a merger of WEU and
EU. Some of the low profile the German government kept on the issue during
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1998 and especially its delay in reacting to the Pörtschach initiative will cer-
tainly be due to the 1998 election campaign and the change in government.
The Schröder government first had to set out its priorities before it could
positively engage in taking the issue forward. Nonetheless, the particular
significance of St Malo for the return of German interest in the question also
conforms well with the constrained balancing framework. In contrast to the
Pörtschach initiative, which remained rather vague in its institutional impli-
cations, the St Malo Declaration clearly set out that a window of opportunity
had opened to make significant progress on the way to European autonomy.
Germany quickly tried to seize this opportunity. Its post-St Malo initiatives
therefore focused on making the EU an autonomous actor in crisis manage-
ment. This was to be achieved bymergingWEU and EU and thus eliminating
an intermediary organization that would have made it more difficult to act
autonomously from NATO. Moreover, the German Presidency focused on
extending the St Malo agreement to all EU members – a crucial precondition
for making the EU an actor in this field (Wagner 2006: 120).

German activity after St Malo becomes understandable also in another
respect when viewed against the background of the constrained balancing
framework. St Malo could also be interpreted as a threat to established bilat-
eral security institutions. It was a significant event that France joined forces
with Britain on such an important European initiative. What did this imply
for Franco-German institutions? The German government needed reassur-
ance in this respect (or, to put it in institutionalist terms: confirm the
expectations that France would remain committed to those institutions).
The importance of this aspect is highlighted by the fact that Germany’s first
contributions to the post-St Malo process came in the form of joint Franco-
German proposals. Immediately before the St Malo summit, on 1 December
1998 (when the German government had already been informed that a
Franco-British defense initiative was forthcoming), the French and German
governments issued a declaration at their Franco-German summit in Pots-
dam, which called for making the EU operational in crisis management. And
a few days later, Schröder and Chirac sent their joint letter to the Austrian
Council Presidency, which elaborated on this proposal.

Another impulse that may have contributed to German activity in late
1998 was the mounting Kosovo crisis. As discussed in the section on Britain
above, the crisis over Kosovo signified the ambiguities of the post-Cold War
transatlantic relation. This held for Germany too. That the growing activity
of Germany did not just incidentally coincide with the Kosovo crisis was
highlighted, as in the British case, by the regular reference made to Kosovo
in German policy statements on European defense cooperation.

Incentive structure as reference point

As in previous periods, German policy-makers were clear that they did
not want to set up a competitor to NATO and that they intended to
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maintain NATO in its core function, collective defense, from which Ger-
many significantly benefited.56 Nonetheless autonomy concerns also became
visible. From the German viewpoint, the EU should be equipped with
an autonomous capability to act which implied the necessity to have
autonomous capabilities at the disposal of the organization. The autonomy
motive was frequently evoked and the experience of dependence on the
United States in Bosnia and Kosovo figured prominently in statements of
policy. A succinct summary of the autonomy and capabilities side of the
analytical framework was given by Foreign Minister Kinkel already in July
1998. He not only cites Bosnia and Kosovo as crucial experiences but also
frankly states the vision of making Europeans more powerful militarily and
thus to gain autonomy from the United States: ‘In the future the economic
superpower European Union must be able to create stability by itself in times
of crisis – see Bosnia and Kosovo – without always having to immediately call
on our American friends.’57

The two basic themes of this statement – powerful Europe, autonomous
from the United States – were also repeated later on in the process leading
to the Cologne decisions. Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer, for instance, saw
the need for the EU to ‘bring its growing weight to bear on the world stage’.
This would include a military crisis management capability which would
enable the EU to act without US participation.58 Autonomy concerns were
quite directly addressed also by Defense Minister Rudolf Scharping: ‘The
European capabilities need to be further developed especially where we, as
Europeans, are still too strongly dependent on support from others.’59 In a
similar vein, the idea of a ‘balanced’ (ausgewogene) transatlantic relation,60

a relation in which Europe would have ‘more weight and a voice’,61 was
repeatedly evoked.

As can be seen from the citations above, statements made by members
of the Schröder government hardly differed from those of the predeces-
sor government. A slight difference, which only underlines the relevance
of the factors highlighted by the analytical framework, might be seen in
members of the new government referring to a ‘multipolar world’, which
emerged through the end of the Cold War and required stronger European
cooperation in security and defense.62

Alternative explanations

Due to the basic continuity of the German approach when compared to the
preceding periods, alternative explanations for this period have nearly the
same strengths and weaknesses as seen in the previous chapters and do not
have to be discussed extensively here. This holds especially for identity-based
approaches. As before, such approaches would claim that Germany with its
reflexive multilateralist and integrationist inclination will push for exten-
sion of European integration to the defense field. Thus such approaches will
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be able to account for Germany’s preference for multilateral, European solu-
tions. Additionally, identity-based approaches can point to the importance
of Franco-German relations for Germany’s self-image and thus account for
Germany’s strong tendency to work together with France in creating ESDP.
In other words, most of the institutionalist side of the constrained balancing
story can be reconstructed in terms of these approaches. What must remain
surprising for them, however, is the other side of the story, that is the empha-
sis German policy-makers laid on the autonomy of European capabilities
from the United States.

This period sheds some new light, however, on approaches which focus
on domestic factors, as domestic politics or personal convictions of major
policy-makers. The sequence of events demonstrates that there was almost
no change of government policy although the Conservative-liberal govern-
ment lost its majority in the Bundestag and was replaced by a coalition
government of Social Democrats and Greens. This was the most funda-
mental shift in government in the history of the Federal Republic (with
the exception, of course, of the first government) because it was the first
time that a completely new coalition took over. In the decades before, at
least one party of the former government coalition had always remained
in power. Moreover, in the areas concerned here, security policy and EU pol-
icy, there were important ideological differences between the former and the
new government. The Greens had a strong pacifist tradition and they expe-
rienced a fundamental internal fight over the Kosovo war in late 1998 and
early 1999 (Lantis 2002: 48–9). In addition, Chancellor Gerhard Schröder
did not seem to hold the same convictions about the importance and desir-
ability of European integration as his predecessor (Marsh 2002: 401–2). It
is all the more surprising that Germany’s policy toward ESDP was marked
by almost complete continuity. Both the Kohl and Schröder governments
aimed at integrating WEU in the EU, creating direct links between EU and
NATO and autonomous European capabilities.

One may argue that the continuity was simply due to a time lag, simi-
larly as in Britain, and that we would witness a change in German policies
later on. With hindsight, this argument can be rejected, although the exam-
ination of the past-Cologne phase is not part of this study. The Schröder
government was highly active in implementing the Cologne decisions and
in further developing ESDP until and beyond the European Convention
(Wagner 2006). The German case thus contrasts sharply with the British
case where a change in government was followed by a policy adjustment
that began to develop in late 1997 and resulted in the Pörtschach initiative.
This is puzzling for domestic politics approaches.

I have suggested above how the development of British policy can be bet-
ter understood if the effect of international structure is taken into account.
The same explanation also helps to understand the contrast between the
British and the German cases. In preceding periods the United Kingdom had
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tended to put relatively more emphasis on transatlantic institutional con-
tinuities than on adjusting its policies in line with the incentives resulting
from the shift in the international distribution of power. This had led to
a growing tension between British policy and the international incentive
structure. It became visible in a growing isolation of the United Kingdom in
the EU and continuation of British dependence on the United States which
made it more difficult for the UK government to assert its preferences on
the international stage. This led to adjustments in the administration first.
They ultimately resulted in a change of government policy a while after Tony
Blair had been elected prime minister. A comparable tension did not exist in
the German case. Germany had from the beginning given strong emphasis
to creating autonomous European capabilities. From the viewpoint of struc-
tural constraints and incentives there was no need to adjust German policies
in 1998 after the change in government. The lack of structural pressure for
change therefore contributed to the continuity in German policy that we
could observe after 1998.

Summary: German policy, 1997–99

When compared to previous periods, German policy was overall character-
ized by a remarkable degree of continuity. After a brief period in 1998, in
which German foreign policy appeared to be preoccupied with other issues,
the incoming Schröder government basically continued the policies of its
predecessor. Enabling the EU to act militarily and autonomously from the
United States by merging WEU with the EU remained the basic thrust of
German policy in this area. This form of autonomy and capabilities-seeking
was linked to a concern for maintaining beneficial institutions of collective
defense in NATO.

Process evidence and the comparison with the British case indicate that
the continuity in German policy had much to do with Germany’s poli-
cies from previous periods. Being better adjusted to the overall incentive
structure than British policy, Germany could seize the opportunity offered
by the Blair initiative and St Malo without having to reformulate previous
positions.
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Conclusion
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Summarizing, Deconstructing,
Reconsidering the Results

Overview

This book started with the proposition that the impact of international struc-
tures on national security policies has not received adequate attention in
FPA and IR. It set out to construct a framework for analyzing how two of
the most basic characteristics of international structure – the international
distribution of power and security institutions – affect national security poli-
cies. How the framework can be applied to analyzing actual security policies
was illustrated through an analysis of one aspect of British and German post-
1990 security policies: how did these two states relate to the creation of an
autonomous European capability for military crisis management, that is to
the emergence of ESDP?

The basic proposition of the framework is that after a shift in the inter-
national distribution of power disadvantaged states are confronted with
incentives to increase their power, that is to seek capabilities and to seek
autonomy in using those capabilities. Since this would, intended or not,
contribute to a rebalancing of the international distribution of power, these
can be labeled incentives for ‘balancing’. At the same time, however, states
are induced to maintain institutions, in which their security policies have
become embedded. These may circumscribe the way balancing incentives
can be pursued. The mix of constraints and incentives therefore may result
in incentives to pursue a policy of ‘constrained balancing’. Britain and
Germany responded to these incentives in different ways in their security
policies.

This chapter will conclude the study by taking a closer and critical look
at its results. It is divided in three sections. The first section will be con-
cerned with summing up the results of the empirical study and, on this basis,
proposing some further refinements for the analytical framework. The sec-
ond section will take a step back and look at the study from greater distance.
It will remind the reader that the study worked with certain assump-
tions, especially the separation of structures and agents and a rationality
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assumption, to make sense of the world. These assumptions have been
heavily criticized in IR theory in the past two decades or so. The section
will reflect this critique and indeed admit that the assumptions (and thus
the framework itself) cannot be taken as a description of the world ‘as it
really is’. In this sense the second section of this conclusion will decon-
struct the results by undermining the impression that we have somehow
discovered the objective mechanics of international relations and security
policy. Nonetheless the final section will make some suggestions as to how
the results of the study can be interpreted in the light of this critique. Briefly
stated, such an interpretation would have to proceed from the observation
that the world (or, more moderately, security policies) can be described ‘as
if’ the basic assumptions of the framework were at work. This may well be
due not to the fact that the assumptions reflect immutable truths about the
essence of the world, but to the fact that actors practice security policy as if
the assumptions were to hold.

Summarizing the results: Framework and implications

International structure and national security policy: The framework

The analytical framework developed in this book sought to spell out the
effects of international structure on states’ security policies and to avoid
two pitfalls in doing so. On the one hand, it was to keep away from
straightforward determinism. Structures should not be depicted as simply
determining actors’ choices for several reasons. First, structures are unlikely
to narrow down the range of policy options to simply one best choice. I have
demonstrated, for example, that a seemingly clear-cut incentive to ‘maxi-
mize power’ translates into a host of different options from among which
actors cannot be expected to select a single best choice. Second, conceiving
of structures as determinants of state action would completely purge agency
from international relations. This is implausible for most situations of social
relations in general (as Arnold Wolfers’s examples of the burning house
and the overcrowded horse track illustrated) and international relations, in
particular.

On the other hand, the framework was also to avoid the danger of shifting
attention from structures to intervening variables. Since a structural frame-
work cannot be expected to arrive at determinate expectations about policy,
past studies, as those of neoclassical realism, have sought to compensate for
this lack of precise predictions by spelling out domestic mechanisms of how
structures are translated in policies. Empirical studies then tend to focus on
these domestic processes, whereas the particular contribution of structure to
observed policies becomes marginalized.

The analytical framework is therefore formulated in a more open fashion.
It spells out the incentive structure with which states are confronted in the
international system. It is up to the empirical investigation to spell out how
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concrete states reacted to this incentive structure. They are likely to adjust
to structural changes in the long run. They may either immediately react to
these changes and adapt their policies; or they may choose to first ignore
the incentives. In this case, however, they will be confronted with negative
consequences of their decisions, which will increase the pressure to adjust
policies in the future.

In spelling out the incentive structure the framework relies on the struc-
tural constraints and incentives that have been identified by structural
realism and a rationalist strand of historical institutionalism. Accordingly,
states are induced by shifts in the international distribution of power to
increase their power, that is to seek gains in autonomy and capabilities. At
the same time, they have incentives to maintain institutions, in which their
security policies have become embedded in the past. Both kinds of incen-
tives may contradict each other. In such cases states are induced to pursue
a policy of constrained balancing. Institutions will come under pressure and
especially those institutions which are least resilient to change are likely to
give way or to become adjusted. Embedded in an incentive structure of com-
peting incentives, states are thus induced not to rely on clear-cut strategies
of balancing or maintaining existing institutions but to seek ways of institu-
tional adaptation. This will modify the incentive structure for future policies,
in turn, and may lead to a recursive dynamic in which adaptations lead to
incentives for further adaptations.

States may, however, also choose not to respond to the balancing incen-
tives and not to engage in institutional adaptation at all. Such a policy,
however, will be difficult to sustain. If other actors surrounding them adjust
to the shift in the international distribution of power, their policy of institu-
tional continuity may become untenable. This is a crucial aspect of structure
which is seldom reflected in the analysis of foreign and security policies.
Actors may adapt, or they may choose to ignore the constraints and incen-
tives. Yet ignoring them will tend to increase the pressures to adapt. The
analytical framework is designed to make such mechanisms visible.

International structure and British and German ESDP policies:
Applying the framework

Applying the framework in empirical analysis requires a method that allows
for sufficient openness in identifying causal linkages without allowing for
arbitrary conclusions. Case studies or systematic comparisons of case studies
are well-suited for this task. By providing a combination of congruence and
process evidence case studies can trace the effects of structure on policies and
help to better understand these mechanisms in general and in the cases at
hand. The analysis of British and German policies toward the emergence of
ESDP was intended to demonstrate how such an empirical application can
work in practice. I will briefly recount how British and German policies can
be understood as instances of constrained balancing. The next section will
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then discuss clues from the cases that may help us to better understand how
structural incentives are translated into policies.

There are strong indications that the end of bipolarity was of key impor-
tance for the creation of ESDP and also for the policies of the United
Kingdom and Germany toward the emerging ESDP. The case studies focused
on how the end of bipolarity induced both states to gain capabilities and
especially autonomy from the United States in using these capabilities. The
situation was complicated for both states because their security policies
had become embedded in strong transatlantic institutions. The constraints
resulting from these institutions were far more pronounced for Britain.
Crucial aspects of its security policy had become closely intertwined institu-
tionally with the United States: collective defense through NATO, the United
Kingdom’s nuclear capability and its intelligence capability through bilateral
Anglo-American institutions. Besides NATO, German-American institutional
links were fewer in number and weaker in terms of institutional resilience.

The effects of the different incentive structures could be seen in British
and German policies toward ESDP. Both states supported stronger European
defense cooperation. Yet they differed significantly in the designs they pre-
ferred for this cooperation. The United Kingdom adjusted only slowly to the
pressures for autonomy-seeking. In 1990–91 it wanted to see this coopera-
tion realized primarily within the organizational boundaries of NATO. Later
it aimed for most of this cooperation to be organized inWEU and for making
WEU politically and militarily operational. Only in 1998 the United King-
dom accepted the idea of giving the EU its own autonomous capability to
intervene militarily in crises abroad. Germany, in contrast, had supported
stronger European defense cooperation outside NATO already early on and
pushed, especially since the Amsterdam IGC, strongly for a merger of WEU
and EU. Overall, therefore, policies reflect the differences in the incentive
structures. Both states engaged in autonomy-seeking, the United Kingdom,
however, stayed much closer to transatlantic institutions than Germany.

International structure and national ESDP policies: Interpreting
the results

The case studies were not confined, however, to comparing overall incentive
structures and policy trajectories. The closer examination of the political
processes contributed to a better understanding of how structural incen-
tives actually affect policies. One basic premise of the framework has proven
particularly helpful in the analysis, namely the idea that the incentive struc-
ture leaves a certain amount of freedom to the actors and may indeed be
completely disregarded by them. Ignoring the incentive structure, however,
comes at a price with which the state will be confronted later.

German policies certainly mirrored the incentive structure more closely
than those of Britain. Germany sought autonomy gains in the area of mili-
tary crisis management but attempted to maintain beneficial institutions of
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collective defense. In contrast, the United Kingdom did not only maintain
collective defense institutions. It chose not to seize opportunities for increas-
ing autonomy and capabilities, even when this would have been unlikely
to impinge on benefits from transatlantic institutions. Later on, however,
Britain was confronted with the repercussions of these policies and pressure
to adapt security policy rose the longer the UK government chose not to
do so. Most importantly, the United Kingdom became increasingly isolated
in Europe. Other EU member states had, by and by, adjusted their secu-
rity policies to the new situation. Consequently the United Kingdom was
in an increasingly untenable minority position at the Amsterdam IGC when
it continued to resist the bolstering of the EU’s defense dimension. More-
over, pressure to adjust policy rose because this policy toward ESDP made
it increasingly difficult to achieve policy goals in other areas. The Bosnian
and Kosovo cases are good illustrations for these mechanisms. Recapitulating
them in terms of the analytical framework illustrates what role international
structures played for British policy. From the framework’s viewpoint, the rel-
evance of the Bosnia and Kosovo crises derives from the end of the bipolar
order. Bipolarity had been the glue that had attached the United States to
its Western allies. Through the dissolution of the threat of Soviet power
the United States grew more likely to disregard Western European security
interests when they conflicted with its preferences. Consequently, Western
European states were induced to gain capabilities and autonomy and to
enable themselves to take care of their interests themselves in the future.
This is the structural realist calculus. The United Kingdom chose to only
reluctantly follow these incentives. The price had to be paid in the Bosnian
and Kosovo crises. In both cases, European states were unable to tackle the
crisis themselves. In both cases they had to rely on a reluctant United States.
And in both cases European (including British) and US conceptions on how
to tackle the crisis diverged, with Europeans having to accept US concep-
tions due to their dependence on the United States. The British policy turn
was a result of this mechanism.

In such an interpretation of the events, the same factors are invoked as in
other accounts of British ESDP policy. The Yugoslavian experience is among
the canonical explanations for the British policy change (e.g. Grant 1999;
Howorth 2000c: 21–2; Penksa and Mason 2003: 277). The added value of
the analytical framework is that it links the significance of certain histori-
cally contingent facts (Bosnia, Kosovo, the convictions of Tony Blair) to basic
structural forces. The events in Yugoslavia could gain significance for British
security policy because of the structural changes of 1989–90 and also because
the United Kingdom had chosen to adjust its policies only marginally to the
new situation (see also Posen 2004: 14–15). A parsimonious reconstruction
of international structures can thus do much to highlight underlying large-
scale processes that may become blurred in analyses that focus only on the
immediate circumstances of a decision.
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The tension between the incentive structure and British policy thus
became apparent in political pressure from other states and an increasing
ineffectiveness of British policy. The FCO and MOD administrations also
served to transfer the structural pressures into policy, when they began to
search for ways to make British security policy more effective again. These
combined pressures could eventually result in policy change after the change
from the Conservative to the New Labour government had opened a win-
dow of opportunity. German policy, in contrast, was much more in line with
the overall incentive structure from 1990 on. If anything, the experiences of
Bosnia and Kosovo only reinforced the German policy stance. It is not sur-
prising from this viewpoint that the change from the Kohl to the Schröder
government did not come with a noteworthy policy change.

The case studies also illustrated that the analytical framework can shed
light on the path of institutional adjustments too. Changes in marginal
institutions are easier and thus likely to precede changes in core institutions.
Over time such changes may alter overall incentive structures, reinforce bal-
ancing incentives and reduce the resilience of other institutions because new
and adjusted institutions are able to compensate for some of the functions of
older ones. This mechanism could be observed especially in the British case.
The United Kingdom engaged over time in closer, increasingly institution-
alized security cooperation with France. It was from this institutionalized
cooperation that the St Malo initiative, which paved the way for the cre-
ation of ESDP, derived. Bilateral cooperation with France had been easier
to institutionalize than closer defense cooperation on the European level.
Yet intensification of institutionalized Franco-British cooperation ultimately
spilled over in closer cooperation within the EU. Bilateral institutions with
France had played a similar role for German initiatives toward European
defense cooperation. The institutionalization of Franco-German security and
defense relations, however, had already been strengthened since 1982 and
could serve as an institutional basis for closer European defense cooperation
right after 1990. This became apparent, for instance, in their joint Eurocorps
initiative, which grew out of military cooperation in the Franco-German
brigade. Overall, then, the constrained balancing framework appears to offer
a useful frame for analyzing security policies and for making visible how
large-scale structural processes may affect state policies.

Implications: ESDP as a balancing project?

Overall, then, the constrained balancing framework appears to be a useful
tool for uncovering basic structural effects on the security policies of states
after the end of the Cold War and especially about British and German poli-
cies toward ESDP. Do we have to stop here at the level of state policies? Or
do the results also allow some conclusions concerning the development of
ESDP at large? If British and German policies can be demonstrated to have
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been affected by incentives for constrained balancing, does this imply that
ESDP as such is a balancing project?

After all, more than a decade has passed since ESDP was created and sev-
eral authors have put forward the thesis that ESDP, as it evolved, can be
conceived as a balancing project. One may wonder how this study relates to
such arguments. Robert Art (2004), for example, used balance of power the-
ory to analyze the post-Cold War dynamics in the European security order.
He argues that EU security cooperation evolved primarily as a response to US
preponderance. It constitutes an effort by Europeans to gain more influence
within NATO and thus on the United States and, in this sense, it is the result
of a ‘soft balancing’ strategy. Especially the experience of dependence on the
United States and US reluctance to intervene in Kosovo increased the willing-
ness of Europeans to seek more influence on and autonomy from the United
States (Art in Art et al. 2005: 180–3). Thus, after the war over Kosovo, Euro-
pean security cooperation and the emerging ESDP turned even more into a
deliberate project to offset US power and thus into a ‘weak form of hard bal-
ancing’ (Art 2004: 206). Similarly, Barry Posen (2004, 2006) argued that ESDP
ought to be perceived as a balancing project vis-à-vis US power, driven by
the most capable states within the EU in a desire to become more indepen-
dent from the United States. He expected in 2006 that ‘Europe will within
a decade be reasonably well prepared to go it alone’ (Posen 2006: 153).
Stephen Walt (2005: 129) holds the same view and cites ESDP as an instance
of soft balancing whose ‘original motivation [ . . . ] was not anti-American’
but which nonetheless will serve to improve Europe’s position vis-à-vis the
United States. Finally, Seth Jones (2007) argues that the 1989–90 shift in the
international distribution of power led to a strengthening of European secu-
rity cooperation. He refrains from using the term ‘balancing’ for this as he
sees balancing linked to a military threat (Jones 2007: 10). But in essence his
argument strongly resembles soft balancing arguments. Accordingly Euro-
pean states intensified their cooperation as a response to unipolarity and to
increase their autonomy from the United States. This strengthened coopera-
tion became apparent in the emergence of ESDP as a security institution, in
the creation of military forces at the disposal of the EU, and in cooperation
in arms production and on economic sanctions.

When engaging with these arguments, it is important, first, to note the
differences between my approach and these arguments that ESDP is a (soft)
balancing project. Most importantly, this study here looks at the foreign
policies of states and argues that it is states that are faced with incentives for
constrained balancing. Most of the authors above acknowledge this but they
tend to overlook the implications. Their argument is that it is the big three
EU powers, France, the United Kingdom and Germany, that are the primary
drivers behind ESDP and see their motivations as sole causes of ESDP. Yet
the analysis of state incentives is not so easy to translate into an analysis of
institutional outcomes. ESDP is the outcome of a long-winded negotiation
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process and such processes come with their own bargaining dynamics. Argu-
ing that the EU engages in balancing and analyzing ESDP as an expression
of this would not only abstract from this bargaining process. It would also
presuppose that the EU’s actions were fully determined by member states
and that member state policies all faithfully followed the same balancing
incentives (see also Howorth and Menon 2009). It is obvious that neither of
this squares well with the assumptions underlying the constrained balanc-
ing framework, which highlights both the importance of institutions and
the differences in the incentive structures that states face. Viewing member
states’ policies toward ESDP as forms of constrained balancing, therefore,
cannot easily be equated with the argument that the EU balances the United
States through ESDP.

Moreover, of course, this study’s goal was to clarify and enrich the con-
cept of balancing beyond the notion that it may involve means other than
military build-ups. This implied, first, extending the narrow notion of bal-
ancing that had been prevalent during the balancing debate of the early to
mid-1990s. While most of the authors dealing with ESDP under a balanc-
ing perspective would agree that balancing not necessarily involves military
build-ups or intentional efforts to weaken the United States, I sought to
demonstrate how this notion is directly implied by structural realist the-
ory. Secondly, the framework proposed here attempts also to highlight the
cost-side of balancing and to link this in a generic way into structure-
based theorizing. This was achieved by incorporating insights from historical
institutionalism suggesting that states will be sensitive to institutional
costs when pondering a balancing strategy. Accordingly different states
are likely to prefer different policies to enhance their position, depending
on their prior integration into security institutions. This will have signif-
icant implications for the analysis of ESDP as a balancing project, as EU
members’ security policies were embedded in quite diverse security insti-
tutions. This holds even for close NATO allies, as demonstrated in this
study. But there were a host of other pre-1990 institutional configurations
for EU members, ranging from NATO allies who were not members of
WEU to neutral states which did not participate in any military alliance
at all.

Having said that, there are nonetheless some implications of the frame-
work for the analysis of the EU’s security and defense policy at large. After
all, the constrained balancing framework suggests that all EU members had
at least one set of incentives in common, namely to guard or enhance their
autonomy vis-à-vis the preponderant United States. Although they faced
different constraints in pursuing this goal it would be highly surprising
if autonomy concerns were not an important feature of ESDP’s develop-
ment. Looking back at the first ten years of ESDP’s existence, there are
indeed many indications that autonomy concerns figured prominently in
its development.
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This becomes clear already in the Cologne Council Decisions of 1999.
Achieving an autonomous capability for crisis intervention, of course, was
the declared goal of EU member states in creating ESDP.1 In shaping ESDP
afterwards, enhanced capabilities and autonomy in using them remained
important concerns for EU members. This became especially clear in sit-
uations in which they forwent potential benefits from relying on NATO
resources and rather decided to make investments in enhancing EU capa-
bilities. One obvious case in point here was the creation of EU planning
capabilities (see Quille et al. 2006). NATO possesses massive resources for
planning and controlling military operations and it was willing to make
them accessible for use in EU operations. From the start, however, EU mem-
bers took care to enhance their own autonomous capabilities in this area.
Already early on they agreed on diversifying their planning capabilities so
as to ensure that they did not have to rely on NATO for all operations. Two
alternatives were discussed: creating a designated EU capability for the plan-
ning and conduct of operations and making national headquarters available
for multinational operations.2 Eventually, both alternatives were realized.
Even though the United States was vehemently opposed to the idea of an
EU headquarters and there were some disagreements among EU members
over how the idea had been publicly discussed in the context of the 2003
Iraq war, a small autonomous planning cell was created within the EUMS
(see also Posen 2006: 181).

Efforts to make ESDP as little reliant on NATO as possible were apparent
in other areas as well. In terms of military capabilities, EU members created
an EU-internal capabilities development program even though they were
also involved in a capabilities development process within NATO. More-
over, EU members began to coordinate their defense procurement more
strongly which eventually led to the establishment of the EDA (Jones 2007:
136–80). One element of this decision was the concern not to become ever
more dependent on US supply on the armaments market. The setting up
of GALILEO, a European satellite navigation system, which can also be
used for military purposes and is a direct competitor to the US-owned GPS,
could also be analyzed in these terms (Braunschvig et al. 2003). Concern-
ing operations, EU members desired to test and demonstrate their ability to
carry out autonomous operations early on, and arguably this was an impor-
tant consideration in the decision to launch the 2003 operation in the DR
Congo (Ulriksen et al. 2004), a few months after the EU had relied on NATO
assistance to begin its first ESDP operation in Macedonia.

Obviously all of this would not be evidence for a narrow notion of balanc-
ing. ESDP is not a military alliance directed against a potentially threatening
United States. But it may be possible to conceive of it as a tool through which
EUmembers become less dependent in a crucial area of security policy. Being
dependent on the United States in the area of crisis management can make
it difficult to achieve their own security goals, as the crises over Bosnia and
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Kosovo have driven home to European policy-makers. Structural realism sug-
gests that EU member states were induced to counter this dependence after
the end of the Cold War and ESDP may be read as an indication that such
balancing occurred (see also Art in Art et al. 2005: 181–2).

Besides indications for balancing, however, the constrained balancing
framework would point to the fact that ESDP will also be influenced by
the institutions in which member states had been embedded before. From
this point of view it is not surprising that ESDP has evolved into a pol-
icy which is in several respects ‘typically EU’. Its heavy reliance on civilian
means, which was not in the focus of this study, may thus become explicable
(for an overview, see Nowak 2006). It may indicate that EU members took
care to maximize the benefits from the new institutions by linking them to
the EU’s existing external relations institutions, in which they already had
heavily invested and which were purely civilian. It may also be an indicator
for the importance of different national security institutions which proved
resilient and had to be accommodated when ESDP was created. The fact
that the Nordic countries played a crucial role in bringing about this civilian
dimension (Jakobsen 2009) is indicative in this respect.

This once again serves to highlight that, even from a structure-based per-
spective, EU member states faced different incentives when they engaged
in the creation and design of a security and defense dimension for the EU.
Common incentives to enhance or guard autonomy from the United States
and to strengthen capabilities constitute only one part of the story, and
different incentives from the security institutions in which each of them
had become embedded constitute the other part. Moreover, it must be kept
in mind that the link between structural incentives and state policy is not
determinate, as especially the British case showed. To account for the insti-
tutional design we would, furthermore, have to look at how the bargaining
process betweenmember states affected institutional outcomes. All in all this
study therefore suggests that explaining ESDP simply as a balancing project
against the United States or against US power will not do justice to this insti-
tution, even though balancing incentives will have played an important role
in bringing it about.

Deconstructing the results: An orrery of errors?

We have thus seen that the framework proved useful for analyzing ESDP
policies of Britain and Germany and that it might even help in explaining
at least some aspects of ESDP’s actual institutional design. Yet despite this
seemingly convincing outcome there are some fundamental limitations of
the analytical approach used in this study. I have made some stark choices at
the outset of this study concerning its general approach, that is the decision
to focus on structures or to rely on a form of rationalism to reconstruct the
world. Now that the framework has proven useful to reconstruct British and
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German security policies it is about time to reflect on the adequacy of these
choices. I will do so by fundamentally questioning the most important basic
assumptions underlying the framework.

I will build my review of the framework’s assumptions on one of the most
forceful critiques of structuralism in IR. This was put forward by Richard
Ashley in a 1984 piece for International Organization in which he borrowed
E.P. Thompson’s phrase to characterize the structural realist approach as an
‘orrery of errors’ and to lament the ‘poverty of neorealism’ (Ashley 1984;
Thompson 1995). Ashley’s critique contained several points that have sub-
sequently been shared by many scholars critical of neorealism. Most of this
critique is also directly applicable to the framework proposed in this study.
There is much to be learnt from this criticism. Paying attention to it will in
particular help to guard against a naïve interpretation of the model and of
international relations. Such an interpretation would hold, for instance, that
the framework uncovers objective structural laws which affect actor deci-
sions across time and space. I will therefore use this critical research here to
engage in a deconstruction of this study’s results. By deconstruction I mean
a critical examination that demonstrates that the results are relative to the
assumptions of the study and that the assumptions, in turn, do not repre-
sent immutable essential truths about the world as it is. I will investigate
in particular critiques of three key aspects of the model, all of which have
been forcefully attacked by Ashley and subsequent critics: structuralism,
state-centrism and rationalism.

Structures vs. actors?

The danger of determinism, inherent in overly strong conceptions of struc-
turalism, has been addressed already at the outset of this study by conceptu-
alizing structures as affecting, not determining action. Implicit in this notion
of structure is, however, an assumption that has also come under heavy
attack, namely that structures can be conceived as separate from actors and
as independently influencing actors’ decisions. Briefly stated, social theory
points out that structures are not objective forces separate from actors.

This is a very fundamental critique and most of the other criticisms that
follow are closely related to it. The agent-structure problem has received
attention in IR theory especially since Alexander Wendt (1987) and David
Dessler (1989) discussed it at length. The most basic problem with struc-
tures and actors from this point of view is that most approaches treat them
as distinct, yet they cannot be thought of independently from each other.
In the social world, there are no structures without actors and no actors
can be thought of without a structure that makes them actors. The rela-
tion between structures and actors is not just one of mutual influence. It
is a relation of co-constitution – one constitutes a condition of possibility
of the other. This basic position appears to be widely accepted in IR the-
ory (Wagner et al. 2006: 6). Anthony Giddens (1986) has most influentially
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attempted to capture its theoretical consequences in sociological theory.
With rare exceptions (Christiansen and Jørgensen 1999; Cerny 2000; Hell-
mann 2006), however, the insight has hardly been transferred to empirical
research in IR and FPA.

The most immediate consequence of the agent-structure problem for the
analytical framework proposed in this study is that the effects of structures
cannot be conceived as independent from the actors embedded in it. This is, how-
ever, what the framework assumed. Anarchy (and, by implication, shifts in
the international distribution of power) and international institutions are
all assumed to have objective implications for the actors embedded in them.
The framework presupposes that analyzing structures is enough to spell out
the implications for the actors concerned. The critique is that this cannot
be done without looking at the actors too. Anarchy, Wendt (1992) posits, ‘is
what states make of it’. The implications of anarchy depend on actors and
their relations. Self-help incentives are not a logical entailment of anarchy.
In principle there is nothing that would prevent states, for instance, to seek
integration in an anarchic environment. Self-help (which is assumed to be a
direct consequence of anarchy in structural realism) is but one possible way
to interact under conditions of anarchy yet certainly not one that would
be necessary in a strictly logical sense. Nor can institutions be conceived as
objective forces, as constraints and incentives, which impact on social actors
just like physical forces affect a physical substance. Institutions are ‘humanly
devised’ (North 1990: 3), hence their implications depend on human agree-
ments. Rules need interpretation, their implications are not objectively given
(Kratochwil and Ruggie 1986). Structures, then, are not objective forces
that affect actors in a unidirectional fashion. Yet the analytical framework
assumes they are.

States as central, unitary actors?

The analytical framework, moreover, is decidedly state-centric. States are
treated as unitary, rational actors and the structures which affect state action
are inter-state institutions. Two kinds of critique can be levelled against
this. First, states are not actors. This proposition is closely connected with
the agent-structure problem. States are not actors in their own right. Their
existence as actors depends on structures or institutions which generate the
concept of states as actors. Most importantly the institution of sovereignty
has given rise to the establishment of states as actors in inter-national rela-
tions (Spruyt 1994; Biersteker and Weber 1996). To simply assume that states
exist and pursue a set of preferences would mean to reify the state, to take as
real what exists only by virtue of intersubjective agreement.

A second critique of state-centrism is informed less by social theory and
more by empirical observation. It holds that states are neither unitary actors nor
the central actors of international politics. Regarding the latter, it is obvious that
the framework excludes a host of actors which populate the international
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system and are held to be influential in international relations, especially
non-governmental organizations or multinational corporations (e.g.
Risse-Kappen 1995, Strange 1996, Evangelista 1999, Brooks 2005). Hence
states are not the only actors of world politics, and to fully understand inter-
national relations and, by implication, foreign policies, other actors have
to be taken into account. The argument that states are not unitary actors
points to domestic actors and structures which influence foreign policy. A
state simply is not unitary, it is at best ‘a coalition of coalitions’ (Ashley 1984:
238). Moreover, foreign policy decisions are doubtlessly the result of more
or less complex decision-making procedures. FPA has devoted great atten-
tion to the details of organizational mechanisms through which individuals
or groups of individuals can gain influence on state policies (Hudson 2007:
65–101). The idea that the inner workings of states are important for their
external actions and interactions has also entered into IR theory, especially
through Andrew Moravcsik’s version of liberalism (Moravcsik 1997, 1998),
which holds that societal processes of interest intermediation are crucial for
the formation of state preferences and thus ultimately for how states act and
interact with others. The framework’s assumption that states have the pref-
erences of a unitary actor and that their actions are influenced by structures
made up solely of inter-state relations thus can also be criticized as highly
inadequate.

Substantively rational actors?

Finally rationalism, or in Ashley’s terminology, utilitarianism, can also be
criticized as inadequate: actors are not substantively rational. It is important to
note that the framework does not posit a thick form of rationalism which
would see policy decisions as determined by a set of pre-defined preferences
which are pursued in a utility-maximizing way under the constraints of
international structures. Nonetheless it relies on rationalist assumptions. If
the concept of an international ‘incentive structure’ or ‘set of constraints and
incentives’ is to make sense, the framework will necessarily imply that actors
pursue preferences and take account of the international incentive structure.
Their preferences over policies may not be determined merely by interna-
tional constraints and incentives, yet they must play a role when the actors
calculate their utilities. Otherwise the international incentive structure could
not be assumed to affect foreign policies.

Again there are at least two types of criticism that deal with this assump-
tion, one being based on social theory, the other more on observation. The
critique which is based more directly on empirical observations holds that
real-life actors simply do not act as would be expected from substantively
rational actors. They may, for instance, not be utility maximizers, but rather
satisfiers (Simon 1957), or their perception of their environment or incen-
tive structures may be skewed or biased (Jervis 1976; McDermott 2004).
The framework may be able to survive such criticism. To start with, there
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is no assumption of actual utility maximization. Moreover, the incentives
and constraints are so fundamental that major problems of perception are
unlikely, especially with respect to shifts in the international distribution
of power. Where they may occur, they are already integrated in the frame-
work, for example with respect to the expectations about other actors’ future
commitment to common institutions. These expectations are based on the
perceived signals of the other participants.

Much more fundamental, and more critical than this kind of critique, is
a criticism which is based on social theory. This argument can, once again,
be linked to the agent-structure problem. Social actors do not exist as insu-
lated individuals. On the contrary, as social actors they are always embedded
in social structures. These structures, constitutive for the actors in the first
place, are arguably of key importance for what actors want and what they
do. It is too reduced a view of social reality to see actors as only coming with
a set of preferences calculating decisions under given constraints. Rather
an important motivation for them, indeed one that will help them main-
tain their existence as social actors, is to gain recognition and approval in
their social relations. Therefore it will be important for them to conform
with expectations and do what is appropriate within the structures they are
embedded in, rather than perceive of their context merely as a set of con-
straints and incentives within which they attempt to realize exogenous goals
(e.g. March and Olsen 1989, 2006). A framework of analysis that relies exclu-
sively on the notion of incentive structures and does not incorporate notions
of social norms and social appropriateness must be seriously flawed.

Taken together these three criticisms combine to a principled attack
against the framework’s assumptions. With its reliance on structuralism,
state-centrism and even its thin form of rationalism it appears to be nothing
but an orrery of errors, a fundamentally flawed image of the world.

Reconsidering the results

Where does this leave us? After all, this appears to be nothing but a devastat-
ing result. Can this critique be countered? Or have the preceding pages been
a futile attempt to analyze security policies on an outdated and inadequate
basis? I would answer both questions in the negative. No, there is not much
that can be said against the fundamental critique outlined above. And no,
this does not make analyzing security policies with the help of the analyti-
cal framework futile. It does, however, have a significant impact on how the
results of this study must be interpreted. The critique arguably shatters not
the framework as such but rather one particular way of interpreting it.

Let us look at both ‘no’s’ in turn. First, is there nothing to be said against
the foundational critique outlined above? I would argue that indeed the
critique raises important points, which are difficult, if not impossible, to
counter. To be sure, some minor objections could be raised. When compared
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to the overall critique these objections seem rather petty, however. There
is, for instance, room in the framework to account for some interaction
between actors and structures. This link is most obviously captured in the
idea of institutional adjustments. Actors may deliberately engage in altering
institutions. The success of such attempts is exogenous to the framework,
because it depends on others’ reactions. But the framework is open enough
to accommodate such changes, when it is applied to analyze the develop-
ment of policies over time. The empirical analysis has demonstrated this,
for instance, with respect to Franco-British institutions. For reasons covered
by the framework British policies contributed to a strengthening of insti-
tutions of Franco-British military cooperation. These institutions, in turn,
affected British policy in subsequent periods and ultimately contributed to
the British policy change of St Malo.3

Yet overall the critique has a valid point. The framework separates struc-
tures from actors and regards states as central actors capable of calculating
ordered preferences and pursuing them; and this comes with the deficiencies
sketched above. What is key in addressing this critique is to note that the
framework’s assumptions, on the one hand, and their critique, on the other,
operate on different levels. The critique attempts to capture the world as it is.
The framework’s assumptions, however, are deliberate abstractions, simpli-
fications of the world. The framework deliberately brackets the question of
how social actors are constituted in the first place. It treats certain actors as
given, abstracts from others, simplifies complex structures and reduces the
multitude of characteristics of actors and structures to a few. The result is a
model of the world, a model that cannot capture the world’s complexity, but
represents only a few aspects of it.

The assumptions underlying the analytical framework are thus certainly
not descriptively adequate. In the light of recent debates in IR theory it
makes no sense to argue that person-like entities ‘Britain’ and ‘Germany’
were disposed by objective forces to choose one from a menu of different
pre-defined policy paths. Neither anarchy nor institutions of security policy
are objective, material facts of the world. They exist only as intersubjective
social facts, that is as implicit or explicit agreements of social actors.4 Thus
they need interpretation before they affect the actions of people and this
crucially distinguishes them from forces operating in a world of Newtonian
physics. They do not constrain actors as, say, a plastic tube constrains water
running through it.

How could such a deliberately simplifying and thus potentially distorting
model be of any help for understanding the world? Here we arrive at the
second ‘no’. It all depends on an adequate interpretation of the results. Such
an interpretation of the results must give prime importance to the fact that
they rest on an abstract model. Abstraction and simplification are perfectly
legitimate ways of theorizing about the world and arguably they are not only
legitimate but necessary features of theory. There can be no representation
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without abstraction. And thus any representation of the world, by virtue of
being a representation, must be descriptively flawed. This point is empha-
sized by Waltz (1979: 68), for example, and also by proponents of formal
modeling (e.g. Snidal 2004). A model has to abstract from reality, has to
reduce complex reality to some basic features. Only then can it make visible
basic dynamics of reality. Were it to be descriptively adequate, it would be
equal to reality and lose its function. The problem is further compounded in
the social sciences where a significant part of the ‘reality’ at which research
looks is itself made up of representations.

How does this affect the concrete interpretation of the constrained bal-
ancing framework and the results of this study? What is remarkable, to begin
with, is that the framework works. Anarchy, the shift in the international dis-
tribution of power and the institutions identified by the framework appear
to have the implications for the actors that they are assumed to have in
the framework. If the critique discussed above is correct, we cannot put this
down to the structures being objective facts of the world affecting actors in
predictable ways. The next best explanation that suggests itself is that what
actors make of the social world appears to concur with the model. Actors act
as if they were constrained by anarchy and institutions as assumed. The ana-
lytical framework, then, can be understood as a representation of the world
as it is enacted by the people comprising it, a representation of their preva-
lent practices. And the analysis of British and German policies suggests that
it is a representation that works.

In other words, anarchy may be what states make of it. But what states
make of it appears to be highly congruent with the postulates of the ana-
lytical framework. The same holds for institutions. If we avoid reification in
the analysis, we may be left with the conclusion that reification is taking
place in the world.5 People act as if there was a world characterized by anar-
chy, comprised of nation states whose autonomy is to be safeguarded and
which are involved in regularized interactions that are to be maintained. It
appears then that human actors, although not forced to by natural laws, are
creating a world that has them act as if they were caught within the bound-
aries of the analytical framework. Although anarchy and its consequences
are human products, not physical forces, it is an interesting result now to
see that a model that reconstructs them as basic facts of the world fares well
in shedding light on policies in Europe. Even in post-Cold War Europe states
can still be seen to react to changes in the international distribution of power
by worrying over their autonomy and their military capabilities. This does
by no means imply that states are not social constructs nor does it imply
that people are destined to act thus but it is noteworthy that their actions
can well be captured as laid out by the analytical framework.

Viewing the framework as a representation of the world that deliberately
simplifies and holds no claim to uncovering truth about the substance of the
world also may ease some of the ambiguities inherent in the framework. This
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concerns, for instance, the mechanisms through which institutions become
effective and path dependence occurs. It is difficult here to distinguish
between an identity-based and a more rationalist conception of these mech-
anisms. In constructing the framework, I opted for the rationalist variant,
which makes it easier to subsume the effects under the label of constraints
and incentives and thus allows for a more parsimonious (or, simply, leaner)
reconstruction. Even under this reconstruction the ambiguity remains visi-
ble. Take the role of learning effects for institutional resilience. Are learning
effects more adequately reconstructed as effects of rational calculations (it is
costly to learn how to operate a new system, so it tends to be better to stick
to old patterns); or of socialization (the more you grow accustomed to a pat-
tern of interaction the more likely you are to sustain it because it becomes
difficult or even impossible to think beyond this pattern)? The ambiguity
resurfaced in the case studies. Here it was most of the times difficult to
differentiate between identity-based and more rationalist explanations for
institutional resilience on the basis of the evidence. When the framework is
viewed as a representation in the sense outlined above, the issue loses some
of its significance. When two representations have nearly identical implica-
tions for what we are looking at (both approaches postulate learning effects
and are compatible with the evidence) it becomes difficult to see why it
would be important to debate at length which one is the more adequate
representation. Being accustomed to the ‘paradigm wars’ in IR theory which
have lately focused much on the differentiation between identity-based and
rationalist explanations, it is illuminating to deal with how texts written
in the historical institutionalist tradition in CP confront the issue. Most of
these texts simply bypass the issue and do not spend much energy on differ-
entiating between the two kinds of accounts for the continuing relevance of
previously formed institutions (see also Hall and Taylor 1996). Similar irre-
solvable ambiguities may be encountered when reconstructing the effects
of anarchy and shifts in the distribution of power. Lately structural realist
arguments about the importance of self-help under anarchy have also been
reconstructed from a more sociologically minded perspective (Goddard and
Nexon 2005).

This is not to say that every representation is just as good as any other.
After all, these representations have to be confronted with empirical evi-
dence and constitute plausible stories conforming with certain criteria for
which I have attempted to find an approximation in Chapter 3 and whose
application I illustrated in Chapters 4–7.

The constrained balancing framework, I would argue, has the potential to
constitute just such a working representation. This assessment leads to two
basic conclusions. The first is a rather modest one. If the structures identified
by the framework are not objective immutable forces, then the framework
does not reveal sweeping law-like generalizations that will hold across time
and space. But, and this is the second conclusion, there are good reasons
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to expect that the framework provides a useful representation for current
Europe. Even within the Western alliance decision-makers appear still to
be affected by balancing concerns, that is see themselves forced to seek
autonomy from external constraints in making and implementing security
policies. In the light of Wendt’s critique this is hardly surprising. If self-help
is not a direct consequence of anarchy but an institution, then self-help itself
is prone to the effects of path dependence and the resilience of self-help
institutions may prove rather formidable.

There is one more important implication of the deconstruction and
re-reading of the framework which is important to note in conclusion. This
is an implication for the way in which research is conducted. In identifying
working models of the world researchers may find themselves in a precari-
ous position. By reconstructing processes in those terms in which they are
conceived by powerful actors themselves, researchers may do more than just
analyze. They may contribute to the reproduction and maintenance of those
patterns. By recounting international relations in terms of a struggle for the
security of states, for instance, research may stabilize the view of actors that
they live in a world made up of states struggling for their security and thus
contribute to the reproduction of the practices they examine. Such theoriz-
ing may ‘freeze the given order’ (Ashley 1984: 260) or bring ‘our world into
existence’ (Smith 2004) instead of just analyzing it. This may leave research
with a responsibility which to meet may prove a quite demanding task. One
way to tackle the problem would be to clarify the status of the analytical
tools one employs, an endeavor on which I have embarked on the last few
pages. This will help to guard against the danger of equating world and anal-
ysis too quickly. Critical examination of one’s own results may thus be an
important first step. Critical examination by others must follow.
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Power indicators

Source for all absolute figures:

US Arms Control and Disarmaments Agency: World Military Expenditures and Arms
Transfers, 1996, as reproduced on the website of the Federation of American Scientists,
http://www.fas.org/man/docs/wmeat96/049_099.pdf [11 April 2007].

Table A.1 Military Expenditure (million US-$, constant 1995 prices)

USA SU/Russia PR China Japan UK Germany

1985 353,800 379,900 53,470 37,550 45,850 54,000
1986 374,900 383,900 52,140 39,340 45,260 53,660
1987 373,000 392,200 52,460 41,380 44,570 53,720
1988 365,900 398,300 53,090 43,370 42,070 53,150
1989 364,300 363,000 52,370 45,110 42,480 53,190
1990 351,900 335,600 55,660 46,820 42,630 55,790
1991 309,700 287,300 53,270 48,430 43,780 51,480
1992 328,200 171,200 55,390 49,510 39,340 49,260
1993 312,000 131,000 56,390 50,070 37,790 44,820
1994 295,300 95,330 58,470 50,540 36,330 42,050
1995 277,800 76,000 63,510 50,240 33,400 41,160

Note: All figures for SU/Russia and for the PR China are estimates.

Table A.2 Armed Forces (thousands)

USA SU/Russia PR China Japan UK Germany

1985 2,244 3,900 4,100 241 334 495
1986 2,269 3,900 4,030 245 331 495
1987 2,279 3,900 3,530 244 328 495
1988 2,246 3,900 3,783 245 324 495
1989 2,241 3,700 3,903 247 318 503
1990 2,181 3,400 3,500 250 308 545
1991 2,115 3,000 3,200 250 301 457
1992 1,919 1,900 3,160 242 293 442
1993 1,815 1,500 3,031 242 271 398
1994 1,715 1,400 2,930 233 257 362
1995 1,620 1,400 2,930 240 233 352
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Table A.3 GNP (million US-$, constant 1995 prices)

USA SU/Russia PR China Japan UK Germany

1985 5,758,000 2,903,000 1,095,000 3,849,000 894,600 1,689,000
1986 5,920,000 3,003,000 1,183,000 3,952,000 933,900 1,728,000
1987 6,085,000 3,039,000 1,315,000 4,123,000 974,400 1,754,000
1988 6,321,000 3,130,000 1,467,000 4,381,000 1,019,000 1,818,000
1989 6,533,000 3,170,000 1,526,000 4,592,000 1,040,000 1,894,000
1990 6,625,000 3,057,000 1,588,000 4,811,000 1,037,000 1,998,000
1991 6,555,000 2,797,000 1,749,000 5,018,000 1,016,000 2,095,000
1992 6,729,000 867,900 1,995,000 5,084,000 1,022,000 2,120,000
1993 6,881,000 794,300 2,260,000 5,076,000 1,044,000 2,071,000
1994 7,106,000 693,200 2,523,000 5,106,000 1,084,000 2,131,000
1995 7,247,000 664,000 2,759,000 5,153,000 1,110,000 2,172,000

Note: All figures for the PR China are estimates. Figures for SU/Russia in 1991, Japan, UK and
Germany in 1995 are estimates.

Table A.4 Population (million people)

USA SU/Russia PR China Japan UK Germany

1985 238.5 278.9 1,052.90 120.8 56.6 61.0
1986 240.7 281.5 1,067.60 121.5 56.8 61.1
1987 242.8 284.0 1,085.00 122.1 56.9 61.1
1988 245.0 286.4 1,102.20 122.6 57.1 61.4
1989 247.3 288.7 1,118.10 123.1 57.2 62.1
1990 249.9 290.9 1,133.70 123.5 57.4 79.4
1991 252.6 293.0 1,148.10 124.0 57.8 80.1
1992 255.4 148.6 1,161.10 124.4 58.0 80.7
1993 258,1 148.5 1,173.60 124.7 58.1 81.5
1994 260.7 148.4 1,185.90 125.0 58.2 82.3
1995 263.0 148.3 1,198.10 125.2 58.4 82.9

Note on sources

For ease of reference, all primary sources are cited in full in the notes.
Official documents of international organizations are cited with all specifics necessary

to identify them. Details on where to find the information are provided for sources
which cannot be easily located in official records or downloaded from the Web pages
of the organizations. The Web pages are

– NATO: http://www.nato.int
– WEU: http://www.weu.int

Cited documents from the EU’s Amsterdam IGC can be found on the EU’s 1996 IGC
website at http://www.consilium.europa.eu/App/Cig/Cig1996.aspx?cmsid=908 [date
accessed 31 October 2009]
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Official documents from the British or the German government and parliament
are cited in the commonly used form.

Policy statements are drawn from speeches, parliamentary debates and newspaper
articles. Speeches are mostly taken from official records as indicated. This holds espe-
cially for those of German government members. Their speeches can be found in
Bulletin des Presse- und Informationsamts der Bundesregierung as indicated. The Bulletin is
published on CD-Rom since 1996, hence there are no page numbers for all years after
1995. For other speeches Web page addresses are provided. Parliamentary debates are
cited using the usual format, that is HC Deb and HL Deb to refer to the Hansard
for House of Commons and House of Lords debates; and PlPr to refer to the Plenarpro-
tokolle des Deutschen Bundestags. Newspaper and news agency articles are provided with
the author (where available) and the title of the article, name of the newspaper or news
source and publication date. The following news sources were used:

– Financial Times
– The Guardian and The Observer
– The Independent and The Independent on Sunday
– The Times
– Süddeutsche Zeitung
– Agence Europe
– Associated Press
– European Report

All quotes from German sources (i.e. sources which are cited with a German title) were
translated by myself.

From May to September 2003, I could carry out several interviews at the British
and German EU representations in Brussels, at the FCO, the MOD and the House of
Commons in London, and at the foreign ministry and the Bundestag in Berlin. Most
interview partners asked not to be cited. These interviews were of great help in my
research. In writing the text, however, I relied on publicly accessible sources.



Notes

1 Introduction

1. The term ‘structure’ is much more often used than defined. My primary goal in
using the term is to signify that aspect of social reality which transcends actors
and their individual characteristics. I would argue that the informal definition of
structure above, as actor relations, includes most aspects of other definitions of
structure that are important for this end; as long as ‘relations’ are understood to
be non-incidental and have a certain degree of stability (although it is impossible
to pin down how stable relations must be to count as ‘structure’). The definition
extends, for example, to Waltz’s definition of structure as the ‘arrangement’ of
a system’s parts (Waltz 1979: 80). The definition is also open enough to include
generative structures, provided that it is complemented by a definition of actors
which clarifies that the existence of social actors presupposes the existence of rela-
tions. A thorough discussion of the notion of structure in IR began with Wendt
(1987) and Dessler (1989). For a discussion from the viewpoint of FPA, see Carl-
snaes (1992), and for a summary of the debate, see Bieler and Morton (2001:
7–16).

2. Pape, Robert ‘Welcome to the Era of “Soft Balancing” ’, Boston Globe, 23 March
2003, p. H1.

3. See also Miller (2001) and Ripsman (2006). Ripsman (2006: 11–12) also shows
that already many proponents of classical realism rejected a simple dichotomy
that treats only military matters as high and everything else as low politics.

4. For balance of threat theory, see Walt (1987).
5. For structural realism this translates into the proposition that all states will display

the same balancing behavior in the face of a preponderant power (e.g. Schroeder
1994: 116; Vasquez 1997: 903; see also Martin 2003).

6. At this stage, the choice is primarily pragmatic and necessarily arbitrary to a cer-
tain degree. In the concluding chapter I will return to this point and discuss how
the choice of assumptions affects the interpretation of the results of this study.

7. Declaration of the European Council on Strengthening the Common European
Policy on Security and Defense, Cologne European Council, 3–4 June 1999,
reprinted in Rutten (2001: 41–2).

8. The notion of the European Communities/Union as a ‘civilian power’ had been
introduced by François Duchêne (1973) and figured prominently in academic
and political debates about the EC/EU’s involvement in international affairs (for
a critique, see Bull 1982, and for an overview over different applications of the
concept, see Orbie 2006).

9. I will focus on the military aspect of ESDP and on what could be termed ‘con-
stitutional policies’. I will not include the actual deployment of military forces
through ESDP because the creation and design of an institution will arguably
be shaped by factors different from those that influence the application of the
instruments it provides.

10. The letters are reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker (1992: 276, 415–8). The
quote is from p. 418.

222
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2 Structure and Policy: A Framework for Analysis

1. For a similar argument, see Peter D. Feaver’s contribution to Feaver et al. (1999).
2. There need not be a rationality assumption for Waltz’s balance of power theory to

work and Waltz (1979: 118) himself expressly rejects the idea of including ratio-
nality among his theory’s basic assumptions. Waltz claims that even if states did
not calculate rationally (or at least – if not all states did so), a balance of power sys-
tem would eventually have to emerge in any anarchic environment. This would
come about by some evolutionary process of selection. Those states that adhere
to the principles of a balance of power system will survive in the long run, the
others will disappear or start to emulate the strategies of their successful com-
petitors. There can be no doubt, however, that Waltz’s formulation of neorealism
has a strong rationalist bend. His heavy reliance on microeconomic theory indi-
cates an affiliation to rational man, homo oeconomicus, as his implicit concept of
the ideal-type actor. Waltz also concedes that he has to make assumptions about
actors’ goals in order for his theory to work (units need to aim at survival) (Waltz
1979: 121) and the specification of actors’ goals as basic assumption of a theory
would make no sense if there was no implicit assumption about actors’ behavior
being influenced by a hierarchy of goals. It comes as no surprise, then, that most
successive texts relying on Waltz’s theory claim rationality to be a core assump-
tion of neorealist theory (e.g. Grieco 1995: 27; Elman 1996b: 43). Even Legro
and Moravcsik (1999), who heavily criticize that so many subsequent texts have
relaxed the basic assumptions of paradigmatic realist texts like Waltz’s Theory and
introduced additional assumptions alien to realism, regard actor rationality as one
of the two core assumptions of realism and, moreover, as the ‘least controversial’
one (Legro and Moravcsik 1999: 12). For a discussion of rationality in structural
realism defending Waltz’s view, see Resende-Santos (1996: 209, n. 56).

3. Fareed Zakaria (1998) addresses a similar problem. He asserts that actual power
depends on the resources that a nation’s government can actually control. He
focuses on the internal side of the issue, though, that is on the question to what
extent the state can extract resources from domestic society.

4. Surprisingly enough, these four strategies are seldom discussed together. Waltz
(1979) focuses almost completely on the first set of strategies stressing particularly
the increase in capabilities and only briefly discussing autonomy issues. Baumann
et al. (2001) focus on both sides of the autonomy issue (autonomy-seeking and
influence-seeking) but largely ignore the capabilities issue. Mearsheimer (1994,
2001) reflects on both autonomy and capabilities, yet in different publications.

5. See also the summaries in Pierson (2004: 24) and North (1990: 94). For extensive,
and also more technical, discussion of increasing returns in the economy, see the
essays in Arthur (1994a).

6. Pierson (2000, 2004: 17–53) offers a very useful review of the literature and its
arguments from a political science perspective.

7. The obstacles to picking the option in the first place may be quite formidable,
especially if the different available options have different distributional conse-
quences (Snidal 1985; Zürn 1992).

8. This argument centers on the second-order problem of cooperation which is
involved in maintaining PD institutions (see Zangl 1999: 68–76). In order to
cooperate in a PD situation actors need to establish mechanisms for monitoring
behavior and often also for sanctioning defection. Monitoring and sanction-
ing are both not only necessary but also costly. Providing for monitoring and
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sanctioning involves a (secondary) PD game itself, since every actor has strong
incentives for free-riding and leaving both tasks to others. The larger the group
of participants the stronger these incentives become (Olson 1965). This, in turn,
increases incentives for free-riding with respect to the first-order problem in ques-
tion (e.g. climate protection) because cheating is likely to go unnoticed or without
sanctions.

9. For a broader critique of the blindness of rationalist institutionalism to issues of
power, see Moe (2005).

10. This is what Douglass North (1990) has argued for economic markets.

3 A Guide for Analysis

1. Of course, there are some elements of states’ security policies which are eas-
ily accessible to statistical analysis, for example a state’s arms exports (Blanton
2000). Research on the monadic version of democratic peace theory (for an
overview, see Quackenbush and Rudy 2009: 269–71) is probably the largest strand
of research that uses statistical methods to analyze security policies but obviously
also restricted to a relatively small aspect of security policy.

2. This view is increasingly shared among social science scholars. For more extensive
treatments of a causal mechanisms approach to the social sciences in general and
political science in particular, see Dessler (1991), Little (1991: 1–37), Hedström and
Swedberg (1998), Tilly (2001) and Achen (2002).

3. In essence, this is a call for basing explanatory social theories on microfoundations,
that is on explanations of the behavior or actions of individuals. There appears
to be widespread agreement on the desirability or even necessity of addressing
these microfoundations when looking for explanations of social phenomena (for
an overview over proponents of this view and an argument along these lines, see
Schmid 2006). I agree with this position, which directly corresponds with my view
that structural explanations of security policy need to remain indeterminate to
a certain degree. However, in this study I have to bracket the issue of spelling out
hypotheses about actual microprocesses for pragmatic reasons. Rather I use the idea
as a heuristic guiding line: There need to be processes on the individual level which
translate the effect of structures into corporate (i.e. state) action. In other words, if
the macrostructures identified in the theoretical framework are to carry any causal
weight their impact has to become visible in actual actions of individuals.

4. For references to this and similar professions in treatments of the case study
method, see, for example, Scriven (1976: 105–6), McKeown (1999: 167–8), George
and Bennett (2005: 21, 82, 217–18), Gerring (2007: 173).

5. This, of course, holds only insofar as the inherent characteristics of the story itself
are concerned. Ultimately a social condition must be added: The story must be
accepted through the procedures agreed in the relevant community, for example
by a jury’s ruling. In obvious ways, this holds for the following translation to the
social science realm as well.

6. British ESDP policy has, moreover, already attracted some research, especially due
to the centrality of the United Kingdom’s 1998 policy shift (e.g. Biscop 1999,
Whitman 1999, Howorth 2000a, b, 2003, Dorman 2001, Mayer 2003, Knowles and
Thomson-Pottebohm 2004). We will see below that most of this research focuses on
contingent and incidental factors to account for the British policy change. Select-
ing British policy will therefore also contribute to the ongoing discussion about
the causes of this change and add a different perspective to it.
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4 Britain and Germany at the End of the Cold War

1. This was the basic assumption underlying the balancing debate, which was
reviewed in Chapter 1.

2. See the appendix for detailed data on standard indicators concerning all dimen-
sions of material power.

3. The MDA also goes by the name of Agreement for Co-operation on the Use of
Atomic Energy for Mutual Defense Purposes.

4. See British American Security Information Council: US–UK Nuclear Cooperation:
The 1958 US–UK Mutual Defense Agreement, http://www.basicint.org/nuclear/
MDA.htm [15 March 2005], and Defense Procurement Agency 2004: Project Fact
Files: Nuclear Weapons, August 2004, http://www.mod.uk/dpa/projects/nuclear_
weapons.htm [15 March 2005].

5. For a more detailed account of this and the following developments, see Dumbrell
(2001: 134–46).

6. Butler and Bromley (2001: 23), quoting from a formal exchange of letters between
the US and UK governments.

7. For in-service date, see Defense Procurement Agency 2004: Project Fact
Files: Nuclear Weapons, August 2004, http://www.mod.uk/dpa/projects/nuclear_
weapons.htm [15 March 2005].

8. See UK Ministry of Defense: The Future United Kingdom Strategic Nuclear Deter-
rent Force, Defense Open Government Document 80/23, July 1980 and UK
Ministry of Defense: The United Kingdom Trident Programme, Defense Open
Government Document 82/1, March 1982, cited in Eifert (1986: 19) and Dillon
(1983: 136 ff.).

9. Emphasis added.
10. Butler and Bromley (2001: 22) who refer to UK Ministry of Defense: The Future

United Kingdom Strategic Nuclear Deterrent Force, Defense Open Government
Document 80/23, July 1980.

11. John Dumbrell (2001: 132) estimates that in the area of defense intelligence,
for instance, up to 200 members of the British Defense Intelligence Staff were
continuously present in Washington during the Cold War.

12. The term was introduced in a piece by Joseph Alsop for the New York Times after
John F. Kennedy’s visit to West Berlin in 1963 (see Arenth 1997: 159).

13. For an historical overview over these efforts, see the contributions in Larres and
Opelland (1997).

14. For an overview of NATO’s organizational structure, see the NATOHandbook. The
latest edition can be downloaded from NATO’s website at http://www.nato.int.
A useful snapshot of NATO’s institutions at the end of the Cold War is provided
by NATO Information Service (1989). The following description draws on this
book and on Varwick and Woyke (2000).

15. Margaret Thatcher in: NATO’s Sixteen Nations, Special Issue: Britain and NATO,
Vol. 34, 1989, 7; see also ‘Interview with the Secretary of State for Defense, The
Rt. Hon. George Younger MP’, in: NATO’s Sixteen Nations, Special Issue: Britain
and NATO, Vol. 34, 1989, 10.

16. NATO’s Sixteen Nations, Special Issue: Britain and NATO, Vol. 34, 1989,
72, 81.

17. For a brief overview over the FRG’s integration, see Baumann (2001: 153–6). A use-
ful and detailed overview over the particulars of West Germany’s integration in
NATO in the mid-1980s is provided by Gerber (1985).
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18. Moreover the West German Basic Law was interpreted as not allowing West
German armed forces to be deployed outside the NATO area.

19. There were, of course, other such bodies like the Eurogroup and the Indepen-
dent European Programme Group (IEPG). I will bracket them here for the sake
of brevity and because these institutions will at best have indirect implications
for the development of a European military capability. Moreover they would not
add much to the comparison between Germany and the United Kingdom because
involvement of both states in these institutions is quite similar (on the organiza-
tions see Coëme (1991), on their post-ColdWar development, see Schmitt (2003b:
20–9) and the documents in Schmitt (2003a)).

20. For the post-1984 history of WEU, see Varwick (1998: 178–87), Schell (1991:
72–427) and Cahen (1989: 5 ff.).

21. For an overview over British positions during this period, see Schell (1991:
197–217).

22. I will not look at a third dimension, armaments cooperation, mainly for prag-
matic reasons. While it undeniably may have some, albeit indirect, repercussions
on the issue examined here (the creation of autonomous, deployable military
capabilities), it would require the investigation of a completely different institu-
tional incentive structure and thus much more space (and time) than is available
here.

23. For an outline of political institutions prior to the Rome Declaration, see Schwarz
(1988: 57–8).

5 From the End of Bipolarity to the Petersberg Declaration
(1990–92)

1. It goes without saying that these security organizations had not only been based
on bipolarity but also contributed to it.

2. My reconstruction of this process was guided primarily by Laursen (1996) for
the EC, Varwick (1998) for WEU, and the documents reprinted in Laursen and
Vanhoonacker (1992) unless otherwise indicated.

3. Belgian Memorandum, 19 March 1990, reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker
(1992: 269–75), 273.

4. Kohl–Mitterrand Letter to the Irish Presidency, reprinted in Laursen and Van-
hoonacker (1992: 276), emphasis in original.

5. Western European Union: Platform on European Security Interests, The Hague,
27 October 1987, paras 2–4.

6. Italian proposal on Common Foreign and Security Policy, 18 September 1990,
reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker (1992: 292).

7. Presidency Conclusions, European Council, Rome, 14 and 15 December 1990,
reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker (1992: 318–21), part 1 para. 2.

8. Ibid., emphasis added.
9. Draft Treaty on the Union from the Luxembourg Presidency, 18 June 1991,

reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker (1992: 358–406), Provisions on Common
Foreign and Security Policy, Art. L.

10. Draft Treaty toward European Union, from the Dutch Presidency, 30 September
1991, Part Four: External Relations of the Community, reprinted in Laursen and
Vanhoonacker (1992: 407–12), Title I Article C.

11. WEU Council of Ministers, Communiqué, 17 June 1991, Vianden.
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12. I. Declaration of Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, Portugal and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
which are members of the WEU and also members of the EU on the role of the
WEU and its relations with the EU and with the Atlantic Alliance, Maastricht, 10
December 1991, para. 2.

13. Western European Union Council of Ministers, Petersberg Declaration, Bonn, 19
June 1992, para. II.4.

14. Extraordinary Meeting of WEU Council of Ministers on the Situation in
Yugoslavia, 10 July 1992.

15. NATO: Declaration on a transformed North Atlantic Alliance issued by the Heads
of State and Government participating in the meeting of the North Atlantic
Council (‘The London Declaration’), London, 6 July 1990, para. 3.

16. NATO: The Alliance’s New Strategic Concept, Nov 1991, para. 2. The concept is
taken up again in para. 36 as a reference to new arrangements for burden-sharing.

17. NATO: Rome Declaration on Peace and Cooperation, Issued by the Heads of State
and Government participating in the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in
Rome 8 November 1991, S-1(91)86, paras 6–8, here: 6.

18. McEwen, Andrew ‘Hurd Proposes New NATO Force for Emergencies’, The Times,
11 December 1990.

19. See also NATO Rapid Reaction Force May Focus Attention on U.S. Strengths,
Aerospace Daily 158: 42, 29 May 1991, 344.

20. Archie Hamilton, MOD, HC Deb 14 May 1991 c135f.W.
21. An Anglo-Italian Declaration on European Security and Defence, 5 October 1991,

reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker (1992: 413–14).
22. Palmer, John ‘Hurd Keeps Options Open on EC Unity’, in The Guardian, 8 October

1990. Usborne, David ‘EC Concensus on Unity Leaves Britain Isolated’, in The
Independent, 10 October 1990, 17.

23. An Anglo-Italian Declaration on European Security and Defence, 5 October 1991,
reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker (1992: 413–14), para. 2.

24. Usborne, David ‘EC Concensus on Unity Leaves Britain Isolated’, in The Indepen-
dent, 10 October 1990, 17. The isolation cited in the article’s headline refers to
Britain’s resistance against the institutionalization of a common foreign policy
(including the introduction of qualified majority voting). Concerning defense,
Britain’s position was ‘more ambiguous’ and appeared to ‘favour the wide
consensus that [was] emerging’.

25. Davidson, Ian ‘Britain “Would Agree to Common Defence Policy” ’, Financial
Times, 8 November 1991, 1; see also Menon et al. (1992: 112).

26. Wielaard, Robert J. U.S. Warns Allies Not to Undermine NATO or Lose U.S.
Support, The Associated Press, 8 February 1991, AM Cycle.

27. ‘What to do with the WEU’, The Economist, 2 February 1991, 48.
28. Usborne, David ‘Support for EC Role in Defense and Foreign Policy’, in The

Independent, 8 October 1990, 12.
29. ‘European Political Union: Idea Gains Ground But Differences Confirmed at

Informal Ministerial’, in European Report, 10 October 1990, 2.
30. Douglas Hurd, quoted in Mark Lawrence, France, Germany Propose Common

Europe Defense Policy, The Associated Press, 4 February 1991, AM Cycle.
31. Kohl-Mitterrand Letter to the Irish Presidency, 19 April 1990, reprinted in Laursen

and Vanhoonacker (1992: 276).
32. Text of the Letter Addressed to Andreotti by Kohl and Mitterrand, 6 December

1990, reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker (1992: 313–14).
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33. The study is mentioned by Foreign Minister Genscher in July 1991: ‘Perspektiven
gemeinsamer Politik kooperativer Sicherheit in Europa, Rede des Bundesministers
des Auswärtigen vor Mitgliedern der WEU-Versammlung’, 8 July 1991, Bulletin
81/1991, 655–7, 656.

34. Franco-German Initiative on Foreign Security and Defence Policy, 11 October
1991, reprinted in Laursen and Vanhoonacker (1992: 415–18).

35. ‘Beitrag der WEU zur Stärkung des europäischen Einigungsprozesses, Rede des
Bundesministers des Auswärtigen in Paris vor der Westeuropäischen Union-
Versammlung’, 4 December 1991, Bulletin 138/1991, 1121–3, 1123.

36. For the results from the official German viewpoint, see: ‘Die Westeuropäische
Union – eine Schicksalsgemeinschaft, Rede des Bundesministers des Auswär-
tigen vor der WEU-Versammlung in Paris’, 2 June 1992, Bulletin 59/1992,
582–4.

37. ‘Rede des Bundeskanzlers vor dem Deutschen Bundestag, Aussprache über den
Bundeshaushalt 1991’, 13 March 1991, Bulletin 28/1991, 201–12, 210. All quotes
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8 Summarizing, Deconstructing, Reconsidering the Results

1. Declaration of the European Council on Strengthening the Common European
Policy on Security and Defense, Cologne European Council, 3–4 June 1999,
reprinted in Rutten (2001: 41–2).

2. These options were listed in the so-called ‘Toolbox paper’ which was presented at a
meeting of EU defense ministers in Sintra on 28 February 2000: ‘Military Bodies in
the European Union and the Planning and Conduct of EU-ledMilitary Operations’,
reprinted in Rutten (2001: 94–101).
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3. This way of capturing the interaction (rather than co-constitution) of action and
structure is a by-product rather than a central concern of the framework. Frame-
works for analyzing foreign policy which more directly tackle this point can be
found in Hellmann et al. (2005), Wagner et al. (2006) and Gadinger and Peters
(2008).

4. To make things worse, social actors themselves or individuals as social actors may
only exist as implications of such agreements.

5. This, of course, was what Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann originally implied
with the term. They saw reification, that is the ‘apprehension of the products of
human activity as if they were something else than human products’, as an impor-
tant phenomenon occurring in the social world (Berger and Luckmann 1966: 89,
emphasis in original).
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